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ABSTRACT

TRADE AND CONVERSION: INDIANS, FRANQSCANS AND SPANIARDS

ON THE UPPER AMAZON FRONTIER, 1693-1790
FEBRUARY 2003

RICHARD JAMES GOULET, B. A., UNFVERSITY OF ALBERTA
M.A.,

Ph.D.,

UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Jane M. Rausch

For one hundred years (1693-1790) Franciscan missionaries continuously

attempted to convert a variety of lowland indigenous peoples of the Putumayo

and Caqueta

rivers of

what

is

now

the

Amazonian

area of Colombia and

Ecuador. The missionaries were challenged by a number of obstacles including

difficult travel; a

tropical diseases;

paucity of personnel and material support; epidemic and

and most importantly,

responded to the missionaries

in

certain levels to violent rejection

Americans were not alone

a diverse Indian population that

many ways -

ranging from acceptance on

and expulsion. But the Franciscans and Native

in the region; they shared this frontier with other

multiSpaniards, mestizos and even black slaves creating a multi-ethnic and

cultural borderlands.

ix

This dissertation, in accordance with the aims
and focus of the

"New Latin

American Mission History/' analyzes these missions from the
perspective of the
different Native

American groups involved whenever

possible. Seeing the

mission frontier as an intercultural zone of interaction
and accommodation,

it

seeks to illuminate the history of this peripheral area
of the Spanish empire.

By examining
and

the use

and importance of "trade" between

different Indian groups, this study focuses

to insert themselves into a regional trade

which was modified

significantly

on the

the missionaries

ability of the Franciscans

network that existed

for centuries but

by the presence of Europeans

in general

and

the mendicants in particular. Trading and warring alliances between Indian

groups and Europear\s produced a dynamic region

in

which the Franciscans had

varying degrees of success negotiating. At times, such as 1721 and 1790, the
friars

were

rejected

by the majority

of indigenous peoples

who

violently expelled

them.

For the

first

half of the eighteenth century the friars

while their base of action

moved

to

came from Quito,

Popayan and the new College of Missions

located there during the latter half of the century. The consequences of this

relocation

and the

Popayan and

Call,

rivalries

and controversies between the Franciscans

in

peninsular Spanish Franciscans and Creole missionaries, and

even between Franciscans and
secondary concern of

Jesuits,

and

this study.

xi

their effects

on the missions

are a
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CHAPTER

1

THE PUTUMAYO/CAQUETA MISSIONS AND "NEW
MISSION HISTORY"
In

ne New latin American Mission

frontier in Latin

the

number and

America has received

History, Robert H. Jackson writes:
"the

relatively little attention in

comparison to

sophistication of historical studies of the core
areas. In

particular, the single

most important

frontier institution, the Catholic frontier

mission, has in the last century been largely ignored
by professional scholars."^
Frontier missions played a vital role in the Spanish empire
as missionaries tried
to

modify

^Erick

social

and economic structures of semi-sedentary and nomadic
native

Langer and Robert H. Jackson,

Press, 1995),

eds., (Lincoln: University of

Nebraska

vii.

Note on terminology:

In this dissertation

I

use several different terms

when

referring to the indigenous peoples of the region(s) under discussion.
I use the
terms Indians, Native Americans, indigenous peoples, native peoples, natives,
and perhaps a few others. I am purposely inconsistent with these terms because,

while understanding the objections some have to using the term "Indian" or
"Indians," there is far from a consensus, either among academics or even among

"Native Americans" as to what

is

the best or "politically correct" term to use for

the different "native" groups of the Americas either in the past or now. I
certainly recognize that the original use of the term "Indio" was a misnomer used

by Christopher Columbus and those who came after him. Nor do I wish to
offend any native person or non-native person who might be offended by its
I

try to use specific

"nation"

group names

names whenever

or, as

they are more

possible and

when

commonly

use.

referred to,

they are specifically used in the

documents. For example, the different "nations" of the Andaquies, Macaguajes,
Senseguajes, Huaques, etc. are used when it is "clear" which group is being
discussed.

when

The term "Indians" and

referring to

groups or nations

several other "imperfect" terms are used

many different indigenous groups or when
in general.

1

discussing these

groups to conform

to the

town-dwelling agricultural communities that the

Spanish established in the core areas of Mesoamerica and the
Andean region.

The purpose

of the missionaries

frontiers, eventually

integrate

Herbert

them

E.

was

to convert

hoping to change

and "dvilize" the Indians of the

their behavior

and way of Ufe

in

order to

into the Spanish colonial system as exploitable laborers.
Since

Bolton wrote "The Mission as a Frontier Institution in the Spanish

American Colonies"^

in 1917, mission studies

have tended to emphasize the

role

of the missionary, generally in flattering or apologetic language while
Indians
are usually depicted as either barbaric or "childlike", with

little

culture of their

own.
In recent years, revisionist historians

have reevaluated the old approach of

frontier mission history. Accepting Bolton's

view

"frontier agencies of Spain", they, nonetheless,

that missions functioned as

view

frontiers as places

where

"peoples of different cultures interact with one another as well as with physical
space;" "places of conflict and accommodation, characterized by

interaction in the political, military, commercial, religious,

and

many

levels of

cultural spheres."^

This change of perspective seeks to put the Indians at the center of mission

studies; to recognize

them as

active participants in their

own lives, and

not

^American Historical Review, 23, 1917, 42-61.

^David

J.

Weber and Jane M. Rausch,

eds..

Where Cultures Meet:

American History, (Wilmington, DE: Scholarly Resources, 1994),

2

Frontiers in Latin
xxiii.

passive figures

niissions are

places in

who played no

part in their society.^

no longer the study

which socioeconomic,

From

this

vantage point, the

of missionary triumphs or failures but the

cultural, political

and demographic changes took

place that greatly affected both Indians and missionaries.

This study examines the Franciscan missions of the Caqueta and

Putumayo

rivers utilizing this

new approach as much

as the available

documentation allows. During the eighteenth century Franciscans traveled from
their Colleges of Missions, first

Popayan,

the

New Granada,

and then descended

Putumayo and Caqueta

among

the

(circa 1693-1792),

many

Andes

of

Amazon

dozens of

different native

rainforests of the eastern side of the

later, after 1753,

from

into the tropical forest valleys of

rivers, tributaries of the

For approximately a century
mission "towns"

from Quito, Ecuador and

what

River. (See

friars set

groups

who

up

Map

several

lived in the

today Colombia. These

is

missions varied in size from under 100 to over 1000 Indians, with different
Indian groups often living together in the same mission.^

"'See

David Sweet's "The Ibero- American Frontier Mission

History" in R.H. Jackson and

E.

Langer, eds., The

New

in

Native American

Latin American Mission

History, 7-11.

^The vagueness concerning dates and numbers of missionaries and Indians

due

to the fact that mission

missionaries entered and

towns varied

left

in

duration and location of existence,

the mission field at different times, Indians

and went, and the naming of the

different groups

was

Part of the story to be told concerning these missions

3

is

far

is

came

from standardized.

a systematic

1)

Like the Franciscans

peoples of what

is

who arrived in

now Mexico,

these

1523 to evangelize the indigenous

members

of the Order of the Friars

Minor

(O.F.M.) journeyed to a strange land to convert the heathen tribes they met
into
Christians.^

And like their fellow

friars

two centuries

before, they also

attempted, at least to a certain degree, to bring the "uncivilized" Indians
into the
social,

economic, political and perhaps most importantly, the cultural world of

the Spanish empire.

But these two groups of missionaries, while sharing similar goals, did not
encounter similar conditions. The

large, settled

first

missionaries of

New Spain dealt with a

population that had lived under an imperial system with a

political

hierarchy and tributary subordinates. The Peoples of the Central Valley of

Mexico,

who numbered

complex

institutions of

in the millions,

were

agriculturalists

commerce, education, religion and

the natives of the Caqueta and

reconstruction of which and

Putumayo Rivers were

when

how many Indians were part

certain mission

of these towns.

It is

and had highly

culture.

In contrast,

tropical forest peoples

towns
clear,

existed,

and

and which and

however, that

at certain

times there were at least ten mission towns and over twenty missionaries

in the

area.

An Essay of the Apostolate and
New Spain: 1523-1572, Lesley

^See Robert Ricard's The Spiritual Conquest of Mexico:
the Evangelizing

Methods of the Mendicant Orders

in

Bird Simpson, trans., (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1966; originally

published in French, University of

Mendicant Orders
set

up

the

Church

(i.e.

in

Paris, 1933). Ricard

contends that

it

was

the Franciscans, Dominicans and the Augustinians)

New Spain in the sixteenth century (1523-1572).
4

the

who

semi-sedentary. They depended on hunting and fishing along
with gathering

and

cultivation of certain crops based

numbers

on

slash

and

bum agriculture.

While

their

are difficult to determine during the colonial period, they certainly
did

not match the population density of the central Mexican plateau. ^
Nevertheless,
they possessed their

structures

own unique cultural,

which complemented

adapted to

their

their

social, religious

and

political

economic mode of living and which was

environment.

These differences between Franciscan missions on the Mexican plateau

and those

in the

colonial Latin

upper Amazon point

America

for decades;

to concerns that

have occupied scholars of

namely, the significance of those areas

considered central or at the core of the Spanish empire and those areas on the
edge, fringe or periphery of that empire. The Central Valley of Mexico with

Mexico City as

its

focus and the

Andean highlands with Lima

with their concentrations of Spanish immigrants and

^iUiam M. Denevan

their

as

its

epicenter,

governmental

estimates a pre-contact p)opulation density of 1.2 per

square kilometer for the upland forest area of Amazonia, an area which

corresponds to the Putumayo and Caqueta missionary area of the Franciscans

under consideration. Denevan gives pre-contact numbers of 188,000

for the

and 70,800 for the upland forests of Northeastern
Bolivia, but he does not provide any estimates for the upland forests of
Southeastern Colombia. Although he admits that his figures are "educated
guesses" his work does indicate that indigenous populations were in the
thousands rather than millions during the colonial era. See William M. Denevan,
upland

forests of Eastern Peru

"The Aboriginal Population of Amazonia"
in 1492,

W.M. Denevan,

ed.,

in The Native Population of the Americas

(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1992), 205-

234.

5

institutions,

have often been compared

to

and conceptually separated from the

outlying regions. Although massive population loss and
cultural change

occurred throughout the empire, the relative isolation and economic
insignificance of the "fringe" areas often shielded indigenous
populations from

both demographic and cultural devastation for decades or even centuries. «
In
short,

comparisons and conceptual frameworks have been devised that

split the

Spanish colonial world in the Americas into core areas and the periphery.^ The

^Two

recent

works

that pointedly demonstrate this

dichotomy

the Spanish colonial world in the Americas are Louisa Schell

Susan Migden Socolow's

(eds.). Cities

and Society

in conceptualizing

Hoberman and

in Colonial Latin

America

New Mexico Press, 1986) and The Countryside in
(Albuquerque: U of NM Press, 1996). In the latter work

(Albuquerque: University of
Colonial Latin America

they state that "to observers of present-day Latin America, just as to conquerors,
settlers,

and

travelers

who have been coming

to the region for the last five

hundred years, it is obvious that rural life and values are central to the region.
Throughout the colonial period, between 75 and 90 percent of the total
population of Spanish and Portuguese America lived in the countryside."
is indeed an impressive statistic.

3.

This

'Lockhart and Schwartz use the core-fringe concept as the major framework for
their analysis of the

Early Latin America.

"fringe" areas

and

Spanish and Portuguese empires in the Americas in their
It is

interesting to note that they also differentiate

"frontier" areas.

Very

briefly, the

that occupied a secondary importance for the Iberian

colonial era

became more economically and

with the "core" areas,

former were those areas

crowns but which over the

politically

important and integrated

in effect increasing the core areas' sizes.

areas were those regions

where the

between

The

"frontier"

"Iberians faced indigenous groups

who

them an absolute minimum of economic incentive and who at the same
time were better able, for various reasons, to resist invasion or even to
counterattack." In these areas, according to Lockhart and Schwartz, "indigenous
and intrusive societies were colliding more than meeting,... but relatively
speaking the role of institutions - missions, forts with paid soldiers - was
offered

6

missionary

activities of the Franciscans in

Mexico

in the early sixteenth century

can be distinguished, to a certain degree, from
those

in the

Amazon of

western

the eighteenth century on the basis of core
versus frontier issues. i°

And so, while the basic goals of missionaries may have been
missions and mission

depending on the

life

during the Spanish colonial era varied greatly

area, time period and,

involved. While this

similar,

may seem

American missions indicates

most importantly, the Indian peoples

self-evident, the historiography of Latin

that the diversity of the missions

active role the Indians played in mission

life

and

especially the

has been under-appreciated.

A brief

survey of the trends of mission studies and some of the major works that
have

dominant

in a

way

was nowhere

because there was hardly anything to
attract Iberian migrants, so that the Iberian civil population was
extremely
diffuse,

290.

it

humble and

While

it

thin,

else,

sometimes almost

to the vanishing point." See pp.287-

appears that the Putumayo and Caqueta missions could be

considered a "frontier" area by their reckoning,

it is

how much
how many Iberians were

unclear just

"colliding" or "meeting" took place, or for that matter,

present in the area. For the purposes of this introduction, the term "frontier"
approximates Lockhart and Schwartz's definition but due to the economic

importance of some missions these
area.

My point is that

"fringe"

and

may belong more to their idea

of a "fringe"

"frontier" are terms that are difficult to

differentiate at times.

^°0f course, even the initial

work

of the Franciscans in the Central Valley of

Mexico could be considered as "frontier" work since contact between the Spanish
and Indians was still recent and it took some time to establish the infrastructure
of empire. However, since the Mexico City area

was the focus of immigration
the missionaries were not left alone to pursue their work and the various
institutions of empire and the accompanying bureaucrats and other Spanish
civilians were on the scene from the beginning, something which could not be
said in most "frontier" missions, like those of the upper Putumayo and Caqueta.

7

defined or influenced mission history in
colonial Latin America indicates this
neglect but also reveals a "genre" of Latin
American history that continues to

chaUenge our understanding of "conquesf hegemony,
,

cultural

genodde and

cultural survival.

Latin American Mission History Literature Review:

A General Survey

Any discussion of the historiography of mission studies of the
American colonial era invariably begins with Herbert
"The Mission as a Frontier

Although not the

first

E.

Spanish

Bolton and his article

Institution in the Spanish- American Colonies. "^^

to write about colonial Latin

contended that the mission was one of the

American missions, he

critical institutions to

understand what he considered Spain's successful attempt

study in order to

to spread its

"Several articles over the years have dealt with the historiography of Latin
American missionary history. Some of the better ones include: David Sweef s

"The Ibero- American Frontier Mission

in

Native American History" in The

New

Latin American Mission History, Erick Langer

and Robert H. Jackson, eds,
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1995), 1^; David Block, "Themes and
Sources for Missionary History in Hispanic America" in Latin American Frontiers,
and Hinterlands: Research Needs and Resources, Paula Covington, ed.,
(SALALM, 1990), 62-71; David Weber, "Blood of Martyrs, Blood of Indians:

Borders,

Toward

a

More Balanced View

North America"

in

of Spanish Missions in Seventeenth-Centiiry

Columbian Consequences: Archaeological and Historical

Perspectives on the Spanish Borderlands East, Vol. 2,

David Hurst Thomas,

ed.,

(Washington: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1990), 429-448; and John Francis
Bannon, "The Mission as a Frontier Institution: Sixty Years of Interest and
Research" in Western Historical Quarterly, 10 (1979), 303-322.
the

titles

A quick survey of

of these articles suggests the shift to a Native American perspective and

an increasingly multi-disciplinary approach

8

to mission studies.

;

language, culture and religion to the frontier areas of

with the conquistador and the presidial

its

soldier, Bolton

large empire.

Along

viewed the missionary as

primary agent of "pioneering." As a Hispanophile, Bolton's "Borderlands"
histories

were designed to counter the Black Legend

still

prevalent in the early

twentieth century and to emphasize the importance of the Hispanic
presence in

He admired

the history of the United States.

took a rather dim view of the Indians
of the United States, describing

"Spain's frontiering genius" and

who lived in what became the Southwest

them as "hardly worth the

candle."^^ Bolton's

mission history reflected his Eurocentric conceptions of worth and

"civilization,

recognized the missionaries as great "civilizers," and virtually neglected the

Native Americans' role in the missionary process.

A decidedly

"Western" or

Occidental liberal conception of linear "progress" and the evolutionary

inevitability that all

men would

or should

move from

a state of "savagery" to

what has been produced consists of chronicles
polemic discusssions by sectarian partizans (sic), or

^^Bolton himself stated "most of

the deeds of the Fathers,

of

sentimental effusions with literary, edifying or financial intent." "The Mission as
a Frontier Institution in the Spanish- American Colonies,"

was aware

of the

work

AHR,

of Father Zephyrin Engelhardt, O.F.M.,

Missions and Missionaries of California Series

was published

23, 1917,

41 He

whose The

in the 1910s

These works, while more within the realm of "Local History," were

and

still

1920s.

highly

chronological in nature, often containing long passages from the journals of the
missionaries, but they

were among the

first

attempts at a broader view of

missions. See John Frands Bannon, "The Mission as a Frontier Institution. Sixty

Years of Interest and Research," Western Historical Quarterly, 10 (1979),

"Bolton, "The Mission...", 45.

9

305.

"Christian civilization" effused his work. Consequently, the missionary

perspective

style of

is

work

paramount, and administrative/institutional

and

of Bolton

that of

histories describe the

many missionary scholars who

followed

him.^*

Two of the most prominent of those scholars were Peter Mansen Dunne
and John Francis Bannon, both Jesuits. Dunne focused

his attention

on the Jesuit

mission fields of California and Northern Mexico, and while he admitted that the
missionaries were not

forefathers,

were

infallible, he,

upon whose

nonetheless, agreed with his religious

chronicles he too heavily depended, that the Indians

more than savages with no

little

^"For a lengthy bibliography of Bolton's historical writings (not

pertaining to mission studies), see Greater America: Essays

Eugene Bolton (Treeport, NY: Books

sample
Barnes

is

&

collecting

his

book Spanish

Noble,

Inc.,

in

for Libraies Press, 1968)

all,

of course,

Honor of Herbert

A representative

Exploration in the Southwest, 1542-1706,

1908) which Bolton edited

(New York:

and demonstrated

his interest in

and publishing "Original Narratives of Early American History,"

which was the name of the

was

The more

real culture of their own.^^

series this

book was

a part.

Another well known

his The Padre on Horseback: A Sketch of Eusebio Francisco Kino,

Pimas, (San Francisco:

The Sonora

Press, 1932),

S./.,

which demonstrated

title

Apostle of the
his interest

and exalting the work of the missionaries. Bolton
claimed Kino "was great not only as missionary and church builder, but also
in biographical writing

explorer and ranchman."

^^See Peter

as

11.

Dunne, Pioneer Black Robes on

the

West Coast (Berkeley and Los

Angeles: University of California Press, 1940), Pioneer Jesuits

in

Northern Mexico

(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1944), Early Jesuit
Missions in Tarahumara (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1948), and Black

Robes in Lower California, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1952).
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prolific

John Francis Bannon displayed similar ethnocentrism. David Weber

sums Bannon up

nicely:

Bannon wrote his

earliest

work on

Frontier in Sonora, almost entirely
Jesuits.

the Borderlands, The Mission

from the point of view of the

'The tale of the Black Robes'

first

Slope/ he enthusiastically proclaimed,

names dot

its

pages.' All of these

century on the Western

'is

a glorious one. Great

names were Spanish, and no

hint

appears in Bannon's early work that the Jesuits' 'success' might
have represented another peoples' loss. Bannon dismissed the
religion of Sonora Indians with the
'practically

no

comment

religion, at least in the

that they possessed

European

sense,'

and he

explained Indian resistance to white encroachment as a character

and marauding Apaches... and unruly
Sens... were to retard for long years the normal civilian
development of Sonora.' He saw Sonora Indians largely through
defect: 'Belligerent

the eyes of his Jesuit sources

and repeated the Jesuits' ethnocentric

observations freely.
...Ironically,

peoples

Bannon took

a

more sympathetic view

of invaded

when he wrote about Anglo-American expansion into

areas

occupied by Spaniards.

Much

of value also

came from

the pens of

Dunne and Barmon.

examinations of relationships between missionaries and

civil

Their

and

military

authorities achieved a greater understanding of the administrative

and

institutional nature of frontier missions. Biographical information,

most of it

positive, but not entirely so,

was also brought

to light

from the dusty

and

behind. The Indians' voices, however, were

manuscripts the missionaries

left

^^David Weber, "John Francis

Bannon and

the Historiography of the Spanish

Borderlands: Retrospect and Prospect," Journal of the Southwest, 29
337. See

letters

John Franics Bannon, The Mission Frontier

in

States Catholic Historical Society, 1955), 142, 48, 139.

11

Sonora

(4),

1987, 336-

(New York: United

still

noticeably mute, their culture denied or denigrated, and mission
studies

were

still

the realm of the missionary, his noble goals, his zealous

courageous and largely successful

and

spirit,

his

efforts.

No murky cultural relativism clouded the mainstream of mission
historiography from the 1930s to 1950s as writers often extolled "the theme
of
Christophilic triumphaUsm/'^^ Before the 1970s, in

history of Latin America

was dominated by

preconceptions. However,

of mission history

an

some of the

came from outside

fact,

much of the missionary

Bolton-influenced scholars and their

earliest challenges to the Boltonian

view

the historical profession. Peveril Meigs IQ,

historical geographer, described missionaries as dictators rather than

benevolent fathers, and spoke of the development of a

Although he ignored the

new

"cultural landscape."

role of the Indians in creating this "cultural landscape,"

^T)avid Weber, "Blood of Martyrs, Blood of Indians," 430-431. Fitting into this

mainstream of mission historiography were many
their

works,

are:

Maynard

writers.

A few,

with some of

Geiger, O.F.M., The Franicscan Conquest in Florida

(1573-16181 (Washington, D.C: The Catholic University of America, 1937);

Carlos

E. Castefieda,

289-302;

"The Sons of

St.

Francis in Texas," The Americas,

Manuel J. Esptnosa, "Our Debt

(1945):

to the Franciscan Missionaries of

New

John Tate Lanning, The Spanish Missions of
University of North Carolina Press, 1935); and Felix

Mexico", The Americas,
Georgia, (Chapel Hill:

1

1

(1944): 79-87;

Zubillaga, La Florida: La Mision Jesuitica (1566-1572) y

(Rome: Institutum Historicum,

S.I.,

1941).
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la colonizacion espanola,

he was not an apologist

for the missionaries, like so

many Boltonians have been

labeled. ^8

Demographer Sherburne
further.

Cook held

F.

Cook challenged

the Boltonian school even

the missions responsible for the disastrous collapse
of the

native populations. While vaguely accepting the idea of
reHgious syncretism and

giving the Indians credit for adopting certain Christian attributes
which best
suited their ways, he nevertheless

of a foreign culture

little

and

that

it

saw them

as victims reacting to the imposition

and "environment." He argued

largely reverted back to

its

that Indian culture

pre-contact form after the mission

system collapsed, implying that the overall success of the missions had
questioned.

He was one of the few scholars of his day to

from the Indian perspective,

^^See Peveril Meigs,

III,

changed

be

to

look at the missions

albeit a primarily biological one.^'

The Dominican Mission Frontier of Lower California

(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1935).

'Sherburne

F.

Cook, The

Conflict Between the California

Indian versus the Spanish Mission, (Berkeley

and White

Civilization:

The

and Los Angeles: University of

California Press, 1976, originally published 1943). This

is

one of a

series of

monographs that tried to determine population levels in California in the
century and the subsequent demographic collapse among indigenous

18th

who

were

populations of California. Others

also pointed out that missionaries

unwitting contributors to the deaths of appalling numbers of mission Indians

were Homer Aschmann, The

Central Desert ofBaja California, Ibero- America no. 42

(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1949), and

Extinction in the Middle Santa

Cruz

Henry

Valley, Arizona,"

Review 38 (April 1963): 163-181.
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F.

Dobyns, "Indian

New Mexico

Historical

Since the 1960s, but particularly in the last decade, mission history
has

changed dramatically. With Meigs and Cook leading the way,

methods have continued

to

grow

in the

interdisciplinary

study of Latin American missions.

Some

historians have explored the missions' role in colonial regional economies. '°
Social history

and the development

of ethnohistory

have led to

appreciation for and interest in the indigenous peoples

a

new

who made up

the

majority of mission inhabitants. While Bolton's influence continued well into the
1970s, his influence waned.

By

1979,

Bannon and

his Boltonian views

were no

example, Robert Archibald, The Economic Aspects of the California
Missions (Washington, D.C.: Academy of American Franciscan History, 1978),
2°See, for

xii.

Other studies of the same era that focus on the economic role of a religious order
in regional economies include the able work of Nicolas P. Cushner in his books.
Lords of the Land (Albany: State University of
Factory (Albany:

SUNY Press,

1982),

and

Jesuit

Development of Colonial Argentina (Albany,

Cushner focused on Jesuit
key roles

in

New York Press,

1980),

Farm and

Ranches and the Agrarian

SUNY Press,

1983).

A Jesuit

enterprises, not necessarily missions,

himself,

which played

developing certain industries in different regional economies. See

also Cynthia Radding, Las estructuras socio-economicas de las misiones de
Alta, 1768-1850 (Hermosillo: Instituto

Centre Regional del Noroeste, 1979)

la

Pnmeria

Nacional de Antropologia e Historia,

An earlier study of the economic

relationships developed by the missions, especially the components of a Jesuit

economic system,
Jesuits in the

is

Magnus Momer's The Political and Economic Activities of the

La Plata Region: The Hapsburg Era (Stockholm: Victor Petersens

Bokindustri, 1953). Theodore Treutline "proved ahead of his time as his "The

Economic Regime of the Jesuit Missions

in

Eighteenth Century Sonora,"

Historical Review, 8:3 (1939), 289-300) provides

mines and missions

in

An indication of the continuing

relatively

low

priority

an account of symbiosis between

northwest Mexico." See David Block, "Themes and

Sources for Missionary History,"

2^

{Pacific

67.

influence of the Boltonian school and the

new methodologies and perspectives had on some
14

mission

longer at the forefront of mission historiography and his utter
disregard for the
Indians' perspective blinded

more

critical

him

work

to valuable

that

"had begun to take a

and balanced view of the Spanish missionary

process."^^

Throughout the 1980s the trend continued with many studies
took the Indian perspective into account and more

critically

that increasingly

assessed the so-

called successes of the missions.

Evelyn Hu-DeHarf s book. Missionaries, Miners and
With

the Yaqui Nation of Northwestern

historians

is

New

John Francis Baimon's 1979

Institution: Sixty

Indians: Spanish Contact

Spain, 1523-1820, published in 1981,

article,

is

a

"The Mission as a Frontier

Years of Interest and Research," Western

Historical Quarterly, 10

which he continues to laud the relative "success" of the the
"civilize" and "Hispanicize" the Indians.

(1979), 303-322, in

missions to

^Weber, "Blood of
can be seen in

An

example of this new interpretation
Rev. Charles W. Spellman's "The 'Golden Age' of the Florida
Martyrs...", 432.

early

Missions, 1632-1674," Catholic Historical Review 51 (1965): 354-372 where he

challenged

Age"

Maynard

Geiger's earlier description of a Franciscan mission "Golden

in colonial Florida.

Spellman described

poverty and hardship for the

friars,

Indians, of acrimonious disputes

of hunger

this

period as "a time of unrelieved

and want and near-slavery

between missionaries and

for the

officials, of violent

Indian revolts, and of equally violent civilian suppressions." 355. In the 1970s

good examples of attempts to deal with the
Indians and their responses to the missions and missionaries. While his books are
strongly narrative in nature and are more within the realm of "local" or "microthe

works of John

L. Kessell are

history," they try to understand better the processes of acculturation within

missions. See Kessell's Mission of Sorrows: Jesuit Guevavi and the Pimas, 1691-1767

(Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1970),

Friars, Soldiers,

and Reformers:

Hispanic Arizona and the Sonora Mission Frontier 1767-1856 (Tucson:
1976),

and

Kiva, Cross,

and Crown: The Pecos Indians and

(Albuquerque: University of

New Mexico Press,

1979).
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UA Press,

New Mexico,

1540-1840

1987, originally published in

good example of how the conception of the mission was moving away from

the

Boltonian model. She demonstrated that the Indians were not a tabula rasa
for
the missionaries to Christianize and Hispanicize. Moreover, she did not
portray
the Yaquis as passive victims of the authoritarian Jesuits, but, on the contrary,

recognized that they acted in their

own interests within the mission setting.

other words, she described in dramatic fashion

changed Yaqui

political

In

how the imposed mission system

and economic structures

to actually strengthen their

sense of community and credited their agency in these changes. While not
overtly discussing

it,

Hu-DeHart showed the transformative nature

mission, not as a cultural brokerage in a zero-sum

game

of the

of Spanish or/versus

Indian culture, but as a mediating institution between cultures which produced

two

altered but

still

distinct societies

on the

cultural frontier of the Spanish

colonial world.

Throughout the 1980s and 1990s

this

of missionary

and Indian

sophisticated

and diverse body of mission

much more complex

colonial

world

interaction has been explored within an increasingly

studies. Questions

about the relative

success or failure of the missions to Christianize and Hispanize the Indians,

which inherently concentrate on the Spanish side of things, have given way

to

questions that focus on indigenous cultural survival, degrees of acculturation

and

cultural

change on both sides of the mission equation.

16

Economic questions have continued

to interest scholars as they explore

how indigenous groups in missions responded to the economic pressures of the
Spanish colonials. The results have shown the mission as a dynamic institution
that functioned differently

was

in operation.

From

of Spanish colonists

depending on the Indians, the region, and the time

it

protecting Indians against the increasing encroachment

and economic

forces, to helping perpetuate coercive forced

labor draft systems, to serving as "halfway houses" which allowed Indians to

slowly integrate into Hispanic society on their

own terms,

missions played

various roles on the ever-changing Hispanic/Indian cultural frontier.

Even the
institution has

overall role of the mission as a Latin

frontier

been challenged. For example, Robert H. Jackson and Paul

Famsworth have argued
"to

American

that they

meet the needs of the secular

were "death camps" purposefully organized

state,

recognizing that these needs superseded

the transformation of the culture, social organization, and world view of

selection of studies that

come

to different conclusions concerning the

economic integration of mission Indians include: Susan Deeds, "Rural Work

Nueva

Vizcaya:

Historical

View

Forms

of Labor Coercion

Review(HAHR), 69:3

on the Periphery," Hispanic American

(1989), 425-449;

of the Mission as a Frontier Institution:

Santa Fe (Gran Chaco), 1743-1810,"

Whigham, "Paragua/s
Frontier

James Schofield Saeger, "Another

The Guaycuruan Reductions

HAHR, 65:3,

(1985), 493-517;

of

Thomas

Pueblo de Indios: Echoes of a Missionary Past," in The

Latin American Mission History, 157-188;

in

New

and Erick Langer, "Missions and the

Economy: The Case of the Franciscan Missions among the Chiriguanos,

1845-1930," in The

New Latin American

Mission History, 49-76.
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Most

the...Indians."24

meant well but

scholars,

however,

still

contend that the missionaries

that their best intentions resulted in the deaths of millions of

indigenous peoples throughout the Americas. But

far

from viewing Indians as

hapless victims, Jackson and others admit that the reasons Indians entered
the

missions were complex and that Indians reflected their cultural adaptability,

and independence

survival

in their choices of entering or

remaining outside the

mission setting.^

Famsworth and Robert H. Jackson, "Cultural, Economic, and
Demographic Change in the missions of Alta California: The Case of Nuestra

2*See Paul

Sefiora

de

la

Soledad," in The

New Latin

Jackson, eds., 124,126. Jackson
recent writers about Latin

is

American Mission History, Langer and

one of the more

American mission

prolific

and controversial

Some of his other works
of Northwestern New Spain, 1687-

history.

include: Indian Population Decline: The Missions

New Mexico Press, 1994), "The Changing
Alta California Missions A Reinterpretation," Pacific

1840 (Albuquerque: University of

Economic Structure of the

-

Historical Review, 61: 3 (1992),

387^15, and with Edward

Castillo, Indians,

and Spanish Colonization: The Impact of the Mission System on
Indians (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1995).

Franciscans,

^A good

example of an indigenous group

missionization and maintained their

Lance

R. Grahn's,

Failure
156.
is

own

that successfully resisted

culture

and cosmology

is

found

in

"Guajiro Culture and Capuchin Evangelization: Missionary

on the Riohacha

Frontier," in The

New Latin

American Mission History, 130-

Another good treatment of various forms of Indian response

Susan M. Deeds' "Indigenous Responses

Vizcaya," in The

California

New Latin

to the missions

Nueva

to Mission Settlement in

American Mission History, 77-108. In

just

one region

she discusses responses that varied greatly over time and conditions. Describing

responses that ranged from welcoming the missionaries to passively and actively
resisting them, from partial accomodation or "constructive collaboration" based

on perceived

benefits to "adaptive resistance", she demonstrates the

dynamic

mixture of Indian and Spanish strategies and the complex interplay of these
strategies.
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This recent trend of putting the Indian at the center
of mission studies and

view the issue of acculturation through the gray lens of

to

rather than the rosy lens of mission apologists or the black

cultural pluralism

and white

Spanish-haters or Indian-as-victim advocates, has been labeled
the

American Mission Histor/' by two of

its

most noteworthy

Langer and Robert H. Jackson.^^ David Sweet,
Ibero- American Frontter Mission in Native

new

lenses of

"New

Latin

practitioners, Erick

in his aptly titled essay,

"The

American History," summarizes the

concerns and issues of the "new" mission history. While acknowledging
the

heuristic effect of Bolton's vision of the mission, he argues that such
missionary-

centered history makes

difficult for the

it

modem student to learn

to think critically about the

mission as a frontier institution and as a context for the colonization
of frontier peoples, or to develop an accurate impression of its role

formation of Latin American

in the

2^It is

who

unclear

of the recent

book

societies.

exactly coined the phrase but
entitled The

New Latin

I

am

giving credit to the editors

American Mission History (Lincoln:

University of Nebraska Press, 1995).

^David Sweet, "The
History," in The

Ibero- American Frontier Mission in Native

New Latin

American Mission History,

7-8.

American

He even remarks

that

"something akin to the Bolton view (because derived from the same sources,
read with a similar ideological disposition) is to be found, moreover, in all the

modem Spanish-language histories of the church in Latin America-including,
surprisingly enough, the
Latina, written

the
to

new

monumental

during the 1970s and 1980s and partially under the influence of

'liberation theology.'"

7.

be written despite the growing

perspective

Historia general de la iglesia en America

first.

Institutional histories of the missions continue
shift

away from

A recent example is Harry W.
19

studies that put the Spanish

Crosby's Antigua California:

Sweet believes sources need to be read more
of the "dimly

viewed Indian

'other.'"

critically in

To appreciate

order to get at the story

"that adult Indians

never the children the missionaries imagined them to

be,

were

never clay in the

missionary's hands," and that despite often being severely constrained
by the
missionaries, Indian peoples continued to live their

own lives,

will

allow us to

see that the "relationship of missionary to neophyte was, therefore, not simply
an
action but an interaction-not a 'conversion',... but a 'conversation.'''^^

New

Ultimately the

to re-conceptualize

Latin

American Mission History challenges scholars

and reanalyze not only one

of the key institutions of Spanish

colonialism but also the very notions of colonialism and conquest, and the

discourse of conversion and

hegemony over

the Indian peoples of Latin America.

Presentation of the Native American perspective of mission

simplified world of conquerors and conquered into a

life

transforms a

more complex and

real

Mission and Colony on the Peninsular Frontier, 1697-1768, (Albuquerque: University
of

New Mexico Press,

1994). Others

by eminent priest-historians

are:

Guillermo

Furlong Cardiff, Misiones y sus pueblos de Guaranies (Buenos Aires: Imprenta
Balmes, 1962); Jose del Rey Fajardo, Misiones jesuiticas en la orinoquia (Caracas:

Universidad Catolica Andres Bello, 1977); Ruben Vargas Ugarte, Historia de la

Compania de Jesiis en
Lino

el

Gomez Canedo,

Peru, 4 vols. (Burgos: imprenta

La provincia franciscana de Santa Cruz de Caracas, 3

(Caracas: Academia Nacionai de

studies Luis Carlos Mantilla's

Tomo

1

de Aldecoa, 1963-1965),

(1550-1600) and

Tomo

la

Historia, 1979),

and most relevant

two volume work Los

vols.

to

my

Franciscanos en Colombia,

2 (1600-1700), (Bogota: Editorial Kelly, 1984

and

1987).

28Sweet,

"The Ibero- American Frontier Mission
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in

Native American History,"

8-9.

world of different peoples
affecting each other

and

interacting, often

on unequal terms, but nevertheless

in the "process" creating a

neither people remain unchanged.

It is

in this

"new world"

which

more balanced approach,

desire to understand the "other" half of the missions, that the
of the

in

the

power and

vision

New Mission History lies.

The Putumayo and Caqueta Missions
Another strength of the

of the Eighteenth Century

New Mission History is that it calls for the study

of mission systems throughout the Spanish colonial world.

missions of northern

The temperate zone

New Spain have received a disproportionate amount of

study, especially in English, despite the fact that there were

tropics.^

To complete the

throughout Latin America

^^The one exception

is

more missions

in the

picture a broader perspective of the missions

is

necessary.

The study

is

useful for "comparative

the voluminous writings about the Jesuit missions of the

transborder area of Brazil, Paraguay and Argentina, usually referred to as the

Paraguay or Guararu missions. These vary greatly

in quality

and purpose, many

focusing on the "utopian" intentions of the Jesuits and their "successes," while
others take a

more

scholarly approach.

approaches are Frederick

J.

MD:

Galvez's Guaranies y jesuitas: De
Editorial Sudamericana, 1995).

is

the

Scripta Humanistica, 1995)

la Tierra sin

Mai

al Paraiso,

and Lucia

(Buenos Aires:

A good treatment of the lesser known Franciscan

missions of Paraguay which exhibits
history"

recent examples demonstrating both

Reiter's They Built Utopia: The Jesuit Missions in

Paraguay, 1610-1768, (Potomac,

"new mission

Two

some of the

interdisciplinary bent of the

book written by anthropologist Louis Necker,

Indios

guaranies y chamanes franciscanos: Las primeras reducciones del Paraguay (1580-1800),

(Asuncion:

CEADUC,

Universidad Catolica, 1990).
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missionary histoiy purposes and will help to rebalance the state of mission

away from

studies

the "Old Spanish Borderlands."

Unlike the dry conditions of the northern Mexican desert or the pleasant
coastal area of California, the

and

Putumayo and Caqueta

Coming down from

hot.

the

much

cooler

and

regions are both

humid

drier Cordillera Central, the

missionaries traveled through the thin piedmont of the upper river valleys and

quickly found themselves in the tropical forests of the upper

With no appreciable dry season, the

friars

Amazon basin.

could expect 2500 millimeters of rain

per year. At times the rivers overflow their banks and inundate the surrounding
forests.

rather

is

The area

is

not completely

an undulating sea of

flat like

forest

and

much

rivers, a

of the

Amazonian

source of discomfort and

frustration for foreigners, a cornucopia of plenty for those

it

offers.

From an

encountered

ecological perspective

By

far the

as various bits

of

little

who

communities.

has been written about the Putumayo/Caqueta

most ink about them come from the missionaries themselves

and pieces of

their reports, letters

what can be considered the

"official

Church

and instructions make up much

histories" of these missions.

Part of this corpus of "Church" history that includes the

Caqueta missions

is

understand what

not surprising that the missionaries

difficulties in establishing lasting

Despite their efforts

missions.

it is

plain, but

Putumayo and

Father Alfonso Zawadzky's Viajes Misioneros
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del R.P. Fr.

Fernando de Jesus Larrea, Franciscano 1700-1773.^
largely a biography of Larrea

whose

As the title

indicates this

greatest association with the missions

his instrumental roles in establishing Colleges of Missions in
both
Call.

is

Much of the book consists of extracts from

was

Popayan and

the writings of different

missionaries including a report written by another Franciscan, Padre
Juan

Antonio del Rosario Gutierrez,

While a chronicle of Larrea's

who

life,

served in the Putumayo and Caqueta region.

Zawadzk/s book offers some

analysis of the

mission system of the Putumayo/Caqueta, but focuses too heavily on the

problems between Franciscans and
is

useful, but

it is

their admirustrative shortcomings.

too centered on the

indigenous groups for the

friars,

giving

little

difficulties the Franciscans

Another treatment of these missions

is

found

Franciscan Gregorio Arcila Robledo.^' Filled with

The book

attention or credit to

encountered.

in

two books written by

many

quotations from various

^Cali: Imprenta Bolivariana, 1945.

^^See Fr. Gregorio Arcila Robledo, O.F.M., Las Misiones Franciscanas en Colombia

(Bogota: Inprenta Nacional, 1950) and Apuntes Historicos de

la

Franciscana de Colombia (Bogota: Imprenta Nadonal, 1953).

An even

Provincia
earlier

treatment of the missions can be found in Fray Marcelino Castellvi's Historia
eclesidstica

de

la

Amazonia, (Bogota, 1941) and Relaciones interesantes y datos

y Putumayo desde el ano 1632 hasta el
presente by Fray Fidel de Montclar, (Bogota: Imprenta Nadonal, 1924). Despite
the latter's title, the book's 136 pages contains only fourteen pages that examines
historicos sobre las misiones Catolicas del Caqueta

the area before the nineteenth century and these contain practically nothing on

the missions established on the upper reaches of the rivers in the eighteenth
century.

It is

most useful

for excerpted parts of a "reladon"
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from Padre fray

chroniclers

in

all

and some of the missionaries themselves, Robledo's work

is

written

an older style that provides a very basic narrative with an antiquarian flavor of
Franciscan activities in Colombia of which the missions of the Putumayo and

Caqueta were a

relatively small part.

history, Robledo's

main events

work

is

Although

very useful because

of the missions.

classic missionary-centered

it

gives a basic account of the

He recounts the deeds and

trials

of the missionaries

even including short biographies of the venerated martyrs of the missions. The
different Indian

groups are named and sometimes counted but

of their role; they are the objects of missionization and that

is

that

what

is

the extent

interests

Robledo.32

One of the few works concerned,
Putumayo

of the Caqueta and

Bartolome de Alacano written

at least peripherally,

with the missions

that takes into account the Indians to

in 1739

which gives a

missions. Both books are "Church histories"

some degree

partial history of the

whose main focuses

are the

missionaries and their valiant efforts.

^^A less apologetic

and hopefully more

critical

account of these missions

still

awaits the synthesizing pen of Franciscan historian, Luis Carlos Mantilla, whose

massive two volumes of Los Franciscanos en Colombia only reaches 1700

to date.

more careful to place the Franciscan missions in a larger colonial
context, but his main interest remains the missionary and few Indians or their
culture are discussed. A competent and ambitious writer. Mantilla's work
Mantilla

is

contains

much

of value,

and

it is

sources and early chroniclers.
or institutional history

is still

It

filled

with long quotations from archival

nonetheless demonstrates that "offical" church

alive

and well when considering the

missions in Latin America. See Luis Carlos Mantilla
en Colombia,

Tomo

1

(1550-1600) and

Tomo

R.,

history of the

O.F.M., Los Franciscanos

2 (1600-1700), (Bogota: Editorial Kelly,

1984 and 1987).
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is

the unpublished dissertation of

Mary Figueroa

Rivera.

Within her four

hundred-year time frame, Figueroa only discusses the missions
pages).

Her study

is

useful in that she provides

briefly (40

some demographic information

concerning the different indigenous groups in the mission
pueblos or towns. Her
quantitative data, however,

comes only from the Archivo Historico National

(now the Archivo General de
"mission era"

is

Figueroa also

tiies to

Nacion) in Bogota; and her narrative of the

la

based largely on published primary and secondary sources.^
place the missions within the larger history of the area by

noting that concentrating Indians within missions attracted colonists and

merchants

who hoped

to use their labor in the extraction of forest products of the

day. This aspect of the missions

important but

is

by the end

of the eighteenth century

is

barely explored by Figueroa, perhaps due to her limited archival

^^"Misioneros, indigenas y caucheros. Region del Caquetd-Putumayo (1530-1930),"

(Universidad National de Colombia, Departamento de Antiopologia, 1986, 199
pages).

^Figueroa's demographic work, which consists of merely

listing the

numbers of

inhabitants at different mission pueblos at different times, pales in comparison

with the work of

Ann Golob in

her "The Upper

Perspective," (City University of

New York,

Amazon

in Historical

Ph.D. dissertation, 1982).

Concentrating on the Jesuit missions of the province of Mainas (roughly

Ecuadorian Amazonia) her analysis, which

is

highly

critical

of the Jesuit efforts,

takes into account the effects of disease and tieatment of the Indians by the
Jesuits. It

suggests what might be attempted with the rough numbers available

concerning the Caqueta/Putumayo missions.
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research and her greater interest in the rubber era of the late nineteenth
and early

twentieth centuries.

The most comprehensive examination
missions studied here

aproximacion a

is

Justo Casas Aguilar's Evangelio y colonizacion: Una

la historia del

agropecuaria. Aguilar's

in recent years of the Franciscan

Putumayo desde

study

is

la

epoca prehispdnica a

both synthetic and

analytic,

la

colonizacion

condensing his

treatment of the Franciscan mission period into forty-three pages, or about onesixth of his book. Despite

indisputable.

its

brevity, his analysis is both useful

and often

He describes the mission program of the Franciscans and its

eventual failure in 1792

when

the missions

on the indigenous experience of and

were abandoned. Despite focusing

resistance towards the missions

missionaries, his assessment of the impact of the Franciscans

is

and

its

somewhat

overwrought.
Aguilar credits the presence of the missionaries with the "breaking of the

ecological equilibrium that pre-Columbian

He also,

maintained for centuries."

quite legitimately, concludes that

with the European
acculturation, to

35

man had

(re:

phenomenon of
some patterns of life

missionary) began the

impose on the aborigines

A similar concentration on the last two centuries, makes E. Jean Matteson

Langdon's

dissertation,

"The Siona Medical System:

Beliefs

and Behavior"

(Tulane University, Anthropology, 1974), useful, but whose focus as a

contemporary anthropological study gives
mission period.
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short-shrift to the eighteenth-century

different

from

their

own,

like for

example: sedentary

clothing, the consideration of their beliefs, rites

ceremonies as sinful or

diabolical practices,

the Catholic religion, the practice of
of

its

its

and

and

their

life,

use of

religious

replacement by

sacraments and the respect

commands.^

However, perhaps because he continues

his analysis

through the nineteenth and

well into the twentieth century, he tends to give the Franciscans more "credit"

than their due for the

independence and autonomy of the indigenous nations,
which signified the change from sovereign and free societies to

loss of

societies

dominated and conquered;

starting

from

to a process of uprooting, ethnic decomposition

annihilation

due

to mistreatment

there, subjected

and physical

and the action of the diseases

introduced by lay conquerors or missionaries.^''
Falling into the "conqueror versus victim"

paradigm of older mission

historiography, Aguilar tends to extrapolate what certainly

would become

"ethnic decomposition and physical annihilation" in later times as a fact during

the eighteenth century. Certainly, there

was mistreatment and

diseases

had

a

devastating impact on indigenous peoples, but groups survived and through

their actions

their

demonstrated that they were neither "conquered" nor had they

freedom

to act as they wished.

region, but they

had

their

own

impact on the

^ Justo Casas Aguilar, Evangelio y

Putumayo desde la epoca

colonizacion:

affected the Indians of the

friars as well.

Una

aprocimacion a

la historia del

prehispdnica a la colonizacion agropecuaria (Santa Fe

Bogota: ecoe ediciones, 1999),

37

The missions

79.

Ibid.
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lost

de

It is

groups

this impact,

and more importantly, the

interactions

in this tropical frontier that is the focus of this study.

between these two

While the

documentation has not allowed as much of the indigenous side of mission

be explored as hoped,
to

come to

light.

it

has permitted a

The elucidation

far

more balanced view

of the causes behind the

of 1721 and 1790 demonstrates that the Indians were

life

to

of the missions

two general uprisings

more

active historical

agents than even Figueroa and Aguilar admit; their eighteenth-century analytic
glance

dimmed by

their nineteenth-

Utilizing sources

mission

field, this

and twentieth-centuries

focus.

unexamined by previous writers concerned with

study offers a more detailed look

at the

this

dynamic relationships

between Indians, Franciscans, other Spaniards and even the

that existed

Portuguese. The presence of negros both as helpers of the missionaries and as

unwanted

fugitives also indicates a

described.

The pre-1750

any other work,

were based

in

period, in particular,

at least in part

Popayan and

Chapter One begins

efforts in the

Putumayo

to intervene

due

is

region.

frontier than previously

given

much more

is

richer after that date.

study with an overview of the

It

attention than

to the fact that after 1753 the missionaries

the documentation

this

features of the geographical

were trying

more diverse

first

Franciscan

also gives a brief discussion of the general

and indigenous world

and pursue

into

which the missionaries

their evangelization

28

program. This includes

both an overview of pre-Columbian native cultural development

in the

piedmont of the eastern Andes and the upper Amazon lowlands, and

a brief

discussion of the early colonial history of these regions focusing on the

importance of trade and

its

indigenous participants.

especially for the pre-1750 period,

ability to

the

paramount importance of the

was maintained, and when
became

It

was through

these goods that a relationship

these goods were not available, this relationship

strained.

Chapters

Two and

Three analyze the ebb and flow of the Franciscans'

efforts starting in 1693 until a general uprising of various indigenous

1721.

friars'

provide goods such as cloth, axes, machetes, beads, and hooks to the

indigenous peoples of the region.

often

is

A focus of my analysis,

Arguing

that the ability of the Franciscans to provide the

goods was a key

factor in allowing

with their agenda, however
expenditures on these items

them

to

remain

groups

wanted trade

in the region

and continue

difficult, a detailed analysis of the Franciscans'

is

employed. Chapter Four rounds out the "Quiteno

phase" of these missions until 1753. While the missions were re-established

1721 and continued, their existence

moved
and

was both

fluid

frequently, as did their native inhabitants,

accessibility to trade

in

goods were important

29

after

and uncertain. Missions
and

susceptibility to diseases

factors affecting the missions.

Chapter Five,

in a

more

indirect

way, continues

to

emphasize the

determination of the missionaries to provide goods to the Indians as essential to

maintain their relationship with them, taking the "success" of one Spanish
missionary as an indication of

The increasing importance of

this.

wax and cacao

of tropical forest products such as

missions and an important development

The chapter

the collection

as a handing source for the

in the regional

economy

is

discussed.

also examines the changes and problems associated with the

Franciscans' relocation to Popayan, the arrival of a contingent of Sparush

missionaries,

and

their initial shift

Andaquies and the upper Caqueta
Chapter Six covers the

last

away from

the

Putumayo

to

La Ceja of the

region.

quarter century of the "missions of the

Caqueta, Putumayo and the Andaquies." The Franciscans' inability to effectively
control the different indigenous groups, a problem throughout the history of

these missions,

their mission

was brought

towns

in 1790.

to a violent conclusion as

Significantly, soldiers to protect the Franciscans

help control their native charges, something the

throughout the eighteenth century, had

before.

The near collapse

most of them abandon

finally

friars

had requested periodically

been granted only four years

of the missions indicated a shift

important role of the missionaries on

and

this frontier,

away from

marking

its

the

change from a

"mission" frontier to a nascent "colonizing" frontier, as secular people and the

30

civil

government of Neiva and Popayan began

the region.
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to take a

more

active interest in

CHAPTER

2

BACKGROUND
At the end of August,

and zealous
in Quito,

for the

and

1632, "five religious of the

propagation of our Holy Catholic

set out

on

a three

septentrional" via the city of

month journey bound

was

to

faith," left their

Putumayo

be short-lived. The

river drainage.

five religious,

lay brothers, traveled 30 leagues (approx. 150

monastery

for the "Oriente

San Juan de Pasto.^ Thus began the

Franciscan missionary project in the

entrance

most exemplary virtue

two

km) over

priests

earliest

The

entrada or

and three

legos or

a rough road to Ecija, in

the province of Sucumbios, without benefit of military escort. Although they are

not mentioned, the missionaries were almost certainly accompanied by cargueros

(Indian carriers) and guides

^ The

who knew

basis of the following account

is

the way.

taken from the often-published "Informe

de San Francisco de Quito, sobre las misiones de su
Religion" written by Padre Friar Bartolome de Alacano, Oct. 18, 1739. The
author used versions found in Revista de la Universidad del Cauca, Popayan:
Unicauca, 1947-48, 121-153; AHMRE/MRE/G.I.6/R0 01/1.11.1, 128-167; and

del Padre Provincial

Relaciones interesantes y datos historicos sobre las Misiones Catolicas del Caquetd y

Putumayo desde

el

ano 1632 hasta

el

presente, Bogota:

Imprenta Nacional, 1924,

6-18.

Also used was: "Relacion del primer descubrimiento del no de las Amazonas,
por otro nombre, del Marafion, hecho por la religion de nuestro Padre San
Francisco, por medio de los Religiosos de la Provincia de San Francisco de
Quito" by
40.

A

Fr.

copy

is

Joseph Moldonado, 1642, found

in Revista Histdrica,

(Lima)

also found in Historidores y cronistas de las misiones, (Puebla:

Editorial J.M. Cajica Fr. S.A., 1960), 83-111.
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n.d., 15-

At

Ecija

of this eastern

de

los

Andean piedmont town,

Lieutenant Governor,

named

Sucumbios, they were warmly welcomed by the residents

who

especially

by Alonso Hurtado, the

provided them with an Indian lengua or interpreter

Pata and canoes to continue their journey. They embarked

Miguel River, and

after

two days reached the Putumayo

days or 200 leagues they arrived

at the "province" of the

down

the San

River. After eleven

Cenos where they

traveled inland to the largest town. Being greeted with "great demonstrations of

gaiety

and happiness"

especially

the Franciscans stayed one

in the

by the principal

month with

was

Maroyo,

these Native Americans, instructing

rudiments of Christian doctrine through

their catechizing

chief or cacique, called

their interpreter.

The

them

first fruit

of

the baptism of a small dying boy, at the request of his

parents. Then, according to Padre Bartolome de Alacano, for no other reason

than the "Devil making him do

alone

among

it"

the interpreter Pata fled and

the Indians. Pata, or should he

now

left

the Friars

be called Judas, returned to

Pasto and, as

we are told by

hung himself

miserably, apparently punishment for having spoiled the harvest

that the friars

had

in their

Alacano, "in a despair possessed of the Devil he

hands." Without the interpreter, the

friars

had no

choice but to return to their convent in Quito determined to "look for a

prudent time

39

more

to return to their holy objective."^

See Alacano's version in Revista de

la

Universidad del Cauca, Popayan: Unicauca,
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That time came

at the

beginning of 1634,

and Antonio Caicedo, joined by two

Domingo

of the brothers

Brieva and Pedro Pecador,

again descend the

when Padres Lorenzo Fernandez

left

Putumayo and begin

Quito for

from the

Ecija

first

entrada, friars

de Sucumbios to once

their missionary

work. This time,

however, they were accompanied by four Spaniards and an interpreter named

Lorenzo supplied by the Lieutenant Governor of the Province of Mocoa, Diego
Suarez de Bolafios. After eight days of river travel they began their proselytizing
in the "province of the

Tupinaimbaes and Becabas," where they were "received

with lavish hospitality and geniality." In the space of three and a half months,
since the interpreter

catechized

all

was good,

great

was

the "fruit of the harvest." The friars

the inhabitants and baptized the children. Even

when

they were mortally injured, as in the case of two Indians

bitten

by

a

many

adults,

who had

been

poisonous snake, "yearning more for baptism than for death," sought

out the Franciscans. "The evangelization of the Indians was sailing smoothly,

when unexpectedly

there arose a squall

"Without knowing

how

the pueblo or town,

all

and

violent storm, caused by the Devil

or why," on a morning

the Indians

when

came armed with

estolicas, darts,

struck the house of the Padres, smashing the heads of

"leaving them for dead." Brother Brieva

was

1947-48, 124.
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the four Spaniards had

some and

and

club>s

"

left

and

piercing others,

the worst injured being stabbed

twice and receiving a leg

wound that left him scarred for life.

was, one might say, "the

least

"estolicasos/'

the friar

none of them reaching the

mended

the

town, returning to

however,

pimished for his

wounds

Ecija

de

sins," receiving

only three

and with his knowledge

of his fellow missionaries

los

after convalescing.

flesh;

Brother Pecador

and they

Sucumbios on the San Miguel

left

river.

of surgery,

the riotous

Undaunted,

Padre Fernandez and Brother Brieva soon returned

to missionary work, but this time to a different river. *°

The above account

of the inauspicious beginning of the Franciscan

missions in the upper Putumayo region, although paraphrasing 17* and

century sources, continues to be the

although

were sure

The

Franciscans,

attempt to win over the "barbarous infidels" by

initially foiled in their

the Devil himself,

"official version."'*'

IS'^

to return another

day to

try again.

And

they did,

but not for another half a century. But surely there must have been more to

than

that,

it

and indeed there was.

What

is

most lacking

of the story. With the

in this type of mission history

common

world of the Native American
agents are the missionaries.

explanation of the "Devil

is

reduced to a

tabula rasa,

is

the indigenous side

made them do

it,"

where the only

active

the

When one considers the other people mentioned

in

*oibid.

*^

See, for example,

Lorenzo Garcia, O.C.D.

Ecuatoriana, Quito: Ediciones

ABYA-YALA,
35

Historia de las misiones en la

1985.

Amazonia

the above narrative,

many

questions arise that are

left

unanswered by the

missionary-dominated chronicle. Why, for example, did the interpreter Pata
the

first

know something

mission? Did he

"saving his

own skin"

the missionaries did not?

flee

Was he

before a similar uprising that befell the second missionary

attempt occurred? Although the second interpreter Lorenzo was deemed a good
one, his presence did not stop an uprising. Since his fate

is

not mentioned,

perhaps he played a role in the uprising. Interpreters often served as cultural
mediators, an often powerful but sometimes dangerous

one future interpreter paid

for

with his

life.

It is

role,

interesting,

prudent on the part of the Indians, that they waited

till

which more than

and was apparently

the four Spaniards

left

the

town. These Spaniards would be armed and so the Indians had a better chance
against the seemingly

unarmed

remain without weapons

friars.

As we

shall see, the friars

for long.

Other questions that are

left

responses of the Indians, especially

unsatisfactorily explained are the initial

when

considering the final outcomes.

takes the missionaries' description as accurate,

why would

missionaries with joy and apparent enthusiasm?

be anxious to have

their

would not

one

the Indians greet the

Why would

dying child baptized? And

If

indigenous parents

why would

their

welcome

quickly turn to a violent rejection of the missionaries and their message? These

questions are impossible to answer definitively, but

36

when one

considers the

broader historical context of these missionary
the upper

Amazon of the

activities

and the native world

in

17^ century, a more complex and believable
scenario

can be envisioned.

It is

their

quite likely that the Indians did

welcome the missionaries and even

Spanish escort in the hope of trading with them.

seemed limited and

When this possibility

a clearer picture of their intentions

became known, the

Indians' time changed. Perhaps missionary harangues against

polygamy or

possible slaving intentions of the four Spaniards led to the strategy of
divide and

conquer by the Indians. Another aspect of the 17* century colonial world was
disease. This region

was not immune

to

it,

and

after a

shaman

failed to

improve

the health of a sick child, the parents might turn to the mystical and hopefully

curative

power

of baptism.-^ Needless to say,

snake, which natives of the region

ideas of "eternal

*2

life

While the author

Putumayo-Caqueta

knew brought

through baptism" might

is

unaware

region,

just

getting bitten by a poisonous

certain death, the translated

seem worthwhile

to try at the

of any systematic studies of disease for the upper

it is

clear

from other studies of

common and

epidemics of diseases were

upon

devastating

colonial

among

Ecuador that

the indigenous

populations. See for example, Suzanne Austin Alchon, Native Society and Disease
in Colonial Ecuador,

in 1634

an epidemic of typhus

could have easily
Life

(NY: Cambridge University Press,

and Death

in

made

its

hit the north-central

way

to the

Putumayo.

199),

who points out that

highlands of Ecuador, which

59.

Linda A.

Early Colonial Ecuador (Norman: University of

1995), indicates that catarros

y

viruelas

Newson

in

Oklahoma

her
Press,

(coughs and smallpox) were prevalent

during the 1620s in the Province of Mainas, an Amazonian province south of the

Putumayo, which reduced the population by one-half or
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one-third. 311.

moment.
that

It is

in trying to get at the

indigenous view of the missionizing process

one gains a better understanding of the Spanish colonial world

at its

frontiers.

The purpose

of this chapter, therefore,

geographically, ethnographically

the

Putumayo and

and

is

to introduce the setting

historically

-

- of the Franciscan missions of

the Caqueta river basins which restarted in the 1690s. While

rather general in scope, this introduction

is

needed

if

we are to make any sense of

the century-long attempt of the Franciscans to convert the indigenous peoples of
this area,

isolated

an area which beginning

in the early 16^ century

was never totaUy

from European intrusions, but whose environment and indigenous

inhabitants played dominant roles in the shaping of this frontier.

Geographical and Ethnographic Setting

The Franciscan mission network under discussion incorporated
different geographical zones.

three

These zones were the highlands of the Central

Cordillera of the Andes, the eastern piedmont or montaha region, and the llanura

or

flat

Amazonian lowlands. Some

and others were

of the missions

were located

in the

montana

in the tropical lowlands. In the first half of the eighteenth

century, the missionaries usually traveled from Quito to Pasto, then east through
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down into the tierra abajo.^^

the Sibundoy valley, and then

moving

to

Popayan

in 1753, a couple different routes

(See Figure 1) After

were used

to enter the

was arduous and uncomfortable, and

missions. Regardless of the route, the trip

often over poor roads (really footpaths) and mountainous terrain.

In general, the

piedmont or montana

mountains, terraces and

Andes

hilly

is

by precipitous

characterized

lands but the eastern slopes and foothills of the

are not uniform along their entire length.

The "northern" zone

montana, which stretches from the sources of the Caqueta to the upper

of the

Napo and

includes the Franciscan mission area under study,

is

distinguished by

and

it

broken by valleys such as

relative gentle relief. This undulating plateau

the Sibundoy, San Miguel (Sucumbios)

and Baeza

valleys."*^

humid, lacking a well-defined dry season (though January

somewhat

drier),

and

rainfall is

year. Climatologically, the

its

The weather

to

June tends

breadth

is

to

be

very heavy, though variable, throughout the

Sibundoy valley shares

characteristics of both the

high Andes to the west and the eastern piedmont and lowlands. At 2,200 meters.

^ An

was to travel east from Quito to the
Baeza/ Archidona region of the Napo River and then overland north
Aguarico river to the Putumayo missions.
alternate route, at times,

or

up

the

" See Anne Christine Taylor's "The Western Margins of Amazonia from the
Early Sixteenth to the Early Nineteenth Century," a useful synthesis of recent

and anthropological works, in The Cambridge History of the Natiw
Schwartz, eds., 188-189.
of the Americas, Frank Salomon and Stuart B.

ethnohistorical
Peoples
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the valley

is

with a median temperature of 16 degrees Celsius, but

relatively cool,

with humidity and

more

rainfall

similar to the

Amazon lowlands. *^

The Sibundoy Indians were perhaps the natural intermediaries between
these regions

and

climates,

and indeed played an important

missions as their main cargueros or
Inga and the

much

carriers.

Made up

role in the life of the

of the Quichua-speaking

smaller linguistically mysterious Khamsa, they were simply

referred to as the Sibundoyes during the eighteenth century.*^ While "Inga"

used as the

initial

was

"mission language" of the Franciscans, this proved

inefficacious since the majority of the

upper Amazonian indigenous "neophytes"

did not speak this "Andean" language. Rather, "linga" or Siona became the

lengua general of the missions since the majority of region's inhabitants spoke

dialects

*^

from the Western Tukanoan

linguistic family.

mm median annual precipitation of the Sibundoy valley

The 2300

is

considerably higher than that of the Pasto region of the high Andes at 600-1000

mm, and

is

lowlands.

mm annual precipitation of the tropical
however, considerably lower than the 4000-5000 mm of

more akin

It is

to the 3000

precipitation experienced

which

is

by the piedmont

one of the most humid areas of

of the piedmont and lowlands

is

all

area, especially the

Amazonia. The median temperature

26 degrees Celsius.

See Luis

Chiefdoms Under Siege: Spain's Rule and Native Adaptation
Andes, 1535-J700 (Albuquerque: U. of

New

upper Putumayo,

Mexico

in the

F.

Calero,

Southern Colombian

Press, 1997), 7-14;

and

Roberto Pineda Giraldo and Francois Correa y Ximena Pachon, Introduccion a la
Colombia Amerindia (Bogota: Instituto Colombiano de Antropologi'a, 1987), 177,
178, 189, for just

two discussions concerning geography and climate

of the

region.

6 Taylor mentions that their language

"The Western Margins...,"

is

of

191.
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"unknown

linguistic affiliation/'

In fact,

one of the greatest contributions of recent anthropological work*^

has been to elucidate exactly which were the Indian peoples with
Franciscans

came

in

whom

the

contact and tried to convert. In mission fields that touched

on the upper drainage of the Napo

river, specifically the

drainage, and later the upper Caqueta river, the

number

Aguarico, the Putumayo

of different Indian

groups was considerable. The missionaries often gave the various naciones of
Indians, as they called them, different

course,

we

the

work

really talking

about?"

is

of Irene Bellier and others,

linguistic family.

it

seems

is

clear that the majority of Indians

Sucumbios were of the Western Tukano

These included ancestors of the present-day Mai huna

between the Napo and Putumayo
There

Irene Bellier's

las relaciones cntre las

work on

mujcres y

"who

constantly in one's mind. Fortunately, through

the Franciscans dealt with in missions of

*7

different occasions. This, of

the source of great frustration for a researcher, as the question

is

are

names on

los

rivers,

living

and the Siona-Secoya of the Putumayo

the Mai huna: El Temblor y

la

luna: Ensayo sohre

hombrcs mai huna, 2 Tomos. (Quito and Lima:

Ediciones Abya-Yala and Instituto Frances de Estudios Andinos, 1991) and "Los

Mai Huna: Tucano
(Quito:

Occidentales" in Guia ctnogrdfica de

FLACSO-SEDE

Among many

Ecuador, 1994).

Vickers, Los sionas y secoyas.su adaptacion

Abya-Yala, 1989); and Scott

S.

la

al

Alta Amazonia, vol.1.

others include William T.

ambiente amazdnico. (Quito: Ediciones

Robinson, "Toward and Understanding of Kofan

Shamanism," Ph.D. diss., Cornell University, 1976; and the work of E. Jean
Langdon. Concerning the Caqueta region, which the Francisans began to
missionize in 1725, there is the seminal work of Juan Friede, Los Andaki, 15381947: historia de la aculturacidn de una Iribu selvdtica (Mexico D.F.: Fondo de
Cultura Economica, 1953); and more recently Roberto Pineda Camacho, Historia
oral y proceso esclavista en el Caqueta (Bogota: Fundacion de Investigaciones
Arqueologicas Nacionales and Banco de la Republica, 1985).
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and Aguarico
themselves

rivers.

among

river drainage.

Especially after 1725, the missionaries also found

the Tamas, Coreguajes

and Andakis

of the upper Caqueta

Contemporary groups such as the Coreguajes, Macaguajes, the

Siona-Secoya and Mai Huna, are the present-day remnants of a multitude of

Western Tukanoan
names.

Andakis

parcialidades or

groups which the missionaries called by many

But other linguistic groups such as the Cofan (A'i or Kofan) and
in the

montana region and groups

like the

course of the Caqueta and Putumayo rivers

region. (See Figure 2

and Figure

Witoto from the middle

made for a

multi-lingual frontier

The problems associated with the variety of

3)

languages confronted by the Franciscans in the upper Putumayo and Caqueta
are an important part of the mission history of this region.

*«

Bellier

convincingly argues that the

many names often

suffices -guaje, -guaque, -huaque, -guate

designated by the

and -gua used by the missionaries and

other Spaniards to indicate different "nations" or naciones were really indicative
of clans, lineages or families of Western Tukanoans. These

would include

groups such as the Amoguaje, Amaguaje, Macaguaje, Coreguaje, Maguaje,
Payuguaje, Payoguaje, Senseguaje, Yaiguaje, Yantaguaje, Guaque, Gaguaque,

Ocoguaque, Huaque, Icaguate, Payagua, Negua, among others

that will

be used

as they appear in the original documents. In addition to these, Bellier includes

Emo, Huyro, Mamo, Ocomeca, Oyo, Piacomo, Seno, Quiro, Vito
Vitocuru, and Yaibara as group names that have a Tukano root, many of whom
the Curo, Cunsa,

also appear in the documentation concerning the missions.
identified with the Spanish

referred to the Danaguaje

Tukanoan groups

words

Encabellado

and Oyo

and Murcielago were groups

respectively, or other

of the Putimiayo. See Bellier, "Los

Occidentales/' S-13.
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Two groups
that

numerous western

Mai Huna: Tucano

The Ancient

Past

Despite the linguistic differences between the groups of the montana
such
as the Inga and

Khamsa

dialect speakers of the

of the Sibundoy

and the mostly western Tukanoan

upper Amazon lowlands, these regions have had a long

history of exchange. Their connections, however, with

not be quite as ancient. Recently, through the work of

Andean

Anna

others the relationships between the complex societies of the

supposedly simpler

societies of the

archaeological and anthropological

Amazon has been
work mostly

societies

might

C. Roosevelt

and

Andes and

challenged."^ Using

carried out in the last

two

decades, Roosevelt argues that rather than the complex societies of the Andes

(eg. states

their

way

Amazon

such as the Inka empire) being the source of cultural

to the

Amazonian lowlands, complex

independently of the Andes. In

have been invented

in early

fact,

Andean farming

societies

traits that

developed

made

in the

"the craft of fXDttery, thought to

societies, actually

appeared long

work in, "The
Maritime, Highland, Forest Dynamic and the Origins of Complex Culture," in
The Cambridge History of the Native Peoples of the Americas, Frank Salomon and

«9

See

Anna

C. Roosevelt's synthesis of recent archaeological

Stuart B. Schwartz, eds., 264-349. She states: 'The Inka are thought to have been

unable or uninterested in penetrating the lowland

forest,

and

late prehistoric

complex cultures of the montana seem quite independent of highland

cultural

traditions." 271

A very useful overview of some of the most recent advances and

perspectives

concerning Amazonian archaeology and anthropology can also be found in Anna
C. Roosevelt, ed., Amazonian Indians From Prehistory
Perspectives,

to the Present:

Anthropological

(Tucson and London: The University of Arizona Press, 1994).
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before intensive agriculture in early Holocene foraging societies in the tropical

lowlands, not in the Andes."^

As

well,

conjunction or not with agriculture,

development of complex
such as

exist in the

hunting and gathering, whether in

no longer seen

is

societies, especially

Amazon,

are present.

as an economic limit to the

when productive

Nor

is

aquatic resources,

dependence on

a particular

cultigen such as maize over tuber agriculture considered necessary for complex

The

societies.

"persistence

overall

assumption that

and growth of sedentary

"state" organization

societies

is

necessary for the

with large populations,"

is

being

challenged as "Andean-centric" by Amazonianists. Roosevelt admits that "states

can organize differently because they possess economic control and force," but
chiefdoms, lacking these controls, "must organize by other means,

the voluntary exchange of services

In the Late Archaic period,

"relationships

and

.

.

.

in the

Amazon

lowlands,

...

do not

Long-distance trade appears to have been for

appeared along river floodplains

Roosevelt, "The Maritime, Highland, Forest

Complex
51

between 5,000 and 3,000 years ago,

industrial needs, including salt for preserving food...."

to 2,000 B.P., "there

50

important. "^^

between Andeans and people

appear to have been very strong.

luxuries

is

among which

Culture," 268.

Ibid., 267.
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From 4,000

in parts of Greater

Dynamic and

the Origins of

.

Amazonia

a

way of life

that

Indians." These complexes,

seems quite similar

commonly

to that of living

Amazonian

called

'Formative/ a term that traditionally refers to early cultures of
sedentary village farmers and nascent complex societies, ... seem

not to have been fully agricultural. Rather, they appear to
represent the establishment of villages of root-crop horticulturalist
foragers through the riverine lowlands.

As

the

new way

of

life

appeared, settlements proliferated,

communication between regions seems to have increased, and a
series of regional lowland horizon style geometric-zoomorphic
imagery appeared.
. .

This iconography

may be

related to the subsistence system

of starchy root crops and animal protein. In

iconography

is

Amazonia today, such

associated with a cosmology relating animal

abundance and human

fertility

spiritual "Masters" of the

with shamans' propitiation of

game animals,

combining human and animal

traits.

supernatural beings

This

complex would have been appropriate

for

marmer

of ritual

peoples whose protein

supply came primarily from fauna.

In the

Upper Amazon, "where griddles

are lacking in pottery assemblages, sweet

manioc, which does not require elaborate processing,

crop.

may have been

the staple

"52

Interestingly, the "early horticultural village phase of prehistoric

occupation resembles the present-day Amazonian Indian occupation" exhibiting
the "importance of root over seed cropping, the reliance on fauna for protein,

emphasis on animals

in art styles,

complex cultures developed

52

and settlement

in several areas

Ibid., 282, 308-323.
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in dispersed villages."

But

between 1,000 and 2,000 years ago

in conjunction

with intensive seed-cropping and

human population growth

as

the lifeway of tribal villages disappeared. The complex chiefdoms that arose in

Amazonia, though

late

compared

to

complex

independently along the "mainstreams of the

margins of the South American

shields,

Caribbean coast ranges." These

had

worship of

complex and

large-scale.

rivers, the

Andes and

foothills of the

both the upper and lower Amazon,

enhancing the position of

their deified ancestors." Their

Andes, developed

Amazon and Orinoco

and the

polities, in

"societal reUgious ideologies

societies in the

through the

elites

economies were

There was food production by seed and

root crops in both

mono- and

fishing, extensive

food processing, and long-term storage.

Communities invested
facilities,

such as

polycultural fields, hunting

in substantial

emphasized

permanent productive

turtle corrals, fish weirs, orchards,

agricultural fields. Agriculture

is

and permanent

around population centers

and annual cropping
the main method today.

clear-cultivation

slash-and-bum, which

in addition to

Although manioc continued to be an important food, "by about A.D.

had become the main source

of both calories

and

and protein

in

some

1000,

maize

regions of the

upper Amazon, middle Orinoco and lower Amazon. "^^
These

produced
edibles

societies also exhibited "high-quality craft traditions"

artifacts

on a large

scale.

and raw materials "were traded over long

markets, where intensive trading

33

Decorated pottery,

was

fabrics,

distances,"

which

various tools,

and "locations

like

carried on" existed. "Strings of disc beads,

Ibid., 325-329.
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usually of shell, were used as a

Amazon,

as

were greenstone

interregional stylistic

by "network(s)

late pre-historic

of alliances, intermarriage,

multimoimd

"Late Horizon" cultures

(indicating long-term,

thousands of people)

is

There "seems to have been continuing

and war

the elites of regional chiefly cultures."^

Among these
the

artifacts."

of exchange both in the Orinoco and

communication during much of the

period," probably explained

among

medium

site called

was one

that has been excavated in

permanent habitation of probably

Faldas de Sangay in the upper Napo.

the volcanic uplands of the Ecuadorian Oriente, where rainfall

soils are rich," similar to the Franciscan

Caqueta

to the north. Dating

"long before the

"region

very high but

mission area of the upper Putimiayo and

from A.D. 1000

mounds were built,"

is

Its

to 1500, but probably occupied

this site is

important "because

the few well-known terra firme sites" of these cultures. "It

is

a

it is

one of

good example of

the cultural complexity that could develop even in the interior of the forest

from

rivers,

when local

5*

Ibid., 330.
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Ibid., 338-341. In

soils

away

were of high quality."^

Amazonian

studies, tierra firme indicates the lands not

inundated by the seasonal or periodic flooding that occurs along the

Amazon

and many of its tributaries. This "floodplain" is typically referred to as the varzea
and is generally the most agriculturally productive lands of Amazonia because of
the silt deposits left by the flooding.
47

While no extensive archaeological studies have been carried out
exact region of this study,

also developed in the

it is

in the

quite likely that complex indigenous societies had

upper reaches of the Putumayo and Caqueta. As

well,

Roosevelt makes an intriguing argument that "the culture of the present-day
Indians of Amazonia

may be an

ancient

way of life

that has

come back

into

importance since the dislocations and population losses incurred during the

European conquest." To

Amazonia
and

a

is

her,

"perhaps the history of

clue to the conditions that

made

it

this

viable:

way

of

life in

low population density

comparative lack of competition over land and resources." In other words,

more complex chiefdoms

until the conquest,

cultivation of seed crops, but

with Europeans,

"it is

when

depended on labor-intensive

faced with the population drops after contact

not surprising that subsistence shifted rapidly back to

slash-and-bum root cultivation." As complex chiefdom
disintegrated in the seventeenth century,

"many

societies of the

Amazon

aspects of their lifeways seem a

return to patterns that predate the rise of chiefdoms - subsistence on starchy

crops and faunal protein, and primarily zoomorphic

would not be

a

introduce their

36

art styles."^

Of

course, this

complete reversion to a past lifeway, as Europeans would

own cultural

traits,

both material and

Ibid., 324-326.
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intellectual, into the region.

While offering important insights into the development of
complex

Amazonian

societies,

Roosevelt probably underestimates pre-historical contacts

between the upper Amazon region and the Andes. In

fact,

and exchange between the two regions has been present
of the

development of

interregional contact

for a long time. In

different societtes, this process has

been

terms

"interactive, not

simply a migratory movement followed by separation and differentiation
of the
original stocks,"

continuities

and

it

has included "cultural and ethnic,

if

not

political,

between Andean and Amazon peoples." For example,

of the Sibundoy Valley "are thought to be of

tentative assertion,

Anne Christine Taylor

Amazon

the

Khamsa

origin. "^^ In a rather

also mentions that

purely political rather than ethnic or linguistic continuities brought
together groups occupying very different environments. The socalled

Quilladnga federation included,

may have been Amazonian from

for instance, Indians

who

Sibundoy, Pasto Andeans, and

coastal groups of the Chibcha-Barbacoa family.

She continues more emphatically:

Even when Andeans and Amazonians were clearly separated
spatially and socially, they were still closely associated through
complex and diversified systems of relations.
regions, for

example there were multiethnic

In certain high seliv

villages

and

cocales

where Andeans and families from the Amazon area lived side by
side. The latter were delegated by downstream groups for
purposes of trading, surveillance, and containment of highlanders'
attempts to colonize or conquer. Specific locations, often described
as "markets"

by the Spaniards, were

also places for meetings

and

regular or seasonal trade between mountain and valley groups

57

Taylor, "The Western Margins...," 197-198.
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sharing a

common

"no man's land." Amazonian

delegations also frequently went to

exchange relations and
All

piedmont cultures "were

downstream or

political

Andean towns

...to

and trade

negotiate

alliances.

closely tied to societies localized further

to the east," so the

Sibimdoy Indians acted as "intermediaries"

between the Chibchas of the Andes and the western Tukano groups of the

Colombian piedmont. These linkages "played a key

Amazon trade circuits brought

to light

role in the great trans-

by recent archaeological and

ethnohistorical research."^

During the Inka period, the Amazonian groups of the western margin

who were most

affected

by

this

complex Andean

state

were

to the south of our

region of interest. Nevertheless, while the Inka conquered and incorporated

some piedmont populations
would do

the Franciscans

their interactions

58

links.

."
.

.

This

Significantly, as

a few centuries later, the Inkas initially "used a

strategy of gifts rather than resort to arms.

marriage

were complex.

The aim was

to redirect trade

and

was an attempt

Taylor, "The Western Margins...," 198-199. Taylor mentions

two kinds

of

networks. "One involved a chain of riverside groups specializing in long-

Omagua, carrying goods to and from the
Colombian piedmont and the Cuzco region, and through the upper Amazon area
down to the central Amazonian Solimoes. This latter area was itself the
terminus of extensive trade networks crisscrossing over Guyana and northern
distance trade, like the Piro, Conibo, or

Amazonia. The second network associated the riverine groups and the societies
of the interfluve and high forest by means of a diffuse range of dyadic ritual
thereby complementing and extending the river-based
trade partnerships,
.

.

.

long-distance circuits." 199.
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to strip interiribal links of their political content rather than as
ways
of interrupting relationships, particularly trade ones. Indeed the

interzonal exchange the Spaniards called rescate (that

is,

barter

between domestic units outside a marketplace, as opposed to
exchanges of a diplomatic or sumptuary nature led by specialized
corps) seems to have been encouraged all along the boundaries of
the empire.

Amazonian groups, "applied
dealings with the empire,

Spanish.

was

to

One

tactic

was

or developed a variety of stratagems in their

some of which were

later

to dispatch "groups of

redeployed against the

temporary

whose

settlers,

task

mediate trade and alliance relations between uplands and lowlands, and

to act as a defensive buffer

between the two population

blocs." In

rather than an Inkan "view of absolute barbarity" toward

the "ties between the Inka and the

flexible,

the colonial chroniclers,

would have us

believe.

that

Amazonian groups,

Amazonian peoples were

ambiguous, and unstable than the imperial

seems

in fact

much more

tradition, as transmitted

by

^

Historical Setting

When the Spanish arrived on the scene in the eastern piedmont of the
Andes
change

in the sixteenth century, the ethnographic landscape

drastically.

would begin

Today however, despite "migrations and indeed

to

drastic

reductions in the territories occupied in pre-Columbian times, the locations of the

w Taylor, "The Western Margins...," 200-202.
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surviving ethnic groups have not varied a great deal since the sixteenth
century."

Taylor echoes

Anna

the

C. Roosevelt

most

when she

states

between the upper Amazon in the
sixteenth century and the same zone today involve differences in
scale and sociological style. The chief feature now is a high degree
striking contrasts

of apparent uniformity, but the range of socio political

configurations at the end of the pre-Columbian period ran from
relatively small and 'simple' societies, ... to large riverside tribes...

with elaborate material cultures, extensive village habitats,
political

and

Furthermore
the

same

intricate

and a marked social hierarchy.
the same ethnic group and even

religious institutions,
tribes

belonging to

political entities often

environments... and even

occupied very different

when populations stuck

rigidly to either

a riverside or an interfluvial territory, varied types of trade
relations linking

stable

means

them

to groups

and regular access

from other milieux gave them

to the resources of other areas. This

that the ecological specialization associated with the montana

groups, and the sharp distinction between riverside and interfluve

models of historical development, was
evident then than it is now.

cultures so often used in
fact

As

well, "far

much

less

from being the mosaic of culturally and

linguistically

groups," as depicted in early ethnography^ "the upper

^ The

reference here, of course,

is

Amazon

to the indigenous groups,

in

composite

area in the late

who

at

an

earlier

ethnographic moment, were described as "Tropical Forest peoples," a
classification

given to

H. Steward, in

all

who lived in tropical forests by Julian
but author of many portions) massive Handbook of

kinds of people

'liis" (as editor,

South American Indians, (Washington: Smithsonian Institution, 1948) Vol.
3 and

4.

The

3,

parts

rather linear or progressional assumption of cultural development

work and the variability of cultures and peoples of tropical forest
shown by more recent anthropological work makes this classification old-

implicit in this

areas

fashioned but not wholely without
imperfect in

many of its assertions

utility.

Although the original

classification is

(such as the level of p>opulation density of the

montafia and lowlands and their isolation from the highlands), these peoples
lived in similar geographical settings that elicited certain economic needs and
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pre-Columbian age seems
ethnic

and

have been divided into

to

linguistic zones,

relatively

homogeneous

even though each might house highly varied

formations." Finally, "the cultures at the foot of the mountains were

still

political

closely

joined to the upland world, in terms of both physical proximity and
exchange
relations.

The Amazonian peoples

to the high towns, while the

What

is

still

regularly sent delegations

Andeans came down

revealing for our purposes

is

and migrants

into the forests....""

the special role that the Sibundoy

Indians played in this inter-regional trade network." According to Maria

Qemencia Ramirez de Jara,

a

Colombian ethnohistorian, the Sibundoy, from

pre-

hispanic times and throughout the colonial period, served as commercial and

socio-cultural intermediaries

between the highland Andes and the lower

piedmont and lowland jungle groups of the Putumayo and Caqueta. Despite

strategies to

fulfill

them. For a critique of the "Cultura de

see William T. Vickers, Los Sionas y Secoyas: Su adaptadon
(Quito: Ediciones ABYA-YALA, 1989), 26-44.

6>

"

la

Selva Tropical" type,

ambiente amazonico

al

Taylor, "The Western Margins...," 205-208.

In addition to Ramirez de Jara, Frontera fluida entre Andes, piedemonte y selv

caso del Valle de Sibundoy, siglos XV7-XV7//, (Bogota: Instituto

a: el

Colombiano de

Cultura Hispanica, 1996), a useful discussion of the inter-regional trade between
the highland

Andes and

the lowlands of the

Amazon

is

Augusto J. Gomez

L.,

mercados (siglos XV-XIX)." While the Sibundoy valley is
altitudinally higher than what is considered the piedmont, 400-1000 meters
above sea level, Ramirez de Jara considers it part of it, perhaps due to its
"Bienes, rutas y

Amazon influenced
such in

this

climate and access to the lowlands.

paper as

well.
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It

will

be referred to as

dispersed populations by the eighteenth century, this did not

mean few

for substantial mission populations suggest the area contained

people,

many thousand

Native Americans.^^ Other than a complex though limited system of agriculture
sustained by the unique biology of tropical rainforests, these peoples also

depended on hunting with
the

many

traps,

bow and

arrow, and blowpipes; and fishing on

productive streams and rivers of the region with natural poisons, bone

hooks and

Due

traps. Collecting

wild foods was also a nutritional necessity.

geography and climate, however, certain goods were

to the

to obtain. Salt, for instance,

difficult

and hard rock axes were some of the few items

traded from the highlands for rainforest products such as animal skins, feathers,

wax, plant

oils

or varnishes, and even gold in pre-hispanic times. Perhaps even

more important, according

to

Ramirez de Jara, was the interchange of

shamanistic knowledge and plants, that the Sibundoy,

the

Amazonian peoples

gained from

to the east of them.**^

" The Putumayo/Caqueta watersheds probably
Indians before contact with Europeans

one immediately

in particular,

to the south.

if

contained tens of thousands of

one compares the region

The Napo-Aguarico region

to a similar

of Ecuador contained

an estimated 49,000 -51,000 Native Americans before contact. See Linda A.

Newson,

Life

and Death

in Early Colonial Ecuador,

(Norman: U. of Oklahoma

Press,

1995), 341.

^ For

a discussion of the interchange or trade network between the high

Andes

and the Amazonian jungles see Augusto J. Gomez, "Bienes, rutas y mercados
(siglos XV-XIX). Las relaciones de intercambio interetnico entre las tierras bajas
de

la

Amazonia y

las tierras altas

de

los

Andes," Revista de Antropologia y
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This regional trade network survived, and even facilitated,
the intensive

gold mining activities of the 16^ century and the reduced mining
later times.

The upper Putumayo and Caqueta basins had

activities of

been

initially

tenuously incorporated into the Spanish colonial economic world
through that
"all-inspiring" product, gold. In 1558, the

founded

to exploit the placer

town

of San Miguel de

Sucumbios was

mines that indigenous groups of the area had

previously parmed. By the end of the sbcteenth century, the vein mines of

Sibundoy, Yscanse and Agreda (Mocoa) were exploited. Mining in the Sibundoy
region declined by the 17^^ century but never totally disappeared; however,

mining

in the general

upper Caqueta/Putumayo region was overshadowed by

the gold found in the Choco, the hot lowlands on the western side of the Andes,

by the end of the 17^ century. Scholars

differ

on the degree and importance of

the mining industry for the eastern region by the second half of that century.^ In

Arqueologia, (Bogota: Universidad

de Los Andes),

9(1-2), 1996-97, 63-70; Calero,

Chiefdoms Under Siege, 45; and Ramirez de Jara, Frontera fluida, especially Chapter
1.

^ For

discussions of the gold exploitation of the region, see Luis

F.

Calero,

Chiefdoms Under Siege, 71-7A. Calero contends that gold mining in the Sibundoy
region (upper Putumayo) continued during the

17*^

century on a "near-

subsistence level". Maria Clemencia Ramirez de Jara argues that in the

Putumayo region

"a fluctuating mirung frontier existed during the sixteenth,

seventeenth and eighteenth century - a frontier linked with the occupation and

abandoment of areas suitable for the exploitation of gold." See "Processes
the Advance and Retreat of the Mining Frontier in Southwestern Colombia

/or

During the Colonial Period,"

in

in In Quest of Mineral Wealth: Aboriginal and Colonial
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the upper Caqueta, at

Mocoa by

destruction of

What

is

clearer

system employed

mining

least,

is

activities halted for a

local Indians in 1681.

the level of population decline and the type of labor

in the gold

economy. Both epidemic disease and

labor system were increasingly evident as

Putumayo and Caqueta
"Virgin

soil

time with the

more Spaniards entered

areas throughout the

epidemics" were the worst

centuries after 1492, and the upper

killers

16'^

and

New World

for

exception. While population

Putumayo and Caqueta watersheds

estimates for the entire

the upper

into the 17'^ centuries.

throughout the

Amazon was no

a repressive

are not available for

the colonial period, those for surrounding areas indicate dramatic population

declines of between 88 and 94 percent

Mining and Metallurgy

till

in Spanish America,

the end of the

\

Alan

and Robert

K. Craig

century.^

C. West, eds.

(Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1994, 260.

^ These
341,

figures are derived from

where she

Newson,

Life

and Death

in Early Colonial Ecuador,

calculates a decline of 88.0 percent for the aboriginal population

of the Napo-Aguarico area of the Oriente (low selva) of Ecuador until the end of

the

17'^

century. This area

is

just to the

south of the Putumayo

river.

Calero puts

the decline of tributaries in the valley of Sibundoy (high Putumayo) from 2300 in

1558 to 109

in 1691, a decline of 95.3 percent.

Ramirez de Jara claims

that

by the end of the

Caqueta and Putumayo region continues
(tierras altas)

See Chiefdoms Under
17^^

Siege, \77.

century the lowlands of the

to decrease, while that of the

uplands

begin to recuperate. Frontera fluida entre Andes, piedemonte y

88.
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selva,

and

In the 16*^

initially

based on

17*^^

rescate

centuries, the type of labor

employed

in

the mines

and then on the encomienda/'^ The indigenous groups of

the montana or eastern piedmont of the

Andes - such

as the Sibundoy, the

Sucumbios, the Mocoas of the Putumayo, and the inhabitants of the upper

Caqueta

-

all

participated in the mining activities of the area/'^

resisted the oppression that

came with

this

new economy,

Many

attacking

Indians

and

destroying, on various occasions, the mining towns of the region. These "attacks

"rescate"

de

an unusual term variously defined by different authors. Ramirez

is

Jara explains

it

as "not only sacking and theft, but also consist(ing) of the

establishment of a system of reciprocity and interchange with pre-Hispanic

communities
for

utilizing

indigenous economic models based on sound principles:

example, Spaniards exchanged hatchets and other merchandize

pearls,

and so

forth."

She then quotes H. Tovar

who

defines

it

for gold,

as follows:

became a way of entry through the system of exchange, which
war with, and enslavement of the natives.. When rescate (trade)

"(R)escate (trade)

culminated

in

.

ceased to be the leading element

Spanish expansion, the encomienda, with

in

system of tribute and compulsory labor, became an alternate force
relations." "Processes in the

term

rescates "es decir,

Advancement",

256.

el

la

region

Perhaps the most interesting definition

given by Roberto Pineda Comacho.

cambio sociocultural en

in colonial

Augusto J. Gomez explains the

sus tratos y contratos con los indigenas de

his "Bienes, rutas y mercados", 68.

its

"

See

is

that

proyectos de resistencia y
bajo Caqueta-Putumayo" Encrudjadas de Colombia
in his "Etnocidio,

Amerindia (Bogota: Colcultura, 1993), he describes rescate as the "rescuemg",
the eyes of the Spanish, of Indians

who were captured by other

who were going to eat them. So,
slave of the Spaniards who were obliged
groups

it

was

in

"cannibal"

far preferrable to

end up as a

to Christianize the Indian slave, rather

than on the plate of a cannibal. Of course, this

was

usually just a pretext to

enslave Indians. 184.

Ramirez de Jara, Frontera fluida

entre Andes, piedemonte y selva, 81

In

her book

she divides the Sibondoy people between two related but linguistically distinct
groups, the Quillacinga or

Quechua speakers

Kamsa

of the lower Sibundoy valley, and the Inga or

of the upper Sibundoy valley.
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were

realized through the alliances established

between the indigenous groups

inhabiting the upper Caqueta and Putumayo, such as the Andakis,
Tamas,

Sucumbios, Mocoas, Inganos and

Sibundoyes...."^'*^

Ramirez de Jara describes

the attempt to incorporate the piedmont and selva into the Spanish colonial

system of the Andes as a fronlcra fluida or moving frontier due the transient
nature of both mining and missionary activities and the Spaniards inability
to

dominate these areas during the

colonial period.^

For the Sibundoy Indians, no frontier existed. They had always

maintained

social, cultural

^''^

Ramirez de

^"

Ramirez de Jara argues

and economic

the other

activities declined.

that the

of, for instance,

was more

intensive,

This argument

is

when mining

and administer the

When

when one was

for the curas or parish

largely Indian "parish"

Mocoa, Sibundoy and Sucumbios

in

towns

the eastern piedmont areas

like the 16'^

and part of the 1?^

gold activity declined making financial support of these

doclrincro priests too difficult to

abandoned these
of the

the lowlands

lagged, missionary

more convincing

during the times of most intense gold activity

into the area

in

mining "frontier" and the missionary

they coincided with each other:

is,

priests assigned to evangelize

century.

groups

Jara, Frontera fluida entre Andes, piedemonte y selva, 90.

"frontier" co-evolved, that

booming

relations with

and

areas, but

it

endure or when Mocoa was destroyed, the curas

was during

time that the I'ranciscans

tried to missionize not only the

Putumayo and Caqueta. This

versus misionero,

this

is

piedmont but also the lowlands

difference in missionizing efforts, doctrinero

not mentioned by Ramirez de Jara, nor

is

her argument for

the concurrency of the mining/missionary frontier during the

convincing since

this

was

moved

a period of the

18*^

century as

most intensive missionary

activity but

of decreased, even sporadic, mining activity. For a useful discussion of the
differences between a doctrinero and a misionero, see Antonine

Franciscan Doctrinero Versus the Franciscan Misionero
Peru," The Americas, 14

(2),

1957, 115-124.
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in

S.

Tibesar,

"The

Seventeenth-Century

and the highlands.

Interestingly,

carriers for the Franciscans in the

to as simply carriers, they

it

was the Sibundoy who were the

cargueros or

Putumayo.^ While they were usually

were no doubt guides and probably trade and

brokers for the missionaries. Perhaps

unknown and

by the missionaries, they constantly used one

referred

cultural

at least under-appreciated

of the traditional trading

and

mediating groups of a pre-hispanic regional trade and socio-cultural exchange

system that went from the Andes to the lowland jungles.

knowledge

of a longstanding inter-

and

It is

with

this

intra-regional trade system in

mind - a

system which certainly changed over time due to foreign pressures and diseases
-

that

we will now

attempt to analyze

Putumayo multi -ethnic

frontier at the

how the Franciscan missionaries fit into

the

end of the 17* century.

mentioned numerous times in the account of
gastos or expenses the Franciscans kept of their Putumayo and Caqueta missions
from 1705-1747 as found in ACC. Sig.9502.

The

cargueros de Sibundoy are
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CHAPTER

3

THE EARLY MISSION PERIOD:

1693-1710

The Putumayo Missions, 1693-1696
The mission history

of the

of the Colombian/Ecuadorian

Putumayo/Caqueta region of what

Amazon really began on January 7,

is

now part

1693,

when

Padre Diego de Cespedes, presidente of the reducciones of the Putumayo,
the conversion of Nuestra Sefiora de

(south of the

Putumayo and

Guadalupe de

Avijiras

The most recent Francisan missionary efforts on the Napo river
the Putumayo had begun a few years earlier in 1685. By 1689 the

''2

established seven pueblos, most of

them among the

contained a diversity of naciones or Indian peoples.
of these pueblos, San Buenaventura,

is

that

it

was

from

on the Napo River

Amazon river)

also a tributary of the

left

with lay

to the south of
friars

had

Avijiras Indians, but others

An interesting

feature of one

the entrepot for the area, and

many people were settled there, there were always many people
the trade that was done there that made baptizing and catechizing

"although not

due

to

possible."

AHMRE/PQ/R/I.2./R0

01, 16. Apparently, the Franciscans

to leave these missions for the Jesuits since the

Napo

river

were forced

had been granted

to

Putumayo and later the
Caqueta rivers for the Franciscans. See Linda A. Newson, Life and Death in Early
Colonial Ecuador, (Norman: U. of Oklahoma Press, 1995), 329-330. It is unclear
when exactly the Franciscans abandoned their work in the Napo drainage;
however, they maintained some presence there well into the 18^ century. They
the Order of Jesus by Royal Cedula in 1683, leaving the

had an ongoing
order to use

it

interest in obtaining the parish of

Archidona from the Jesuits

as a base for their journeys to their missions

Putumayo and

its tributaries,

which remained

in

on the banks of the

their priority in the eastern

piedmont and lowlands of the Audiencia of Quito. While they never obtained
Archidona, they did receive the curacy of Avila, near Archidona, by Royal Cedula
of June

5,

1716. See

grupo indigena en

el

Udo Oberem,

Los Quijos: Historia de

la

transculturacion de

un

Oriente Ecuatoriano, (Otavalo: Instituto Otavaleno de

Antropologia, 1980), 102 and ACC.Sig.9196, doc.l,

according to Pablo Maroni,

S.J.,

f.2.

However, by the

in his Noticias autenticas del famoso rio
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1730s,

Maranon,

brothers Juan de Jesiis and Ambrocio de

la

Trinidad and two laymen, to explor€

the "towns and Indian nations" of the San Miguel and

four days descending the

Napo

swollen Coca River (Rio de

la

River, they "took courage"

was

Iquitos:

^ The following narrative

and Informe del

left their

IIAP-CETA,

page.

boats and travelled along "a

(Monumenta

1988), 117.

infieles

is

de

las provincias del

Rio de Macas, in Historiadores y Cronistas de
Jr.,

Upon

taken mainly from the ACC.Sig. 9430, folios 1-12;
Padre Provincial de San Francisco de Quito sabre las misiones que tiene

su religion entre los

J.M. Cajica

and fought the

in the charge of a secular priest {sacerdote clerigo).

Amazonica, Vol. B4,

rivers.^ After

Coca) upstream for the next eight days.

reaching a very fast and high river, they

Avila

Putumayo

S.A., 1960), 83-111,

Gran Caquetd,

del

Putumayo y

del

Gran

Misiones, (Puebla, Mexico: Editorial

las

from which

citations will

be made as Alacano,

A copy of this report, sent to the President of the Audiencia of Quito in

1739, can also be found in

AHMRE/MRE/G.I.6/R0

Francisco Maria O.F.M., Varones

llustres, 2""^ Ed.,

01/267-383 and Compte,

Tomo

II,

(Quito: Imprenta del

Clero, 1886), 38-57.

According to Daniel

Matson and Bernard L. Fontana a reduccion was "an area
into which Indians were collected for intensive missionary effort" while a
conversion was "an Indian mission in a primitive state." In the case of the early

Putumayo

S.

missions, as

we shall

see,

some of

the early doctrinas ("a puehlo of

Indians not yet advanced to the status of a parish... reductions were thus also

were merely Indian villages which the missionaries tried to
convert, while others were new pueblos made by relocating Indians from inland
areas to the river banks. Mision was the "area in which activities for the
called doctrinas")

conversion of natives were undertaken." All these terms, however, were often

used interchangeably. Presidente referred
supervision of

all

to the "priest-missionary

the missions in a given area."

The term

having

comisario of the

missions at times referred to the "on-the-ground" superior of the missions of an
area,

and

at others referred to the "inspector" of the missions.

Fontana, trans, and eds.. Friar Bringas Reports

to the

See Matson and

King: Methods of Indoctrination

on the Frontier of New Spain, 1796-1797, (Tucson: U. of Arizona Press, 1977), 151153. Although these terms are from the missions of northern New Spain, they
generally apply to the missions of the Putumayo.
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sm.ill

cmd not wHI usod

p,>lli" nntil

fhc7 rmcIkhI Iho Aguarico River, thai

heavily populated along bolli banks with l^ncabcllado Indians.
searching, for the San

minus) and the missionaries'

they were making

of hidians, the

homes and

Kiver, they

Mij',u(^l

new

initial

boats

at

Ccnos (Western

happened upon

a gold

l

Later, while

mine

(real

opportufiity to proselytize occurred

the gold mine, they received

ukanoan ancestors

word

The

group

left

their

Franciscans, clearly in possession of appropriate

implements, v^astod no time. Cespedc^ dispatched Brother Ambrcn

io,

Indians (most likely their carriers/guides), to fetch the "infidel" Indians
of tools so that they could inform Cespedes about

Tulumayo

area.

to their village, ten

On

F

ebruary

4,

th(*

with

in

some

search

Indian nacwnes or p(H)ples

the missionaries and the

Cehos proceeded

days downstream via the San Miguel and l'utumay()

supposedly unarmed missionaries were greeted "with

'^^

Wliile

that a

of the Siona), had

de

arrived at the port of San Miguel de Sucumbios "in search of tools for

their cultivations."^*^

of the

was

all

Ilie

love and affection,"

Cespedes described the Fncabellado Indians as being "brave and very

fearsome

in this

province", for continuing "wars and massacres"

malansas). ACC.Sig.9430,

f.2.

is

It

unclear

who were

the victims of these "wars

and massacres"; Spaniards or other Indian groups or

The Cenos, may be ancestors

of the present

(^^i4rrrus y

both.

day indigenous group known as

the Sionas of the Aguarico River, though Steward speculates they originally

inhabited the upper

Putumayo

population decline during the
industry

in the 19*^

and early

River. Steward, Handbook, 741
18'^'

names used by

to continuous

century and the disruptions of the rubber

20"* century,

ethnographic lineages from the

Due

past.

it

is

very

difficult to reconstruct

Consequently,

the missionaries will be used.
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in

most

cases, the original

and

after a cross

and church were

erected, they

named

the

town Jesus de

Nansueras^^ Later, leaving Brother Juan de Jesiis and one of the laymen
first

at this

town, Cespedes and the others went three leagues downstream to the
next

town

of the Maguajes. Another cross and small church were erected
and the

town was dedicated

to the the

In similar fashion, Santa

downstream. At about

mother of Jesus, called Santa Maria de Maguajes.

Qara de Yaibaras was dedicated

this

same

six leagues further

distance again downstream, the

town

of San

Diego de Yantaguajes was founded among the Yantaguaje Indians. ^ The
Indians of each town were aware of the Franciscans' arrival beforehand, ^ and

The

towns and the Indian groups varies widely from author to
even found in different versions of the same published document.

spelling of the

author, and

is

For example, the town of Jesiis de Nansueras

is

variously spelled Nansuera,

Nanzueras or Nansueras. The spelling adopted from here on is that which
appears most commonly in the various sources consulted or that found in

modem usage.
Hector Llanos Vargas and Roberto Pineda Camacho
Caquetd (Siglos XV7-X/X), (Bogota: Banco de

town's
the

name

la

in Etnohistoria del

Gran

Republica, 1982), 21, give the last

as San Diego de Alcala, whereas in Cespedes's report he indicates

town was dedicated

to

San Diego de Alcala but called "San Diego de

Yantaguages". ACC.Sig.9430,

f.3.

Alacano's 1739 report names the town San

Diego de Alcala de Yantaguajes. According to Bellier, all of these groups
(Maguajes, Yaibaras, and Yantaguajes) were linguistically Western Tukanoan. 12

and
78

158.

This

is

perhaps a reference to the drums described by Fray Juan de Santa

Putumayo missions who
Naturaleza. The drums were used

Gertrudis, a franciscan missionary in the 1750s of the

wrote about

his

announce the

days there

in Maravillas de la

arrival of visitors

and

called together people for festivals, etc.

pointed out that they could be heard three leagues or approxmately 15
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He

to

only

at the last

town was

their

welcome unenthusiastic At

this

town, the Indians

had heard of "others" (one assumes other Spaniards) entering the region
and
wreaking havoc, and only

and

after they

that the principulcs or chiefs

saw

that the missionaries

had received some

were unarmed,

were the Franciscans

gifts,

treated with the "lavish hospitality" they received elsewhere.^

The missionaries could not go
companions became
they spent Holy

sick,

Week

further

downstream

and they were obliged

for

Cespedes's

to return to the

of 1693. According to Cespedes,

"It

first

town where

was a wonder

Divine Majesty, to see the infidels becoming Christians, attending

all

of the

the services

and processions, some carrying crosses and others whipping themselves."""
After Raster, Cespedes

left

for the provincia or region of the

kilometers away, (liogota: Instituto Colombiano de
1994),

Tomo

1,

He also mentioned

249-250.

valley,

and "and

km.)"!

A

The

in just

text

here

in

Cespedes's report

Cespedes "que avian
nacion, que no

a kind of "signal bird" called a

one day they could send

"marvel" indeed. Maravillas,

Icnido noticias

me aviendo

is

iJe

del nombre,

i

onu)

1,

y que

down

the

Tutumayo

800 leagues (4000

227.

obscure.

que con esc

les

or

this notice

somewhat

otros

or Hoyos, by

Cultura-COLCULTUKA,

when people would move up

"}^rif6n" that called out

Oyos

The Yantaguajes

titulo avian cnt ratio, cn esla

avian hecho

mucho Dam,

avian temido alguna traicion mas perlurhiendolos ya con al\^unos rasones."

who

these others "con ese titulo" were.

slavers.

ACC.Sig.9430,

The term

principales

One

«*'

y

que por eso
it is

unclear

suspects other Spaniards, perhaps

f.3.

sometimes

refers to the indigenous leaders of a

was also used to refer to the indigenous leaders of a
the cacique or main leader, at least in the eyes of the missionaries.
nacion, but

told

it

Ibid.
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group or

lesser rank than

another tributary of the l»utumayo called the Acuysi'a, where
another town was
dedicated as San Joseph de los Curos.«' Cespedes stayed some
days there but

such

a

multitude of people came that he was embarrassed by running
out of the

"gifts" (donesillos) that

he usually gave out

at

such occasions; and

he had to

so,

return to the

town

key

intial act

of establishing relations between the missionaries and the
Indians,

one

that

if

of Jesus

de Nansueras.«- Clearly the

act of "gift-giving"

was

a

absent probably excluded any possibility of creating a mission town.

After Cespedes returned to Nansueras, he

months with

fever, but 1693

proved to be a

was

fruitful

laid

up

for

more than two

year from the Francisans'

perspective. In August, the Viguajes (Biguajes) "gave themselves to peace" or

were

"pacified," allowing themselves to be taken from their remote

Llanos Vargas and Pineda

Camacho

in Etnohistoria

give the

name

home

area to

of the

town

founded there as San Joseph de los Curas or Aguese (p. 22) and San Joseph de los
Curos on their table on p. 27. Although Cespedes indicated that this town was
near a tributary of the Putumayo,

which

it

seems

likely that this river

a tributary of the San Miguel river, not the

is

Pablo Maroni

in his Noticias, 123.

was "memorable

Maroni wrote

in

was

the

Aguese

Putumayo, as indicated by

1738 that the river Aguese

for being close to a reduction of Icaguates Indians that the

Franciscans gathered together for a few years, bringing them from downriver,

bought

in large part

with tools", 123. This

is

probably a reference to a

later

reduction and not the town mentioned above. Once again, Bellier identifies the

Oyos
*2

Hoyos) and Curos as Western Tukanoan.

(or

"y vino

tal

los donesillos

bolverme

al

multitud de jente de toda esa Provincia que

que se acostumbra a

Pueblo del nombre de

or welcome, at the least he

ACC.Sig.9430, no.2,

f.

felt

me

vi abergonsado,

dar, en tales ocasiones, se abian acabado
jesiis."

Perhaps Cespedes did not

embarrassed, for running out of

4.
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ia

Y aci hube de

feel

gifts.

por que

comfortable

the banks of the

Putumayo

Antonio de Padua de
settled

river.

^

Their

new town was

los Viguajes. Similarly, the

on the Putumayo bank, erecting

a cross

Penes

dedicated as San

and church

to the

Bernardino de Siena. The Piacomo Indians presumably stayed
area,

two leagues inland where

their

region and also

left their

name of San

home

in their

town was named San Francisco de

los

Piacomos.''^

During the year of 1693,

towns on

either the

therefore, the three Franciscans "dedicated" eight

San Miguel or Putumayo

days journey inland.^ This timetable
well as

^ The

secondary sources consulted,

with one town being two

odds with Alacano's report

at

all

of

whom

rely

of 1739, as

on Alacano.^ Alacano

expression used here and elsewhere in the documents

TTiis is

force

all

is

rivers,

is

"se dieron de paz."

usually translated as "pacified" but this has a connotation of the use of

and there

these different

no indication

was or could have been used against
Indian groups, who clearly outnumbered the supposedly
is

unarmed Franciscans and

their

that force

companions. Later, as

we shall

see, the

Franciscans and their attendants do carry weapons and the above expression

seems more appropriate.

^ The sources
de camino

el

town

indicate this

as being

two leagues

"tierra

adentro" or "dos dias

monte a dentro". See Alacano, 102 and ACC.Sig.9430,

^ The term used

is

"dedicar"

which sees

to meain

f.4.

merely that they gave the town a

Christian name, erected a cross and built a small chapel.

^ These secondary sources
Iglesia,

modeladora de

la

include older works such as Tobar Donoso, Julio, La

mcionalidad, (Quito: La Prensa Catolica, 1953); and

recent studies like Garcia,

P.

Lorenzo, O.C.D., Historia de

Amazonia Ecuatoriana, (Quito: Ediciones ABYA-YALA,
Casas Aguilar, Justo, Evangelio y

colonizacion:
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las

misiones en

1985);

more

la

and the very recent

una aproximacion a

la historia del

indicated that the

were dedicated

first

four towns were founded in 1693, while the next four

Padre Cespedes's report, however, written on December

in 1694.

24, 1696, gives a different chronology.

1693,

it

seems quite

clear that all eight

1694. This seemingly impossible feat

considered. Cespedes

effort in the

was

Putumayo

was

and

first

written

pueblos

becomes more

likely

more than 40 years
It is

when

indigenous construction. There

per

se; all

this time.

a

of

28,

the following

its

is

existing Indian

to "erect a cross

nor

is

is

chronology of

after the fact,

towns or

and church"

and

his

villages.

It

since these were,

no doubt, simple structures of wood and palm thatch following

at this time,

for

important to keep in mind as well that

were already

would not have taken much time

being built

busy year

towns were dedicated by February

his report is quite precise in

sources of information are unknown.

but two of these

a very

the leader of the Franciscans in this missionizing

region,

events. Alacano's report

all

Although indicating

the

model

of

no indication of anything more elaborate

there

much

indication of extensive evangelization

which indicates the preliminary nature of the missionizing

effort at

There were only three Franciscans, two assisting laymen, and probably

few Indian

auxiliaries

(who

not expect to accomplish

Indian groups

much more

who seemed

Putumayo desde la epoca

are never mentioned); certainly such a team could

than to

make

initial

likely for conversion. This

is

contacts with different

exactly

what they

prehispdnica a la colonizacion agropecuaria, (Bogota;

Ediciones, 1999).
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did.

ECOE

The

so-called

towns

were "founded,"

that

"dedicated" with a Christian

name which

therefore,

were

really

little

more than

often disappeared as quickly as they

were named.
Badly needed supplies of wine, wax,
the Indians valued

came

in February, 1694,

salt

and

"alajas" (sic) or things that

with the Comisario and Superior of

the missions of the Province of Quito, Padre Martin
de San Joseph.a^

He was

accompanied by Brother Francisco Calves and Brother Antonio Conforte.
The

two

lay brothers

Quito?)

in

remained

in the

Putumayo region while San Joseph returned

(to

order to find more priests to minister to potential converts of the

missions. Cespedes, as the only priest in the region, certainly could not be

expected to serve

all

the

new

mission towns due to the distances between them

and the seeming abundance of other Indian groups

interested in

what the

missionaries had to offer.

"^According to Compte, Padre Diego de Sespedes
Comisario de

las

Conversiones de

los

Oas,

on June

the Jesuits, which Cespedes

"inspecting" the

Oas

left to

missions.

Joseph was named Comisario de
January

21, 1696.

Again, this

when he might have been

go

had

to the

was

in

in the

tells

Misiones de
possibly the

la

the

Putumayo

of the Oas"

Napo

Putumayo,

Compte also
las

was

The "conversions

refer to the missions that the Franciscans

date that seems to

19, 1694, a

indicate an "after-the-fact" appointment, since he
presidente of those fledgling missions.

had been named as

(sic),

region as

seems

to

region that they lost to

after

perhaps

us that Padre Martin de San

Provincia de los Encabellados

official

on

date of his appointment

acting as such already in early 1694, as indicated by

Cespedes's report. The "missions of the Encabellados" seems to

refer to the

missions of the Putumayo, which were more commonly referred to as the
"missions of the Sucumbi'os." See Compte,
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Tomo

1,

283 and

Tomo 2, 4.

So many

different nations

were being "pacified"

that

more

was

aid

needed, both materiel and personnel. In 1694, for example, the
Neguas from the
"interior" (tierra adentro); the Caguies

Coreguajes from the floodplains

An

indio ladino (an Indian

named

{las

from the Caqueta or Mocoa

vegas) of the Caqueta,

who had adopted

Alexo, told Cespedes "of the

many

were

river;

all

and the

"pacified."

the Spanish language and customs),

provinces and infinite towns" of the

Caqueta. Alexo informed the priest that "in accordance with the communication

and trade

that the Indians of the

Putumayo had with those

no more than three days journey from one
useful

and advantageous

for the priests

of the Caqueta, being

river to the other,"

who were working

it

would be very
and

to pacify

evangelize these two regions.^

This ladino's presence and testimony in the historical record

for a couple reasons.

Firstly,

Cespedes makes the point

avia retirado de los Christianos, " that

of) Christians."

chief

was

In fact,

he lived

called Canseo. Alexo

is,

that

in the

is

could cross the cultural divide or

is

to indicate that

a Christian.

Alexo

town

of the Coreguajes

whose

cacique or

an example of the importance of Indians

at least

"se

he had "withdrawn from the (presence

who

mediate between Spaniards and

Indians. Being identified as a ladino, Alexo certainly spoke Spanish

have been baptized

revealing

He might have

played an important role

^ ACC.Sig.9430, ff. 4-5. The Neguas and the Coreguajes
Western Tukanoan speakers by Bellier, 12.
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and seems
in the

are also identified as

to

trading activiHes of his people since he had rehimed to live
in his Indian town,

and he apparently possessed knowledge
at the time.

As we

of the regional trading networks extant

shall see later, other "ladinos," especially those

who remained

with Christians, acting as helpers for the missionaries, were often not
so
appreciated by their people.

Secondly, Alexo's testimony

inter-

is

evidence of the extent and complexity of an

and intraregional trading system. He

clearly pointed out that the

"no more

than three day journey" between the Caqueta and Putumayo rivers did not
present a barrier for the

different Indian

common

trade and communication amongst the

groups of these two regions.

And what

established interconnectedness and trade system

would

is

more, that

facilitate the

missionaries' goals of "pacification" and spreading the Gospel -

making the

connection between trade and missionizing tangible. His testimony

supported by the writing of the Jesuit missionary, Pablo Maroni,

the

Coreguaques and Ocoguaques as the "merchants"

rivers

and

Napo

rivers.

this

is

who

further

referred to

(comerciantes) of these

part of a larger trade system that stretched from the Orinoco to the

For these Indian groups the system involved trading Indian slaves
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for axes, knives

and

glass beads

from Dutchmen

off the

Guianan coast or other

Indian groups.

The "province" of the Cenceguajes
to peace" as

in the

were many other "provinces" of

things were looking

good

infidels,

for the Franciscans.

What they

were about

to receive these

sorely

and by the end of 1694

They had successfully made

contact with several Indian groups in both the

drainages.

lower Putumayo was also "given

Putumayo and Caqueta

needed were more missionaries and

when events

Having heard about the need

iniHal

river

supplies.

They

took a turn for the worse in 1695.

for priests

on the Putumayo, the eleven-year

missionary veteran. Padre Juan Benitez de San Antonio answered the

call.

Together with Brother Antonio Conforte, he reached San Miguel de Sucumbios

sometime
In

in late 1694

from San Buenaventura de

los Avijiras

on the Napo

San Miguel, the two men were joined by Nicolas, an Indian

Cespedes found

in the

town

interpreter,

river.

whom

of San Joseph de los Curos and sent, with eight

^ Before the 1730s, according to Maroni, the Coreguaques and Ocoguaques of the
Caqueta, were heavily involved in the slave trade between themselves and the
Dutch. They "had taken
killing the old

many

nations from the

Putumayo

as the Caqueta rivers,

and very young, and capturing the women and young men, some

to sell to the Dutch,

and

others,

due

to their clumsiness, to sell

them

to other

Indians," in order to maintain their supplies of axes, knives and glass beads.

had slowed considerably due to the
reduction in the number of these (Indian) "merchants" and the fact that the
"infidels solicit the friendship of our missionaries who give them tools for

Maroni

states that

by 1739

this trade

nothing." Maroni, 128-129. The Coreguaques, Ocoguaques and Cenceguajes are
also identified as Western

Tukanoans by

Bellier, 12.
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other Indians, to fetch both the supplies {socorro) that
had been promised by the
Comisario San Joseph and the

two waiting

supposedly "armed only with the
dangers of the

trip,

the

group

crippled Iambs at the table

left

I

loly

missionaries.

On January

11, 1695,

Cross" and despite warnings about the

San Miguel, "surrendering themselves

{a la labia) of

the cruel lions," to go to the mission

towns. Eight days into the journey, they were assaulted by a group
of

by another name Payaguajes,

who

like

"killed the three Christians," the

Tamas

,

or

two

Franciscans and the interpreter Nicolas, and stole the supplies, leaving the eight

unbaptized Indians to

flee

wounded

The perpetrators were
Caqueta region, but

had

"pirate Indian apostates,"

after killing

fled to the I'utumayo.

but alive.^

some Spaniards and

who had

Indians

lived in the

some

years before

There they were the greatest impediment

missions, since they laid in wait and did not

let

to the

any Christians pass unless they

were well defended. This event made the neophyte Indians very ner\ ous

of

Spanish retribution, which Cespedes himself requested; but Cespedes promised

he would protect the "new Christians" from mistakenly being punished.

ACC.Sig.9430,

f.

5;

Alacano, 103. Bellier also believes that the

Payaguajes were also Western Tukanoan speakers. See page

ACC.Sig.9430,
killed four

f.

5-6.

The

text

is

somewhat

unclear, but

it

Tamas and

10.

seems

that the

Spaniards and eight or nine accompanying Indians, taking

tools that they

had brought with them

to

buy young men

all

Tamas

the

{jiara resgatar

muchachos), probably for working in the gold mines of the area or
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It

in

the Choco.

seems

that the president of the missions

and convince them not

in the

able to calm the mission Indians

to flee the missions, at least in part

their complicity in the crimes

remained

was

would be verified

if

they

by

fled.

telling

them

that

The Indians

missions and even went out armed to seek vengeance
against the

perpetrators twice, although the outcome of these punitive
expeditions

is

unknown.
The

killing of the Franciscans

and the

interpreter

is

another revealing

event in the early history of the Putumayan missions. Nicolas, a ladino,
had

"withdrawn from the power of the Spaniards many years
seemingly remained a Christian and on being found
los Curos,

became an

in the

interpreter for the missionaries.

the only Indian killed by the

Tamas

in their

before," but he

It is

town

had

of San Joseph de

instructive that

he was

robbery of the mission supplies, the

other eight unbaptized mission Indians were allowed to escape. In this case, a
lad ino's mediating role

an

asset.

between Spaniards and Indians was

The Tamas saw Nicolas

as perhaps

more aligned with

than with the other mission Indians, and so he met a similar

not stated

Caguan

in

the Cespedes account, the

a liability

Tamas were perhaps

river (a tributary of the Caqueta) region,

more than

the Franciscans

fate.

Although

it is

originally

from the

and had been subject

to rescate

or traded for axes, machetes, chaquiras (beads) and other goods by the

encomenderos of the upper Magdalena region of Timana and Caguan since the
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second half of the sixteenth century.^^

would have been valuable
have had an

historical

addition to the supplies gained, which

in the larger regional trading system, the

Tamas may

axe to grind.

Despite the martyrdom of the two Franciscans and the death of
one of
their interpreters, 1695

still

Icaguates, Roenes of the

proved a productive year

for the friars.

The

Putumayo, and the inland Encabellados were

Punies,

all

"pacified." According to Cespedes: "without the din of shotguns or other

punishments, but only religious kindness,

many

provinces and towns had

subjected themselves to the yoke of the Christian religion." These Indians were

valuable and very "useful" for both "majesties"; "paying the Divine Majesty
spiritual fruit,

and the King, our

lord,

temporal

fruit."

This statement

is

a clear

reference to the dual purpose of the missions: winning souls for Christianity and

workers

for the

economic needs of the Kingdom of Spain.^^ Since there

mention of dedicating these "towns" with
in 1693,

^2

it

a cross

is

no

and church as previously done

appears that the contact with these Indians was even more fleeting and

Although

it is

impossible to

know

if

these

Tamas were

directly

from the

Caguan river region, it is quite possible that they were ancestors of Tamas who,
due to the "slaving" and trading for them as captives, migrated from the Caguan
region to the upper Caqueta and then the Putumayo. See Pineda Camacho,

Roberto, Historia oral y proceso esdavista en el Caqueta, (Bogota: Fundacion de
Inviestigaciones Argueologicas Nacionales, 1985), 31-41, for a discussion of "el
rescate de los

Tamas."

ACC.Sig.9430,

f.

5.

Alacano also mentions most of these groups, though, as

noted before, his chronology

is

unreliable. See Alacano, 102.
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tenuous than the

first

Indians contacted. With so few missionaries, one
could

hardly expect otherwise.

However, by May 1696 Cespedes found himself alone as

companions had died over the past three and
sickness: Ysidro

la

a half years.

Andrade, one of the laymen was

first;

The

all

his

three died of

first

then Brother Ambrocio de

Trinidad; and the following year. Brother Francisco Calves. The two

murdered Franciscans were

finally

companion. Brother J U3n dc Jesus,
lands"

{las tierras

followed

Realizing he needed help and

first

death by Cespedes's

who succumbed

muy enfermas) on May

depart, most likely, from the

in

to illness in those

them he was

leaving,

''ingeniously" told

and

"very sick

23, 1696.

more

supplies,

Cespedes prepared

mission town of Jesus de Nansueras.

indicated in his report that the Indians demonstrated

told

last

that

to get axes,

He

much emotion when he

he was only allowed to go

them he was going

after

he

machetes and some

"gifts" for

them, since he was then poor and the supplies that had been sent were

Cespedes promised

to wait for

accompany him,

new

land.

his

all

the

until

stolen.

January of 1698, so that they could

missionary companions, and the supplies back to their

The Indians took him

large boat to carry

them

to

at his

word, brought him

goods back with them

Cespedes emphasized the "feelings"

at the

to

San Miguel, and

a

appointed time. While

(sentimientos) that the Indians
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left

had

for him.

he indicated quite clearly that the Indians went along with
him

to

the supplies, particularly the axes

had

bring them before they

and machetes,

would allow him

that the priest

to leave, or perhaps

before they conceded to take him upstream to San Miguel.

It

be assured of

more

to

promise to

accurately,

was this supply

of

goods, more than any personal feelings they might have had for
Cespedes, that

motivated the Indians to help bring the next group of missionaries into

their

town. ^4

And

so concluded the

first real

In four years, five Franciscans died,

entrada of the Franciscans to the Putumayo.

two

violently, three

through sickness; not

to

mention, one layman and one Indian interpreter. Certainly, the Putumayo was a
frontier of violence

many

and

disease. But

different peoples lived

different indigenous groups.

ACC.Sig.9430,

f.

7.

and

it

was

also clearly a

dynamic

interacted, not the least of

One

area,

where

which were the

can glean from Cespedes's report alone

The passage reads

as follows:

"No

much

dejara de desir tambien las

muchas muestras de sentimientos que dieron dichos

Indios

solamente, por industrias, pude conseguirlo por que

les dire salia a

quando

trate

de mi

viaje,

pues

buscarles algunas

hachas y machetes y algunos donesillos para darks, porque me hallaba pobre y que el
socorro que me avian enviado para ellos lo abian robado los omisidas piratas Y mas les
dije

que por

el

mes de henero

del

los otros Religiosos misioneros

ano de

'98 los esperaria en el puerto de

que entrasen; y

asi

Con

San Miguel con

que saliesen con copia de jente para

quedaron contentos, y quedaron
de haserlo, y salieron a dejarme hasta este Puerto de San Miguel onde al Presente me
hallo; y se llebaron una embarcacion grande para el tiempo determinado, salir a cumplir
condusirlos a sus tierras junto con

el

socorro;

su promesa."
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esto

that indicates a

many

world

in

which the Franciscans would be

actors.

One of the

roles the Franciscans

would

years of their presence in the region,

first

a minority

was

play, as

is

quite obvious from the

that of provider of certain goods.

Indians throughout Spanish America especially found metal
axes, machetes, and
other tools very useful, and they coveted them.''' While the missionaries
consistently describe these items as "dddivas" or

necessity of these

goods

own

role

Friar

is

may have been

in the regional

'5

David Sweet has

this to

the

economic system.

his report of Dec. 24,

account of some of the Indians' customs of the area

He noted

What

the

the effect these tools had on the Indians or what

Cespedes concluded

last three years.

comment on

they often

to secure the "will of the Indians."

missionaries never mention

their

gifts,

in

16%, with an

interesting

which he had spent

the martial bearing of the natives

who

say about the important role of tools

the

never went

in the

missionizing process in general: "These people (Indians) quickly became utterly

dependent on those

were willing

to

their neighors

go

who could

supply them with the priceless new

to great lengths to obtain

them

(for

tools

and

example, making war on

with the purpose of capturing prisoners

who could

be sold as

slaves in exchange for axes, knives, and machetes). Sometimes they would even
settle in a

mission station with this exclusive purpose; always

incentive for

them

to

do

acknowledging that iron

and

so.

was

a

Missionaries' accounts are quite consistent

tools for gift giving

that in the absence of

it

were indispensable

major
in

to their

work

an ample supply of such goods many Indian peoples

would have nothing to do with the mission. See "The Ibero- American Frontier
Mission in Native American History," in The New Latin American Mission History,
(Lincoln: University of

Nebraska Press,

1995), 34.
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about "without two or three lances."

He commented on their nudity,

their

funeral practices, their daily councils or meetings which
involve the drinking of a

beverage

made from

important visitors

bejucos or vines called yoco

(foresteros de calidad).^

The way

and

their hospitality

Then Cespedes

toward

stated very frankly:

which these people have been retained has been to give
them, one axe to each chief (casique) each year, and two more
to the
other two headmen (principales) that each town has, and so
it is
given in each town, one axe to the casique with a machete, shirt
in

(camiseta),

types,

and

the others

Due to

beads

(chaquiras),

knives and fishhooks (ansuelos) of

in the

same way,

to the

is

given whatever they

keep the Indians

this prerequisite to

aid

principales of each town.

(de aqui para abajo),

To

ask.'^

in the mission towns,

and other supplies from Quito

costs of transporting these

and "below"

two

all

and the high

via Pasto to

San Miguel

Cespedes pointed out the necessity of continued

and alms from the benefactors

of the missions

and the King

in order for the

^ ACC.Sig.9430, ff. 7-8. According to Santa Gertrudis, yoco was a drink made
from a vine commonly drunk by the Indians of the Putumayo. Having tried it
himself, he attested that

it

"relieves the fatigue

and exhaustion of the body and

at

same time refreshes. It is not a bad drink." Maravillas, Tomo 1, 254. In the
more modem writing of anthropologist E. Jean Matteson Langdon, yoco is

the

believed to yield visions for a shaman,

described as "a mild stimulant that

is

although not for nonshamans.

often used in minor healing ceremonies

It is

before yage (a strong hallucinogenic drink
is

employed." See "DAU: Shamanic Power

Portals of Power:

Mexico
97

made from

Shamanism

in

f.

Siona Religion and Medicine," in

South America, (Albuquerque: University of

Press, 1992), 61.

ACC.Sig.9430,

in

the vine Banisteriopsis caapi)

8.
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New

missions to survive. This

was

the

first

caU of many for the financial support of

these missions.

What

is

striking,

however,

stay with the missionaries

useful

and desired by

all

if

their

is

the admission that the Indians

would only

supply of goods was maintained; goods very

Indians of the upper Amazon. This indicates the

importance of the types of items to which the missionaries had access and
could
bring to the Indians, an access that played a strong, though perhaps not always

dominant, role

in the

dynamics of the mission

frontier

and the

larger regional

trade network.

Cespedes's report hardly bespeaks of a dominating missionary agenda,
nor, of course, did the missionaries pretend such. In fact, Cespedes

more than once
remained so

that the missionaries

in the future.

were unarmed, but

Nor does it mean

punish Indians for bad behaviour.

On

that they

mentioned

that does not

mean

were without means

they

to

the contrary, in his lament of the

"exorbitant costs" to transport the supplies to the missions, he indicated the need

to hire Spanish guides despite

them costing double

were "very necessary," however,

that of Indian guides.

"in order to punish
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and
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Inan Iriede,

in his

Indians, collectively designated as "los Andaki de

la

Selva" or the

Jungle" by Colombian historian Juan Friede, were well

known

"Andaki of the

for their attacks

against the Spanish settlements of the upper Magdalena river
valley and their

unwillingness to be "pacified and reduced" by the encomenderos
of the region.
Since at least the end of the sixteenth century,

Simancas

when

they destroyed the town of

high Caqueta valley, their fame as warriors and resisters to

in the

Spanish subordination was well known. From 1637 to 1662, they attacked the

people of the Suaza, Timana (both tributaries of the Magdalena) and Magdalena
valleys fourteen times, and the

them constantly

failed to

many

punitive expeditions sent in pursuit of

subdue them. Neither

seminal work Los Andaki, 1538-1947: Historia de

force of

la

arms nor diplomacy

aculturacidn de una tribu selvdtica

(Mexico: Fondo de Cultura Economica, 1953), convincingly argues that these, and
the

Aguanungas

(or

which he designates

Yaguanonga), were names used
"los

Andaki de

Andaki was not the name of
name.

.

.

that

la

Selva."

meant 'people of the mountains.'" Friede suggests

interpreters for

any Indian group

geographical location and idiosyncracies.
in the

same sense

any Indian group
seems

as "Caribe"

arbitrarily

met

that they

groups

very possible that the word

a definite Indian tribe, but a generic

might have been used as a general term used

been used

"It is

to identify several

quichua

that the

term

by the Spanish and

their

that shared physical aspects,

He even mentions

was used

in the

that

it

might have

Caribbean, to indicate

that resisted the Spanish. (62) Accepting Friede's analysis,

likely that the Andaki'

were people

that lived "behind the

mountains"

it

in

the eastern jungles {Selva Oriente): "in a 100 kilometer wide strip of the High

Amazon Jungle extended

along the Eastern Cordillera and enclosed by the

Orteguaza, Caqueta rivers and

many

its

tributary the Mocoa. Into the

same

territory,

Indians native to the Upper Magdalena fled to protect themselves from the

invasion and oppression of the Spanish." 19-26, 32-33. Friede does differentiate,

however, between the Andaki's of the Fragua

Aguanungas, and those of the Mocoa

river,
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river,

known

who were

called

as the Charaguayes. 61.
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Ih.il

inlidrl

huh. ins,"

assaults

day and night." The cabUdo

also

gave a more

specific

example

recounting how, in 1695, the "Andaquies and Charuaes," with the
supposed
intention of sacking the upper

surprised the "people"

{la

Putumayo towns

gente de) of

of Sibundoy

Don Roque Bravo de Lagunas

Indian carriers, probably Sibundoy Indians, and most likely
retainers,

and Santiago,
{encomendado

some Spanish

though they are not mentioned) one day out of Sibundoy. The Andaki

robbed Lagunas's party of tools and arms with which they had

them and work the mines of
Andaki did not go on
one wonders

if

Caqueta.'"^ Since

to sack the

two towns

nobody was

that

were

their

set out to pacify

killed,

and the

supposed

robbery of tools and arms was not their real aim after

targets,

all.

evident from both San Joseph's petition and the cabildo's certification

work

of the Franciscans

was seen

is

What

is

that the

as necessary to "pacify" the area so that the

gold mines could be re-opened.

The boosteristic tone of this certificacion of the cabildo
some interest. The cabildo supported the petition of the Franciscans

ACC.Sig.9430,
of Pasto
for

is

of

ff.

Crown support

11-13.

so that the missionaries could play their part in reducing

Indians so they could

work

in the mines. Mines, so the cabildo stated,

which

would be reinvigorated to produce the wealth they once did for the Crown and
would employ the many people who were available from the cities of Barbacoas
and Popayan since the mines in those areas were drying up. What is unstated, is
the economic slump the Pasto region was undergoing at the time and the fact
that the mining personnel of Popayan were just getting started in the far richer
mines in the Choco which were just entering their most productive period. The
mines of the Caqueta never were as productive as before, though they were
sporadically operational. The cabildo's "reporf' (informe) was dated Feb. 5, 1697.
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insufficient to "reduce

them" then they should be "punished as they justly

deserved/'^o^ Petitioning the King through the
Audiencia of Quito, he pointed out
that "the Indians of this nation, after having received
our

subjects of

Holy

and being

Your Royal Person, are apostates and have committed the
most grave

crimes deserving equal punishment." Referring to previous
decrees or laws), San Julian argued that
Indians

Faith

who harmed

it

was legal

to

real

Cedulas (royal

punish and capture

Spaniards or "pacified Indians" {Indios de paz),

in their

persons or property, up to three months after the crime, or even longer

He concluded

cases.

city of

his plea

by asking

due

that,

to the "scant

Popayan (under whose governorship these Indians

fell),

in

some

means" of the

the citizens

who

volunteered to punish them be exempted from the "tax of media Anata" (derecho

The procurador general was the person who was in charge of the economic
management of a convent, or as in this case, the missions in the charge of an
Order. Of course, being Franciscans and under the vow of poverty, the actual
handling of money and economic transactions was under the purview of a sindico
or syndic, a lay person
procurador general

was

province, defend

its

Julian's

complete

reductions of the

who dealt

with

money

also responsible to

rights

matters for them. In addition, the

promote the

and complain of the

interests of the

injustices

convent or

done against

it.

San

was "Procurador General of the missions and new
Rivers named Napo, Caqueta and Putumayo."
title

The unstated implication being

that these "criminal" Indians could then be

"legally" enslaved.
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de media Anata) and be provided

enough powder, munitions and shot

for

twenty

soldiers.

The Franciscans'

petition for an

armed expedition

to

punish the

Charaguayes was not only supported by sworn statements of
Rather,

it

region,

one secular

a

few reUgious.

included the testimony of five vecinos or Spanish residents
of the
priest

Charaguayes

threat.

shopping

of

list

all

and four lay people, who could
g^^g^

the

Mocoa

attest to the

statements read like a

known or heard

of atrocities committed by the

Charaguayes since the end of the sbdeenth century. Testifying on July 31 and

August

1,

1698, in front of the second lieutenant (alferez) of Pasto, Captain

Bartolome Garcia Monesterio Casasola, most of the witnesses started

their

denunciation of the Charaguayes by mentioning the destruction of Simancas,
106

The

"derecho de media Anata"

was

upon accepting an
ecclesiastical benefice, a pension or secular employment which was equal to half
of what the position produced in one year, or the quantity that was satisfactory
for the titles or honours of such employment or benefice. In this case, it was the
fee normally paid by those receiving military titles and honours upon their
participation in the punitive expedition being solicited. This exemption was
sought since the cost of the expedition, except for the powder and ammunition,
was to be borne by the participants themselves.
The witnesses were:

Don

three

a fee paid to the King

members

of the encomendero Bolafios family. Captain

Francisco Antonio de Bolafios, 66 years old; Joseph de Bolanos y Valle, 48

years old; and

Don Juan

Bautista de Bolanos, 47 years old.

The other two

witnesses were Francisco David, 44 years old and Sebastian Zambrano, a secular
priest (presvitero), 51 years old.

Zambrano was

the descendant of an early

encomendero of the Charaguayes Indians. All of the witnesses were residents of
Pasto, while the

first

two were

bom in the old
86

city of

Agreda de Mocoa.

from which supposedly only two people survived, approximately
one hundred
years previously!

After that, at least

two separate witnesses

testified to the

following atrocities which over time had been attributed to
the "Charaguayefs" or
Andaki's.

In 1676,

one of the witnesses, Joseph de Bolanos
y

and 20 Sibundoy

Valle,

Indian carriers and others were attacked and robbed of their
supplies and tools

two leagues from Mocoa on

Two Christian

their

way

to

work

the gold mines of that region.

Indians were killed, but the witness and the others "miraculously

escaped." About the

same

time, the

same witness

testified

how

the Charaguayes

robbed 27 houses of Don Auguslin Duarte, encomcndero of Mocoa, carrying
not only the tools of the mines and 900 "pesos de oro" but also the

children

{la

off

women and

chusma), and killing the leaders and the blacks that they found there.

According to two of the witnesses,

in

1679 the Charaguayes assaulted the

Christian Indians of the encomicnda of Captain Esteban

Zambrano

a

little

more

than half a league from Mocoa. The Indian that escaped gave notice of the

assault in

Carrera,

lOR

-j)^^

Mocoa and Joseph de Bolanos with

went out

to

punish the perpetrators.

In the

Don Joseph de

la

ensuing skirmish Carrera

testimony of the witnesses, which are responses to the same questions

asked by the Padre San Joseph, are located

The

his cousin,

in

AHMRF./PQ/l .2

Rel /3 folios 3-13.

legajo ends with the response of the Real Audienca of Quito granting the

request, ordering the

Governor

seen no evidence that the order

of

Popayan

was

to fulfill

carried out.
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it.

However,

this

author has

and two Christian Indians were
Charaguayes

fell.

It

seems

likely,

witness, the priest Sebastian

recounted

how

his father

killed,

though no mention

made of how many

however, that revenge was attained. The

Zambrano, son

had

is

of Captain Esteban

last

Zambrano,

led a punitive expedition of 30 Spaniards

and 80

Indian carriers against these Indians. Running into them
in a secluded spot,

Zambrano "punished up

to 90 of

boys, "putting the rest to

flight."'"'^

which apparently resulted

in the

them" and brought back some 100

The "success"

women and

of this punitive expedition,

death of 90 Indians and the probable

enslavement of 100 others, might account

for the relative

peace from

approximately 1680 to 1693, since no incidents were reported by the witnesses

during

this period.

Starting in 1694, the

troublemakers.

Charaguayes were again mentioned as

As previously

described, they attacked the Indians of

Don Roque

Bravo de Lagunas, taking his supplies, tools and a boy."" The following year.

'"•^

AHMRE/PQ/1 .2

Rel./3.f. 12.

The Spanish reads "Y

castigo hasta nohenta de

whose literal translation is "and he punished up to 90 of them," which
likely meant that up to 90 of the Charaguayes were killed in the surprise attack.
It seems that since up 100 Indians were then taken back to Mocoa, the
Charaguayes were routed in this particular encounter. It appears that Friede was
unaware of this entrada against the Charaguayes since he writes that after 1663
he was not aware of any more "entradas to the jungle to punish the Andaki."

ellos,"

209.

There

is

a discrepancy

ACC.Sig.9430,

f.l2,

between the years given

the date

is

given as 1695.
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for this incident.

In

one witness conflated the Charaguayes with the Tamas,
as the
Franciscans and their Indian interpreter on the
witnesses, except

Putumayo

Zambrano, mentioned the most recent

1697: the killings of

killers of the

river.

All of the

atrocities of

Manuel de Menezes and an Indian boy; and

two

March,

the death of the

Indian govemador and the capturing of his wife and children in
Sucumbi'os.^"

The testimony
the witnesses

they

all

were

of these witnesses

all

is

instructive for

from encomendero families or were

had an economic stake

in the region

many reasons.
their associates,

which informed

petition of the Franciscans. For the witnesses, the area

their

was very

Firstly,

and

support of the

unstable.

The

mines, which previously had been quite productive, were impossible to work

with the violent Charaguayes situated

Putumayo

rivers (and

some

in the

mountains where the Caqueta and

of their tributaries) began to go

down to the low

country where the missions were located. The missionaries were the witnesses'
allies in the

longstanding battle to pacify and reduce these "belligerent" Indians

and reopen the mines, which would reportedly enrich themselves and the
Crown.

The Charaguayes remind one
north of the Caqueta region
also a constant

menace

of the Guahibos of the llanos frontier to the

who were nomadic,

who were
See Jane M. Rausch, A

captured slaves, and

to the Franciscan missionaries.

Tropical Plains Frontier: The Llanos of Colombia, 1531-1831 (Albuquerque: U. of

New Mexico Press,

1984), 70.
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The witnesses
because of

its

buried there.

also testified that

heritage, wealth

It

would

Mocoa should be

also serve as a place of refuge for the missionaries

ill

missionaries, since Pasto

away by a very difficult and dangerous

have saved the two missionaries

who

road.

Mocoa

that

They regarded Mocoa, because

geo-political concerns.

that flowed to the

was 200

died of illness in the recent past. The

close to the great rivers of the Caqueta

Maranon

when

A closer hospice might

witnesses, however, gave another reason for the resurrection of

bespoke of larger

and repopulated

and the many Christian Spaniards and Indians

the Indians rebelled and a sanctuary for

leagues

rebuilt

and Putumayo which drained

it

was

into the

"North Sea," as a town from which a defensive

could be drawn against the Portuguese, English, French and Dutch

attempt to enter and populate the area and enjoy

Finally, the witnesses professed a

need

for

line

who might

its riches.

revenge and pimishment

against the Charaguayes for the recent killings perpetrated by them and for the

many

robberies, killings

mentioned

and kidnappings of the

that these "renegade" Indians

had many Christians among them,

mostly Indians but even some whites {blancos y

They believed

The

Too

little

that

it

was imperative

issue of captives

among

documentation sheds

past. In fact, the witnesses

nibios)

whom they had captured.

that these people be redeemed.

the Charaguayes (Andaki)

light

on

this activity
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is

of great interest.

and so any conclusions are

speculative at best.

two

functions.

would argue

I

First,

that the practice of captive taking

might have been a way

it

to incorporate

(especially children) into a rapidly changing population

and

had

at least

new people

society.

The

indigenous societies of the region had been under the threat
of disease, slave
raiding and the violence that accompanied

order to keep one's group viable,

Second,

it

is

likely that the

is

it

it,

off

and on,

likely that "other"

Andaki were involved

in

for

over a century. In

people were "adopted."

the slave trade of the greater

Caqueta/Negro/Orinoco region. As mentioned

earlier, the

Ocoguajes were traders

possible that the Andaki

in this

also participants, since they

The witnesses and

system, and

who

their testimony indicate a partnership

men who had an economic

captured Indians to put them

There

is

an extensive

literature

among North American
population

stress,

but

1

were

were notorious "thieves and kidnappers."

people of the region and the missionaries

region,

is

it

Coreguajes and

at this time.

between the lay

The leading men

of the

stake in the gold placer mines of the area and

to

work, supported anything that enabled

concerning captives and native adoption

Indians, particularly the Iroquois, during times of

have seen

little

about

this

concerning the native peoples

of South America. Taylor mentions that the issue of captives and slavery
the native groups of the montafia "is

still little

explored," there being

consensus concerning "the existence of indigenous forms of slavery

among

little

in

preconquest times, and that of the extent of voluntary Indian participation

in the

colonial slave trade." She suggests that "the indigenous trading of captives

have been no

different

from the various forms of adoption, or the offering of

children to kin and even outsiders,
cultures."

may

common

even today

"The Western Margins...," 211-213.
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in

many Amazonian

them

to profit

development

from the region. The missionaries, were not against
either. In fact,

they

saw

this

the economic reinvigoration of the region

as beneficial to their spiritual mission of conversion.

The two went hand

hand. The Indians of the region, however, had something to say
about

in

this as

well.

San Joseph's petition was heard and endorsed unequivocally by both the

Marquis of Nevares, Governor and Captain General of Popayan, Don Geronimo
(?)

Joseph de

la

Vega y Baldes

(sic),

Audiencia of Quito. The lawyer

and the fiscal (attorney general) of the Royal

who was assigned to protect the Indians of the

Audiencia did not support the petition quite so strongly.

sending a military escort to aid the missionaries

He was in

favour of

in their conversions, but

he

could not endorse a punitive expedition against the "Charguayes," whose violent
resistance he

forests,

blamed on the

fact that the

Spaniards had pursued them into the

presumably to put them to work.^^*

On November

15, 1698,

however, the petition was completely supported

by the President of the Audiencia of Quito, Don Matheo de Mata Ponce de Leon.

The men needed

to escort the missionaries

and pacify the Charaguayes were

be named by the Governor of Popayan, without them paying the customary
"3

As

is

seen here, the term Audiencia referred both to the judicial court of a

region and to the region

See

AHMRE/PQ/1.2

or,

more

precisely, the jurisdiction of that court.

Rel./3.ff. 16-19.
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to

fee

of media Anata. In short, the region

materials needed to rebuild

no indication

expedition,

was not

it

be opened up by force of arms and the
be supplied. Like many projects of

to

seems that

this

was

outfitted although

rebuilt,"^

jj^^jg

it is

headway

In fact, after the 1690s

possible. Nevertheless,

in dealing with the

no mention

is

on the Caqueta and the Franciscans would focus

more promising Putumayo/Aguarico region

"5 This

is

Mocoa

certainly

Charaguayes or Andaki

made of any missionary towns

their

missionary efforts on the

for the next

twenty years.

evident by the fact that Maroni in the 1730s mentioned that the

residents of Pasto

mines of

as far as things went. There

in the historical record that a military escort, let
alone a punitive

was

was made.^^^

to

Mocoa were

the colonial period, however,

is

was

old.

still

greatly desired to repopulate

Mocoa and put

in order the

Maroni, 128.

Alacano and then

later

Compte mention

that Padre

San Joseph (Joseph) spent

"fourteen years" working for "the reduction and pacification of the Andaquies,

Yaguanonjas and Charubaes Indians, though without success." Once again, the
chronology originating from Alacano seems
"Comisario de

las

Misiones de

la

faulty.

San Joseph was chosen

Provincia de los Encabellados en la Gobemacion de

He returned to Quito in
of the Order on May 14 of that year. Unless

Popaydn" on January 21, 1696.

1701, being elected as

Provincial

Alacano meant four years

instead of fourteen, there

is

no evidence indicating fourteen years

"pacifying and reducing of the Andaquies" for San Joseph.

It

in the

appears

this is just

another inaccuracy of Alacano that has been perpetuated by other more
writers. See Alacano, 104;

I

Compte, 282-283,

286;

include the Aguarico here, a tributary of the

tributary

whose headwaters come very

and Garcia,

Napo

close to the

modem

104.

River (though a northern

Putumayo drainage), as it
mission town or two on this

seems that the Franciscans may have maintained a
tributary as well as those on the Putumayo. As will be evident, mission puehlo
locations changed often, and it is impossible to positively locate them at all times.
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Consolidation of the Putumayan Missions, 1700

At the turn of the
the

Putumayo

18^*^

1711

century, the misiones de Sucumbws, as the missions
of

were sometimes

area

-

called,"« continued to exist but at a material

cost the Franciscans found difficult to maintain. In 1699,
Padre San Joseph

appealed to the more wealthy Franciscan doctrinas of Peru to come
to the aid of
the missions, aid which he apparently

money was

to be for the supplies

was pronnised but never

needed

The

received.

to

not only reduce the unconverted, but to maintain and and keep
happy and quiet the already converted, who, if not, retire to the

mountains with the ease
to the darkness

care for

them

is

and

that they are accustomed,

error of their idolatry. All that

and they return
is

necessary to

giving them axes, machetes, knives, beads, needles,

fishhooks, pins, linen, rosaries and other things that they need to

What

is

River or

whatever missions might have been located on the Napo
tributaries, were usually included in the larger Putumayo mission

clear is that
its

system, or what

was sometimes

called las misiones de Sucumbios. Llanos

Pineda do not recognize any established missions on the Caqueta

and

until 1725.

Ethnohistoria, 27-32.

"®

They were probably

on the San Miguel
missionaries
itself

was

the

This aid

called this because of San Miguel

river, that

would leave

to

name of one

was 500 pesos

de Sucumbios, the town

served as a puerto or port from which the

go

to the other missions of the area.

"Sucumbios"

of the indigenous groups of this region.

annually, which the doctrinas of Lito, San Andres,

Cotocallao, and Cotocache were supposed to give for the support of the missions.

This according to a
Saint Francis of

all

letra patente

from the Commissary General of all the Order of

the Provinces of the Indies,

Fr.

Antonio de Cardona, written

However, Padre Gregorio de Leon, future procurador of the same
missions, wrote twenty years later that this support had not been made and that
he asked that it be done so. There is no evidence that these payments were ever

on Mar.

3,

1699.

made. See ACC.Sig.9146,

folios 1-2.
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keep them happy, pleasant, permanent and subject
evangelical yoke of Christianity.'^'

While

this

means

to the

of support apparently never materialized, the missions

continued largely

at the

expense of the Crown.'-'

The missions, however, received

a substantial personnel boost in 1700.

Leaving the RecoUet Convent of San Diego

in

Quito on February

eleven

12, 1700,

missionaries journeyed to "the eastern lowland missions."'- They were led
by
the

new

comisario of the missions. Padre Juan Montero,

main square of San Juan de Pasto on April 23 carrying

Ibid,

who

led

them out

of the

a processional cross.'^a

f.2.

The dependence on royal funding is in distinct contrast with the Franciscans
working in the Choco around the same time. See Caroline A. Williams,
"Resistance and Rebellion on the Spanish Frontier: Native Responses to

Colonization

The
it

in the

Colombian Choco, 1670-1690," HAHR,

exact destination of

seems

likely that they all

Putumayo/Aguarico
missions

(my

among

italics),

the

Tomo

all

of these missionaries

somewhat

unclear,

though

headed toward the missions of the

Compte indicates they "were headed to the
infidels of the Napo and Putumayo rivers and other places"
region.

II, 3.

Garcia merely indicates they took the road for the

"Misiones Orientales" , 105. Apparently,
missions, since the

is

79:3, 405-406.

Crown

all

only paid the alms for

apparently 1691-1707, and even Cisneros
brothers, in his report of 1711. See

in

almost

lists

2,

only

missionaries from

six,

three priests and three lay

Ol.Doc.2, p.9,

and

16-17.

unknown jungle

desconocidos y selvdticos) although the time

unknown. He probably died

six

AHMRE/PQ/Ryi.2./Ro

BCE.Sig.Aud. de Quito, no. 199, Tira

Padre Montero "died

eleven religious did not remain in the

in the first

country" {en paises

and circumstances of

few years of the

95

18'''

his

casi

death are

century and

The eleven included two more priests: Padres Joseph
Bahamonde;

Villasis

and Juan

five professed lay brothers {religiosos legos):
Friars

Joseph Paredes,

Joseph de Jesus Maria, Juan de San Joseph, Salvador de
San Joseph and Joseph

Moreno; and three unprofessed lay brothers {hermanos

donados), Brothers Juan

de

San Antonio, Gabriel de San Joseph and Ignacio de San Antonio.
They were to

meet up with
Cespedes,

that veteran of the

Putumayan

who was at a place called La

tributary of the San Miguel.

misssions. Padre Diego de

Vermeja, which was located on a small

appears that Cespedes had returned to the

missions (as promised?) after he had

left

them

for

San Miguel de Sucumbios

in

1696.

Father Montero and his companions went right to work, apparently

founding the town of San Pedro de Alcantara on the banks of the San Miguel de
la

Coca

river.

Montero himself

is

credited for "founding" or

San Buenaventura on the Putumayo

for the resident

downstream another town. La Concepdon de
Inland, about five leagues, the

established;

town

naming the town

Amaguajes. Three leagues

los Guaniguajes,

was founded.

of San Cristobal de los Yayguajes

and four leagues further "downstream" was Nuestra

certainly before 1711. See

Compte,

Tomo II, 5 and

was

Sefiora

de

BCE. .Sig.Aud. de Quito,

199, Tira 2, 9.

For the

list

of missionaries leaving in 1700 see the

Compte, Tomo

II,

3^. La Vermeja

is

identified
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of

document published

by Maroni,

124.

in

no.

Chiquinquira de los Piacomos. The

last

town

to

be founded by

this

group was

located one day's journey inland {un dia mas abajo
de camino), called San Juan de
los

Ayamacenes.^^

By

1700, the fact that these

about the Putumayan mission

towns were

field.

all

Four of the

had completely disappeared. The towns

new

indicates a

initial

few things

towns "founded"

in

1693

of Jesus de Nanzueras, Santa Maria de

Maguajes, Santa Clara de Yaibaras and San Diego de Yantaguajes
are never

heard of again

from

in the historical

historical view. This

documents. The Indian groups as well disappear

could

mean

they really did disappear due to disease

Here again the information found in Alacano's report and perpetuated in the
modem secondary sources belies what can be surmised from other sources. As
has been pointed out previously, there are many problems with Alacano's
chronology, and this is another instance. He claims that Padre Juan Montero,
together with Padre Juan Victoriano and Brother Joseph de Jesus (Maria?),
founded these towns in 1695, which is how it appears in Llanos Vargas and

Pineda Camacho, 27 and Casas Aguilar,

45.

However,

this is

impossible since

Padre Cespedes had abandoned the Putumayo missions because he found
himself alone in 1696! Also,

Compte

'iDeing Lector de Prima in the

Convent of San Pablo

named

(Quito), in January,

Director of Studies {Regente de Estudios) of the

fifteen years of

Montero

clearly states that Father Juan

16%, was

same house. (and)
.

after

.

uninterrupted service in the Chair (lectureship) of Theology

(en

was declared Lector juhilado on October 17, 1697, ...(and) on
November 23 of the same year was named President of the Recollet Convent of
cdtedras de teologia),

San Diego (Quito)" from where he
for the missions of the

with his ten companions on Feb.

left

Putumayo. This

Compte of the testimony

of

is

attested to

Don Lorenzo de Leon y

by

a

1

2,

1

700

copy provided by

Rosales, the cabildo and

public scribe of Pasto, together with three other residents of the

city,

who

witnessed the departure of the missionaries. All the above indicates Alacano's

chronology

is

inaccurate. See

Compte,

Tomo n,

2-5.

Nevertheless, the

list

of

whose founding dates can be no
more accurately determined than between 1700 and 1711.
mission towns above

is

from Alacano

(104) but
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or slaving or, perhaps

became
them.

more

Ukely, they

were "misnamed"

a different nacion the next time the Franciscans

As we shall

to begin with

came

in contact

and

with

some mission towns were "founded" and disappeared

see

frequently, while others persisted for decades
as well.
Little

documentation concerning the Putumayo missions of
the

Franciscans during the

first

appears, however, that this

Franciscans.

decade of the eighteenth century has survived.

was

a time of consoUdation

and expansion

From the account book of the expenditures

beginning in 1704, some personnel changes,

activities

It

for the

for the missions,

and events concerning the

missions can be reconstructed.

On October 20,

1704, for example. Brother Miguel

missions and was given 30 pesos in order to buy a habit

some sandals
the

(suelas).

On Halloween of the same year.

same who had accompanied

the missions.

The

He was

de Morales

(avito)

and

1

left

the

peso for

Brother Joseph de Jesus,

Comisario Montero into the missions in 1700,

left

given from the syndic (or sindicoy^^ in Quito 50 pesos for

sindico (syndic in English) of the missions referred to the agent, advocate,

attorney or trustee of the mission

who

carried out the legal

and economic

transactions concerning the missions for the Franciscans. This

although there could also be a sindico procurador

was

who presumably

a lay person

functioned

within the legal and economic circles of the Qiurch. The lay syndic was usually

an "upstanding citizen" of the community. For these missions, there was a
syndic in Quito and Pasto.
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the expenses incurred for "taking

Quito to Pasto, and 4 pesos

More
book

One

our some Indians,

for the

making of a habit and some

trip

shirts (cotonesy^'

-

the comings and goings of the missions.

of the most significant aspects attested to by the
expenditure entries

fairly regular

is

the

annual preparation and sending of the socorro or material aid
the

missions received.

A sense of the process can be gleaned from this mundane

source. During the 1705 to 1710 period, supplies

year, apparently during the "dry season"

the materiel for the missions

Pasto.

from

important, however, than the details one can eUcit from
the account

a sense of the overall workings

is

25 pesos for his

was bought

were sent

to the missions every

from November to
in Quito;

Sometimes items were purchased as

far

April. ^^s

however, most of

away

Some of
came from

it

as Guayaquil.

^he

syndics in Quito and Pasto, in coordination with the procurador or "religious
business manager" of the missions, arranged for the buying and assembling of

The account book

of expenditures (gustos) covers the years 1704-1747, with

only the years 1712 and 1713 missing completely. This invaluable and

unexploited source
information

This

is

is

on

is

located in ACC.Sig.9502. folios 1-119.

The above

f.6.

surmised from the

fact that in 1709, the procurador of the missions.

Brother Manuel de Cisneros stayed six months in Pasto due to the "temporal de
montafia" or rainy season which

was from May

to October. ACC.Sig.9502, f.35.

A rather large shipment was brought from Guayaquil in 1709.
ff.

31-35. This, of course,

of these
clothes

cities.

does not mean that

In fact, the origin of

many

all

ACC.Sig.9502,

the goods bought were products

items, especially

many

of the finer

and guns purchased by the Franciscans, was Europe, including

France, and even England.
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la

Spain,

the needed goods. Generally, goods bought in
Quito were shipped by mule,

accompanied by the procurador and

added and then packed up
of the

to

be carried

Putumayan missions on

to

where more materials were

San Miguel de Sucumbi'os, the

to

to

go

to the missions, the cargueros or carriers

be assembled. Mission Indians were not generally used as

rather Sibundoy Indians

summoned from

their

were employed

homes

escala

the San Miguel river.

Once the goods were ready
had

others, to Pasto

for this

heavy

task."'

carriers but

They were

Sibundoy valley and paid from

in the

3.5 pesos to 4

pesos each for the long haul from Pasto to San Miguel on roads that were
unsuitable for horse or mule travel.

(una india cosinera)

130

was employed

to

During the 1705-1710 period there

in the Quijos region of the

the region or that
establishing a

it

Napo

was another

good route

to

and 1707,

in 1705

accompany

is

river.

a female Indian

cook

the carriers to the mission.

mention of another route via Archidona
It is

unclear whether the goods stayed in

route to the Putumayo.

It is

clear that

and from the missions was of constant

interest to the

Franciscans. In fact, the Franciscans paid 100 pesos in 1709 for the road through

the forest to be opened (para abrir

camino de

el

la

montana). ACC.Sig.9502,

ff.

24,

28, 32.

There

is

one entry

in

1709 for the payment of 6 pesos to two indios de Sucumbios

(Sucumbios Indians) to carry loads
impossible to say with certainty
possible.

It

if

to the puerto de

Napo (port of Napo).

these were mission Indians, though

It is

it is

does, however, imply a road connection between the San Miguel de

Sucumbios (Putumayo) area and the Napo
In 1705 the carriers

price per carrier

region. ACC.Sig. 9502,

were paid 4 pesos per Indian, but from 1706

dropped

also, at times, provided.

f.

29.

to 1710, the

to 3 pesos 4 reales. Their matalotaje or provisions
In 1709, 48

Sibundoy

100

carriers

were

were furnished with 3

One stop

along the

way was a town

Pastos (Indians).'"^- Here,

in

1705 the Franciscans

from which to make jerked or smoked beef
the road" {y ahrir

cl

The

camino).

Funes "of the jurisdiction of the

called

left

twelve steers

(sesina) for the

comisario also paid

{novillos)

missions "and to open

some

Indians a total of 12

pesos to clear and plant some corn and to "open the road." These
Indians were

cow

also given a

{res)

and

half a fancga of corn.

pesos to watch over and herd the bullocks.'^s

fanc^as (approx. 4.5 bushels) of corn,

1

Another Indian was given

it

arroha (25

seems

that

six

Funes was a place

pounds) of

salt,

and 8

arrobas

(200 pounds) of fresh meat, in addition to their 3.5 pesos of pay. The caciques or
leaders of the Sibundoys were paid 2 pesos for providing the carriers. See

ACC.Sig.9502, various

go

to the

town

were

there,

(f.

to

In 1705, the

female cook

however,

it

young man {mozo) was given two pesos
Sibundoy valley) to bring some carriers who

In 1706, a

of Santiago (in the

17).

cook was paid two pesos and

in 1707, three pesos. In 1710, a

mentioned accompanying two religious and

is
is

folios.

unlikely that this journey

ACC.Sig.9502,

was

five Indians;

to bring supplies to the missions.

10,22, 43.

ff.

1^ Maroni, 119.

ACC.Sig. 9502,

f.

5.

It

seems

likely that the Indians paid in

Funes were

Pastusos or Pasto Indian or other Indian residents of the town.
steers

were brought from Funes

azerlos zecina).

(f.

15) Cecina

is

an Indian was paid 3 pesos
maiz)

(f.

16),

to Pasto in order to dry,

dried meat,

to look after the

and the procurador went

(a solicitar abrir el camino). (f

smoked meat

.

1

to

101

or

com them

{de

or corned beef. In 1706,

newly planted corn (guardo

Funes

7).

smoke

In 1706, three

to seek (workers) to

la rossa

de

open the road

where the Franciscans and
and some

their

supply caravans could count on a good meal

fresh provisions.

The procurador

made trips to and from Quito and

of the missions

Pasto

frequently, but he also journeyed to the actual missions at
times. Since he

occupied a largely administrative and advocatory position for the
missions,

was not necessary
it

seems he often

Joseph, the

for the procurador to experience the missions first hand,

did. For example, the procurador in 1704

same missionary who

left

it

though

was Fray Juan de San

Pasto in 1700; and by 1708,

it

seems he

returned to the missions as a regular missionary.

On

the other hand, the comisario of the missions

missions, proselytizing or

In 1705, the comisario

making periodic

visitas

was

frequently in the

or inspections of the missions.

was Padre Agustrn Alvares who, by

October, 1706,

was

succeeded by Father Preacher (Padre Predicador) Friar Nicolas de Arredondo

Padre Manuel de Alcantara took

it

over in either late 1709 or early 1710, perhaps

In 1706, the procurador bought one peso worth of tobacco,

some sweets

(rapaduras), aguardiente (cane liquor), a leather-covered flask (frasco retovado),

some biscuits

(biscocho) in Funes. Ibid,

Fray Juan de San Joseph

is first

ACC.Sig.9502. By February, 1708,

Padre Manuel de Alcantara,

Manuel de Cisneros

until

f.

17.

mentioned as Procurador on
it

seems

that

folio 3 of

San Joseph was replaced by

who in turn was superseded by Brother Friar

in 1709. See folios 27

and
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29.

and

after Brother

Manuel de Cisneros relieved him of his duties as procuradorP'

It

appears that the comisario often accompanied the supply convoys
to the missions

when he was making

a visita.

Journeys to and from the missions by the missionaries and Indians,

however, were not limited

to

"supply

trips."

There are

many

entries in \he gastos

or expenses ledger indicating journeys in and out of the missions for
various,

though often unstated, reasons.
Joseph de Jesus

left

On

October

was given 50 pesos

the missions and

with the Indians that he brought with him.

example. Brother

31, 1704, for

It is

unclear

for the costs associated

if

merely escorting and guiding him out of the missions but
mission Indians

whom

he took out of the missions.

these Indians

it

seems

that they

two used

ACC.Sig.9502,

ff.

4, 13, 39.

The entry reads

dicha cantida se

le

of the verb sacar,

{saco

as carriers (perhaps of the friars) paid four pesos each

By October,

Alvares had gained the enigmatic

Ibid., f.6.

were

In 1705, Comisario Agusti'n

Alvares and Procurador Juan de San Joseph both "took out four Indians"
cuatro indios),

were

title

" ...salio

1707, Father Preacher Friar Agusti'n

of Presidente de

de

la

mission

dieron sincuenta pesos para

meaning

el

el

la

mision. (f.l9).

hermano

de Jesus y de

Fr. josep

gasto de los indios que saco. "

"to take out, to pull out or extract"

seems

The use

to imply that

the Indians were "taken out" of the missions, rather than, for example, Sibundoy

Indians

who

might have served as

missionary back to Pasto. In

mentioned

fact,

carriers

and were then accompanying the

the large groups of Sibundoy Indians are rarely

in the entries as returning

from the missions.

No doubt

they did, but

they were paid to bring cargo to the missions not for their return journey empty-

handed.
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and the other two

for carrying their

paid 20 reales each

(2

pesos 4

beds (cama) and supplies {vastimento

reales).'*"

At times, Indians were sent out of the mission

"Some

to

do

certain errands.

Indians were sent to Pasto by Brother Joseph de Jesus with a few
tools

(una poca de jeramienta) to refurbish [para cahar) and
benefactors" of the missions in 1705.'^'

on December
to

\sic\),

10, 1706,

be fixed and other

were given

six

the Indians from the missions

trastesillos

Indians,

who

left

for different

the mission

pesos for bringing to Pasto a load of tools

from the

"trastes"

Two more

some

mission.'*-

At other times,

were given money or goods

for

it

seems

that

coming with the

Franciscans to Pasto. 22 pesos were paid for the food, clothing and supplies

(sustento, hestuario

ACCSig.9502,

y matalotaje) of three Indians

f.

10.

Although

it

is

who came with

the comisario

and

not indicated, these cargueros quite possibly

were Sibundoy Indians, since Agustin and San Joseph had accompanied the
cargo delivered to the missions carried by 30 Indians,

who

while not identified as

Sibundoy Indians, usually were.
ACC.Sig.9502,

f.

10.

It is

impossible to

tell if

these

were mission Indians or

Sibundoy Indians. These Indians were given 8 pesos
Another Indian, also

in 1705,

was given 3p

"for

1

real for this errand.

having taken a few tools out of

the mission to be refurbished in Pasto." (por aver sacado una poca de jeramienta de
mision para calsarla en Pasto). Ibid.,

"mas

f.

6.

se dieron seis pesos a dos yndios

los cuales trujeron

ACC.Sig.9502,

f.

la

que salieron de

la

una carga de jeramientas para alinar y
18.
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mision

el

dia dies de disiembre

otros trastes de mision."

the procurador from the mission in 1705.^^3 In 1706,

came out

of the forest (que salieron de

perhaps acting as his
Later the

to

giaide,

same year,

of the mission Indians

a half

dozen

laiives

worth 4 pesos 2

to receive

who ventured

who would become a

Ibid.,

f.

10.

Ibid.,

f.

16.

Domingo

del

It

seems

upkeep of "some Indians" and
unknown, (f. 15).

f.

common

16.

As we shall

gifts for caciques,,

same Indians
five "senidores"

caciques or leaders

their favour.'''^

it is

unclear

It

S66ms

this in 1706, 8

to send

see, shirts

them

that they served as

vv^ere

even given

to

accompanied was Brother

pesos 4 reales were spent for

to the mission.

and sashes/belts (and

For what reason

senidores?)

and knives were commonly used

were

to attract Indians to

the missions.

Ibid.,

f.

17.

San Diego seems

Oyapa which was

likely

The

out of the missions were young boys and

that the Franciscan that they

Carmen. Previous to

were given

it.'*^

source of trouble.

the

Ibid.,

were

who were given various gifts to curry

personal servants for the missionaries and perhaps

is

and

San Diego was given a refurbished machete, though

Other persons

reales

the missions" to Pasto. These

that these four or five Indians

whether he journeyed to Pasto

girls,

from the mission,

friar

five shirts {camisetas), four sashes or belts (fajas)

which probably indicates

cacique of

montana) with a

were given four pesos.^^

"some Indians who came from

were given

la

two Sucumbios Indians who

to refer to the mission

town

"founded" between 1700 and 1706.
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"Instructions and

Warnings given

to

Our Missionaries"

1708.1^''

In fact, this short but fascinating

some of

the problems facing the conversiones de

administered

in the

written on February 18,

document gives one

Putumayo and Napo

Infielcs that

a clear picture of

the Franciscans

regions.'^

Janed started his second term as Provincial of the Franciscans of Quito on

October

15,

1707 and he wasted

little

time giving the "Instructions" to his

missionaries that were clearly designed to correct

failures.

The

"Instructions"

were written

procurador of the missions, and

the ex-procurador. But while

it

of San Joseph's procuradorship,

is

it

is

some of their abuses and

to Brother Friar

an interesting

Juan de San Joseph, the

fact that

soon

after,

he became

debatable that the "instructions" were a critique

it

is

evident that Provincial Janed

was very

concerned about the use and distribution of mission supplies, something the
procurador

would have intimate knowledge.

Janed began his "Instructions" by stating that

it

has appeared proper that the converted Indians of our missions

draw near

to the Catholic (Spanish) towns, so that with their

contact and trade they

do not apostatize from our Holy Law;

the

document is Instrucdones Y Advertencias dadas a Nuestros
Misioneros located in Compte, Tomo I, 269-271. The word advertencias can be
^*'^

The

title

of the

translated as "warnings, pieces of advice or reminders," but "warnings" seems

more appropriate considering

the overall tenor of the document.

As has been mentioned above,
upper Napo

region, despite

Provincial Janed

wanted

it

the Franciscans

seem

being granted to the

to

Jesuits.

have lingered
It

in the

seems, as well, that

to increase the Franciscan presence in this region.
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missionaries

must always be wary

and superstitious

life,

taking

all

of

them returning

to their old

the necessary care in order that the

baptized do not live close to the Infidels, so that they
do not
communicate with them due to the many difficulties that ensues

from

He then

this contact.

continued to "order" San Joseph to try to get the views of
the comisario

and other missionaries, and,
found "two or three towns
rivers

if

there

were no "reasonable"

in the areas of Avila

objections, to try to

(Napo) and the

tributaries of the

San Miguel (Putumayo), Aguarico and Coca (Napo)." This would not
only

"remove the contact

of the Christians (Indians) with the Infidels, but also better

facilitate the entradas of the missionaries in the service of

the Catholic Majesty." Then, as

if

the credit of

reminding San Joseph and the other

missionaries of their duties, Janed

"commands and

ordenamos) that San Joseph "apply

all

foundations (of

God and

his forces

new towns) and he can

(i.e.

orders" (mandamos y
missionaries) in these

compel, with the precept of Obedience,

the missionary priests from whichever of our towns which they attend and
serve. "^^2

The use of "our towns" might be

Compte, Tomo
".

I,

269.

a reference to the fact that

My parentheses.

..mandamos y ordenamos que V.R. aplique todas sus fuerzas en

pueda compeler con precepto de Obediencia
nuestros pueblos a que

some of the

le asistan

a.

los

PP. Misioneros de cualquiera de

y ayuden. " Compte,

108

estas fundaciones

Tomo

I,

269.

y

missionaries were ministering in Spanish towns
rather than the Indian mission

towns.

Janed was just warming up

in his

admonitions of the missionaries. What

followed were eight apuntamientos or points which
"appeared
(San Joseph) and the other religious missionaries

.

inform the missionaries, under pain of Obedience

.

.

fitting to

give to

which (San Joseph)

will

in their fulfillment."

The

three points concerned the supplies of the missions
and their distribution.
first

called for San Joseph to visit the despensas or storehouses
of the

Diego (de Oyapa?) and the other towns and see what "there

is

town

and what

The
of San

is

lacking in them for their maintenance and income (congrua)."
After doing

San Joseph was to make a report (memoria) of

all

that

each religious had in their use," informing Janed of

need

to give foresight in the

becomes

all

that they

he

tells

San Joseph

and

at the right

third points.

to record

and inform him of

things that have been sent by the comisarios of the missions, to see

to the sheets signed

is

that

"need or do not

sending of the shipments and supplies

clearer with his second

In point two,

This

all

this,

Janed was very concerned with the mission supplies, and his

time."^54 Clearly,

interest

he found and "of

first

by his name and hand (San Joseph's), and

if

I,

270.
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the

they conform

the reduction in

corroborated with Janed's eighth point discussed below,

Compte, Tomo

if

"all

the supplies resulted from any hazards of
weather, road or

Janed then makes his third point which
not to be

made if they are not

Religious in particular,

the Comisario

if

he

is

it

is

some other

that "the distributions of supplies
are

to the benefit of said mission,

(the distribution)

is

to

and

for

was not

the Presidente

present or close enough to contact." In case of
necessity,

available, in

and be

their appropriate use.

either

entirely.

been too

It

case, the oldest

seems

that

moves

"some Religious"

los Religiosos

mano de los Comisarios

to another

from the missions.

The second point reads

Procurador de

de

la

(i.e.

some

missionaries)

It

touchy

yet.

subject: the

removal of

stated:

in its entirety:

"Que tome

razon y se entere

el

Hno

Misioneros de todas las cosas que se han despachado par
Mision, para saber

firmadus de su nombre y mano, y

si

si

estdn conformes a las hijuelas (sic)

su menoscabo en

los socorros

contingencias del tiempo, camino u otro cosa alguna."

sheets" were,

one among them would be

with their use of the materiels or misused them

liberal

girls

the

the distribution of supplies and

But the missionaries were not off the hook

young boys and

if

"always subordinate to the Comisario."'^

some problems with

Janed's fourth point

Ibid.

which

in charge, but

Evidently there had been

had

some

be done with the supervision of

however, the missionaries could make the distributions
themselves
comisario

thing."^^

(My

ha procedido de aJgunas

parentheses).

The "signed

no doubt, the expense account book which San Joseph signed

periodically together with the syndic and, at times, the Provincial, attesting that

the expenditures were "faithfully made."

156

Ibid.

My parentheses.
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That none of the Padre Missionaries, except
the Padre Comisario of
the Missions, dare to remove boys or giris to
different areas for any
reason without our expressed permission, for the
many difficulties
that ensue from removing them, for the bad
example, for
the

decrease in this region of the shipments so necessary
for the Padre
Missionaries, and for the reduction of people who
grow up in our
converted towns, with harm to their parents, etc.^^^

As shown above, boys (and

girls)

taken to various places. While

were removed from the mission towns and

it is

difficult to prove,

apparently

some

missionaries were using children as their personal servants
or assistants, and

some were given

to others for the

meaning "pieces

of" boys

Whatever the

slaves.

and

details

same

girls,

reason.

was

The term

"piezas de, " literally

a term that generally referred to

might have been, Janed,

in

no uncertain terms,

prohibited the practice of removing children from their missions and parents.

Another problem Janed addressed was

that of missionaries leaving their

missions without permission, to which he responded with his

Ibid.

"Que ninguno de

los

PP. Misioneros, aunque sea

el P.

fifth point:

Comisario dc

las

Misiones, se atreva a sacar piezas de muchachos 6 muchachas para diversas partes con
pretexto alguno sin licencia expresa nuestra, por los muchos inconvenientes que se

siguen de sacarlos, ya por

el

malejemplo, ya por disminuirse en esta parte los envios tan

necesarios para los PP. Misioneros, y ya por

el

menoscabo de

la

gente que se hace a

nuestros pueblos convertidos, con perjuicio de sus padres, etc."

Mark
to

A. Burkholder and

"young adult males or

older or disabled

Lyman

3"^

men counted
ed.

Johnson state that

their labor equivalent,...

piezas de Indias could actually

Latin America.

L.

(New

piezas de Indias referred

Because women, children, and

as fractions, a (slave) ship delivering one

hundred

unload two hundred or more slaves." Colonial

York: Oxford University Press, 1998), 127.

Ill

That no ReUgious leaves the missions without
permission of the
Provincial Qaned), and in case of benefit to
the Mission,
the

Comisario will be able to, in consultation with the
missionaries that
he has at hand or can communicate with without
difficulty, grant

similar permission... and to leave with said
necessity, the ReUgious
will leave with only the necessary provisions
for the journey,
without taking anything else pertaining to the
Mission.

As

the account

frequently,

seems

and

book

attests,

missionaries

was obviously too

this

came out

of the missions fairly

often according to Janed. Furthermore,

that the missionaries took mission property (and
people) with

it

them which

displeased the Provincial.

Point six continued Janed's focus on material goods.

He instructed

"that

the Religious cannot convert the valuable goods and tools (of the
mission) into

gold without great profit to the mission, both in community as well as privately."

When

this is

done

it

must be done, "always with the intervention

the Syndic of the Missions

who we will name in those areas, and

of our brother

has been

(named) being Sebastian Rodriguez, so that he can help the Missionaries
security of their consciences."^^ Since

all

Franciscan priests took a

in the

vow of

poverty, material matters were handled for them by a layman, the syndic. At

least this

practice

was

the

way

was another

Compte,

things

were supposed

to

story.

Tomo I, 270-271. My parentheses.

Compte, Tomo

I,

271.

My parentheses.
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work

in theory;

obviously in

While Janed was reminding the missionaries of

their

vow of poverty,

the

next instruction invoked their commitment to
Christian charity making what

might seem an obvious
city to the

point: "That the supplies (socorros) that are
sent

help. "161 Again, the

The

last

remaining in

all

that the greatest

need be that which they must

goods brought into the missions were a source of contention.

point of Janed related to his concern of the missionaries

their missions.

It

read in part: "That the Religious of San Diego

(which seemed to be the main mission town at

this time) refuse the

administration and spiritual care of the doctrina

(italics in original),

and do not dare

of Sucumbios,

the

(proventos)

And
were

in

saw no reason

and emoluments, and

should "earn the stipends,

that the Religious (missionaries) take

on

of the Parish, perhaps at the cost (con

Order {Observancia Regular)."

so ended Janed' s "instructions and warnings." Qearly, the missions

some

disarray and he intended to put them in order and expand them.

1" Ibid.

Ibid.

case parish) of Sucumbios

that the secular priest {cura

who was absent from his post,

work and troublesome burdens

dispendio) of the

(in this

to leave our missions to help the Priests of

the aforementioned town...." Janed

income

this

missions be distributed charitably in equal parts to
the Religious,

considering amongst them

clerigo)

from

My parentheses.
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His

letter to

San Joseph ended with a

final

warning

that

"no inferior to us

(i.e. all

the Franciscans in the Province of Quito) can nor
dare to impede the execution of
the above functions, points and operations
{funciones, apuntes
y operaciones) under

pain of incurring the punishments of disobedience,
and

we will

according to our judgment." Despite the seriousness of the

harshness of

its

tone, Janed

added

apply others

letter

and the

that these points should be transmitted to the

missionaries exercising "affection and brotherly love, not with
violence nor
fuss."^^

Janed's critique of the missions of the

Putumayo and Napo seemed

to

have had an immediate impact. Although expenditures from the date of his
"instructions" for the next year

were

supplies went via Quijos, which

supporting his desire to found

was

new

a

modest 781 pesos 3

in the

reales, all these

upper Napo drainage, seemingly

mission towns

in this region.

His concern

over the "reduction" of supplies,'^ and/or the "misuse" of the supplies available
to the missionaries, however,

Ibid.

seems

to

have been

rectified

by

1709.

From

My parentheses.

ACCSig.

9502,

ff.

24-27.

There was a "reduction" of supplies
for the period

form of a cessation of Royal alms

between 1707 and 1710, during which only 300 pesos worth of

wine, wax, flour (for hosts) and

owed. AHMRE/PQ/R/I.2./R0
royal funds

in the

were received instead of the 2,200 pesos
8-9. Although pure speculation, the stopping of

salt

01,

may have been due to the abuses addressed by Janed.
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February

22, 1709 to

rranciscans

in

May

12, 1710, the

the F'utumayo

approximately 3,939

pesos'"''

expenditure-; for the missions of the

and Napo rose
- by

to

an impressive

far the largest fourteen

total of

month expenditure

until then.

In

order to spend so much, Janed seemingly ameliorated the
chronic cash

flow problems of the missions by initiating three ccnsos or
mortgages against "the

houses of the mission"
convents

in

(las casas

dc

Quito: the Convent of

Convent of Our Mother

S.int.i

la

Our Lady

Clara;

Captives of Mercy (Mercedarian).

This
I..Sr,

misiony"' The mortgage holders were three

of the Immaculate Conception, the

and the Convent of the Redemption of
Although the missions

still

ran a delicit of

an approximate figure since the account bcx^k gives a total of 38Wp
while my calculations reveal a total of 3938p 7r. See ACC.Sig 9302, ft. 27-39,
is

These "houses of the mission" were the houses donated by Captain Tomas de
Isasa in 1702, which were next to the Convent of San r.incisco in Quito, and

"'^

I

which he had inherited from
doruition,

el

CoyUador Caspar de Isasa

ITie

however, came with a number of conditions including payment

reditos or yearly

Tomas de

his brother,

payments of the

liens already against the houses; permission tor

one of the houses

Isasa to continue living in

died; and the

payment

ot

ot the

any debts

th.it

his

free of ch.irge until he

seemingly recently deceased brother

Ciaspar might have had. Clearly, the donation had potential benctits lor U)th
parties involved. See ACC.Sig. 9480, folios
It

appears

that

janed

their reditos first

in

initi.ited

appears

new

in the

el

ccnsos against the houses since

account book

Spanish these convents were:

Cxmcepcion,

1

el

la

Convetilo de Nuestra Setlora de

Mersed. While the

Clara,
first

and

el

la l.imfyia

Corwento de

two were

13

la

delinitoly convents

of nuns, the Mercedarinn convent mi^^ht hnvo bcvn cither for pumi or

1

of

in 1709.

Convento de Nuestra Madre Santa

Redemciim de Cautivos de

payment

women.

expenditures over income by May, 1710, this deficit was easily
covered by the

over 6000 pesos surplus remaining in the hands of their syndic
Captain Phelipe

Albares

(sic)

de Balboa

in Quito.

In fact, the deficit for this period

was

far

greater than the previous years, but this only further illustrates
Janed's

commitment
needed

to

and

to the missions

expand

his willingness to increase the material aid

their efforts. Janed,

however, would not

live to see this

expansion, as he died in the midst of his second term as Provincial,
sometime
after April of 1709.

Borrowing money through censos was not the only way the Franciscans
sought to increase

their ability to missionize in the

of 1709, Procurador

Manuel de Cisneros, indicated

had been eight months

upper Amazon. Near the end
in a letter to the

since he wrote the royal officials of the

Crown,

real caja

that

it

or royal

treasury to complain about the delay of the usual support of the missions the

Crown provided. He had
salt of 2,200

received only 300 pesos worth of wine, wax, flour and

pesos owed. Cisneros remarked that what the missions needed

though most

likely

it

was

also a nunnery. This financial relationship

first

between the

Franciscans and these convents reminds one of the importance of convents in
colonial Spanish America's "spiritual economy^' as evidenced
in her pathbreaking

book

Cuzco, Peru. (Durham:

ACC.Sig. 9502,

f.

39.

by Kathryn Bums

Colonial Habits: Convents and the Spiritual

Duke

Economy

University Press, 1999).

Interestingly, the

new

Provincial, Friar

Caspar Moreno,

lent 3600 pesos of this surplus to their syndic Balboa, indicating the

credit

of

arrangements possible

at these times.
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complex

and foremost was

salt!

Salt

was a

precious commodity throughout the upper

Amazon since there were few natural
need

it

for their

Not only did the missionaries

sources.

own consumption and to salt meat and

common trade item.'^^ Augusto Gomez,
was "fundamental,

a

Colombian

fish,

but

it

was

also a

historian, states that salt

since the pre-hispanic period, in the context of the terms of

exchange between the Peruvian Andes and the Amazonian areas of the Caqueta

and Putimiayo," being exchanged even
It is

for gold dust well into the 19^^ century,

small wonder, then, that the missionaries were adamant about receiving

their

annual alms of

salt

from the Crown; without

commodity and leverage with

it

they lost a valuable trade

the Indians.

Other items that the missionaries needed were: salted meat and biscuits
(viscochos); cloth for habits

There

is

and underclothing; linens and

a direct reference to the use of salt

Napo river

bayetas (loosely-woven

by the Franciscan missionaries of

buying platanos (cooking bananas), aji (chili peppers),
yucca (manioc), and other produce of the land {viveres de la Tierra) from the
the

Indians.

in 1691 for

AHMRE/PQ/R/1.2./Ro 01.Doc2,

Putumayo region used
171

Gomez,
Each

p.l6.

No doubt the Franciscans in the

the salt in a similar manner.

"Bienes, rutas

y mercados

religious, priest or brother,

(siglos

was

XV-XDC)", 68-69.

to receive

from the royal treasury, four

arrobas or 100 pounds of salt each year. Since there seems to have been only six
missionaries in the field for the

arrobas or 600 pounds of
that the
to

salt

first

decade of the 18* century, that meant 24

per year. From Feb., 1708 to June, 1711, the years

alms were not forthcoming from the Crown, the procurador was forced

buy 68 arrobas

of salt for the 40

month

period.

folios.
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ACCSig.

9502,

ff.

Various

wool

cloth),

l-or

"gentiles", the

the Indians, both to conserve the converts and reduce
the

list

was

longer. Cisneros

mentioned the usual axes, machetes,

knives, beads, horns (frompas) and needles, and "other things of
this type" which
"for these Indians,

on occasion, are more necessary than

their

own

food."'-"

Jancd's increased expenditures on behalf of the missions and, no doubt,

newly "reinvigoraled" or "compelled" missionaries seemed
by 171

1,

to

have paid

off, for

the Franciscans had seven pueblos under the domination of caciques

sujecion de Casiqucs)

on the banks and

Putumayo. Cisneros reported

at the

mouths

(u la

of tributaries of the

that the missionaries converted

more than

1,600

souls in these towns. Never satisfied, he complained that due to the lack of the

usual royal alms or Umosna?, from the Audiencia of Quito since 1707, they were

unable to increase their conversions, despite "ambassadors" from neighbouring
"Indian provinces" arriving

and instruction

'^^

The Royal

in the Faith.

at

the missions expressing a desire for Moly Baptism

While

this

type of language could easily be

Officials of the Real Hacienda

supported the missions from 1691 to 1707,

respond by stating that they had
in

that stipulated aid to the missionaries in the

and

that they

were not required

concordance with the royal Cedula

form of wine, wax, flour and

salt,

to contribute the other items requested. But they

did recognize that they were three years

in arrears.

A

few days

later the Fiscal of

the Audiencia supported Cisneros's request, but for only resuming the usual aid,

upon

receiving a report on the status of said missions which

from Cisneros

in 1711.

AI IRME/PQ/K/1 .2./Ro

was forthcoming

01, Doc. 2, p.8-11.

Cisneros's petition and report, which includes secular witnesses, are found

BCF.

Sig.

Aud. de Quito,

no. 199, Tira

2, 1-34.
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in

Cisneros emphasizing the importance of the missionaries' work and their need of
support, one wonders

if

the so-called ambassadors were really interested in

baptism or rather the supply of

salt,

axes,

machetes and other items the

missionaries could supply them.

Despite the complaint of lack of support from the Crown, the accounts of
the mission registered an impressive

amount

Indians of the Putimnayo most desired: in

of spending for the items the

fact,

those items

made up

of the expenditures of the missions for the 1705 - 1710 period.

26.8 percent

Qsneros

himself asserted that the religious would rather suffer deprivations themselves

than dispossess the mission Indians the axes, machetes and knives they used to
clear their lands for cultivation

and the other

bujerias or trinkets that

happy, for fear that the Indians would revolt and endanger them
shall see in the next chapter, this

was not an

kept them

all.^^^

As we

inconsequential concern of the

missionaries.

This does not include quantities of cloth that were given to the Indians so that

they would not run around naked, something that went contrary to the
missionaries civilizing mission and seems to have been

missionaries than at least

naked

some

of the Indians,

in the hot tropical forests. Cloth

who

made up

more

certainly

a priority for the

were used

to being

24.3 percent of the expenses of

same period. If one combines the cloth and the other
items the Indians found more attractive, 50.6 percent of the missions'
expenditures went to the Indians. This did not include the cost of transporting
these goods, which was a considerable expense. ACC.Sig 9502, various folios.
the missions during the

BCE. .Sig.Aud. de Quito, no.

199, Tira 2, 12.
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Conclusion

By

1711, therefore, the Franciscans

seemed

to

have

solidified their

presence in the Putumayo region and had begun to expand their work
area.

era.

Four of their seven towns

The

three other

in

name,

if

in the

not location, were from the 1694-95

towns were newer, perhaps the products

of Provincial

Janed's "Instructions" of 1708 and the huge infusion of material goods into the
region during the fourteen

month period ending

in

May,

1710.

By

1712,

more

towns would be added.
But on what basis did the missions exist? What was the nexus around

which the missionaries and Indians interacted? Was
claimed, the Indians desire for the "law of God"?

mentioned

briefly above, the

it,

as the missionaries

Or was

there

more

to

supply of goods the missionaries brought

it?

As

to the

indigenous people of the region was a strong impetus for early interaction and
continued relations. Would the material offerings of the missionaries be enough

to

cement long term relationships which would lead

of the Indians of

Putumayo? Over

to the ultimate conversion

the next decade, the Franciscans

out.
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would

find

CHAPTER

4

EXPANSION AND SETBACK:

1711-1721

Padre Joseph Janed had financially committed the Franciscans of the
Province of Quito to their missionary work in the upper

through the censos he

initiated

Amazon

or Oriente

with three Quiteno convents. This influx of funds

helped finance the missions after 1709; however, the missions, always strapped
for material support,

depended on

limosnas

from the royal

badly needed alms that were perhaps the impetus
of 1711

mission

life

-a

life full

of instability,

movement

It

was

two important

and 1712 concerning the missions. These reports give us

and opportunities of trade and conversion
alike.

for the

treasury.

these

reports

a glimpse of

of peoples, devastating diseases

for Native

Americans and Franciscans

This chapter, through an analysis of the aforementioned reports, an

assessment of the quantities and types of goods the missionaries brought into the
mission area, will attempt to further elucidate the relationship between the
religious of Saint Francis

and

their native

neophytes of the missions of

Sucimibi'os.

As previously mentioned,

the Procurdaor General de

Rio de Putumayo y su Jurisdiccion, Friar

Manuel de

la

Cisneros,

Mission de

had

first

la

Gran

written the

Audiencia of Quito sometime in 1709 complaining about the failure of the

Crown's representatives

to render the supplies of wine, wax, flour,
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meat and

salt

which they were obliged

Having received only

to provide according to royal decree {real Cedula)}'^

a fraction of

what was owed over the preceding

eight

months, Cisneros submitted another petition to the Audiencia on January
1710.

Qearly

and

details

stalling,

and demonstrating the bureaucratic fastidiousness

for

inefficiency of Spanish colonial governance, the contador (accountant)

Don Diego Suarez de

Figueroa, "in the absence of the Treasurer," informed

Cisneros on February 6 that no action could be taken since the relevant

was not found

Cedula

28,

in the contaduria (treasury).

ploy, Cisneros quickly provided a

Undeterred by

real

this ineffective

copy of the royal decree on the twelfth of that

month.

With the necessary documentation

in

hand, the same contador Suarez de

Figueroa submitted a report on February 17 for the fiscal (attorney general) of the
Audiencia indicating that the contaduria

report concerning the missions,

had

,

upon

receipt of an annual progress

faithfully paid the required

alms to the

Franciscans for their missions from 1691 to 1707. Admitting that at this time the

payments stopped implied

that the annual reports

had stopped. Suarez de

Figueroa also pointed out that the royal treasury was not obliged to provide for

was to be constantly referred to when the Franciscans
petitioned for royal support was that signed in Madrid on Nov. 18, 1689. It was
originally decreed for the "new conversions of the Indios Paeces and other
The

real

Cedula that

naciones del Rio

Marahon"

this real Cedula is

found

that

in

were

in the charge of the Franciscans.

AHMRE/PQ/R/1.2/Ro
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01/ p. 14.

A copy of

the other things such as clothes, tools, beads,

February

21, the fiscal

which Cisneros asked.

etc. for

Doctor Arellano, started his response to the report of the

treasury by stating that "the poverty of the royal coffers

is

hardly enough for essential matters, but one of the

Majesty

is

On

is

first

well-knowoi that there

responsibilities of her

the conversion of the infidels as a matter so important as the

propagation of our Holy Faith." Arellano sympathized with the missionaries,
"suffering inexpressible

want and hardships," and ordered

which the treasury admitted had not been paid since
they

would
Over

Guerrero,

be,

the unpaid alms,

1707, be given.^^^

so

though not immediately.

a year later, on

in his

May 23,

1711, the Provincial Friar Francisco

required report to the

Crown

concerning the state of the

missions and the number of missionaries serving them, asked the
the royal officials of the Audiencia to pay

they could "satisfy the

(being) indebted to

the

And

many

many

government had

still

Crown

to order

what they owed the Franciscans so

that

obligations which the missions find themselves

individuals."

Over

a year

had passed and the debt of

not been paid for the upkeep of the missions. Guerrero

complained that the lack of support from the treasury had prompted the
withdrawal of

six of their missionaries

from the

area, leaving the

same number

continue their work despite the "many towns and conversions there were

The above sequence of letters and reports between Cisneros,
the fiscal is found in AHMRE/PQ/R/1.2/Ro 01/pp. 8-10.
>78
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in

the contadur and

to

those faraway provinces. "^^9

Qr May 17, fiscal

Arellano, wrote back that he

supported the payment to the missionaries, as he had done the year before. The
President of the Audiencia,

libramiento (order of

This

Don Juan de Sosaya, on June 25, even

payment)

was not good enough

for the

goods owed, up

to the

authorized a

sum

of 800 pesos.^«°

for the Franciscans.

Cisneros responded within five days pointing out, with the roundabout

eloquence of the day, that the amount paid in 1706, the

honored
pesos

precio)

its

obligation,

was 1209

pesos.

He was clearly

now offered was a mere pittance considering
and the

fact that the

Crown owed alms for

complaint prompted a seemingly favorable but
contadur

Don Suarez de

Figueroa.

He drew up

Audiencia indicating the total quantity of goods

1707 to 1711.

»^

It

was

year the

Crown

implying that the 800

inflation (en

mas

crecido

four years! This veiled

hollow reaction from the

still

a report

owed

a considerable debt consisting

AHMRE/PQ/R/I.2/R0

last

of:

on August 4

for the

to the missionaries

96 mulas of

flour,

from

600

01/p.ll. Guerrero alludes to the twelve missionaries

that entered the region in 1700.

It

seems, therefore, that

six

were removed

sometime around 1707 when the annual fimding by the Crown ceased. Friar
Cisneros prepared his manifesto and petition {manifiesto y memorial ), on which
Guerrero's report was based, on February 23, 1711.

another

letter

asking the

Crown

to write a decree of

reprehencion) to the royal officials in Quito for

needed
Tira

"»

for the

advancement

April 15, Cisneros wrote

reprimand {Cedula de

non-payment of the supplies

of the missions. BCE.Sig. Aud. de Quito, No. 199,

1, 1-3.

AHMRE/PQ/R/I.2/R0

On

01/p.ll.
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arrobas of meat, 88 arrobas of salt, 12 arrobas of Castillian

wine.^^^ Despite this

wax, and 12 bottles of

apparent surrender by the treasury. Friar Cisneros sent the

Audiencia another packet of documents which included yet another copy of the
real

Cedula of 1689 and e\adence from 1691 of the additional alms added by the

Viceroy of Peru, that had become part of the traditional annual royal donation.
Eighteen days

de Sosaya

later,

finally

The Reports
It is

on August

31, 1711, the President of the Audiencia,

ordered the debt be

Don Juan

paid.^^^

of 1711 and 1712

difficult to

pay the royal alms

say exactly

why it took so long

to the Franciscans.

However,

it

for the Audiencia of

Quito to

appears that the lack of

annual reports about the missions and the number of missionaries working

them was

at least

one of

its

main excuses

for

non-payment. Corroborating

in

this is

AHMRE/PQ/R/I.2/R0 01/p.l2. The annual amounts as stipulated in the real
Cedula of 1689 were 4 mulas of flour, 15 arrobas of meat, and 3 arrobas of salt per
religious (priest or lego) and one bottle of wine and one arroba of Castillian wax
for each priest "to celebrate the holy sacrifice of the mass." In 1691, the Viceroy

Count of Monclova, Don Matheo de Mata Ponce de Leon, added 30
arrobas of meat with 2 arrobas of salt every six months to the original royal
donation. It should be noted that these decrees preceded the Franciscans' work
of Peru, the

Putumayo region. The royal donations supposedly pertained
missions worked by the Franciscans of the Province of Quito.

in the

AHMRE/PQ/R/I.2/R0

Ol/pp.13-17.

It is

to

any

a very interesting coincidence that the

two years "missing" from the Franciscan account book of expenditures for their
missions (ACC. Sig. 9502) are those for 1712 and 1713, the years immediately
following the payment of this large debt of the Crown.
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the fact that three

23, 1711, the

debt

months

after Provincial

was ordered

to

Guerrero's report

be

Guerrero submitted his report of

May

satisfied.

was based on

a

much longer manifest, which

included the testimony of laypeople, submitted by Fray Cisneros
on February 23, 1711. Twenty months later, Cisneros would

submit another report. These reports of 1711 and 1712 are
fascinating

documents

for our purposes. Despite their

documents

left

and merit close scrutiny
repetitions, compared to most

for several reasons

by the Franciscans, they

offer a relative wealth of

ethnographic material concerning the indigenous peoples of the
missions and they vary in content enough to offer a window on
short-term change within the missions of the

As discussed
Franciscans' rather

region.

above, the reports were mostly the product of the

drawn out but

persistent attempts to get the

Quito to pay the customary royal alms

in

Putumayo

in

crown

officials in

support of the missions. With

this

end

mind, the missionaries emphasized certain things which necessarily affected

both the content and structure of these documents. The missionaries were
obliged to report on the "state of the missions" and the "number of missionaries"

active within them.

The Cisneros

reports

went

far

beyond

this.

the "progress" of the missions and their potential for growth

missionaries had

more supplies and

operarios

(i.e.

more

if

He emphasized
only the

missionaries). While

pointing out the advances the missionaries were making in converting the

should be noted that the location of the missions, while primarily on the
banks of the Putumayo or tributaries of it, may also have included tributaries,
1" It

such as the Aguarico, of the Napo and perhaps, according to the testimony of
one witness, the Caqueta. As a group of missions, however, while quite
dispersed, they were

known

as the misiones de SucumMos.
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was

Indians, this progress

constantly juxtaposed against the

difficulties the missionaries faced. This overall

hardships,"

was

reiterated

many dangers and

message of "progress despite the

by the secular witnesses Cisneros provided so

report rang with the authenticity necessary to

elicit

that his

the favor of the Audiencia and

loosen the "money-belt" strings of the royal treasurer.^®*

To emphasize
stating the

towns

number

(pueblos)

and

the "progress" of the missions, both reports began with

the Indians "converted" to the

Ufiexos

Holy Faith and the number

they mhabited.'^ In 1711, "more than 1600" Native

Americans were "reduced" into seven towns and two

number had declined

to a

of

more accurate

anexos; in 1712, that

figure of 1578 occupying nine pueblos

The manner in which witnesses were used is of some interest. The witnesses
were asked to respond to a series of questions which were generally long
i»*

main points made by Cisneros in his report, which the
witnesses had generally read in advance of giving their testimony. The resulting
answers sound very much like a regurgitation of what Cisneros reported.
reiterations of the

Despite the witnesses being chosen for their sympathetic views toward the
Franciscans and their missions, they did nevertheless at times add details that

make their testimony

valuable for our purposes.

According to Maestro Sebastian Zambrano, a secular priest who certified
Cisneros's 1711 report, the two anexos were "as big as any of the main towns" of
the mission, but were designated as "annexes" because they lacked a resident

missionary but contained a different indigenous group. These two annexes were
"attached" to the

town

was the Franciscans'
Tira

of San Bernardino de los Penes, the

favorite,

Don Juan

town whose

cacique

Pene. BCE. Sig. Aud. de Quito, No. 199,

2, 28.
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and two

anexos}^^ Serving these niissions

were

six Franciscans: three priests,

Comisario Padre Martin Cabessas de Anaya, Padre Juan Vittorio Bahamonde,
and

Padre Manuel de San Antonio; and three

legos Brother

Jospeh Moreno, Brother

Joseph de Jesus, and Brother Domingo del Carmen.

number

of "converts" in the mission towns, Cisneros

"happy progress,"

was pleased with

since a serious epidemic {una grave pestilencia)

than 300 neophytes in 1711, which would have

without people" had

toils"

Despite the drop in the

it

left

had

their

killed

the towns 'l)arren

more

and

not been for the "indescribable hardships, efforts and

with which the missionaries "continuously" nursed the Indians "with

unspeakable love and

charity... at the

obvious

risk of losing their

»86The 1711 report, including witnesses' testimonies,

de Quito, No.

is

found

in

199, Tira 2, pp. 1-36. Similarly, the report of 1712

9425, folios 1-16. Since both these

documents

will

next several pages, the appropriate page or folio

parentheses for each reference instead of a

own lives. "^^

BCE.
is

in

Sig.

Aud.

ACC.

Sig.

be referred to repeatedly

number

will

full citation in a

be given

in the

in

footnote. For

example, references to the number of inhabitants, towns and annexes given

3^) and (1712, f.l).
Oddly, Cisneros and his witnesses remark

above are

(1711;

1,

that there are nine pueblos

"three" anexos in 1712 while his report clearly

These missionaries are named both
to

in 1711 (17)

me why the documents more often use

when naming both

lists

and

only two annexes.

and 1712

(f.1-2).

It is

unknown

"Joseph" instead of the Spanish "Jose"

missionaries and towns.

I

give the

names

as they appear in

the documents being discussed.

i8«

The missionaries did bring some "medicines"

into the missions that

have been used during these outbreaks. For example,

ounce each of piedra

lipis,

corrosive sublimate), and

in

might

1710 they brought one

cardenillo (verdigris), alumbre (alum), solimdn (a

two ounces

of asafran
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(sic) (saffron),

which may have

(1712, f.l)

From

the testimony of the witnesses, epidemics were endemic to the

region, although this

one was apparently particularly

The explanation

severe.

of the missionaries that they heroically prevented the

complete abandonment of the missions through
too simplistic. Although

it is

difficult to assess

their selfless caring for the sick is

with certainty the dynamic

involved concerning disease and the relationship between the Indians and the
missionaries, an attempt

is

necessary. Disease certainly played a far

biological role in both cultural worlds of the missionaries

and

their

more than

indigenous

neophytes. For the mission Indians, sickness was probably seen as a

cosmological problem caused most often by the work of a shaman working on
behalf of a rival group, a faction within a village, or even a personal vendetta.

An epidemic

certainly

produced deep consternation within a

village.

Whether

missionaries were viewed as shamans themselves and thus the possible source or

been used as

a spice or a medicine.

combating the epidemics were

The

effectiveness

negligible,

if

any

at

any of these had

all.

ACC.

Sig. 9502,

in

various

folios.

According to Suzanne Austin Alchon,

pestilencia or peste

disease or epidemic." Native Society and Disease

Cambridge University

was "an

unidentified

in Colonial Ecuador,

(New York:

Press, 1991), 135.

of
y diferentes achaques ("smallpox and different attacks
illness") for Quito and surrounding area in 1709. Whether it took until 1711 for
these diseases to make it to the upper Amazon area of the missions is speculative

Alchon

lists viruelas

but possible. Alchon, 101.
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remedy

for diseases is a matter of debate.^^ E. Jean

the missionary era, the

leaders as he

was seen

power

of the

shaman increased

outsiders. Epidemics

"consequences of battles of 'witchcraff

powers."^'^

The

at the

that diirir\g

expense of other

as a force that could protect the people and their culture

from the missionaries and other

communities and the

Langdon argues

(hechiceria)

instability of the missions

fact that

many

were explained as the

between shamans of

was

rival

attributed to shamanic

of the Indians initially "escaped" the missions but

returned after presumably seeing

some

of those

who remained

nursed back to

health by the missionaries, leaves the cultural explanation of what happened

unclear.

Did the Indians

environment and thus

attribute the disease to the missionaries

flee?

Or did those who

fled

and the mission

and returned recognize the

and convincing argument concerning the "migrating mestizos"
Chiriguanos of the Bolivian Andes, Thierry Saignes argues that by late IS'*"
In a fascinating

had effectively subsumed the role of both leaders and
shamans of the Chiriguano becoming "the prisoner of a double obligation; that
leader, generous in word and material goods; and that of shaman, magical
century, the Franciscans

guarantor of abundance and salvation."
these obligations they lost legitimacy

reduccion subertida" in Ava y

karai:

When the Franciscans failed

among

to fulfill

the Chiriguanos. See chapter

Ensayos sobre

la frontera

of

3,

chiriguano (sighs

"La

XW-

XX), (La Paz: hisbol, 1990), 85-126. By 1712, something similar was not the case

among

the Indians and the Franciscans on the Putumayo.

According to Langdon, the different roles and powers of the cacique and
shaman within Siona society were distinct. While her argument is quite
"1

convincing her evidence

which

reflect at least a

is

largely late 20* century oral traditions of the Siona

century and a half of cultural change. "Poder y autoridad

proceso poh'tico Siona: desarollo y muerte del shaman," in Antropologia
politico en el Ecuador: perspectivas desde las culturas indigenas. (Quito: Edidones

en

el

Abya-Yala, 1991), 161-188.
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religious as

shamans who not only did not die

also "healed"

300

who

some

died with

of the sick? Since the padres

epidemic themselves but

were able

to almost replace the

new neophytes it might indicate the latter but

to say with certainty based

dwellers

in the

on the

available documentation.

may have been more interested in the tools and

it is

impossible

The new mission

other goods the

missionaries had to offer especially during a time of disease in which normal
daily

life

was

What
the mission

surely disrupted.

perhaps more revealing

is

is

the change in

number

towns themselves. Although Cisneros expressed

of and peoples in

satisfaction at

maintaining the numbers in the mission towns despite the epidemic,

it

seems the

achaque wreaked havoc on the pueblos nonetheless. Including anexos, there were

two "towns" added

to Cisneros' s mission inventory in 1712.

examination not

of the 1711

all

towns survived

in the

However, on

same form

closer

into 1712. For

example, the principal town of the missions in both reports was San Diego (de

Ogapa

in 1711,

was housed

de Palmar

in its

"stopping place"

in 1712)

because

it

was where

monstrance and pix de plata

(transito)

the "Holy Sacrament"

sobre dorada^^^

where the missionaries could

and

rest

it

was

the

from the hardships

This monstrance (custodia) and pix were bought in 1705 at a cost of 68 pesos 6
reales, a large

expenditure for these poor missions. ACC.
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Sig. 9502, folio 8.

they experienced.^^ Located only four leagues from Sucumbios on the San

Miguel

river,

it

was

the closest mission to a Spanish town.

however, San Diego either disappeared

The

tradition of a composite

name

or,

more

likely,

for the missions,

From

changed

combining a

1711 to 1712,

its

residents.

saint's

name

with the "name" of the nacion or Indian group occupying that town would
indicate that the

Ogapa were

different cacique

is listed

replaced by the Palmar peoples; and the fact that a

from one year to the next, seems

to support this

assumption.''^ (See Table 1)

Another example of the apparent
the mission towns

is

if

you

San Buenaventura

will) of

Christobal Orollone

numbers and

inhabitants in

seen in the pueblos of San Buenaventura and San Joseph de

los Orolloneses. In 1711,

(caciqueship,

volatility of

(sic) is

Don

is listed

Christoval Oroione

as under the governorship

(sic).

In 1712,

Don

the cacique/gobemador of San Joseph de los Orollones,

In his certification of the 1711 report. Maestro de

Campo Don Pedro de Cayzedo

Calatrava, Caudillo general de descubrimientos, poblaciones, y pasificaciones de las
Provincias de Esija (sic) de los Sucumbios de la Jurisdiccion de la Govemacion de

Popaydn, describes San Diego de
necesidades que se ofresen ocurren

The problem with

this

Ogapa "como

Transito de las misiones en las

alii los religiosos".

example

seldom mentioned Indian names

is

that

in the

(1711, 32).

Ogapa and Palmar

are very unusual and

documents. However, the two

caciques

de los Canelos and Don Francisco Senseguaje, do conform to
the convention of making the last name of the cacique the same as "his" peoples'.
In this case, Canelos and Senseguaje were commonly used names of different
Indian groups, although Canelos was usually identified with a group to the
listed,

Don

Silbestre

south of the Putumayo.
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seemingly a different town

(at a different location?);

and the Ameguajes and

Ocoguajes occupied San Buenaventura, without a cacique being named. Whether

Don

Christobal fled San Buenaventura with his people due to the epidemic and

then "resettled" in San Joseph with the 70 remaining Orollones

is

conjecture but

possible.

Another explanation concerning San Buenaventura de
Ocoguajes

is

that

it

was one of the unnamed

Penes of 1711 under the cacique

mentioned

that

it

Bernardino in 1712 and
Antonio.

was

since Cisneros

Xeguas were continguous with San

"governed" by the same

priest,

Manuel de San

This would lead one to conclude that San Cristobal de los Xeguas

the other

Yegua

all

los

Ameguajes y

anexos of San Bernardino de los

Don Manuel Guaygueque,

and San Cristobal de

los

in 1711

unnamed annex

of San Bernardino under cacique

and Don Mathias Guaittube

(?) in

Don

Santiago

1712.^^

A similar problem arises when dealing with Don Melchor Puca.
he

is

listed as cacique of

San Joseph de

las Pucas; in 1712, as cacique of

In 1711,

Nuestra

Senora de los Oyohajes. This might mean that 'Ids" town was moved and

This seems logical since

it

appears that Father Manuel de San Antonio was

primarily associated with San Bernardino, making San Buenaventura and San
Cristobal,

which he also served,

anexos.

This also seems probable based on the group
last

name Yegua, which is probably meant

group.
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name Xeguas and

to indicate the

the cacique' s

same indigenous

therefore renamed, and that "his" people

surprising occurrence

due

were

to the plethora of

also

renamed - hardly

names given

a

to the Indians.

Despite the confusion with the apparent movements and changes, a few
things can be stated with

(called

some

certainty. Firstly, the mission of the Encabellados

Nuestra Sefiora de Chiquinquira in 1711 and Santa Maria in 1712)

probably remained in the same place and continued to be led by cacique

Joseph

Mamo.

Secondly, San Bernardino de los Penes seems to have been one of

the originally founded missions from 1693.

los

Penes

in 1693,

y Seos, but

its

it

Named San Bernardino de Sena de

apparently continued to exist as San Bernardino de los Sehos

long time cacique

Don Juan Pene

did not.

He succumbed to the

epidemic and was seemingly replaced by Don Pedro Yayo

town from
but

its

1693, San Francisco

original location

had

de

were on the banks
(1711, 1)

cacique of 1711,

ACC.
i9«

in

Putumayo

of the

Although

los

certainly

days by mountain road inland"'^

it.

Don

it

(?).

Thirdly, another

Piacomos also seemingly survived

changed as

it

was described

as being

1693 while Cisneros stated that

or at the

might be an error

mouth

all

the towns

Pablo Piacomo,

the following year.

Sig. 9430, folio 4.

However, even the location

"founded

of the towns, according to Cisneros,

in places so healthy (sano)

and

in conformity

were

with the natives

(mturales) so they did not yearn for the place of their birth...." (1711, 10).
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"two

of other rivers that run into

in transcription,

was succeeded by Pedro Piacomo

to 1712

seems

It

1712,

no doubt

became

new

a

that

San Miguel de

la

Coca vanished completely from 1711

to

a casuality of the epidemic; while San Joseph de los Aguesees

anexo of San Diego de Palmar.

It is

(?)

curious that the caciques of

these missions were both namesakes of the intrepid Friar Diego de Cespedes,

pioneer missionary and founder of the

San Pedro de Alcantara de

finally,

wonders

did not have

if it

simply too

As

little

is

la

first

Coca came

some previous

information to

know

Franciscan missions of 1693.

to

be

relation to

in 1712,

San Miguel above; there

stable.

suppose.

a region of

this

movement may have been more

mission Indians. The anthropologist William

is

one of the more

be for hunting or

into

Putumayo mission

movement.

Movement might have been more or

movement

Towns came

Indians were "reduced" and baptized,

others fled and reestablished themselves elsewhere. The

But

is

evident from the above discussion, within less than two years, the

being and other towns simply vanished.

was

though one

for certain.

mission towns of the Putumayo were anything but

frontier

And

"organic" than one might

less a cultural trait of

T. Vickers

many

of the

claims that "frequent

salient aspects of Siona-Secoya culture,

whether

it

fishing, the collection of craft materials, or the periodic

relocation of settlement sites";

and

that, "in general,

Siona and Secoya

settlements tend to go through cycles of establishment, growth, decline, and then
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In an

relocation."

argument

that

compares

with their 18*-centiiry Encabellado ancestors
of the

Napo and Aguarico

rivers

modem Siona-Secoya territoriality
who inhabited the Jesuit missions

he states that there were "certain fundamental

technoenvironmental simOarities that characterized both the

Secoya and their Encabellado ancestors. "2°°

modem Siona-

He continues:

The periodic migrations of the Siona-Secoya are not unpredictable
moves through an unknown landscape. Life history materials
indicate that the vast majority of settlement relocations occur

within a definable space (usually a particular river drainage or
section of one of the larger rivers, such as the Aguarico or Napo),

and the new settlements are usually established on previously
inhabited sites. The analysis of locational data from San Pablo

(modem site) and from the eighteenth-century Jesuit chronicles
indicates that communities

199

William

T. Vickers,

"The

Territorial

were and are composed

of populations

Dimensions of Siona-Secoya and

Encabellado Adaptation," in Adaptive Responses of Native Amazonians
B.

Hames and

branch of the Tucanoan

Raymond

(New York: Academic Press, 1983),
and Secoya are related members of the western

William T. Vickers,

Vickers writes: "The Siona

,

eds.,

and are the survivors

linguistic family,

454.

of a once-

by the seventeenth-century and
eighteenth century Spanish.... The Aguarico River (a northem tributary of the
Napo) was part of the traditional Encabellado homeland, and is one of the areas

numerous group

that

was

called the Encabellado

where westem Tucanoan peoples survive

Putumayo River
200

in

Colombia." 453.

Vickers recognizes that "the

reduced from

its

today... (as are) various sites along the

(modem)

native population has been

much

aboriginal level, but the surviving communities exploit the

lands around their settlements in

much

the

same manner

as before." That

is,

major modes of subsistence (i.e., shiftng cultivation, hunting, fishing, and
collecting) are the same ones that were used by their ancestors." 464.
"their
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within the range of 100 to 300 individuals, with a
size of about 1100 to 1150 km2.2oi

mean

territorial

Vickers rejects earlier anthropological explanations that attributed warfare

between Amazonian groups

solely to "sexual competition"

"the ecological concept of territoriality

relationships in Amazonia,

and

is

and concludes

that

applicable to aboriginal man-land

that warfare

and witchcraft are associated with

resource competition and territorial behavior/'^^^ His combining both an

economic materialist (resource competition) with a

cultural

argument

importance of sorcery and revenge warfare) are important to keep

in

(the

mind when

considering a time and place where both territory and coveted materials

metal tools) were

at a

premium due

(like

to the relative scarcity of both amidst a

larger regional population.

What

is

of greater importance, however,

Cisneros reports

makes

is

what they say about the

a convincing linguistically-based

when considering

the

two

identity of the Indians. Irene Bellier

argument

that the vast majority of the

mission Native Americans were western Tukanoan-speaking Indians and that

the great variety of

Vickers, 471.

names

As Table

1

the missionaries assigned to the different naciones

indicates, the population range given

matches those of the mission towns.
Ibid., 477.
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by Vickers

were

really designating different clans, lineages or families.^o^ Briefly, she posits

that the

word endings gmje/guaque/huaque/guate (and

commonly used by the missionaries,
morphemes

that

also haje/aje/uje/gua),

designate clan, lineage or family. "Those

complete the proper

name of the group

indicate a level of

collective identification in social organization... and are indicators of political

relations

between

the group

and the

Tukano

ethnic groups...."^ Consequently,

names Ameguajes, Ocoguajes, Xegua

cacique

Tukanoan

different western

(or

names Guaygueque and Senseguaje

more
are

likely Yegua),

Oyohajes

indicative of western

all

lineages, clans or families.

Irene Bellier, "Los

Mai Huna: Tucano

occidentales," in Fernando Santos

Frederica Barclay, eds., Guia etnogrdfica de

remarks that a

clan, lineage or family

la alta

has for a

Amazonia,

and

Vol. 1, 1-180. Bellier

common characteristic,

in

reference to western Tukanoans, patrilineal filiation and principally patrilocal

exogamy.

In a footnote she points out,

however, that the

modem Mai huna favor

uxorilocality while the Secoyas of Yubineto practice ambilocality with a certain

tendancy to

patrilocality,

See pages 11 and 158,

and

18"" centuries,

f.6.

which

is

also found

Bellier defines the

among

the Siona and Siona-Secoya.

term nacion as follows: "In the 17*

the missionaries used the term 'nacion' to designate

indigenous groups that were

made up

of

enormous groups

(Jivaro,

Encabellado), or represented clans, or even groups of dans." 158,

Bellier, 11.

Campa,

f.9.

For Bellier etnia or "ethnic group" "designates a group whose

members share the same territory, the same social organization, and exhibit a
homogeneous culture. In the case of the western Tukanos, the ethnic groups
Siona, Secoya y Mai huna created themselves in the colonial period as a
consequence of the 'reorganization' of the contacted groups (intra-ethnic
dynamic) in connection with ethnic groups pertaining to different linguistic
families like the Avijira, Omagua, Carijona, Andaki, etc. (interethnic

movement)."

158,

f.

10.
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As well,
contain

Bellier indicates that the

Tukano

roots.

names Mamo, Piacomo, and Seno

The Spanish denominations Murcielago

(to

be seen

later)

and Encabellado represented the Oyo group and the "Dahaguaje and numerous
western Tukano groups of the Putumayo" respectively. Of the names given by
Cisneros, "Orolloneses"

the

is

Tukano group without

the only one that Bellier mentions as breaking from

its

etymology being

easily recognized.

Cisneros

also mentioned, as evidence of the great need to support the missions, the

of twenty-one other Indian naciones which

had been

"pacified"

names

and were

awaiting evangelization: several of these also had western Tukanoan names.^
In addition to the actual

number

of "converts" within the mission pueblos,

Cisneros was also keen to point out the level of Christianization the Indians were
achieving.

He

pointed out that the neophyte Indians were taught every day

"with great care and conscientiousness" (con gran cuidado y puntualidad) the
doctrina Christiana

and the "mysteries of our holy Catholic

faith".

(1711, 5)

The

BeUier, 12.

^ These twenty-one naciones were the:

Aymajene?, Hansuares, Yaibaras, Tamas,

Payuguajes, Besabas, Yamuas?, Susgues, Seroquies, Umuyari?, Guyvumeas?,
Ynisuros?, Curoseos, Masattes, Guecos, Coaymecos, Sensettanttaguas, Ayamas,

Taumes, Salimanes, and Senseguajes. The
spelling

due

(?)

indicates uncertainty in the

to the difficult legibility of parts of the

document. (1712,

f.2).

Cisneros claimed in 1711 that the Indians were instructed four times per day,

whereas one of the eyewitnesses indicated that this Christian indoctrination
occurred twice a day, morning and afternoon. (1712, f.6)
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Indians were taught

one or the other
Spanish

that the Padres understand"),

(Castillian), in

them." (1711,
mission

the lingua general "Inga" or in their

in

6;

1712,

own

and some were

languages ("in

to

be taught

in

order to "confess them and administer the sacraments to

f.6)

The uses

of the different languages illuminates

life.

That each language had

its

specific

purpose says something about the

relative value of each culture in the eyes of the missionary. Cisneros, in
1711,

stated that the Indians

Kingdom." Inga

and

is

is

were taught

in Inga,

the mother tongue of this

Quechuan based language which comes from

a

it

the Andes,

served as the "mother tongue" of the mountainous or

piedmont region of the Kingdom of Quito,

Putumayan lowlands.

A

is

spoken by the Sibundoy Indians of the piedmont region of the upper

Putumayo. While

finally

"which

making

It

it

was not

the lingua franca of the

took a while for the missionaries to recognize

Siona, a western

Tukanoan language,

this,

the "mission language

sense of the missionaries' view of cultural superiority over the Indians

illustrated

when Cisneros remarked

is

that the missionaries learnt the Indians'

languages "to understand their bad behavior," and taught them Spanish so

^ Bellier points this out but does not
occurred.

It

certainly

was

indicate

when

in the 18""

century this

the case by 1750, and probably well before.
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that

they could receive the sacraments

profane and Spanish with the

The success

-

equating indigenous language with the

holy.^o^

of their evangelization, as expressed

demonstrated through the periodic

trips to

by Cisneros, was

Quito and Pasto of some of the

Indians from the missions to be confirmed by the bishop. Although no specific
dates are given, apparently at least three separate trips had been

made in the not

too distant past. Sometime before the 1711 report, 44 Indians went to Quito

while 24 were confirmed in Pasto.

(1711, 17)

These Indian candidates

for

confirmation were apparently treated with great consideration and fervor by the
residents of Quito

and

priest), stated that

he "had heard different people say" that the godparents of the

Pasto. Maestro

Diego de Salazar

Indians brought to Quito "were the most important

,

men

presvitero (secular

of the city"

and

that

they "dressed each godson with excessive cost." They were treated so well that

when

they returned to their mission town "the recently converted were

encouraged to advance

The missionaries "an

in the doctrina

aprendido

las

and mysteries of the

Oenguas)

faith to

deserve that

suias para mtenderlos en lo que

obraren mal". (1711,6).

Cisneros and most of the witnesses give the number as 24 Indians
Pasto.

One

who went

to

witness, however. Maestro Sebastian Zambrano, Presvitero, "saw in

Pasto, 22 Indian males (varones)

and one female Indian

appears that one of these confirmation

trips

{yndia)." (1711, 29)

occurred in 1709 as nine candles "for

the confirmations of the Indians of the missions" were bought in that year.

only nine were bought

is

unknown. ACC.
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It

Sig. 9502,

f.

32.

Why

which the others had

received. "^^^ This

is

an interesting statement since

it

clearly

demonstrates the tangible connection between Christian indoctrination and the
potential material benefits

same

it

afforded the Indians. Cisneros himself admitted the

indicating that the recently confirmed told their kinfolk in the missions that

move forward

they had cause to

confirmed had obtained." (1711,

in the Christian doctrine "to attain

17)

As

well, these "confirmation" trips

one of the regular "delegations" sent by Amazonian peoples
of the

Andes

in

pre-Columbian times

what the

for

remind

to highland

towns

purposes of exchange as described by

Taylor.

Before the 1712 report another 36 Native Americans

Pasto. (1712,

There

f.2)

rather the visit

seems

no mention of confirmation

is

to

made

the journey to

for these Indians, but

have been a more overt demonstration to show the

progress of the missions to obtain the alms

owed by

the royal treasury.

The

Indians were brought before the Royal Judges (Jueses Reales) of Pasto and

religious persons (persoms eclesiasticas)

the

Holy Catholic

razon)

and

2" "fueron

later.

.

.

Faith.

and were examined

in the mysteries of

The neophytes "gave much information

{dieron bastante

they proceeded, in answering questions, to give a clear

Padrinos de

los

confirmados cavalleros de

la

primera autoridad de

ella (la

ciudad de Pasto), y cada uno vistio a su dhijado con excesivo gasto", and "y aviendolos
visto los demas recien comvertidos se animaron a adelantarse en la Doctrina y misterios
de

la fee

para mereser

lo

que

los otros, " (1711, 23).

Taylor, "The Western Margins...," 205-208.
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demonstration of their intelligence, in the language of the Inca (Quechua/Inga)
as
in their

own tongue, and some in Spanish/'^^^ j^q spectacle clearly made an

impact as the debt was paid soon
jueses reales

thereafter.

and the more formal but

also

Both the "show"

in front of the

more public confirmations had dual

purposes. They both demonstrated and "confirmed" the efficacy of the
Franciscans' missionary efforts and they

obtain alms both from the

and Pastuso

were great vehicles through which

Crown and from

to

the upper crust of society of Quiteno

societies.

Another aspect of the missions which Cisneros rather formulaically
recounted in his reports pertained to the organization of the towns and the
mission regimen established by the missionaries. Here, again, his proclamations

must be taken with a

'grain of

were "founded with churches,

salt'.

bells,

In both reports

he indicated that the towns

plazas and streets, with

politica

y gohiemo."^'^'

This seemed to be the stock phrase used to indicate the ideal urban environment

2"

"y aviendo concurrydo

verlos en concuria de

los Jueses

Rs de

esta dicha ciudad a las casa de su

muchas personas presente

el

morada

correjidor de naturcdes los

a

examinaron

en los misterios de ma. Santa Fee Catolica, y dieron vastatnte razon, y luego entresei?)
Prosiguieron por preguntas, y respuestas a dar muestra clara de su inteligensia asi en la

suya matema, y algunos en lade Castilla" (1712, 16). This
given by Manuel Femandes de Oviedo, the public notary of the

lengua del Ynca como en

statement

is

la

ecclesiastical court (Jusgado ecl.co).

2" "con iglessias,

the phrase used
plassas,

y

y Goviemo/' (1711, 4); in 1712
Ymagenes (holy images or statues), Campanas,

campanas, placas, y
is

"con yglesias,

calles, Instruidos,

em

calles,

politica

con

politica,

y gobiemo"
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f.l.

associated with Hispanic notions of civility and progress - a state

more

fictional

than real in the missions of the upper Putumayo. CertairUy, the missions had a
church, but in the early 18"^ century

was

a

wooden

structure built in the fashion

Statues of saints were also available, as indicated in the account

of the region.

book.

it

Bells

were surely present although none were

listed as

made or

purchased from 1705 to 1711. The houses of the Indians may have been arranged
in "streets" in the typical "gridiron"

empire, but to what extent this
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//

was

schema reproduced throughout the Spanish
actually the case

is difficult

While commenting about the richness of the region, Cisneros

very useful

piraguas

in

wood

for the building of churches, houses,

and canoes and

all

and

to ascertain.

states that

to

make

it is

their

types of crafts for the use of their navigations." (1711,

10).

A statue {imagen) of Saint Joseph was purchased
and probably resided

in the

in

1706 for 10 pesos 2 reales

mission town dedicated to him, San Joseph de los

when

was probably moved to (or perhaps remained
at) San Joseph de los Aguesees (?). That same year, a statue of San Antonio was
made for 12 pesos, perhaps for the town of San Antonio de Padua de los Viguajes
Pucas, at least until 1712

it

The bulto (bust or statue) of
San Diego (also 12 pesos) no doubt resided in the town of San Diego de
Ogapa/Palmar after it was made in 1707. 1714 saw a real boom in statue making,

established in 1693, but

no longer extant by

with the two vara (approximately

1711.

six feet tall) statue of

San Francisco, costing 26

pesos, not surprisingly surmounting those of San Bernardino (10 pesos) and

another of San Antonio (7 pesos) both in stature and price. These were likely
installed in the churches of San Francisco de los Piacomos, San Bernardino de los
Sefios

y Seos (Penes) and perhaps a future town of San Antonio,

See ACC.

It

Sig. 9502,

is difficult

various

to assess

in the early 1700s

respectively.

folios.

whether the

spatial

arrangements of the mission towns

were inspired by missionary ideas

indigenous ones. According to

of social organization or

Bellier, "traditionally, the
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Mai huna

lived in

It is,

however, the terms

y goviemo that are the most intriguing.

politica

Cisneros indicated in 1711 that the mission towns were "a

(under the subjection of Casiques) and

David Sweet comes

meant.

the middle

to the

Amazon valley.

of the Cacique

It

was paramount,

this is

apparently

same conclusion in

la sujecion

de Casiques"

that politica y gobiemo

all

his

mammoth study of

seems, therefore, that in the Putumayo, the role

at least to the Franciscans.

multi-family houses dispersed in interfluvial zones... surrounded by
houses'... where the conjugal units slept... in a 150 meter radius

'satellite-

around the

'big

house' (casa grande)." Later she states that "the community grouping
{agrupamieno comunitario) was, in reality stimulated by the missionaries (one

assumes she

referring to the 18* century Jesuit missionaries)

is

mind, in broad outline, the houses that the Indians
that always appeared small
las relaciones entre las

had

in his

built in the reductions

de Estudios Andinos,

to

and

£/ temblor y la luna: Ensayo sobre

mujeres y los hombres mai huna. Vol.

Yala/Instituto Frances

Steward,

and uncomfortable."

which bring

I.

(Quito/Lima: Abya-

According to Julian H.

1991), 97-98.

chapter on "Western Tucanoan Tribes," "In 1651, the Encabellado

villages of four, six or eight houses, each holding one or

families, a total of

some 50-60 persons

in each

two

community. These

one-quarter to one league apart and one or two leagues

small, biological
villages

away from

were

the river.

Early Coto (Payagua) house seem also to have sheltered single biological families,

though

large, rectangular

communal dwellings were later

adopted. By 1730, the

were building longhouses which accommodated 10 families; 14 or
of these house made up a village, which now consisted of about 300 persons."
Encabellado

Handbook of South American
This phrase

BCE.
2"

Sig.

is

Indians, Vol. 3, 742.

actually found before the 1711 report in his letter to the King,

Aud. de Quito, No.

Sweet equates

15

politica

199, Tira

1, 1.

with living "in subjection to the

will of a principal

and indicates that it was "the standard word in colonial writings about
Indians, expressing what was the essential and defining characteristic of civilized
obey some kind
life from the Iberian point of view: that people acknowledge and

Chief,"

of superior authority." See his Ph.D. dissertation,
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A

Rich Realm of Nature

The importance of the
Cisneros

tells

caciques is illustrated, for example,

by what

us about their role in establishing contact with and "reducing" the

"infidels":

Of the

tools

and haberdashery

mission) a part

towns of the

is

reserved that

reduccion,

and

(that is given to the Indians in the
is

surrendered to the caciques of the

at times,

accompanied by a

laybrother, they go to the provinces of the infidels,

these

the caciques

priest

and a

and distributing

them of the good treatment of the
priests, and of the peace and calm with which the priests live
amongst them, and with ease they reduce them and convert them
to our Holy Faith. (1711, 13)
For Cisneros,

him

all

them

is

tell

Don Juan Pene was particularly

particular grace

his status

But

gifts,

and

spirit to

special because

"God had given

reduce souls to our Holy Faith," (1711, 13) and

revealed in the special gifts Pene received from the missionaries.^

the caciques were esteemed by the missionaries as

that the missionaries

it

was only through

had any chance of success since the

"caciques

govern

Amazon Valley, 1640-1750, University of Wisconsin, 1974.
351 and 393, f.23. The term gobiemo might imply the setting up of an Indian
cabildo within the mission towns, imitating that which was done in indigenous
towns throughout the Spanish empire. This level of organization seems not to
Destroyed: The Middle

have been reached by
(mayor),

alferez

this

time in the missions as no mention of an

alcalde

(second lieutenant) or cabildo members are mentioned.

In 1709, for example,

Don Juan Pene

very elegant apparently since

The other was simpler

it

received

two

shirts (camiseta).

One was

cost 13 pesos 1 real, a very high price indeed.

costing only 3 pesos. But other caciques also received

In 1706, the cacique of San Diego received a refurbished machete;
varas of jerga asafranada (saffron-colored coarse cloth)

was bought

and
to

gifts.

in 1710, 6

make

camisetas for three Casiques. Perhaps these leaders

were not as highly esteemed

Don Juan Pene since the cloth for all
ACC. Sig. 9502, folios 17, 29 and 42.

was worth only

as

their shirts
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3 pesos. See

them

(the naciones),

who

obey them punctually

respect

them very much, and the

order to understand their

in

abominate them of the bad and to

start

them

in

who

religious

are there

mode of government,

goviemo,

politico

to

and Christian

customs." (1711,6)

By Cisneros's own words, the

"infidels."

if

not dominant,

and exchange of goods between "converted" Indians

role in the initial contact

and

caciques played the key,

Knowing

that trade links, alliances

and warfare were long-

standing occurrences between indigenous groups, and that so-called caciques of
these tropical forest groups were often shamans, one

of "spirits"

Don Juan and

wonders with what kinds

the other caciques were really dealing.'^'

It

might even

be possible to consider the missionary as a supplier, or middleman, amidst an
indigenous alliance or trading system of which he understood

an interpreter was often used by the missionaries, due to

Bellier

comments

that "a traditional

curaca, y otros, introduced

little.

fact that

their often only

system based on the

jefe

chamdn, cacique-

by the missionaries, organized with the

the cahildo, with the role of leader chosen by the priest.

The

The

institution of

institution of cabildo

among

the Peruvian

Mai huna..."

Siona-Secoya of the late

20'^ century,

Vickers points out that "La autoridad polUica

did not develop

no

EI tambor, Vol.

1,

149.

For the

estd fuertemente desarrollada en terminos de instituciones formales; la cohesion existe

primordialmente a un nivel
Culturas de

la

local,

y

es consistente con el

modelo tradicional de

Selva Tropical. Hasta donde existe autoridad polictica en

Sional-Secoya, se deriva del contexto del shamanismo.

No hay jefes

la

las

sociedad

cuyas posiciones sean

validadas por habilidades seculares caracteristicas; la posicion de jefe. ..requiere de un
fuerte antecedente shamdnico." LosSionas, 168-169. This

may

be,

dominance of shamans

however, a product of contact with missionaries, as Langdon argues

"Poder y autoridad." 161-188.
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in

rudimentary knowledge of the

local language,

adds to the likelihood of

misunderstandings.

But one should not discount the role of

communities of the missions.

It is

true that

women in the indigenous

women are rarely even mentioned in

the Franciscan documents; however, Cisneros gives us
a glimpse at the

importance of pleasing them as weU.
given to the Indian

He comments that

"trinkets (bujerias) are

women (Indias) to keep them happy because they are very

greedy; and not giving them these gifts embitters them." The
Franciscans paid
special attention to the poorer Indians because

if

they suffered want the

missionaries ran the "risk of an uprising that endangered everyone."^

The

ability to distribute

goods, whether one considers them

gifts as the

missionaries described them, or as trade goods, as they functionally became,

perhaps the most important point Cisneros made
as

we have discussed,

in

was

both his reports. Certainly,

the "progress" of the missions

was emphasized but he

dearly indicated that the supply of goods the missionaries provided were
essentia] for the continuation of the missions both to

happy and

for the role these

The passage

goods played

keep the converted Indians

in the potential reduction of the

reads: "y la bujerias se dan a las Indias para tenerlos contentos, por que

son mui cudiciosos (codiciosos), y no dandoles estas donas se desabren, y temen
religiosos,

no se lebante algun motin que

cueste,

las

algun grave cuidado, y estiman mas

pobres, padecer, necesidades, que esperar alguna contingencia de alsamiento en que

peligren todos." 1711, 12.
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los

remai ning numerous infidels of the region. The
importance of the "converted"
Indians in the expansion of the missions should
not be overlooked. Captain

Nicolas Gregorio Zambrano, Alferes Real Propryetaria

(sic)

y Alcalde Ordinario of

Pasto, certified that:

The baptized Indians have helped
mentioned nations

a lot with the pacification of the

with the trade communication that
they have with them, conducting the Padres to them
so that they

make

(infidels)

their exhortations

and persuade them of the errors in which
they live and reduce them to the Catholic religion. And
on other
occasions they are taken to the (mission) towns to visit the
Padres
who give them tools, needles, beads, bells, and some shirts which
are remarkably attractive for this people.... (1712, f.l5)

Another witness, Ysidro de Narbaes, 35 year-old resident of Sucumbios,
conflated, as the missionaries often did, the longing for baptism on the
part of the
"infidels" with their desire to trade with the "converted" Indians or missionaries:

(the witness)

knows

and with the desire

that there are 21 provinces of pacified infidels,

to be baptized, the witness has seen

Indians in the mentioned towns (mission towns) to
{comersiar) with the Christians

and

some
come to trade

to visit the Padres. (1712, f.8)

Despite this conflation, the Franciscans openly admitted that the lack of material

goods and the small number of missionaries held them back from expanding
their mission enterprise. But they also faced another problem,

one which

seriously threatened the missions: the trade between the mission Indians and

other Spaniards.
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The missionaries faced
Spaniards

who also

difficulties or

"competition" with civilian

"traded" or distributed goods, but with
apparently far less

noble intentions. Spaniards and mestizos came into
the area to do business with
the caciques of the reductions, but their transactions
were not for souls but bodies.

Upon giving them

the axes, machetes, beUs and beads, the
caciques and other

"converted" Indians would leave the mission towns,
"without
priests",

to

pay

pay

go

into the provinces of the infidels

for the

goods they received.

their debts, they

that indeed

was

would

If

sell their

and take

their children to use

"own

Christian" children into slavery,

"own"

was

if

a great threat to the

children into slavery

is

suspicious to say

the least since, as Taylor points out, "the indigenous trading of captives

have been no

them

they failed to capture enough victims to

the case. (1711, 14)2^3 Qearly, this

223This "business" of selling their

telling the

may

from the various forms of adoption, or the offering of
children to kin and even outsiders, common even today in many Amazonian

cultures."

She goes on to

some of their
labor.

different

Cases

however, that some "Indian groups did reorient
practices to cater to the Spanish or Portuguese demand in slave
state,

in point are the sale

by

tribes of the

Caqueta-Putumayo area

of the

wives and children of sacrificed captive warriors to the colonists of the upper
Magdalena" especially during the l?'*^ century. "The Margins...", 213. That
being said, however, David Sweet describes a very similar

on the Rio Negro

"official slave trade"

whereby "chiefs understood that to receive a
consignment of Portuguese goods (usually distributed in advance of the delivery
of any slaves) was to enter into a serious (even a sacred) business dealing with
in the 1720s

the slavers, and that violations of the implied agreement to deliver the

merchandise would not be taken

lightly." Sweet, "Rich Realm...",
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human
486^7.

missions.

And while this rescate was cruel,

in the area,

and one

in

it

was

which Indians were both

also a long-estabUshed practice

actors

and

victims.

But other Spaniards trading and slaving in the
region were not the only
dangers that faced the Franciscans as Cisneros would
repeatedly point out

two

reports. Part of the rhetoric of his reports

was to recount

the progress the

missionaries were making against great odds and
challenges. Cisneros's

words

are best to illustrate

in his

own

this:

put to the great understanding of Your Highness the
consideration of such tremendous and innumerable
hardships the
religious, alive and dead, have suffered and suffer
over such out-ofthe-way roads, inaccessible mountains, and such different
I

climate

and regions, dominated by such "sick" (enfermos) plants, dangerous
rivers, and such unknown navigations, and rivers
so full of
monstrous animals as there are in the Putumayo, that has snakes of
such great magnitude that they carry off whole men (hombres
enteros), this being what is ordinarily travelled to be in
the missions

and the adjoining Provinces, and each trip is a risk to life; and they
abandone it all for the cause of the propagation of the Sacred
Gospel and

to start the Catholic faith

barbarous nations, and such

^* For an analysis of this "trade in

the Caqueta, in the

17^*^

infidel rites

humans"

and customs.

and

(1711, 9-10)

upper Caguan, a tributary of
century, see Roberto Pinedo Camacho, "El rescate de los

Antropologia, Bogota: 23, 1980-81.
in the

cruel

in the

Tamas: Analisis de un caso de desamparo en
groups

among such

The

Putumayo continued

el

Siglo XVII," Revista Colombiana de

stealing of children

into this century,

among

tropical forest

though usually the

result of

feuding or warfare between different Indian groups or factions of the same
people. Rather than resulting in the kind of treatment and

work awaiting those

described above, the victims were, in a sense, "adopted" into the capturing

group. For a traveller's account of

this at the turn of the

20* century

Whiffen, The North-West Amazons: Notes on Some Months Spent
Tribes,

(London: Constable and Co.,

Ltd., 1915), 69.
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see,

Thomas

Among Cannibal

Certainly,

no one doubts the great physical

difficulties

missionaries faced and the price of their Uves
"infidel rites

and customs/' however, which

some

of

and inconveniences the

them

paid.

really illustrate the

It is

the

chaUenges they

faced and the cultural strength and resistance of the
Indians.

One of these customs was polygamy.
say too

much about

Unfortunately, Cisneros does not

the practice, merely stating that "each one (Indian)

had the

women that he could support, which has been the most difficult matter and
they
(the missionaries)

1712,

he goes so

have experimented on

far as to

their

disturbing

was

redemption with great caie."^^ In

say that the missionaries "experienced

to their lives" for prohibiting "the

choose for

its

company."

(f.3)

number

of

weU-known risks

women they (the Indian men)

Another custom that the Franciscans found very

the funerary practices of the Indians. Cisneros described the

"infernal custom":

"coda uno

tenia, las

mugeres que cada Uno, podia sustentar que asido

el

putito

mas

y de mayor cuidado que an experimentado en su redendon," (1711, 5).
anthropologists have little to say about polygamy among the Siona,

dificultoso

Modem

Secoya and Mai huna as well.

Langdon

since

as a cultural

by the

It is

not even mentioned by

latter half of the

20* century

it

seems

Bellier, Vickers,

to

and

have been extinct

Steward, reflecting an older anthropological moment, merely
stated that "polygyny occurred mainly among chiefs," in his discussion about
trait.

Western Tucanoan

tribes.

Handbook, Vol.

3, 745.

Obviously changing marital

practices as an indication of cultural transformation

is

evidence of the impact

had on indigenous groups in the region over the centuries, but
discuss with any precision above, except to say that in the early IS'*'

that missionaries
is difficult

to

century,

seemed a common

it

cultural trait of the Indians of the region.
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of burning the dead
(parientes

and having numerous gatherings of relatives
y deudos) and the closest naciones, having drinks prepared

they drink the ashes. And for one whole
year, at the
appointed time each day they lament them (the
dead) with such a
frightful din and uproar that they shake
the mountains and terrify
all who hear them. (1711,5-6)
for

The

it,

modem anthropologists have even less to say about this andent custom.226
The custom

that

shows the most

cultural continuity, however,

is

that of

the "drunken assemblies" which Cisneros complained
about in 1712. The

missionaries had to "uproot the Indians from the deprived
customs of their
Gentilit/' like their:

drunken meetings and consultations with the soothsayers of the
dreams and signs that the devil has introduced with such belief
...Interpreting in their

way

the dreams, saying they contain

hardships and calamities, due to our coming. And that the remedy
is to kill us which they have tried with diabolical
violence several
times, but as our defence

Hand
to

we have been delivered by the mighty

Our Lord who disposed the
disuade them of such wickedness,
of

some Indian leaders
especially Don Juan Pene.

spirit of

(1712, f.3)

If

there

is

any

cultural trait that continued, albeit with changes, despite the

missionaries opposition to them

it

was these "drunken meetings." Judging by

modem descriptions of Siona and Secoya yage rituals,

^*

Again, only Steward comments on

the missionaries

this practice, stating "the ancient Icaguate,

however, cremated the body and drank the ashes mixed
Vol.

3,

were

745.
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in chicha." Handbook,

.

indeed describing the visionary hallucinogen-induced
about which the modern anthropological literature

is

rituals led

by shamans,

ample.

Concerning the Siona-Secoya of the upper Putumayo today,
Langdon
writes that

yage

occupies a role of fundamental importance in the
indigenous religious and curing beliefs of the Siona...the goals
still

sought

(of its ingestion) in

now

such ceremonies are limited primarily to

the curing of serious illnesses and no longer include the other
goals
sought in the past, such as the securing of game, good weather, or

prophecy of the

The use

future.

among the Siona is very similar to that
Amazon basin. It is ingested to know the

of yage

other tribes in the

of

ultimate reasons or causes for past, present, or future events, as
well as to influence events, such as changing the weather, curing, or
sorcery. In Siona cosmology, the events in this world are affected

by hundreds of

spirits that lie

behind each plant,

tree, rock,

or

animal; by spirits that populate the rivers; by those in the

underworld; by those

and by those

in the

the three heaven levels of the universe;

in

"ending place"

Everthing that happens

in the

at the

world has

edge of the world.
its

ultimate cause in the

supernatural. This includes the normal rhythm of

life,

change of seasons, the appearance of game or

and the

maintenance of good

health.

Equally,

rhythm, particularly misfortunes,

illness,

ultimate causes in the actions of the

supernatural beings

is

all

means

and death, have

life

if

their

Contact with the

necessary, therefore, to assure that

necessary, therefore, to assure that
if

disruptions of this

spirits.

porceeds normally and to defend oneself

defend oneself

fish,

such as the

life

misfortune occurs.

It is

proceeds normally and to

misfortune occurs. Yage provides the major

of this contact.

. .

For the individual or society there are two forces operating,

one of growing
rottenness.

life

force

and one of destructive force of death and

Through yage one can influence these
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forces....

this

The shaman, the specialist in yage, is singularly important
system... The shaman acts as a mediator, attempting
to

influence the supernatural beings... The

deal with the spirits enables

him

power

to influence

of the

shaman

in

to

aspects of Siona

all

life.227

That the missionaries called the shaman agoreros or soothsayers
makes perfect
sense, since in yage sessions the

shaman

"interprets the visions,

drawing upon

his

knowledge of symbolic elements which he saw." He is the "expert

in travelling

in the visionary realm"

realities

and

"his role

visited" during a yage session,

to guide others

is

and "he

through the

must protect them from the dangers

also

of such a journey."^®

E.

Jean Langdon, "Yage

Spirits,

Shamans, and

Among the Siona:

Stars: Perspectives from

Cultural Patterns in Visions," in

South America, David

Browman

L.

and Ronald A. Schwarz, eds., (New York: Mouton Publishers, 1979), 65-66.
Langdon explains that "the Siona term for yage is ?iko, which signifies 'remed/
in the language. All other remedies,

whether used

for attacking the physical

symptoms of an illness or the supernatural cause, are designated as a subclass of
?iko. The concept of yage as 'remedy' has a much wider application among the
Siona than in Western society. For the Siona, 'well-being' involves more than the
physical health of an individual; it also implies the well-being of society - that all
is

proceeding normally, that there

performing

E.

their roles,

and

is

food, that people and animals are

that there

is

no sickness

in the

Jean Langdon, "The Siona Hallucinogenic Ritual: If s

Power"

in Understanding Religion

Perspetives,

John H. Morgan,

ed.,

Western sense."

(sic)

Meaning and

and Culture: Anthropological and Theological
(Washington, D.C.: University Press of America,

1979), 77, 83. In addition to yage rituals, Vickers also describes the
"Fiesta de la Bebida" of the Siona-Secoya.

the Siona-Secoya culture as in

65.

many

more

secular

"Drinking feasts are an old tradition

other

excellent opportunity to observe behavior

Amazonian
between

societies

relatives.

and

offer

Among

an

the

Western Tukanos of the Aguarico and Napo they are associated with good
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in

In the context of the missions,

against at least

it

seems

some shaman who blamed

clear that the Franciscans

the missionaries for whatever ailed

their communities.^^^ But, significantly, the religious

cacique allies, especially

Don Juan

who

Pene,

were not without

due

to

more mundane and

material concerns

Don Juan seemingly had

is

impossible to definitively

long-term contact with the Franciscans,

regarded him highly, and played an important role

infidel

this alleg lance

Christian fidelity and brotherhood, as the missionaries
believed, or

discern. Since

who

their

actively supported the missionaries

even to the point of protecting them from physical harm. Whether

was based on

were up

groups through the use of trade goods,

it

seems

in initiating contact

likely that a

with

combination

of cultural, spiritual and material factors were at work.

However, there were

far too

few Don Juans

in the missions;

and the

missionaries had to concern themselves with material considerations as

spiritual ones, both for their

neophytes and the nearby

much

as

"infidels." Cisneros

plainly admitted that "the Indians of our missions,... in order to keep their spirits

up

{disponer sus animos) ...communicate with the wfieles (unconverted Indians),

harvests (as celebrations of

first-fruits),

weddings, or simply with

social events

without great pretext." 194. For a detailed description and analysis of one such
"drinking party" see Los Sionas y Secoyas, 193-205.

Again, this seems to be contrary to the situation as described by Saignes in his
treatment of the Chiriguanos. "La reduccion subvertida," 85-126.
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and they

h..vt. Ihcir

cJclin^.s

oru' of his witnesses,

h.id

passed thronp,h

.md commorce

Pedro de

tlie

(Irallo,

Sent., M.,ri.,,

42

missions of Snaimbi'os

y comcraos)

yc...r

in

"

{\7\1,

old resident ol

l-vcn

1.2)

who

I'.islo

janu.iry of 1712, testified th.U

he had

Been

come some

(intidel)

with the Chrisli.uis

in

hulLins to the (mission) towns to

the thin^>s {cosiUas)

liamrnocks, pointed slicks {dntsos),
(zchn'lanas) lor llieir

g.ive

Ifu'fTi

some

This

hidians and

tlie

"I

faeilitatitj}-,

non-mission Indians.

who

are

.is

encounters

^"

a

is

th.it

trade between the "Christie in ft

and

il

were only

.ilre.idy

reduced

they are people so

l)elieve

ol the

il

is .in

.ind

iru

I

and

l).ipti/.ecl

lh.it

can

lined to sujuTsition

one

const. mtly

.illernative spelling, ol cchratana

more common cnhafanu which

is

.i

blowpipe,

Native Americans of Ihe region.

goods mentioned represent

groups despite the mission

six

w.js

to Ihe pac ific nations to missioni/e, inslruc

spelling ol Ihe

hunting weapon

ol

,

of the v.iri.ibility in spelling
I

and

the infidels (21 nacioncs) were pacific and

when

lost

documents

is .in .iltern.ite

The types

^',o

good example

in the

the Cadres

plants without cultivation {plantas sin a^ricidUi)

be especially

Zrhrctana

And

Santa Mari.i and other witnesses

without detriment to the

b.jpli/.e

common

cazcnas).

loly liaptism," but this w.is impossible because there

not possible to

a

sw.s

6)

f.

missionaries serving* the present pueblos

which

d.irts {durdos) ..nd l)l()wpipes

customers {para

of the reli}',iows

"echoetl" Cisneros in his cl.nm

desired

they m,.ke su( h as

axes, m.Kheles, knives, be.ids, needles,
lishhooks,

shirts. '"'(1712,

example

a fine

is

th..t

tr.ide

.in

exch.inge l)elween indigenous

huli.ins being "supplied" by the mission. iries since

Ihe I'ranciscans hardly were interested in pointed sticks, d.irls .ind blowpipes.
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and so recent in the faith that it is
necessary to take
prohibit them their abuses like
burning their
dead,

So the harvest was

were not

to be left

plentiful but the

singula.r care to
etc.

(1712,

f.

6-7)

workers were few since even those
converted

unattended or they would return to

their

"heathen" ways.

Cisneros's reports give us a peek into
the mission world of the Putumayo.

Since 1693, he calculated that "fourteen
Religious, priests and laybrothers,

with the zeal to reduce

infidels.

Gospel,... in the uncivilized

..

died in the holy occupation of
preaching the

mountains without succeeding

missions), they died of hunger and

want (hambre y

surprising that he continually called for

needed

to

advance

their

work

in

who

such a

more

to leave (the

necesidad)."^^

It is

not

missionaries and the supplies

fertile field

witnesses that he offered. But as

we have seen,

potential conversions of the area

were

of evangelization, as did the

Cisneros's evaluation of the

likely overly optimistic, since the Indians,

while attracted to the missions in significant numbers,
seemed to be more
interested in the material

goods they could obtain through the missionaries.

With these they established or continued trade or

alliances with other Indians

Cisneros names six of the fourteen, not knowing the others. They were: Padre
Juan Montero, Padre Diego de Cespedes, Padre Miguel Arguello, Brother Martin
"2

de

Asumpcion, Brother Juan de Jesus, and Brother Francisco Galves. The
two were Creoles, from Quito and Ambato respectively; the rest were
la

peninsulares, that

is,

bom in Spain.

(1711, 8-9).
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first

outside

ol d.rvc

oul.u

c

t

and other goods the

The

w.ll,

t

I

r.uu iscans, but

no

loss desirous ol llw t(K,ls

religious eould provide.

Abilily lo Pmvldc, 1712-1719

The
in the

form

next surviving rep<,rt eoncvrning the state ol
Ihr missions
of a petition

by Triar M.uuu'l de

S.,n bucn..vrulur.,, then

comes

to us

Pwnmuhr

of the missions, supporting the trulhlulness of the
report presented by his

predecessor,

I

riar

LucaS Kt)drigue/ de Acosta

Since Cisneros's report of 1712, but

many

"

)ust

over

years had passed

six

clianges were appaivnl wilhin the

missions.

the missions had

iiy 1719,

eventually dangerous ways

become impoverisheii

in sever.il distinct

lUienaventur.i and his witnesses

still

eleven pueblos "in the provinces of the I'utum.iyo, San Miguel .mil
but tliey are not mentioned by n.ime s.ive for

^" rius;;W/(7();/

17

and

dated January

is

l-'ebruary

I,

1719

I'his

7,

two

of them: San

document

is

locatetl in

ACX\

mentioned

Napo

Diego

1719, with witnesses testifying

and

river;
rs"

.ind Sc

on January

Sig 9431,

1

14,

All

14

subseijuent relerences lo this document will .ippear with the text as (1719,
p.).
Kodrigue/ de Acosla's report apparently was written a few ye.irs earlier in 1713

or 1716 and contained similar solicitations for the
not survived his requests
Sp.iin

on July

reijuests

S,

1716

made by

the

reve.iled in

r.udo, Sp.iin

in
I

.ire

rancisc.in,

two mil

Crown While
(

Vilnius ilecreeil

lioth decrees

however, they

left

the report has

by the King

were supportive

of

ol the

the degree ol support

up

to

the consideration of the Autiirncia of Quito, the Bishop .uul the (ubilth of the
Cliurch.
I'or

ApfMientiy, they were

copies of these rciiU

Sig. 9196,

Doc.

1,

viIulas

less

th.m forthcoming with the needed support

see Al lMKi:/l'g/K/1.2/Ko 01, Doc.

2.
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4, 22,

and ACC.

Joseph.^^ (1719, 7)

still

It

is

interesting to note that "twenty-one

on the verge of being reduced and Christianized
as

when

1712,

in 1712.

8, 9), in

ff.

that they

had

to carry the

soon

days impossible

2)

This

was such

a

few ornamenlos they did have great distances

overland and by river from town to town, which
feast

for

1719 the towns were "without

ornamcnlos to say mass, except for two of them."
(1719,

on

in

bells, vinujeras (small

water and wine of the Mass), cencers and other things
necessary

the celebration of the divine cult" (1712,

problem

But unlike

the witnesses boasted that the churches
of the towns contained

"vestments and altar cloths (omamenlos), chalices,
images,
jars for the

more nackmes" were

for all the religious

after the 1719 report, the Franciscans

and

made

the saying of

mass even

their charges. -^'^ Nevertheless,

purchased two chasubles

(cazullas) "de

Angoripola" and ivjo frontales (ornamental frontispiece for an altar) both adorned

'^

As mentioned

previously, the

Napo

river

keeps coming up

indicating that there probably were missions that
its

tributaries but

came and went on

whose administration remained under

served the main mission area of the Putumayo. There

mentioned by name but

it

is

illegible in the

in the

is

documents
the

Napo or

the missionaries
a third mission

who

town

document.

The account book seems to bear this poverty of vestments and altar cloths out.
From February, 1708 to 1718 the only omamentos listed are a "surplice of fme
wide linen made in Brittany" worth 4 pesos and two corporals with their altar

"5

worth 3p 4r bought in 1714 and 1716-17 respectively. However, as
mentioned earlier, three statues of San Francisco (26 pesos), San Bernardino
cloths

pesos) and San Antonio (7 pesos) were

made

in 1714.

probably items that were often given by individuals
religious

which would not appear

in the

As

in the

account book.

folios.
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well,

omamentos were

form of alms

ACC.

(10

Sig. 9502,

to the

various

with fringes worth over 40 pesos. Judging by what
would occur within a couple
years of these purchases, their limited resources might
have been better spent.

The poverty

of the missions, however,

is

request San Buenaventura makes of the Crown.

also revealed

by a rather unique

He petitioned

that the parish of

San Miguel de Sucumbi'os, "a small reduction" of about twenty
Indians but
former times a "city" {ciudad) and a parish served by a secular
to the Franciscans.

The reason he gives

had been abandoned by

its

priest,

in

be awarded

for the request is because this "parish"

secular priest because of

its

poverty and for more

than six years the Franciscans had been serving the few inhabitants, to confess

them and give them the sacraments, "so they do not

No doubt,

he was also interested

accompanied secular

royal decrees

Interestingly,

Napo region

to

them

"

modest stipend from the Crown

(1719, 2)

that

benefices.

While the petition does

two

in the

die without

{real

solicit

Cedulas)

the Crown's support as

won by Rodriguez

Rodriguez de Acosta also asked
be given to the Franciscans

de Acosta,"^
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a constant plea of

for the parish of Avila in the

in addition to

Sucumbios, an entreaty dropped by San Buenaventura.
See footnote 233 above.

mandated by the

San Miguel de

the

I

mncisciins;-

ncH'ck'd to

llu-

most dire poverty

"win over the Indicms."

The Christian

Sdri

of the missions

was

HuoncWonluru stated

Indi.itis that .ire foiituJ in

in m.itcri.,! ^^oods

thai:

these eleven towns need

hs M.ijesly support them .ind clothe them, because
they are
found tot.illy nude As well, with some j»ifts the volition e.in
he

that

I

.

won

of their casiqui-s and muyorulcs and

all

the other infidel Indians

of different wwr/oz/cs that are friendly (amislaclos)

make

effect of

knives, hooks, glass bc^ds
{mcniulcncius)

th.it

who

{(ihalorios)

and other odds
th.it

missions

If

cloth

Indi.ins.

Ihrough

ends

this w.iy the

is

sow

.ind ret.iin the

.idded, over 50 percent of the mission

one source of goods

For the seventeen-month period ending

Crown

.itlr.ict

These costs continued lor the mission.iries

1719, the mission.iry position as

Actu.illy, the

.uul

heles,

previous chapter, from 170S 1710 26 8 percent of the mission

expenses went to the

trouble.

to

1)

expenditures were for the g(H)ds the missionaries used to
in the

mat

gifts, like axes,

are in these provinces can preach .ind

the I^ivine Word. (1719,

in the

some

they highly esteem, so

I'adre mission.iries

Indians

come and go

their conlralos (to trade) with the Christianized
Indians,

showing them the gtK)d

As mentioned

.irul

offici.ils h.id

bcvn

for the region

in M.iy, 1719, tr.ide

fairly regul.ir in their

alms since 1714, but the I-ranciscans needed

was

in

good

p.iyments

to be ever vigilant

\\y

ol the

According to a

report by the royal officials of the Reai Hacienda y Caja of Quito, the lollowing

payments were

m.ide: 1723 pesos worth of the recjuired flour, w.ix,

s.ilt

.ind me.it

for three priests .ind three /rvjos in the missions p.iid in 1714 for the three ye.irs

from Nov

7,

1713 to Nov.

1710 to Nov.
7,

7,

1713; 601 pesos 4 reales

1715; 585 pesos 2 reales

next three years.

No

p.iymc>nt

by San iiuen.iventur.i,

l)ut

1

were paid

was m.ide

in 1719,

were paid

in 1716, 1717,

in

1715 for Nov.

and 1718

for the

perhaps prompting the petition

170 pesos 4 reales in the usual goods were p.iid

1720 for the two previous ye.irs until

Nov

162

7,

7,

1720.

in

expcnclMurcs h.,d declined to only 9.3 percent
cir,hteen months, the percent..j.e crept

5.8 percent lor the period

drop

percentage

in

ending

.irul re.«l

The IVanciscans did
Indians.

Always

to

12.(,

November

it

seems,

in

dropped sharply as

amount spending

well.

(See Table 2)

played a more import.ml role

This

ol the region

in

I

for cloth until 1721

his

is

than the F-ranciscans

knew

for the

c

loth

that

probably

Most missionaries

to

it

part of their

be barliaric and

since such blat.mt exposure of the "flesh" surely distracted one

"spirit", especially,

vow

cloth into the region, the Indians

seemed alw.iys

dressed poorly. Part of the reason for

ACC.

when

significant sine e

surmise, for those living under a

had

signific.mt

maintaining relationships l)etween missionaries

from the more important considerations of the

cloth

.«

keeping up cloth supplies

and Christianizing purpose. To be n.iked was

unredeemed

was

(See Tables 2 and 3)

considered clothing the Indians a priority, as they considered
civili/.ing

the next

l-cr

percent, but tlien plu.nnieled to

o( 1721.

amounts of goods.

bettcT,

expenses

.,11

a large proportion ot their expenses, they
man.iged to sustain

relatively consistant real

and natives

in

up

ol

of ch.istity

this

for the Indians.

Sig. 9502,

various

folios.
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one might

How

of

n.ikeii or at least to

be

Despite a ctmslanl

to

might be

bv

in

the cultural

meanings the

As commodities of exchange between missionaries
and

Indians,

doth and

ornamentation items such as beads are perhaps
the most interesting and
analytically

the

chaUenging to consider. While the missionaries
merely put beads

same phrase with "other

trinkets" (y otros hujmas), the

in

Western Tukano

peoples they were evangelizing, in particular the
ancestors of the Siona, viewed

beads as having

far

more important

cultural value.

For example, according to

Langdon, "the Siona maintained customs of elaborate
omamention

that probably

date back to the precontact period and incorporate some
Western elements such
as glass beads and metal coins," both goods the missionaries
Indians.

"Neck ornamentation

hundreds of strands of beads
like

tied in

was far from what the

the

predominantly of

choker fashion about the neck." The tunic-

cusma was probably introduced by the Franciscans, but

Siona

and

for both sexes consisted

commonly gave

its

meaning

to the

missionaries had in mind. The elaborate designs

different colors of their cusmas reflected the clothing

painted on the faces of the different

spirit

and the

different motifs

people of the Siona cosmos. Through

yage rituals and the intercession of a shaman, Siona people saw

how the spirit

people dressed and sought to emulate them, hoping that they too would be

2«

For a discussion of

shell

beads as a "primitive valuable"

in the

Orinoco Basin

see Rafael A. Gasson, "Quiripas and Mostacillas: The Evolution of Shell Beads as
a

Medium of Exchange in Northern South America,"

609.
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Ethnohistory, 47:3A, 581-

beautiful

and

attractive - "attributes that are
helpful

when

dealing with spirits or

other people. "241

Significantly, Taylor points out the

importance of cotton

most common items brought by the missionaries
upper Amazon region remarking

that

cloth,

one of the

for the Indians, in the

whole

from the early U^^ century "the yard of

rough cotton materia! became the standard unit
of payment

to the

worker

Indians of the lowlands and remained so until
the early twentieth century."2«
Since the missionaries constantly complained
about the nudity of the Indians,
quite possible that cloth also

IS

it

became the means of exchange between mission

Indians and other "infidel" groups, although there

is

no

specific

mention of

its

use in this way.

Regardless of the different cultural views and meanings
concerning cloth

and the goods, the missionaries supplied
these were no longer

all

that

to the Indians a constant

was needed according

to the missionaries.

Rodriguez de Acosta and San Buenaventura petitioned the Crown

goods needed

to

win over the

caciques

supply of

Both

for the usual

and support the trade with the

unconverted Indians, but they also requested something new, an escort of twelve

See

E.

Wear,"

Jean Langdon, "Siona Clothing and Adornment,

in

You Are What You

The Fabrics of Culture: The Anthropology of Clothing and Adornment. (The

Hague: Mouton Publishers,
242

or.

1979), 297-311.

Taylor, "The Western Margins of Amazonia. ..," 216.
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The missionaries needed protection from

soldiers.

such as the Charaguayes
of the

and

17"^

century

-

most

who had

killed Christians,

same Charuayes

likely the

or Andaki of the turn

neutralized the Caqueta missions

and carried

women and

off

Buenaventura and his witnesses claimed

were

the unconverted Indians,

that

-

who assaulted

children as slaves.

San

guns terrorized the Indians and

effective in suppressing the "infidels."
Clearly,

guns were not

all

that

was

needed, since the Franciscans had been bringing escopetas
(shotguns), though not
soldiers, into the missions since the turn of the

no evidence they ever used
had them

for protection

their

guns

and probably

"noise" that the Franciscans could

Indians

was no longer

"^ACC.

Sig. 9431, 1-2.

This, of course,

is

sufficient

18'*^

century. 2*'- Although there

directly against the Indians, they certainly

for

hunting as

make with

well.

I

lowever, by 1719, the

their

own guns

to terrify the

and soldiers were

called for.

One

witness went

evidence supporting the existence of a regional slaving

system that involved Spaniards, Portuguese and different indigenous groups.
2*-^

From 1705

cannons

to 1720, the Franciscans

purchased 13 "shotguns"

{escopetas

),

2

and repaired or bought 8 cajas de escopetas Including shot,
gun powder, gunlocks and repairs, over 762 pesos were spent on weapons and
their

(cafiom's),

.

accoutrements for

seemed

a

gun was

is

this period, all but

63 pesos spent from 1709 to 1720.

part of each missionaries' "kit."
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It

so far to say that "only with escopetas are the
missionaries able to reduce these
Indians; the Cross

not enough."

is

The missionaries were not only
they had admitted

many

afraid of hostile non-mission Indians.

times before, their

own

As

mission Indians had to be kept

contented with the goods that they gave them.
By the beginning of 1719, the
Franciscans were sounding desperate, and for
good reason. The well of essential
items,

which had played

system that was

still

a

key role

in

maintaining them in the regional exchange

significantly controlled

by indigenous

participants,

was

running dry. By 1721, the eleven towns "serviced" by the
Franciscans had
decreased in number to seven.

May of 1721

In

The Revolt

it

^^igg

^-^^

improve, disaster might ensue.

did.

of 1721

On June 9,

1721, Brother Joseph

Moreno de Jesiis y Maria, one

of the

Franciscan missionaries in the Putumayo, wrote to San Buenaventura, explaining

how

the "sweet-smelling roses" that the "farmers of the missions"

turned into red carnations from the

2««

ACC.

Sig. 9431, 14.

spilt

"these Indians"

grew "had

blood of four of his religious

seems

to refer to

all

the unconverted

Indians of the region, not just the Charaguayes.

Archivo Nacional de Historia, Quito, ANH-PQ-Rlg, 1722-IV-23,
5, folio 5.
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caja 13, carpeta

companions."2« Moreno's "flowers" were the
neophyte Indians

two weeks before on May

22, rose

Miguel river and kiUed two

up

in a coordinated revolt along the
San

two

priests,

who just over

lay brothers,

two Spanish laymen and

four Indian assistants, of which at least two were
interpreters. The most

was reserved

"glorious death"

for the comisario or superior of the missions.

Father Lucas Rodriguez de Acosta,

wounds from

clubs and darts"

who

along with the usual "blows and

was lanced repeatedly and then thrown into

a

leaky canoe to perish in the ruiming waters of the San Miguel.
The other
Franciscan martyrs were Padre Miguel Marin, Brother Joseph de
Jesus and

Brother Juan Garzon.^^^

This coordinated uprising of several
the near

abandonment

of the missions for

Putumayo native groups

two years.

resulted in

While the decrease in the

quantity of goods the missionaries could offer the Indians of the missions and the

surrounding area certainly did not cause the uprising single-handedly,
role to play, as did the relationships

groups of the region.

It is

and

alliances

quite clear that not

all

it

had a

between the indigenous

the Indians of the mission

towns

2« Ibid.

2«

ANH-PQ-Rlg,

1722-IV-23, caja 13, carpeta

5, folios 4-5.

^ Expenses of the missions for 1721 and 1722 were only 753 pesos,
pesos respectively.

1 real

These are well below previous expenditures. ACC.

various fohos.
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and 408

Sig. 9502,

supported the

revolt,

though

it

seems a majority

did.

At

least

one native

"governor" Hed to the nearest "Spanish
town" of Sucumbios to warn the
inhabitants of the revolt. Perhaps the
Indians closest to Sucumbios

threatened by Spanish retaUation which

dampened

felt

most

their desire to expel the

Franciscans.

The uprising did indeed lead

to a punitive expedition

by

local

encomenderos from Sucumbios that resulted in
the death of six so-called
"insHgators"

last

town and

little

who were caught in San Joseph trying

the closest to Sucumbios. This harsh
vengeance, however, gave

security to Padre Joseph Moreno,

"Even with

this

all

who candidly wrote to his superior:

punishment... we were not safe because

intentions of the Indians...!

they are

to spread the revolt to this

do not

trust

them and

I

we don't know the

am very suspicious because

the same." Moreno, however, offered no real
explanations for the

rebellion.

Another Franciscan,

town

five

reasons.

Friar

Matheo de

months before the uprising due

He believed

to instruct the Indians

that

Valencia,

who had

to illness, did offer

left his

mission

two possible

an increased diligence on the part of the missionaries

how

to pray,

morning and afternoon, was very tedious

the natives. Previously, the missionaries had merely passed through each
for a

few days, without teaching them with such

169

formality.

for

town

He himself had had

a

close encounter after "reprimanding
an Indian with

prayer as was

and

left

tf,e

custom. Tl^e Indian came

for not

coming

to

witf, a big stick, threatened
Valencia

"snorting in a rage." Valencia
beUeved he

had reacted against

words"

would have been killed

if

he

this behavior.

For Valencia, a stronger motive for
the revolt was due to the
removal of
thirty "principales" or leading

type of journey was

drum up support
Audiencia.

On

the

men of the missions to be confirmed

made periodically,

for the missions

way back

not just to confirm Indians, but
also to

from the leading

Napo

these Native Americans were afraid that
they

homes

in the

caused them to

Putumayo and

revolt.

region. According to Valencia,

relocated in the Napo.

it is

unclear

if

had "supposedly-

would be permanently taken from

He also mentioned how,

warfare was occurring, though

more than 2000

citizens of the capital of the

to their towns, these Indians

volunteered to do some road work in the

their

in Quito. This

It

was

this fear that

previous to the revolt, intertribal

the mission Indians (that

is,

the

souls in seven towns which included Seones,
Piacomos, Ocora^os

and Encabellados) were involved.
closest missions to

Valencia, nevertheless, had faith that the

Sucumbios could be revived and

again instruct the Indians and give them

tools,
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two

that the missionaries could

but only

if

an armed escort

supported those

His observations are valuable. They
point

efforts.^^

to the

inherent problems of imposing Christianity
on Indian neophytes and also give

some credence

to the

view

local encomenderos held

The encomenderos of Sucumbios saw the
area of the Franciscans

all

concerning the uprising.

revolt as

an opportunity

The governor of Popayan charged

together.

to rid the

that the

Franciscans bought and sold Indians, and that
they also cheated the Indians in
their trade

with them. More

specifically, the encomenderos

accused the

Franciscans of trying to take back axes, machetes
and other gifts from the
Christianized mission Indians, which infuriated them
and caused the revolt. The

encomenderos exaggerated the cost of the "fruitless"
missions to the

bemoaned

the fact that

some their own encomendado

Indians,

Crown and

which they had sent

to aid the missionaries threatened in

San Joseph, took

The encomenderos were indeed

toward the Franciscans, but mostly because

the Franciscans

bitter

were a hindrance

to their

off

own economic activities.

For both Moreno's and Valencia's testimony above see
carpeta

5, ff. 5-10.

It is

also possible that a

and never returned.

ANH.

crackdown on the

PQ-Rig, Caja

13,

practice of

polygamy might have played a role in the revolt. It is mentioned in an oftenpublished 1739 report by the Provincial Bartolome Ochoa de Alacano. However,
his report

is

replete with factual

suspect, especially since

it is

and chronological errors that make this assertion
not mentioned by any of the eyewitnesses of the

revolt.

ANH.

PQ-Rlg, Caja

13, carpeta 5,

ff.

56-57.
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The procurador
charges and

in

of the missions, San F^uenaventura,
responded to these

doing so also shed some

light

on the 1721

denied the governor's charge that the Franciscans traded
said that in the past

it

was

the cncomenderos

who had

whom
to

when

the latter

the cncomenderos had enslaved.

make slaves of the sons and daughters

executed for the

revolt.

"orphans", supposedly by their

for the

"humans", but rather

towards the

to the missions Indians

that the

Spaniards were going

of the six "ringleaders" that they

Again, they were impeded by the missionaries.

However, San Buenaventura admitted

devout persons"

felt

had removed

He claimed

in

He categorically

taken Indians as slaves. San

Buenaventura argued that the enmity the encometideros
missionaries began in 1699,

revolt.

own

that the Franciscans

had removed some

free will, to live with "benefactors

purpose of "maintaining them where the

faith

rooted" - an admission that reveals the Franciscans were not whololy
"trafficking" in

humans. Also admitted was

mission Indians, expecting them back

them.-'^'

Perhaps

when

and

was more

immune

to

the practice of "lending" tools to the

the Indians had finished with

this shift to "lending" instead of "giving"

was necessary due

to

the reduced supplies to which the missionaries had access during the three years

preceding the

ANH.

revolt.

PQ-RIg, Caja

13,

carpeta

14, folios 1-11
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The encomenderos

of

Sucumbios

lost their bid to shut

which would conHnue with the support of
the royal
significantly, the missionaries

had requested

them

never received their

in 1719. Interestingly, the

after the revolt of 1721 as

down

treasury,

escolta of

the missions

though

twelve soldiers they

bishop of Quito refused to grant

it

to

weU. But vengeance was taken.

Here again the dynamics involved are suggestive
of

interactions not

wholely controlled or even inspired by the missionaries
themselves. After the
revolt, the Franciscans took a

was done, however, with

to reassert themselves in the region.
This

significant participation of certain indigenous
groups.

Sometime before March of
(again, indicating a

few years

1725, the

Hocomacas, led by

Western Tukano group),

in

their cacique,

Hocoguaje,

alUance with the numerous

Encabellados, punished the aggressors and drove them out
of San Diego, the

mission town affected by the revolt. Only after

perhaps a

territorial battle

Franciscans to go

punitve expedition, or

between competing indigenous groups, were the

down with six canoes and

pursue the agressors and

this

last

install the

six

Hocomacas

Spaniards and their cannons, to

in the retaken

town of San

Diego. Afterward, the cacique of the Hocomacas immediately sent his son to the
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Franciscans to get shirts and linens to dress
themselves and protect them from
the

swarms

of insects.^

In their reports, the Franciscans often
claimed that

sought out the missionaries. This was probably

true.

many Indian groups

The missionaries always

described these requests by the Indians as proof that
they were eager to be

converted to the Holy Word. But considering the
weak hold Catholicism held in
the region,

I

would suggest another

end of the 17* and

explanation.

into the 18* centuries,

different indigenous groups,

who had

was

The upper Putumayo by

a frontier region in which

the

many

already been exposed to metal tools and

other goods, desired these goods and sought them out?^
There existed inter- and
intra-regional trade

and

alliance

networks that incorporated many regions and

peoples including different European groups over time. The
Franciscans were

one of these groups and,
only one of

many

far

from being dominant actors

peoples with their

own agendas and

in the region,

they were

cultures. Disease,

^ Archivo Provincial del Convento de San Francisco, Quito. 9-2

vii.

Informe de

mision de Sucumbios para Nuestro Padre Reverendo fray Juan Peres Guerrero,

Sucumbios,

20-ffl-l 725, folios

2 1 -24.

^ Taylor says as much about the pre-mission period as well: "Contrary to the
stock notion received from Creole historiography, the conquistadores were more
often than not received peacefully, though warily, by Amazonian peoples; in

some cases they were in

fact invited to settle in Indian territory.

At

first

the

Indians were eager to establish stable trading relations with the whites, in order
to ensure regular access to the material

brought with them, while
disease."

at

and nonmaterial goods the Europeans
the same time striving to avoid enslavement and

"The Western Margins...,"

218.
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warfare, inter-tribal feuding, slaving
and trade were competing
motivations for

the different actors

on a dynamic

frontier stage

a supportive rather than a leading
role.

By

interaction in the region, the
Franciscans

on which the missionaries played

1721, after less than thirty years
of

and the Native American groups had

neither created a "mission culture"
nor a "middle ground," but the
rest of the

century was

The idea

still

before them.^^fi

of a "mission culture"

is

that of

David Block's espoused

in his Mission

Culture on the Upper Amazon: Native Tradition, Jesuit Enterprise,
and Secular Policy
in Moxos, 1660-1880. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 1994). As

previously mentioned, the concept of the "middle ground" comes from
Richard
White's The Middle Ground. These concepts are similar in that they both
entail a

process of cultural borrowing and modification among Europeans and
indigenous groups that created a new cultural space between competing empires
or groups. While cultural changes were no doubt occurring in the Putumayo

mission region, by 1721 something akin to a "mission culture" or even a
discernible "middle ground" is not visible in the available documentation.
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CHAfTER

5

THE END OF THE QUITENO PHASE,
The

revolt of

1

721

was

1721-1753

a significant setback for the
missionaries of Saint

Francis in the Putumayo. Most of
"their" mission towns were lost
and

it

took

several years to solidly reestablish their
presence in the region. However,
within

the next decade, they

would not only re-found

their missions

on the Putumayo

but expand their enterprises into the
Caqueta region as well. The mission period

ending

in

1753 marked the end of the "Quiteno" phase,
that

would no longer be based
in

Popayan from which

in

Quito; but they opened a

new

to launch their vocations. This

quick transition. Complications with the "altemativa",

was

is,

the missionaries

College of Missions

neither a

rivalries

smooth nor

between

Franciscans, and scandalous behavior, which
included smuggling,

all

contributed to difficulties that clearly limited their ability
to expand and

manage

their missions.

"7

"The altemativa

to the

main

signified the forced alternate election of Spaniards

offices in the provinces (of Spanish

and Peruvian

and Creoles

friars) irrespective

of superior qualifications or superior numbers." For a detailed discussion
of

its

underhanded imposition upon Creole Franciscan friars of the provinces of Peru,
of which the province of Quito was a part, by their fellow peninsular Franciscans,
see Antonine Tibesar, O.F.M., "The Altemativa:

A Study in Spanish-Creole

Relations in Seventeenth-Century Peru," The Americas, 11(3), 229-283.
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Reestablishing the Missions, 1721-1725

The Franciscan missionaries did not mourn

their slain

companions long

before they endeavoured to set up, once
again, mission towns on the
Putumayo.

The

revolt of

May 22,

1

721, forced the

temporary withdrawal of Padre Joseph

Moreno, but he soon returned accompanied
by Padre Pedro Guizado, the new
Comisario or superior of the missions.
Padre Buenaventura Villapanilla, Padre

Juan Guillermo del

Mendez and

Castillo,

Brother

Padre Francisco Javier Soto, Brother Thomas

Domingo de Luna. Padre Juan

continued to be a missionary

with good will by
presence

at least

in the

all.

in the

this

Bahamonde

also

region.^ But their re-entry was not greeted

The Franciscans had

Putumayo, and

Vitorio

to use force in order to solidify their

was only

possible through the cooperation of

two indigenous groups.

In 1725 the Franciscans

began a multi-faceted retribution campaign

against the so-called "aggressors" of the 1721 revolt.^^
According to

"8

The

exact dates of the Franciscans' re-entry into the region

ascertain.

Compte

indicates the majority

went back together

is difficult

in 1725.

to

However,

according to the account book of the missions, various supplies were purchased
for Friars Domingo Luna, Juan Bahamonde, Joseph Moreno, and Guillermo
del

sometime between October 24, 1723 and November 20, 1724. Alacano
indicates this group entered the region in 1724; this time, he appears to be
correct. See Compte, 1886, 30; ACC Sig. 9502,
66; and Alacano, 106.
Castillo

f.

2w

Archivo Provincial del Convento de San Francisco (APCSF), Quito. 9-2
Informe de mision de Sucumbios para Nuestro Padre Reverendo fray Juan Peres
Guerrero, Sucumbios, 20-III-1725, folios 21-24. This
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is

indeed a fascinating

vii.

eyewitnesses, the culprits of the 1721 uprising were
initially pursued by the

Hocomacas, whose

cacique

Hocoguaque was

with the Franciscans. This group was
part of them,26o

interested in establishing relations

with the Encabellados, or

allied

who together were strong enough in number and fighting ability

to kill the "aggressors"

and

and drink

"eat their flesh

their blood... without

pardoning the young and the innocent infants or women"

As another phase
six

at least a

of punishment,

it

who

seems that sometime

did not

flee.^^i

in April of 1725,

canoes were outfitted with cannons {canones) and firearms {hocas
defuego),

document, but not

by the witnesses

is

entirely straightforward.

The chronology of events suggested
vague, but the testimonies were given in March, 1725.

Interestingly, these "agressors" are not

they were

members

named

document but one assumes

in this

of at least four different groups. According to various copies

of Alacano's 1739 report. Padre Lucas Rodriguez de Acosta

Ceones (most

likely ancestors of the Siona),

was killed by the
who mortally wounded him and

then burnt him in his house; Padre Miguel Marin, died at the hands of the
Ocorazos; Brother Juan Garzon at the hands of the Encabellados; and Brother

Joseph de Jesus was killed by the Piacomos. See Alacano, 106; and Compte, 1886,
27. However, not all copies of Alacano's report mentions the manner of death
the missionaries endured, nor does Alacano's description of the death of Padre

Rodriguez de Acosta corroborate with the account given by Brother Joseph
Moreno, a missionary at the time of the revolt, who claimed Padre Rodriguez
was lanced repeatedly and then thrown into a leaky canoe to perish in the
running waters of the San Miguel River. See Archivo Nacional de Historia,
Quito,

ANH-PQ-Rlg,

report

is full

2" It

seems

1722-IV-23, caja 13, carpeta

of inaccuracies, Moreno's account

that the Encabellados, a large

Since Alacano's

likely the

more

group by

in terms of their intra-group relationships since

who

is

5, folio 5.

it

all

reliable.

accounts, were not cohesive

was

a

number

of Encabellados

apparently not only killed but "ate" {comiendosele a pedazos) Brother Juan

Garzon during the

APCSF,

revolt of 1721.

Quito. 9-2

vii.

Informe de mision,
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ff.

21-24.

powder and munitions, "paid
came from San Diego de
two were provided by

for

by the Padre

los Canelos,

Comisario."

Two of the canoes

two from San Joseph de

the Comisario Padre Juan

las

Bahamonde; they were manned

by Indians from those towns, the "heathen" Hocomacas,
and by

who were paid

with twelve patacones

(pesos), their supplies,

and arquebuses. Once the region was

numbered 164

"pacified," the

gentiles,

six

Spaniards

powder, ammunition

Hocomacas,

who

people, were to settle at the disposition of the Padre
Comisario.^^^

The dynamics of this punitive expedition
relationships

Piedras and

is

suggestive of complex

between the Franciscans, Christianized or mission Indians and

or heathen non-Christian Indians. Apparently, five
Christianized

Indians had, a year and a half earlier, "descended into heathendom"
(bajado.
gentilidad) to

.

.d la

keep watch and reconnoitre where the "aggressors" of 1721

"stopped" (paraban).

When they returned

Hocomacas, some kind of deal was made
their allies the Encabellados,

with five families of heathens from the
in

which the Hocomacas, together with

would destroy the aggressors and then be granted

a

mission of their own. Unfortunately, the Christianized Indians are not identified.

The two towns mentioned in this document appear to be the "San Joseph
de Aguese" and "San Diego de Yantaguajes" closest to Sucumbios at the time of
2«2

Ibid.

the 1721 uprising, although by 1725 they were

known as "San Joseph

of the

Piedras (Stones)" and "San Diego of the Canelos" (Canelos likely being
indicative of another indigenous group). This

is

an example of the various

names and name changes common in the documents concerning
and indigenous group names. See Compte, 1886, 30-31.
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place

names

and while they worked
control.

Moreover,

operation.

It

was

for the Franciscans, they

civilian

their direct

Spaniards were also intimately involved

the Franciscans'

Joseph de Torres Osorio,

were hardly under

first

in the entire

and principal eyewitness, Capitan Don

who accompanied

the

initial

group of Hocomacas

above, together with their cacique, from San Diego
to Sucumbi'os, where they
stayed four days and were viewed with so

accompanied by two Spaniards with

their

much

suspicion that Torres

was

arquebuses and the five Christian

Indians on his return trip to San Diego.

With the apparent "success" of the punitive expedition, financed
and
least partially orchestrated

by Comisario Bahamonde, the Hocomacas were

return to San Diego where

some of them had remained,

rehenes), to settle.-" All

we are told

Indian boy to San Diego to inform

is

that cacique

friar

San Diego "when the Padres sent them

and

2"

free themselves

The

mision,

text
f.

is

24);

to

possibly as hostages {en

Hocoguaque

Bahamonde

that they

sent a

young

would return

shirts (and) linens to dress

to

themselves

from the multitude and swarms of gnats and venomous

obscure in the original document (APCSF, Quito. 9-2

however,

in the

same document given

vii.

Informe de

in Varones Uustres, the

appropriate passage indicates the "Ocomacas" "sf suben d poblar d

esta

Mision a

disposicion de dicho P. Comisario para lo cual han dejado en rehenes algunos hijos
y

parientes."

at

Compte (1886),

34.
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"

mosquitoes."initial

If

relationship

the threat of coercion in the form
of "hostages"

between the Hocomacas and the Franciscans,

Hocomacas were quite comfortable with

more complex and seemed

this;

to hinge, in part,

or

more

on the

lilcely,

was part

it

of the

seems the

the relationship

was

ability of the Franciscans to

provide cloth to these Nattve Americans.^
In addition, the aUiance between
the

Hocomacas and Encabellados is suggestive of wider
which the documents reveal few

inter-group relaHons about

details.

The Missions, 1726-1739
Soon

after the

upper Putumayo was "re-padfied"

continue their work there, they also began to

make

for the Franciscans to

inroads into the Caqueta

region - an area in which they had unsuccessfully
laboured previously but had

abandoned

for

cacique of the

more than 25

Mocoas and

years. In response to "insistent requests" from
the

the capitdn of the Yaguanongas, Padres Martin

Huydobro and Juan Miranda were
reliable" 1739 report of

2«

APCSF, Quito.

9-2

sent to them. According to the "less-than-

Padre Alacano,

vii.

six

Informe de mision,

towns were founded

f.

camizetas liensos par poder vestirse y librarse de
mosquitos ponsonosos.

24.
la

in 1725:

"...quando los P.s

les

multitud y exambre de

San

remitan
los Jejenes

y

seems the Franciscan were able to do just that quite quickly after the 1721
debacle. For example, doth expenditures, while modest for 1722, rose during the
2« It

next three years (1723-25) to an average of approximately 380p 3r per year, well

above the 314p 2r approximate average per year doth expenditure
1721 period. See Table

4.
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for the 1705-

Antonio de Padua del Gran Caqueta of the
Mocoa Indians, Arcangel San Miguel
of the Yaguanongas, San Rafael of the
Mandures, San Luis of the Andaquies or

Choroaes, Nuestra Senora de los Angeles
of the Chufies, and Santa Clara
of the
Xayos.^^

With the news of these "successes," Padre
Antonio Bernardino Semanate

and Padre Agusti'n Teran were sent together
with Padre Javier Soto and Brother

Tomas Mendez,

these last

two

arriving from the

Putumayo missions

in 1726.

Alacano credited Padre Teran with foundmg the
seventh Caqueta mission of San
Bernardino of the Caguanes located
entered the Caqueta.

By

at the

mouth

of the

Caguan

1728, the mciones of the Sapallos,

relations

had

at least

these and the rest of the "nations that in

been

initiated,

it

Hachas Oachas),

Lusones (Surones), Tamas or Payugagees (Puyugajees), were

meaning non-violent

river as

"pacified,"

with the hope that

numerous crowds extend along

the

banks of the Great Caqueta" could be reduced.

^'^

Alacano, 107-108. Since Alacano's report

is

about the only document

concerning these missions that was published more than once, the spellings for
the names of towns and indigenous groups varies widely. For example Llanos

and Pineda

(33) offer the following variations: Arcangel

San Miguel de

los

Yaguanojas, San Luis de los Andakies o Charubaes, Santa Clara de los Chufias,
and Santa Clara de los Yapuas. See Table 5.
Alacano, 108, Llanos and Pineda, 33-34; and Compte (1886),
Alacano, 108;

Compte

(1886), 55.
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30.

According to Franciscan expenditures,

was an

active period of missionizing. There

the

number and

the

new

cost of metal

it

does appear that 1726

was

a

marked increase

to 1729

especially in

goods bought and presumably distributed
among

neophytes, not only along the reestablished
towns of the Putumayo but

perhaps even more importantly along the
Caqueta. For example, eight knives

were purchased during the 1722-1725 period;
and 288

to 156, 192

and

steel,

for the years 1726, 1727,

presumably

for the

mission town, were bought

compared

making of

in large

this

number jumped

significantly

and 1728-29 respectively.

tools,

Bulk

indispensable for setting up a

iror

new

quantiHes during the same 1726-29 period

to the preceding five years. (See Table
6) Smaller metal items

were

also purchased in bulk during this period: 26,000
"abuxas capoteras" or darning

needles and 16,000 pins

distributed to

all

(alfileres)

the Indians

to

be

exact.

Items such as these were probably

who employed them

in

many ways besides

sewing," such as refashioning them into fishhooks, an item conspicuously

See Table

what

6.

Unfortunately, the account book

tallies

are not consistent about

constituted a "fiscal year" for the Franciscan missions.

Most often the
were many exceptions

accounting ran from November to November, but there
with "fiscal years" running from November to January or July to January on
several occasions. For the sake of simplicity, I have arranged the tables to reflect

"approximate years" as they appear

in the

account book, with single years

generally reflecting a period of time greater than half a year and two-year spans

respresenting periods of approximately a year and a
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half.

missing, except for a small donation
of ten dozen in 1729, from

tf,e

account book

entries for this period.

Another indication
purchase

and then

generally bestowed

None of these
in the

upon

caciques

and other principales

to

win

was

the

their favour.

From January 1727

1721.271

made more purchases

to early 1730 the

of a "religious" nature, such as rosaries

for statues of

Mary and Joseph, than had been made

this period

seems

During

the missions of the

270

for the Franciscans

items had been purchased, at least they
were not entered as such

Franciscans also

likely

good year

an additional ten camisetas. These
types of items were

later

account book, since

and materials

a

of three shirts {camisetas), three hats
"from Betun" and six sashes o

first

belts {fajasl

was

that 1726

working

it

that eight to ten Franciscans

Putumayo and Caqueta

in the latter area

were working

any one time. Four

to six

and about the same number persevered

ACC.

Sig. 9502,

ff.

69, 72, 73, 77, 78,

ACC.

Sig. 9502,

ff.

69, 71.

The

at

since 1721.272

first

and

in

were
in the

79.

three shirts are described as "coloured

shirts of serge for the caziques" (tres camisetas de sarga Colorado
para los caziques)

and were worth 10 pesos 4.5

reales.

Cleariy, these

subsequent ten shirts that were purchased for
for

1

were of

better quality than the

peso each, mostly

likely destined

men

of lesser perceived importance. In addition to the shirts, hats and sashes,
three pen knives, three pairs of scissors and six flints were also itemized very
close to the former entries. These sorts of items

three caciques. Fajas or sashes

may also have been

were probably given out

to "lesser" Indians as

well, since there are other entries for another 56 fajas during the
69, 70.

272

ACC.

Sig. 9502,

ff.

72-80.
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given to the

same

period,

ff.

Putumayo. Wherever they were, the
missionaries moved around and came
out
of the missions, on occasion

making the long

trip to

Pasto and even to Quito.

However, the missionaries were not the only
Spaniards entering the Caqueta
missions, often referred to as the

peso expenditure

in 1729

was

Mocoa

A curious five

mission, at this time.

"for the Royal Provision that

that no Spaniards enter the mission of
Mocoa."2^3

was obtained

indicates that times

not changed the lack of good will between
missionaries and at

people

who operated

in this frontier area. Unfortunately,
the

elucidate the reason for this "Spaniards-not-welcome"

had the royal

Quito place

officials in

at the

The missions were seemingly well
and Putumayo by the

much

peoples with

whom

life

mat

least

had

some lay

documents do not

that the Franciscans

door of the Mocoa mission.

established again in both the Caqueta

1730s. Unfortunately,

of a glance at the everyday

in order

few documents survive

that give us

of the missionaries or the indigenous

they interacted. There are indications, however, that the

years 1726-1739 were relatively quiet and were characterized by stability
and

growth. This

is

by no means a

certainty

and some explanation of

"stability" is

warranted.

What

is

meant by

stability is that there

appears to have been no serious

uprisings against the Franciscans by the different native groups of the region.

Ibid.,

f.

78.

de Mocoa."

"Para

la Rl.

Prov.n que se saco para que no entren espanoles en

My emphasis.
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la

mision

The Franciscans were able
keep Indians

in

And

that there

it

seems

to maintain reasonable levels of
supplies to attract

and around the mission towns and even
were

a small but consistent,

of missionaries actually working in the
missions.

to

found new ones.

though

What

and

insufficient,

number

points to these

conclusions?

First of

insurrections

all,

and martyrdoms tend

to be

prominent

in the

documentation. Neither are mentioned. Admittedly,
the documentation

is

very

limited for the 1726-1739 period. Alacano
does not mention any upheavals for
this period,

problems

and a

either.

closer look at the account

book gives no indication

For example, a decrease in expenditures

is

of major

clearly noted in the

years before and after the general uprising of 1721 and they
do not really

rebound

until 1726.

Along

this line of reasoning, there is

evidence that might indicate trouble sometime

These periods, as divided up
total

in 1730-31

in the account book,

circumstantial

and again

in 1733-34.

showed marked decreases

in

expenditures which might indicate a lack of activity on the part of the

missionaries. In addition, starting in 1732

years, there

is

an apparent increase

in the

and continuing

number

of guns

purchased by the Franciscans, possibly indicating trouble

However, both the 1730-31 and the 1733-34 periods
by

some

"fiscal

for the next three

and ammunition
in the missions.

are preceded and followed

years" of large expenditures, implying no major disruption in
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missionary activity so that these years, while
appearing ^ean" or "troubled,"

may have just benefitted from surpluses fi-om the
plenty.

(See Tables

4, 6,

and

preceding years of apparent

7)

Also, despite Franciscan requests for
further aid, the Royal Treasury

seems

have been quite reUable and regular with

to

its

yearly alms or stipend for

the missions. In a report dated April
20, 1743, the royal treasury officials of

Quito indicated in specific
Franciscans in meat,

of 1689.

detail the

salt, flour,

annual socorro that they gave to the

wax and

The report covered the period

wine, as stipulated by the Royal Cedula

ft-om 1710 (the disbursement for this year

came only

in 1714, the treasury admitting

payments)

to

November

7,

1739;

and

it

was

three years behind in their

after 1714 the ti-easury

was no more than

a

year in arrears of their royal obligation,

Despite the regular receipt of these royal alms, the Franciscans
nevertheless complained that they were inadequate, and they were correct.
The

Crown provided

Despite

only the bare

minimum and even

my conclusion above,

there

is

less.

The Franciscans were

a puzzling entry in 1732

describe the barter or trade of a saddle, a "consecrated altar

corporals for a shotgun!

(llevo

una escopeta y pagtie por

ara consagrada, una bolsa rica con sus corporales),

ACC.

ella

which seems to
slab," and a bag of

una

Sig. 9502,

silla
f.

de cavdgar, una

83.

A

"corporal", in this sense, refers to a sacred linen doth on which are placed the
eucharistic elements during the saying of a mass.

2^AHMRE/PQ/R/1.2./Ro
de

las

01,

Doc

10, 38-41.

[Quito, 6-Xn-l 734/16- VH-l 750.

misiones de Sucumbi'os que estan a cargo de
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la

Autos

Religion de San Frandsco.]

constantly trying to get

it

to give

them more, even asking

such as metal implements and cloth not
mentioned

in the

specifically for

Royal Cedula. My 1732,

the Padre Comisario of the missions.
Friar Buenaventura Villapanilla,

when he petitioned

different tack

the

Crown

goods

tric^l

a

asking directly for 300 pesos per

missionary instead of the approximately 550
pesos worth of the usual items Ihey

were then

receiving.

not only the

an increase

lUit

Pointing out that there were ten
missionaries working in

Putumayo

in royal

but also

in

Mocoa, Villapanilla was

effectively asking for

support to 3000 pesos per year, an increase of
nearly

Villapanilla

was

correct to ask for

more even based on

600%!-^^"

the 1689 Cedula.

Despite their regularity, the Crown's contributions
to the Franciscans were
actually less than they should have been.

based on the number of religious working

number

to

be

In actuality the

and was often more than

was apportioned

wax and

royal treasury

in the missions.

- three priests and three laybrothers

six

in the original Cedula.

given

The

the

six,

its

calculation

They assumed the

which

is

what appeared

of missionaries varied over time

probably being ten since 1726. While each religious

same amount

a bottle of

number

-

made

of meat,

salt

wine each per year

and

flour,

only the priests were

to help celebrate the

mass which

laybrothers could not do. There were ten religious in the missions by 1732

ACC.

Sig. 9196,

but references to

f.

it

24.

are

when

Unfortunately, Villapanilla's 1732 report did not survive

made by

appears that his report was

less

the King in his response to

than thorough.

88

it.

As we

shall see,

it

Villapanilla wrote,

were

legos,

and there had been

the rest being priests.

for

some time. No more than two

Not only had

the

Crown been

of these

short-changing

the Franciscans four or five priestly shares
of meat, salt and flour, but they
were
also receiving

up

to five bottles of

wine and

five arrobas (125

pounds) of wax

less

than they should have received per year. Of
course, any shortfalls were up to the
Franciscans and their benefactors to

make

up. This they did at a significant cost.

For example, during the ten-year period from 1726
to 1735, the
Franciscans spent considerable

sums on both

have been provided by the Crown.
salt "six"

salt

On average,

and wine, items

in

that should

addition to the 24 arrobas of

missionaries received from the King, the Franciscans purchased

another 20.6 arrobas or nearly 520 pounds per year at an average
cost of 9.2 reales
per arroba, which was almost double the cost of 5 reales per arroba
the

used from the original 1689

Cedw/fl.

(See Table 8)

something the Franciscans could not afford
essential food item as well as

The Franciscans were
item, even

to be short

on

since

an important trade commodity

also cheated

when

by Royal estimates of 15 pesos per

same decade

As mentioned

it

came

botija

earlier, salt

it

still

was

was an

in the

to wine.

Crown

Amazon.

An expensive

(earthenware jug), during the

the missionaries purchased an average of

two

(1.8) extra

jugs above

the three they received. However, they paid an average of 19 pesos 4 reales per
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jug, or 30 per cent

in

wax

more than

the

for each priest probably

Crown

was not

estimated to be the cost.- The
shortfall
a

burden

for the Franciscans,

with only

one purchase of two pounds being made
during the same period. Since
bees

wax was

a

common

tropical

product of the jungle lowlands, wax was
something

that could be easily acquired locally
in the missions.

But while Friar Villapanilla was justified
to ask for more royal support,

seems

that the Franciscans did not

or their missions.

The King responded

missionary per year

sympathetic to the

however, he
of

always

in a

friar's

act in the best interests of

it

themselves

to Villapanilla's request for 300
pesos per

Royal Cedula dated December

6,

1734. In

it

the King

was

request and to the importance of the missionaries'
task;

failed to grant the petition, asking instead
for a "formal expression

what had been done, the beginning, progress and

state of these missions,"

since he had not yet been fully informed about the missions,
so thai the most

appropriate necessities of the missions could be met without further
delays.

Once

again, needed financial support from the

Crown was withheld from

the

Wine was not the only type of alcohol brought into the missions. On occasion,
small amounts of aguardiente or a cane-based liquor similar to rum were
purchased. Beginning

example, 2 flasks of aguardumte were
purchased, and another was bought in 1725. Interestingly, in 1732 the
Franciscans bought a

ACC.

Sig. 9502,

in 1721, for

still

various

ACC.

Sig. 9502,

f.

77.

ACC.

Sig. 9196,

f.

25.

(alambique)

and

a brass

folios.
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mortar

(almires) for 7 pesos.

Franciscans due to their inadequate reporting
of the state of their missions.

Whether

this

was merely an excuse

for a tight-fisted

monarch

is

hard to

determine, but excuse or not, the 1689 Cedula did
specify annual reports of
progress, something there

is

no evidence the Franciscans carried

failure of Villapanilla's petition

report of

1

may have been

out. Indeed, the

the impetus behind the "famous"

739 by Padre Bartolome de Alacano Gamboa.
y

Despite this inability to gamer more direct aid from
the Royal treasury,
the Franciscans did have other sources of funds
that helped support their
missions.

due

As

indicated previously, they had received the curacy of
Sucumbi'os

to the inability of this

by 1726 and probably

poor town to support a secular

earlier, the

The
censos or

Not

Starting at least

Franciscan "cura de Sucumbws" received a

sHpend from the Crown. Being the

would become

priest.

escala of the

Putumayo

missions, this income

part of the overall mission operating costs.

financial stability of the missions

was

also maintained by the three

mortgages they had with the three convents

in

Quito mentioned

surprisingly, the turbulent period surrounding the 1721 revolt

There

is

an entry concerning the payment of 112 pesos given to the
Sucumbi'os in 1721, but it is unclear if he was a Franciscan. There is a
is

earlier.

also

priest of

clear entry,

however, of 2.5 pesos being paid "for the delivery of the stipends of the priest of
Sucumbi'os for 1726, that the Royal Treasury pays," who is clearly a Franciscan
by this time. It probably was Padre Fray Pedro Guizado who was definitely the

Sucumbws" by

The amount of the stipend is not clear though
was probably somewhere between 120 and 210 pesos per year. See ACC. Sig.
9502, ff. 64, 69, 81, 84, and 86.
"cura de

1730-31.
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it

reflected in the Franciscan inability
to service their debt to the
convents.

censo

payment was made

to

any of these monasteries from 1719

No

to 1725.

Beginning in 1726, regular payments and
additional ones were made to

seemingly cover the previous payments in
early 1740

due

when

the last censo

to the sale of the

payment was paid

two houses upon which

Agustm de Merisalde y Chacon. From
that

As

would be the

in

arrears.^«^

These would continue

to the

Monastery of Santa Qara

the mortgages

that time,

it

colonial empire, however,

and means of exchange were often based on

^'

ACC.
Ibid,

While most of the entries

some during

Sig. 9502,

f.

100.

The

to

Don

would be the mission account

and especially

outside of the metropoles of Mexico City and Lima,
cash

cash, there are

were based

beneficiary of a semi-annual mortgage payment.^e^

most of the Spanish

to this as well.

until

various

19,

a scarce

commodity

The Franciscans were

in the account

subject

book indicate payment

period that might suggest a tightening

in

money

folios.

last censo

pesos until February

this

barter.

was

in areas

payment

Monastery of Santa Qara was
1740. Payments to the Monastery of the Holy
to the

for 51

Conception and the Convent of Our Holy Mother of Mercy (Merced) for 1 16
pesos 4 reales and 40 pesos were made until August 21 and December, 1739
respectively. The sale of the houses to Don Merisalde took place on October
14,
1739 for 5700 pesos which was divided into three parts: 625 pesos in cash; 2075
pesos for four principales

(liens) that

were attached

to these houses (at least three

of these being the above censos of the convents); and 3000 pesos to the missions of
the Franciscans in the form of a censo which required Don Merisalde to make

semi-annual instalments of a

been paid. See ACC.

5% per annum payment

Sig. 9481,

ff.

1-4.
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until the principal

had

supply

for

for the Franciscans

an escopclu or shotgun

As already mentioned,

in 1731.

there

was

(See note 274) Perhaps

a barter

more

exchange

significantly,

twice between September 1734 and
June 1736, exchanges were nu.de

wUh

pieces

of cloth for supplies needed for the
miss.ons - clear evidence that cloth
was used
as currency not only

m

the

Amazonian

frontier but also in well established
cities

like Pasto.-'*^'

By

1737,

Alacano claimed that the Franciscans had,

aforementioned seven towns

towns

in the

in the

in

addition to the

Caqueta region established

Putumayo, with an eleventh, Santa Cruz de

los

after 1725, ten

Mamos, added

the

next year. (See Table 5) This did not include the
older towns of San Joseph de

Aguese and San Diego de

los Yantaguages,

the

two towns

that

were

least

affected by the revolt of 1721 and closest to the
"port-of-entry" or escala of the

missions, which remained San Miguel de Sucumbi'os. -'^^

The

j^^^^ 5 indicates, the

entry refers to 120 pesos 3 reales worth of blue cloth (pano
asul)
brought to Pasto "to convert it into necessary supplies to carry to the mountai
first

(missions)" {conmutarlo en

los

bastimentos nesesarios para llevar d

second entry mentions two colored cloths

la

ns

mon tafia). The

{dos patios de color) of 108 varas

worth

189 pesos, "to convert into necessary things that are brought out of Pasto" {para
conmutarhs en las cosas nesesarias que se sacan de Pasto). See ACC. Sig. 9502, f. 90.

These appear to be the towns alternately known at the beginning of the chapter
as San Joseph de los Piedras and San Diego de los Canelos See note 262.

^ Sucumbi'os had been

under Franciscan administration for quite some time and
while Padre Pedro Guisado had been its parish priest in the early 1730s he was
only its second nominee behind Padre Xavier (Javier) Soto when Alacano, as
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towns were occupied by
about

different indigenous naciones,

and

that, unfortunately, is

we know about them for this time.

all

By

the end of the 1730s

established but

expanded

it

their

appears that the Franciscans had not only

re-

mission enterprise in the Putumayo and
Caqueta.

According to Alacano, they had 21 mission towns
altogether which contained
over 4,000 Indians. These were not insubstantial
numbers
the

much more famous Jesuit

Putumayo along

the

when compared with

missions of Maynas, to the far south of the

Maranon river, which numbered 24 towns and

14

missionaries ministering to 1508 catechumens and
7780 "Christian souls"
Christianas) for a total of 9288 in 1742.^^^

While there

is

{Mmas

tantalizing circumstantial

Franciscan Provincial, presented to the Governor of Popayan
for his approval, as
royal representative, the nominees of "cura doctrinero"
of Sucumbi'os. Strangely,
the letter misnames San Miguel de Sucumbi'os as "San
Pedro de Sucumbi'os. In'
the same document packet, three other missionaries of the
Putumayo/Caqueta

are nominated for the old and

abandoned parish of Mocoa, now designated as
town" of San Antonio de Padua del Gran Caqueta with annexes

the "capital

These

nominee. Padre Juan Oliveira; as second nominee.
Padre Joseph Barrutieta; and as third nominee, the same Padre Xavier Soto as
above. These letters are from December 27 and November 5, 1739 respectively.
(anejos).

See

2«

are, as first

ACC Sig. 4387, folios 1 and 3.

These numbers are from the

y Peralta published

.

or inspection of Doctor

Don Diego de

Riofrio

He was supposed to inspect the Franciscans'
opposition from them, which we will discuss below.

in 1746.

missions as well but faced

See Informe.

visita

.de las Provinicas de los

Quixos ZucumMos,

del gran Rio de las

Amazonas,

y del Puthumayo, para el reconocimiento de sus Missiones, y otros encargos. (Biblioteca
de Banco Central de Ecuador), folio 12. The Jesuit missions along the Napo, to
the immediate south of the Putumayo, were never as big as the
Riofrio reports 17

Maynas

towns with 1431 catechumens and 2209 "Christian
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missions.

souls."

evidence implying that the 1730-34
period
for the missions

may not have been

the best of years

- for example, there were no or few
purchases of machetes,

iron or steel during that time^- the periods 1726-29 and 1735-40

been relatively

stable, and, at least, a

period

seem

to

have

when supplies were adequate

maintain some mission populations and
establish

new

ones. (See Tables

axes,

4,

to

6 and

7)

By
and

1739,

when Alacano wrote his

state of the missions of his

appeared to be

in relatively

Order

report concerning the history, progress

in the

Putumayo and Caqueta, they

"good" shape from

a Franciscan point of view,

despite the inevitable need of material and
personnel support. Alacano did not
list

the missionaries

who were working

in 1739, but

it

seems that there were

Four missionaries serviced eleven of these towns with
six towns being without a
missionary. In 1745, Padre Francisco Real was killed
by the Siecoya (likely
ancestors of the present Secoya of the

mission town. See

same

region),

and they withdrew from the

folio 11.

around 1726 the Franciscans began paying a blacksmith to forge
their
machetes and axes and other tools, since that is the last year axes and
machetes
were purchased and quantities of iron and steel were bought instead.
»7 Starting

There are

entries for

and

do

payments

to "the blacksmith for the

steel" in 1726, 1727-28

iron purchases (there

and

1729.

one small

works

that

he produced of iron

These entries end by 1730-31

until 1734, as

purchase in 1732). Iron and steel begin
to be bought again in 1735-36 and continue to be so until 1740; however,
paying a
blacksmith to

make

is

their axes

and

steel

tools

is

perhaps indicating that the missions had

not mentioned during this time,

their

own

either the missionaries themselves or the Indians

forges at this time and that

were smithing

their

own

implements - another indication of a stabihzed mission system. ACC.
various

folios.
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Sig. 9502,

eight, possibly nine

-

exaggeration or a "best

more

His count of the

moment

21 mission

towns, however, was either an

scenario" in order to impress the

missionaries, which of course

would automatically

Crown

to send

increase the required

royal support as set out by the 1689
Cedula. With an analysis of the
machinations

involved

the early

in

1

impeding an independent inspection of the
Franciscan missions

740s and the Franciscans'

own

seems Alacano was not only bending the

reports by the end of the decade,

truth.

in

it

As has been demonstrated on

several occasions already, his report shares
the dubious distinction of being not

only the most widely available but the most
demonstrably inaccurate document
pertaining to these missions. During the next ten
years, however, the

Franciscans

would take measures

to address their constant shortfalls in supplies

and missionaries, with decidedly mixed

^ Mentioned

results.

account book for the 1739-40 period are Brothers Joseph
Moreno (who had been a missionary for at least 20 years), Domingo Garrido,
and
Joseph Carbo, and Padres Xavier de Soto (Javier Soto), Comisario
Joseph
Barrutieta

in the

and Comisario Francisco

Pefiafiel.

Two Comisarios seem

to indicate

one

Putumayo missions and the other for those of the Caqueta. ACC Sig
9502, ff. 97-100. As indicated above. Padre Juan Oliveira was probably the priest
in the main mission town of the Caqueta or Mocoa and Padre
Pedro Guisado, if
for the

not in Sucumbi'os, probably remained

in

another mission town

Padre Buenaventura Villapanilla was also

Huydobro appears

to

have

left

still

in the

Putumayo.

active at this time. Padre Martin

the missions to serve as Alacano's secretary of the

Province.

support of Alacano's report and its petition of support for the "very
calamitous needs" (muy calamitosas necesidades) of the missionaries, Procurador
In his

Don Clemente Gonsalez

verified that there

that time (1739),

were eight missionaries present

and he supported the request
AHMRE/PQ/R/1.2./RO 01, Doc. 6, p. 31.
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for

2556 pesos 5.5 reales

at

in aid.

The

Alacaito Report, Funding Problems
and

Alacano's Informe

del

New Missionaries?, 1739-1743

Padre Provincial de San Francisco de
Quito sobre

las

missiones que tiene su religion entre los
infieles de las provincias del Gran
Caquetd, del

Putumayo y del Gran Rio de Macas was written
its

purpose was

to increase

at the request of the Crown,^^^

but

Royal support of the missions administered
by the

Franciscans of the Province of Quito.

It is

a remarkable

document and became

the "official histor/' of these missions, from
their beginning until the year of
writing, after

was a
errors

it

was published numerous

times. Apparently, however, Alacano

better administrator

and spokesman than

and

many

inconsistencies,

oversights or innocent errors.

head administrator of the

As

of which,

I

historian.

His account

his report in his

the Provincial of the Order, Alacano

entire province of Quito.

of

It

was his job

to

was

the

defend and

fact that

he

second term as provincial, meaning that he was elected

twice to the demanding post,

talents,

is full

would argue, were more than mere

lobby for the Franciscans of his province and their enterprises.
The

wrote

its

is

testimony to his

political

acumen, adminstrative

and perhaps a touch of Machiavellian leadership as

Whatever

we\l.-^

his

^ Philip V ordered the report in a Real Cedula dated February 26, 1739 which was
passed on to Alacano through an Auto dated July
the Audiencia of Quito,
Villaorellana.

Don Jacinto Sanchez de

AHMRE/PQ/R/1.2./Ro

01,

Doc.

5,

18,

1739 from the President of

Orellana, Marquis of
p.24;

Compte, 1886,

37-38.

^ Alacano was first elected Provincial on August 25, 1725 and for the second
three year term

on

May 31,

1738.

While Compte speaks well of him, as he does
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talents, the report

accomplish

its

he wrote, despite

desired

was

royal funding

effect.

In fact,

unequalled "notoriety," did not

and perhaps partly due

to

its

exaggerations,

halted by 1740 and seemingly did not resume
until 1744 after

was pursued by

a lawsuit

its

the Franciscans.

Alacano wrote his Informe
Viceroy of Santa Fe on October

in

September of 1739, and by order of the

25, 1740, all

payments

to the Franciscans

were

halted until hirther notice by the Viceroy.^^' The
exact reasons for this
"prohibition" against paying the royal alms, an important
source of income for
the Franciscans, remain obscure. Nevertheless, by 1743
a lawsuit

gear against the Crown.
requested half of what

first

opportunity.

On June

14, 1743, the Procurador of the

was owed

He argued

was

missions

the Francsicans with the rest to be paid at the

that

payment was

essential, especially considering

the "the general plague (plaga) and calamity that the capital
(Quito) and

of

all

his

"Varones

Ilustres,"

high

in

even he admits that

"it is

all

the

certain that in those times,

under the cloak of pretentions and ambitions, some disturbances were promoted;
and even I confess that the same P. Alacano was, more than once, the target at

which was aimed some shots of justice."
sombra de

las pretensiones

confieso

que

las tiros

de

was not

(£s cierto que por aquellos tiempos, d la

el

lo

mismo

P.

y ambiciones, se promovieron algunos trastomos; y dun
Aldcano fue mds de una vez el bianco contra quien se asestaron

que quiso llamarse justicia. Emphasis in original) Qearly Alacano

liked

by

may have been

all

his friars

and the

a partial factor in

fact that

some

he was Spanish and not a Creole

of his "disturbances." See

Compte,

35-37, 57.

«i

AHMRE/PQ/R/I.2./R0 01, Doc.

10, p. 41.

It is

unclear

if

this "general

prohibition" against paying "salaries or anything" referred only to the

Franciscans or

was more broadly

applied.
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1886,

Province was experiencing." Their greatest
need was food, and in more remote
areas like the missions,

was "an imminent

its

lack

risk, that

was already being

felt.

He continued that this

already threatens the abandonment
of the seeds of

Christianity recently planted

by the missionaries. "2^2 The lawyer

fees the

Franciscans paid seem to have been well
spent as royal support of the missions

resumed by the end of

1745.^^3

However,

complained about the expense of the

suit

at least until 1750 the Franciscans

and

their difficulty in

^ Ibid., p. 42. One wonders, however, to what
Procurador

was

referring, since the closest

it.^^^

It

"general plaga

epidemic

Suzanne Austin Alchon was a severe case of

paying for

listed

y calamidad" the
for the Quito region by

viruelas (smallpox) occurring

5

1746. Alchon, 101.

^

onlv in
y

According to the account book, the fees the Franciscans
spent in pursuing the
suit were not onerous: five entries with total
expenses of 37 pesos 0.5 reales.
«3

ACC.

However, these were probably only a portion of the costs
of the suit. There is a suggestive entry that mere
"payment" was not aU that was
needed as sometime in the latter half of 1743 the Franciscans
paid 16 pesos
Sig. 9502,

f.

104.

"for a

gift that

was given

to the

lawyer because he

Santa Fe." {por un regalo que se
Virrey de Santa Fee).

ACC.

le iso al

Sig. 9502,

f.

made a

report for the Viceroy of

abogado por que

isiera

un memorial para

el Sr.

108.

Payments were officially resumed by a Real Despacho or Royal Dispatch dated
Nov. 11, 1745 which guaranteed the amount owed be paid in two instalments
and future payments to be made annually. See ACC. Sig. 9196, f. 72. Curiously,

payment of 1000 pesos deUvered to the Padre Comisario of the missions,
Martin Huydrobo de Montalban on Februry 23, 1744, which seems to be the first
payment from the Crown. 1009 pesos 2 reales were definitely paid by the Crown
sometime between that date and October, 1745. It could be that carrying out the
there

is

a

decision to pay the funds actually preceded the
if

the local officials conceded to

2^

This

is

shown in a

letter

it.

ACC.

official

Sig. 9502,

f.

order to do so from Spain,

111.

from the Procurador of the missions.

San Antonio Jesiis to the Audiencia of Quito
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in July of 1750. In

Friar
it

Clemente de

the friar

was an expense
without, and

it

they and their mission enterprise
certainly could have done

may have

inspired

them

to seek alternative

ways of funding

their

a half years (from

Nov.

missions in the near future.

Despite the lack of royal funds for

1739 until Feb. 23, 1744),

it

suffered as a result. While

it

7,

is

at least four

hard to quantify

and

how much,

appears that during

this

if

at all, the

missions

period cloth and

adornment-related expenditures suffered somewhat,
purchases of metal goods
did not. Expenditures for cloth, adornments,
metal goods, weapons and food

and alcohol purchases

for the thirteen year period

from 1725-1738 averaged

approximately 534 pesos per year. For the period 1739-1745,
which included the
4.5 years without royal support, the

same average expenditures

approximately 651 pesos annually. These are quite imprecise

totalled

figures;

however,

they do suggest that royal funding, while important,
was not the sole source of

complained of the excessive paperwork and costly lawyer fees
Franciscans did not have the means to pay. ACC. Sig. 9196, ff.

that the

72-73.

One of these "alternatives" was to pursue old debts owed to the missions. This
was attempted by Procurador of the missions. Friar Lope de San Antonio in 1742.
^'

He pursued recompense of 697 pesos from

the Comissary General of the

Franciscans, the remainder of a 3600 pesos loan the missions had

Joseph Janed

in 1708,

to

Padre

then Provincial of Quito, for a debt the province had in

Spain. Friar San Antonio failed in his attempt as the

ordered the debt written

funding the missions

made

off.

will

See ACC.

Sig. 9145,

be discussed below.
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ff.

Commissary General
1-5.
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23-26.

it

and report"
for

such on

to the

May

Crown,

6,

citing that

he was responding to the King's
requests

1737 (which Alacano's report should
have satisfied but

apparently did not) and on

November

1742.- Acuna repeated San
Antonio's

27,

claim that eight missionaries, six
priests and two

legos,

were

in

the missions

working under "very calamitous needs"
since they had not received royal
aid
three years; "and even though this
oppression
to

abandon the ministry they

exercise,

it

m

and want could have forced them

has been the zeal of these religious

reduced to maintain themselves with roots
and other food

to

that,

which they are not

accustomed,... they have continued their Exercise
with invincible tolerance."^'

There had been ten missionaries
five

in the past,

had died recently and three were sent

Acuna

according to Acuna, but apparently

to replace them.""*

also mentioned that the stipends tor the
priest and sacristan of

Sucumbi'os and for the priest of Mocoa had not been
paid

in three years^^'

and

Padre Marcos Martin de Acuna was elected Ministro
Provincial on June 15,
1741. It may have been during his tenure that the
Convent of Fomasque became
the College of Missions of I\)masque where the
missionaries would
be trained

before entering the missions. See Compte, 1886, 86-88.

^ Acuna's petition and

report are in the

same le^^ujo, ACC.

in

AHMF^F/PQ/K/1 .2./Ko

01, Doc. 7, p. 33-34.

^'

Al lMRF/I'Q/I</1.2./Ro

01, Doc. 7, p. 33.

which missionaries

died.

Joseph Moreno was

among

It

seems very

It

is

Sig. 9196, ff

impossible to

know with

likely that the long-time

them. Others

may have

Oliveira, Francisco Penafiel, Joseph Villasis

4749 nnd

certainty

missionary

included Padres Juan

and Juan Miranda. The three recent
entrants were almost certainly Padres Juan Francisco Matheo and Marcos
Proano, and Brother Joseph Carbo.
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that over 1000 pesos

town

had been spent "to open

of Tusa via the mountains of the

finding the Indians of Pimampiro

town

it

from the mission

until the

of Guaca, with the intention
of

who had withdrawn to the mountains."3o^ The

Franciscans went into debt for the road
Acuiia's outrageous claim that

a road

work and

would make

left

it

unfinished, despite

travel to the missions

from Quito

possible in fifteen days - a pure fabrication.
Finally, he reiterated the oft-stated

need to buy:

axes, machetes, fishhooks, needles,

as

weU

to

win over

as

speed, to

wool

cloth (bayeta), linen

beads and other haberdashery,

and hats

to give to the

Indiam

and reduce them, with greater ease and
the Catholic Religion, and conserve them in
the
their desire

observance of the Evangelical Law.^^
In a clear reference to Alacano's report,

Acuna repeated

that the missionaries

had

"converted 21 or 22 towns," for which 14 or 16 religious
would not be enough.

Ibid.

By

Acuiia's figures, after three years the

1637 pesos 7 reales worth of the usual

socorro;

Crown owed

the Franciscans

735 pesos 2 reales for the two

curate stipends of Sucumbi'os and Mocoa; and 183 pesos 6
reales for the sacristan
of Sucumbi'os. This works out to 122 pesos 4 reales for the
parish priests and 61
pesos 2 reales for the sacristan per year.

an interesting comment since Tusa was a town "of the province and
corregimiento of Pasto ...situated on the road that descended from Popayan."
See
Antonio de Alcedo, Diccionario Geografico de las Indias Occidentales 6 America, Vol.
This

is

IV, (Madrid: Ediciones Atlas, 1967), 133.

Guaca and the Pimampiro Indians are

complete mystery.

ACQ Sig. 9196,
3«

f.

49.

AHMRE/PQ/R/1.2./RO 01, Doc.

7, p. 33.
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a

Following Acuna's report two
Apostolic notaries certified "that
eight religious reside in the
missions of Sucumbios,
river

engaged

in the evangelical

Mocoa and

the

at present

Putumayo

preaching and teaching of the Christian

Doctrine."^^ These were: the Comisano
of the missions. Padre Javier
Soto, Padre

Buenaventura Villapanilla, Padre Antonio
Paternina, Padre Marcos Proano,
Padre Juan Francisco Matheo, Padre
Joseph Barrutieta, Brother Joseph Carbo
and
IJrother

Domingo

served longest

in

Garrido. According to this "certification,"
Padre Soto had
the missions, fourteen years, with
Padres Villapanilla

and

Paternina having both served ten years and
the rest four or six years.^

The

notaries also mentioned that they "had
seen several letters from these

missionaries with regard to their great hope of the
that

had been done

Pasto."^'7 Yhij,

December

9,

when

new road was

repeated the following day,

Doc.

The two apostolic
Thomas Suares Pacheco and Padre Manuel Guerrero.
According to

of-service" numbers.
least as long as

from

four different Franciscans also bore witness to
the eight

- AHMRE/PQ/R/1 .2./Ro 01,

«^ Ibid.

work

the great

for its attainment so to avoid the tedious
old road

concern for a

1742,

new road and

8, p. 35.

my calculations,

notaries

were Padre

these are not entirely trustworthy "year-

Padre Villapanilla had probably served

Padre Soto, both entering

in 1725.

in the

missions

Ten years seems about

at

right

Padre Paternina, as does four to six years for the rest, though Padre Proano
may have served less than that by 1742. Some of the discrepancies may be
for

accounted for

^7 Ibid.

This

is

if

the missionaries did not serve continuously in the missions.

not the

went from Popayan

same road

just

mentioned through Tusa, but a road

to the missions rather than the usual route from Pasto.
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that

missionaries working the missions.^
TT,ey „,enHoned that

serve the missions

missionaries

Pisina

the

if

new road was

much hardship and

who was stiU

developed, and

suffering, as

it

more reUgious could

would save the

had "touched" Padre Santiago

convalescing in Quito from the
"painful accident" he had

endured on the old road.
According to the Franciscans above,
improving the roads
missions,

would enable "many more

an allusion to
repeatedly

1742, the

Cadiz to

first

religious to serve them." This

their other request to the

made

for

more

Crown, besides funding,

was perhaps

that the friars

missionaries. In fact, at this very time,
December,

contingent in

start their

to enter the

many years of Spanish priests were gathering

journey to the

"New World" and

in

the missions of the

Putumayo. However, as with many plans
concernmg these missions, things

would not turn out
The
was,

first six

as anticipated.

Spanish Franciscans sent were part of a group
of ten which

in turn, the first part of twenty-six
missionaries the

This certification follows immediately after the

AHMRE/PQ/R/1.2./RO

01, Doc. 8, p. 35b.

first.

Crown agreed

See ACC.

to

send

Sig. 9196, f.50

o

While the apostolic notaries signed
their certificaHon in the Maximo Convento de San
Pablo in Quito, Friars Joseph
Campino, Matheo de Jesus y Valencia, Pedro de la Santissima Trinidad
y Arisala
and Joseph de San Juan (Fernandez) Salvador signed this one in the College
of
Missions of Pomasque, just outside of Quito.
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the missions of the

religious

had been

dated back to

"Putumayos and Payaguages.TOs "shipment"
a long time

coming and was the

at least 1719. In that
year,

on March

of

result of petitioning that

17, the

King had granted 485,

784 maravedis de Vellon for the food,
matalotaje (provisions and
equipment),
clothes

and transport of "24

priests ireligiosos de misa)

and two le^os

for the

conversions of the Payugages and
Patumayos in the Province of Quito."-

Apparently, the responsibility of
assembling this group of missionaries
was

bestowed upon

Friar

Juan del Rosario

the King" being fulfiUed.

two

in 1719,

but he died without the "will
of

The Franciscans of Quito

tried again in 1729,

representatives to the General Chapter
of the Franciscans in Milan to
restart

- The story of the nine Spanish Franciscans sent to the missions is
fasanating legajo in the Archivo National
de Historia
Religiosos, Caja 18, 1747-1748; 13 de
Julio, 1747,

Sohre

para

sending

el

empleo de

las

el

in

in a

Quito Fondo

envio de religwsos euroveos

misiones y conversion de los indios
putumayos. 131 folios.

- ANH, Fondo Religiosos, Caja 18, 1747-48; Doc. 5,
made

(ANH)

found

of copper and silver alloy. Consequently,

it

f.

7.

Vellon

was worth

was

less

a type of coin

than a silver

Whereas 8 reales equalled a peso de plata (silver
peso), 20 reales de vellon
were needed for the equivalent value. 34 maravedis
were needed to make a real de
Plata or silver real, seemingly making 680
maravedis de vellon the equivalent of a
silver peso. By this calculation, the Crown
granted just over 714
peso.

pesos for the
transport and upkeep of the twenty-six missionaries.
See Hermes Tovar Pinzon,
Grandes empresas agricolas ganaderas: Su desarrollo
en el siglo XV7//, (Bogotay
Edidones
1980), 8, for these rates of exchange.

QEQ

Each priest was

allotted 19,616 maravedis or about 29 pesos, while
each lego

received 7,500 maravedis or 11 pesos. This was in addition
to the cost of their
respective trips from their convents to the Port of Cadiz,
which was recompensed

seven reales per eight-league/day travel and two reales per day
for each day
detained in Cadiz until their embarkation.
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the assembling of prospective
missionaries. But tragedy
struck agair,

both died before arriving in Europe.

were sent back

to

Europe

in 1736,

that the origir^l royal order

six missionaries

November

1,

was stii]

Finally,

more

they

representatives from Quito

with the proper papers and
evidence to show

was never fulfilled and

great.

when

TOs commission

that the

need for the twenty-

resulted in the Royal Cedula
of

1740 which restated the order of 1719
to send the promised

missionaries.

The

first

of these

left

Rafael captained by Maestro

22, 1742, five Franciscans

Miguel Phelipe de

Cadiz on January

Don

on the French ship San

Francisco Alvarez Campana.^'^ By
December

had assembled

Solera.

15, 1 743,

led

by the

Comisario, 40-year-old Padre

The others included Padre Manuel Garzia
Texero

(33

years old). Padre and chorister {chonsta)
Esteban Razaneli (19 years). Brother

Manuel Ruiz

3-

(29 years)

and Brother Eugenio Carrelero

ANH, Fondo Religiosos,

Caja

18, 1747-48;

Doc.

5,

(23 years).^^^

7-11.

ff.

The next

The King ordered

the royal treasury {Real Hazienda) in Cartagena
to pay the Superior or Comisario of
the group of missionaries for their travel
expenses, or in its inability to pay (d, en
su defecto), the royal treasury of Quito. Not
surprisingly, the
royal officials

m
i

Cartagena paid half of the expenses and sent the Franciscans
on to Quito to
collect the other half. See Doc. 7, f.l4.
3"

313
//

ANH, Fondo Religiosos,

Caja

ANH, Fondo Religiosos,

Caja 18, 174748; Doc.

Padre," friar Esteban Razaneli

18, 1747-48; Doc. 7,

was

8,

f.

ff.

14.

23-24.

Although

listed as a

named as a chorister which, together
that he was not yet ordained but was

also

with his young age of 19 years, implies
studying to become a priest which he probably became
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in Quito.

day, the sixth Franciscan arrived in
Cadiz. This "latecomer" would
prove to be

we shall

special as

see.

Padre Vizente Rafels was from the
Kingdom of Valencia,

24 years of age, of good health, stout with black
hair and a rough beard.^'^ The
six

men made good
Soon

however,

after,

their

time, arriving in Cartagena

on April

4, 1743.315

second contingent of three

friars left

Cadiz;

journey was not as smooth. Their ship,
a frigate Senor San Joseph

captained by Maestro

York.

17, 1743, a

on March

Don Joseph

Esteller,

The Franciscans were forced

Oddly, there seems

to

pay

was captured by
for their

the English warship

freedom and

for the return of

have been a seventh Franciscan in Cadiz at this
time as
well. Padre Francisco de Mendoza Carrasco.
However, he did not join the larger
group but apparently sailed alone for Cartagena about
to

the

named San

same time

ship

by Maestro Don Diego Luis de Medina.
Cartagena sometime around April 4, 1743, he then

Apparently arriving

in

disappears from the

legajo

completely and

is

not mentioned again. Quite

possibly he died soon after arriving in Cartagena or
joined a convent
region. See Doc. 11, ff. 36, 42^3; Doc. 12, ff. 51-52.
3"

in a

Bauptista, captained

ANH, Fondo

Religiosos, Caja 18, 1747^8; Doc.

8,

f.

25.

ANH, Fondo

Religiosos, Caja 18, 1747-48; Doc.

8,

f.

15.

information about the missionaries

in this legajo

Much

was given by

in that

of the

the royal officials

either of the Casa de Contratacion in Cadiz or the royal
treasury in Cartagena. It
appears that the cost of the journey was more than that stipulated in the
original
orders from 1719. Don Joseph Crespo Ortiz and Don Joseph Aurelio
de

Zevericha, accountant and Interim Treasurer respectively of the Royal
Treasury
of Cartagena de Indias, certified that Padre Solera was to be paid half
of 303
pesos 7 reales and 23 maravedis for aviamiento or provisions for the journey, and

Don Alvarez Campana,
maravedis

for

(toneladas) in

the ship's captain, half of 369 pesos 3 reales and 30

passage of the missionaries and freight costs for the two tons

books and clothes

allotted to the priests (0.5 tons per priest, the legos

being excused in this consideration).
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their missals

July, 1743

-

and breviaries before they arrived
All three

old), Francisco

Bayon

were

might think

and then

infieles.

(40 years)

ever

it

into the

make

it

Hidalgo Estevan (38 years

and Fernando Solbes (50

years).^!^

1743-47

arrival of the Spanish Franciscans
at Cartagena in 1743,

that

But this

Cartagena, apparently in early

priests: Francisco Xavier

The Spanish Missionaries Who Weren't,
With the

in

would be just

upper Amazon

is

a matter of time before they
journeyed to Quito
to begin their vocations as
missionaries of the

not what happened. In

into the missions

one

and

fact,

hilfiU his

only Padre Vizente Rafels would

duty as stipulated

in the royal

decree that brought him to South America.
The other eight Spaniards

immediately embroiled themselves

in a scandal that affected not only
the

Putumayo and Caqueta missions but

When
all

the whole Province of Quito.

they arrived in Quito, several months after
embarking

the Spaniards, save one, immediately took

up "vacant"

offices

in

Cartagena,

and

guardianships in several Franciscan convents due to the
stipulations of the
altemativa.

As mentioned

ANH, Fondo

earlier, the altemativa

was

Religiosos, Caja 18, 1747-48; Doc. 10,

a rule

ff.

imposed by Spanish

34-35.

The

officials in

Cartagena continued the arrangement concerning payment of the costs
of
transport and upkeep of the missionaries, agreeing to pay 105 pesos 7
reales and
20 mrs, half of the total cost. Nonetheless, the Franciscans asked for more since
they were

left

without means to proceed

to

Quito due to their experience with

the British.

317

ANH, Fondo Religiosos,

Cajal8, 1747-48; Doc.

209

9,

ff.

26, 33; Doc. 13,

ff.

58-60.

Franciscans during the 17- century in
Peru.

would not be excluded from

number

of Creoles

It

sought to guarantee that they

the offices of the Order

by the ever-increasing

whom they were afraid would do just that at the

General

Chapter meetings held triem^ally. Of
course, by the 18- century, there
were not

enough Spanish
nine

new

relatively

friars to fUl all the

posts subject to the altemativa, and
so

when

Spaniards arrived in 1743, they quickly
and probably gladly took up

cushy posts

in cities like Quito,

where most convents were

located.

Conveniently, they failed to serve the customary
ten years in the missions, the

reason they came to the

But

this

"change

"New World"

in the first place.

in plans" for the missions did not

go unchallenged.

Almost immediately, the wilely Franciscan Padre
Alacano,

a peninsular himself

but showing no allegiance to his compatriots,
started the process against the

Spanish

friars

by writing to the Audiencia of Quito

in eariy 1744.

In his letter

requested a royal decree that would "order that none
of the individuals

came

to these part

from Spain with the design and

he

who

license for the Missions are

able to obtain an occupation and post until they have
completed that exerdse."^!^

ANH, Fondo
ninguno de
Patente de

Religiosos, CajalS, 1747-48; Doc. 14,

los sujetos

las

que pasan d

estas partes de las de

f.

64.

"...ordena

Espana con

el

el

que

designio,

y

Missiones pueda ohtener ocupacion empleo hasta que aiga cumplido en
y

Alacano even provided an example from 1694 when the King
disallowed a similar stunt that some Augustinians from Spain tried to pull,
taking up guardianships instead of working in the missions of the Tamas of
este exercicio."

Popayan. See

folios 65-66.
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But the wheels of justice turned slowly in
the Spanish empire, whether those

wheels were moving a

civil

or ecclesiastical vehicle.

their posts, despite scandalous

Franciscan priests from the nacion

if

in

behaviour that forced two Creole Franciscans
to

seek refuge in non-Franciscan convents^^^
and a

return to Spain

The Spaniards remained

criolla

letter

signed by twenty-four

of the province of Quito requesting
their

they did not give up their posts and
take up their assignments

as missionaries in the Putumayo.^^o

d^^y^^

Franciscans not only denied the missions of
the

^^^^

gp^^^^

Putumayo badly needed

personnel, but they give evidence of peninsular
and Creole antagonisms

weU

before the independence era of the Spanish colonies.

Padre Dionisio Enrriquez and Padre Gregorio Moso
were forced to seek
protection in the Convents of the Mercedarians and
Augustinians respectively
after they objected to the confirmations of the
Spaniards' positions at the

meeting presided over by the Padre Visitador Diego Montenegro.
Their
were read by the Audiencia in Quito in August, 1747. The Audiencia

Chapter

letters

was

supportive of the Creole priests plight but were seemingly unable
to effect any
resolution. See ANH, Fondo Religiosos, Caja 18, 1747-48;
Docs. 16 and 17
70ff

72.

The

begins with this extraordinary petition from the "Fathers of the
Creole nation" which explains how all eight Spanish friars quickly
took up
legajo

ecclesiastical offices as

soon as they arrived, except Padre Vizente Rafels, "who in
compliance with his obligation went, soon after he arrived, to fulfill it, and he has
until

now

maintained, with noted

objected most to the fact that the

utility,

Crown

those infidels." The Creole Franciscans

paid for the Spaniards' passage

in

order

work in the missions and that they were not only wasting the King's money
but were in blatant violation of his royal will. This petition was seen by the
to

Audiencia of Quito on July 13, 1747 and appears twice in the
1-2

and Doc.

14,

ff.

61-64.
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legajo;

see Doc.

1, ff.

Independent Assessments of the Missions,
1740s
If

them

we accept Alacano's numbers of 21 towns
and over 4000 Indians within

in 1739, a high point for the
entire history of the missions
of the

and Caqueta, then
lean ones. But for

it is

likely that the first five
years of the 1740s

whom?

Putumayo

were probably

Probably more for the missionaries
than

their Indian

neophytes. Alacano's figures were
either inflated or they did not
represent

permanent numbers of towns or mission

Indians. Mission

towns were highly

mobile and often short-lived, reflecting
Indian populations that were often
the

same

In addition,

group

in a

and

certainly

would not help hold an Indian

mission town. But as implied above,
Alacano's numbers are suspect,

seems

it

any "lean times"

that the

King did not completely

trust the Franciscans' reports

either.

The "documentary" of history of these missions
1740s.

made

very interesting for the

During these years, there were two non-Franciscan
in

visitas

or inspections

and around the area of the Sucumbi'os or Putumayo
missions, but not

the Caqueta.

Jesuit

is

The

first

and

less

important inspection was

Padre Juan Magm'n.^^^ As part of

made by

the

Swiss-bom

his visita of the Jesuit missions of

His report has been published as Breve Descripcion de la Provincia de
Quito y de
sus Misiones de Sucumbios y de Maynas, 1740 (Quito: Sociedad
Ecuatoriana de
Investigaciones Historicas Geograficas, 1989). This is likely a "summar/' of
y
the original visita report as it is short and lacking in details, the most
important
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Maynas, Magnln passed by

some observations.

It is

at least

some of the Sucumbios missions

unUkely that he was able

missions as thoroughly as those of his

and made

to inspect the Franciscan

own Order since the Jesuits and

Franciscans, while both CathoUc
missionaries,

were

rivals

and often competed

for mission areas.

Writing in 1740 but reflecting a
years earlier,

Magmn,

visit into

the upper

like all writers of the time,

Amazon region three

complained of the "intractable

roads" of the region due to the thick
undergrowth which impeded

travel.^^a

Qf

even more importance, he mentioned the
different sicknesses of the region:
"dysentery, cursos de sangre, pain of the eyes
(dolores de ojos\ swellings

{hinchawnesl ulcers or sores {llagas\ galUcos?,
"consumptives"
{tercianasl

and others

statistic that "for

While

that

is little

The

Magnm,

this,

he gave the

startling

more

reflective of the Jesuit missions of

to suggest that the mortality rate of Indians
in the

omission being Magmn's
interest.

Related to

every 100 Indians reduced, maybe 10 are saved
from disease."^^^

his Breve Descripcion is clearly

Maynas, there

322

come with bugs."

{"eticas"), fevers

map

original report

of 1740 for the region which

was not

Breve Descripcion, 20.

would be

of great

located by the author.

He talks of the rich growth of plants of the area:

polos inutiles, drholes infructiferos, palmas, canas, yerhas, bejucos.
espinas, raygones
y
otras innumerables malezas, que no hay palmo que no este lleno;
haciendose asi
intractables sus caminos. .."

Ibid., 21-22.
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Franciscan missions

was much

different. In fact,

Magnin

pests" were particularly bad in the
San Miguel and

However, there are two

stated that "insects and

Putumayo

significant differences

river valleys.^^^

between the Franciscan

missions of the Putumayo and Caqueta
and the Jesuit missions of Maynas which

may have had

an

effect

on mortality

rates.

Firstly,

the Jesuit towns often

consisted of several different naciones
at one time living in the

same town, while

the Franciscans tended to have a different
indigenous group in each town, at
least

during the

first

decades of the 1700s. This would change over
time as

indigenous populations declined. Secondly and
more importantly, the Jesuits

openly admitted they employed force to bring
the Indians into
towns; there

is

no evidence

that the Franciscans did so or could

wanted. The Jesuits would go out on

(the Indians) in the

to the mission iovms."^^

mountains

have even

correrias or raids lasting four to six

using 100 or more Indian helpers and soldiers

them

their missions

when

if

they

weeks,

available, in order to "hunt

(forests), like beasts {fieras\

Such violence and disruption

and bring them

to Indian lives

must have

increased stress levels and their susceptibility to disease and
famine.

Ibid., 25-26.

Ibid., 27.

This

is

also borne out in

"The Upper Amazon

Ann

Golob's unpublished Ph.D. dissertation

in Historical Perspective," City University of

1982.
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New York,

nn.,lly, l.kc .11 wri.ors of the

cnro.

Like P.dro Alacano, he

"six" Francisans

were

f

imo, Mag.n'n's

made errors and

killed in

Sucumb.'os

were assassinated.- And he denigrated

own

lu.ro-centric bias.

I

some being very

Indians:

le

commented

easy, like the

eight days"!^'^ Confident of his

of Trench scientist

I,a

in

words

exaggerated.

red

w.ll.

how

le related

when only

lour

the cnlture ol the Indians rellcnrting
his

alx>nt the dillerent

Omagua

languages

the

Academy

and

cultural arrogance typical ol the time whe.i

ol the

language, that "one can

own ptmers of observation

I>aris),

I

the uprising ol 1721

Condam.ne and was admitted on

of Science of

„u,sl be

h,s

(he

became

le.iirn in

a (riend

reconunendation to

he nevertheless demo.istrated an ignorance

.1

came

to assessing native

culture ami language.

he next independent report, however, was

I

had

a greater impact

report of

173^),

far

on the missions than Magnin's.

the King not only requested

more

On

controversial and

the heels of the Alacano

more intormalion Irom

the

Franciscans, but he also issued a royal decret< (ndering the
investigation ol

missions

ol the

"provinces ol (Jwaus and Ztu umhios,

of Ihegre.il river

t)l

all

the

the

Ibid., 23.

M'lbid., 26-27.

M. ignin does mention lu>w some

difficult as well, like that of the
life"!

hi general,

Yamea which

Indiiin l.ingUiiges

"cannot be learned

were very

in

one's whole

he found most iiuiigenous l.ingiiages "u.sed short and few

words, and then construction was
opposite of the Furopeans

like Inga

"
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and oIIkm Indian langu.iges, the

Amazmas and

the Puthumayo."

Jesuits (Quijos)

These included missions under the
care of the

and the Franciscans. The King approved
the appointment of Don

Diego de Riofrio

Peralta, a secular priest of the parish
of Santa Barbara of the city

of Quito, to conduct the visita?^

When

the Franciscans got

wind of this independent inspection

of their

missions, they responded with defensive
legalistic hostility. In a flurry of

letters,

the Franciscans, mostly through the Procurador
General de Corte Friar Manuel

Guerrero, presented previous royal decrees
and documents going back to 1585
that bolstered their

their

that the inspection of their missions rested
with

Order alone or the Bishop of the diocese. They argued

was allowed
of

argument

to visit

power from

and report on

their missions, this

that

if

Don

would represent

Riofrio

a real loss

the Order to the office of the Bishop. While this
seems to be the

crux of their objection, they also argued that due to the
"delicacy" of their recent

As mentioned above,

the King's request to the Franciscans for

more

information concerning their missions came from a royal Cedula of
November 27,
1742. His Cedula ordering an independent visita of the Sucumbi'os
missions was

given just a few days
3»

later

on December

11, 1742.

A printed copy of this report was found

Ecuador

in Quito.

gargantuan.

It

will

As was the custom

longer and

of the day, the entire

be referred to as The

or 30 pages in length, and

is

only a

was not found. The

in the Biblioteca

Riofrio Report,

summary of the

de Banco Centra! de
title

of the report

which runs

actual visita

was

fifteen folios

which was much

report includes the Jesuit missions of the

Napo

River (Quijos) and their missions of Maynas on the Marafion or Amazon river
and only peripherally discusses the Franciscan mission of Sucumbi'os on the San

Miguel and Putumayo

rivers for reasons

I
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will discuss below.

converts,

if

the visitor did not act with
great prudence, he might
cause the

Indians to act violently or lose control

(desaforarsc).

And

just for

good measure,

they also criticized Riofrio for his
past behaviour as visitador of
Loja (without
offering details) in an attempt
to

smear

his reputation.^

The Bishop of Quito, Doctor Don
Andres Paredes Polanco Armendariz,
y

whose duty

it

was

to carry out the visita

and who appointed Don

Riofrio,

was

unsympathetic to the Franciscans' cause.
Tlirough his chief prosecuting
attorney,
Joseph Casimiro de Poveda, the bishop
provided his

own documents from

1624,

1660 and 1701 and argued that these "more recent"
royal decrees overrode that
of 1585. Casimiro also argued that the
independent
the condition of the missions and to
see

warranted.

Here

Franciscans were

is

if

visita

the request for

was necessary

less

than totally

Quito also supported the Bishop and

reliable.

judge

more missionaries was

clear evidence that the previous
reports submitted

deemed

to

by the

Significantly, the Audiencia of

his choice of inspector as indicated

by a

The various letters and documents pertaining to this legal battle
were found
AHMRE/PQ/R/1.2/RO. OlATira 7: Quito, 23-II/6-V-1745 (Autos relativos a
la
3^

in

visita

que debta hacer Diego de

Riofrio, presbitero visitador

misiones franciscanas de Sucumbios), folios 1-58.

the Franciscans' position written by

Fr.

The

see especially folios 4-5, 9-17, 39^1.
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el

Obispo, a las

particular letter

Manuel Guerrero

19-23.

Ibid.,

nombrado por

is

summarizing

contained on folios

letter

from the attorney Doctor Lujan written
on February

25, 1745.332

By

that

date Riofrio must have already begun
his journey to the Amazon,
for he was

Europe submitting

his report to the

King

in

June of the following year.

Despite the Franciscans' failure legally
to stop his

speaking they succeeded

in their goal: Riofrio

missions. Nonetheless, this did not stop
Franciscans, basing his

Basically,

he

comments on

in

visita,

practically

did not enter the Franciscan

him from severely

a "report"

by

a

criticizing the

proxy he sent

in his pi

but charged the Franciscans with fabricattng
the number of

all

missions they had on the Puttimayo and
therefore the number of missionaries

and the corresponding funds they needed

He reported:

to operate them.

By

the information that the Priest of Avila
(Riofrio's proxy)
received, it is judged that the Seraphic Religion
(the Franciscan
Order) does not have in these lands more than
the five named

Mission Towns, and not twenty-one as they
published, for whose
minishy they have six missionaries, and of them,
one
religious

laybrother (Lego) (who, having been disposed to
leave the area for

being

Ibid.,

f.

ill,

having the

tried to the enter the

up

Indios,

Priest (of Avila)

on

his ttip,

and died

6.

Riofrio, despite

riled

accompanied said

legal right to

Putumayan missions

do

so, felt his life

was

danger

of the Franciscans because "they

the Indians to conspire against him" {havian conturbado

que conspirados contra su persona,

in

los

if

he

had

animos de

los

muy probable el riesgo de perder la vida).
In his stead he sent the priest of Avila, Theniente Don Joachin
Perez Guerrero,
who himself was replacing the true curate of Avila, Don Thomas Abad, who for

many years had

era

not resided in Avila due to poor health. The Riofrio Report,
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f.

4.

"

during

And

it).

that these five

towns contained,

in total,

than 500 souls.

The
de

five mission

Ezija

Avila,

of the

Don

first

all

within eleven or twelve leagues of
each other. Having

60 leagues along the Putumayo overland by

Perez, continued

Putumayo where

"judgment of the
the

towns were San Miguel, San Diego, San
Joseph, Nuestra Senora

and Nariguera

covered these

no more

it

by boat

for 240 leagues until

entered the

Amazon

Visitador (Riofi-fo)," this

Putumayo being

was

foot, the cura of

he reached the mouth

River. According to the

the "first evidence of the

mouth

reached, and the river being totally
navegable."^ Leaving

the last Franciscan mission and "following
the current of the Putumayo,"

Perez noted the

montaraces)

who

and among

all

of

"many and

Don

diverse Naciones of untamed Indians {Indio

inhabited the banks of that River and

its

environs {comarcas)/'

those Indians he did not meet one that "had heard
the

name of

our Lord Jesus Christ. "^^

^ The Riofrio Report,

^ Ibid.

This

report,

would

f.

5.

Unfortunately, the laybrother

died

is

not named.

a dubious asserfion, but the kind that the King, the recipient
of the
like to hear, as Riofrio himself indicated: "and this new
discovery

is

the Informant (priest of Avila) dwelt

newsworthy

who

for

upon exceedingly,

to help

make it

Your Majesty."

^ Ibid,

"y haviendo notado muchas, y diversas Naciones de Indios montaraces, que
habitan las orillas de aquel Rio, y sus comarcas, ...yno encontrando en ninguna de ellas
rastro de haver oido el

nombre de nuestro Senor Jesu-Christo.
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But one must read "Riofn'o's" report
of the Sucumbios missions with
some
skepticism. Firstly, he himself did not
enter the missions and his proxy
seemed
to

spend most of his time floating down the
Putumayo. While most of the

mission towns were probably located on

somewhat inland
Secondly,

named seem

its

banks, they could have easily been

or along the banks of the Putumayo's

when compared

to refer to

many

tributaries.

to Alacano's report of 1739, three
of the

San Miguel de Sucumbios (the

escala or

towns

embarkation

point for the missions) and San Diego de los
Yantaguages and San Joseph de

Aguese, the two closest missions to San Miguel,
which was often referred to as

simply Sucumbios or

renamed Nuestra

Ecija.

Sefiora

de

Nuestra Senora de Ezija might conceivably
los Dolores

de

los

Mazeros, but

speculation. Nariguera appears to be a new, and
anejo of Sucumbios.

(See Table 5) While

named by Alacano were shortlived, and
the time of

Don

Perez's "inspectton"

it is

it is

it is

this is

mentioned

probable that

in

many

refer to a

complete
1750 as an

of the

towns

possible that only five remained at

sometime

in

1744 or 1745, the Franciscans

never reported that they had 21 mission towns "on the Putumayo".
Alacano's
"21 missions" included seven towns that were to the
north along the Caqueta
river or its tributaries

which the Franciscans

^^See AHMRE/PQ/R/I.2/R0

referred to as the missions of Mocoa.

01, Doc. 26, folios 78-82.
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"

Even

Riofrio's

mandate never included inspecting those
missions which were

nonetheless referred to in the petitions for aid
and personnel of the Franciscans.
Thirdly, while Riofrio provided detailed
charts of each mission he

inspected in Quijos and Maynas, showing
numbers of married couples, widows,

widowers, boys and

were offered

charts

girls,

young men and women, catecumens and

for "those of the

Putumayo

the report from their inhabitants {vecinos)
to

which the Suplicante

There

is little

river

"souls,"

and Zucumbi'os,

was not obtained by

no

...because

the Priest of Avila,

(Riofrio) subdelegated his jurisdiction
in those regions."33«

hard evidence, therefore, of any significant
"inspection"

at all of the

missions of the Franciscans.

Nevertheless, Riofrio's report

most suggestive within

He divided

informe.

it

are the

of considerable interest.

is

lists

What

is

perhaps

of naciones he provided at the end of his

the Indians into four different categories: "nations

who

have entered missions, and one notes, of those only a small part have
been
reduced;" "nations beginning to reduce and to found Towns,
missionaries;" "nations

and friendly groups who

easy to attract and reduce;" and

Ibid.,

f.

11.

"en

la siguiente

lastly,

who

are without

cultivating with gifts

would be

"barbarous nations, withdrawn with

Reladon de

los

Pueblos no se incluyen los del Rio

Putumayo, y Zucumbws, .a causa de no haverse conseguido la Relacion de sus Vecinos
por el expressado Cura de Avila, en quien el Suplicante suhdelego su jurisdiccion en
.

.

aquellas partes.
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whom we do not communicate.'Putumayo

Not

surprisingly,

are placed in the last category

by

Riofrio,

all

of the Indians along the

with one exception: the

Hiayuhages, which he placed in the third
category and located '^etween the

Putumayo and Caqueta," an
Even more

telling is the fact that

Franciscans had

found

area in which neither he nor

named

it is

travelled!

many of the indigenous groups which the

as being in their missions from the
late 17^ century are

in Riofri'o's other categories as

things but

Don Perez

weU.^^ This could mean a number of

suggestive of at least two. One, that these
groups were highly

mobile and traveled widely from the Napo

even the Caqueta

in the north;

and two,

in the

south to the Putumayo and

that these

groups were fragmented with

different sub-groups being located in several
locations. Both explanations
likely, especially

when one

component needed

^ Ibid.,

ff.

seem

considers what Riofrio mentioned as the key

to attract, reduce

and keep the Indians

in the missions,

be

13-14.

^ These included, in category one, the Mamos, Encabellados, Icaguates,
Payaguas, Pebas, Yameos, and
Encabellados. In the

in category two, the Siecoyas,

Payaguas and

category Riofrio listed the Piacomos, Ceones, Ocorazos,
Abijiras, Guacihuages, Cotanes, Huameces, Charagualles, Arianas,
Murdelagos
last

and Ticimas as associated on or near the Putumayo; and the Mocoas, Sardifias,
Platazas, Thamas and Enceguajes as living on the banks of the Caqueta a region
that

was not

"visited" in person

by

either Riofrio or his proxy.

Another

indication of the "reliability" of Riofrio's information in regard to the Franciscan

missions

is

in his short

"withdrawn

comment about

(to the forests), for

causa de haver muerto

el

having

Misionero).

It

the Piacomos.

He stated

that they

had

killed the missionary" {remontados, por

should be recalled that

almost 25 years before, though no indication of
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this

this

occurred in 1721,

was given by

Riofrio!

they Jesuit or Franciscan:
journey, Riofrio brought

As part of his preparations

gifts!

some

knives, axes, needles,

(a prevencion) for his

and other

hujerias.

At one

point he even attracted four families
composed of 53 people and, at the
same
time, he "left befriended a
leader (princival) with

offered to

come to

settle later

when they had

gesture of gratitude the Visitador
"that

it is

gifts

left

more than 200

people,

who

harvested their crops, and in a

them some

gifts." Riofrio plainly
stated

with which are hunted those infidels
for Christianity. "34i

Despite his critique of the

friars, Riofrio

did grant them that the few

Indians {cortofruto) they had in their
missions, "and the negUgence
{descuido)

with which the Superiors helped the
missionaries, in great part springs from
the
financial arrears that the attorney of the
Episcopal Court of Quito

complained about."^^ The conclusions of his
report

had already

reflected this recognition of

the inadequate fiscal state of the missions,
both Jesuit and Franciscan. His

recommendations

for their progress

were

to provide a "sufficient

number

mam
of

zealous, prudent and holy {de espiritu) missionaries,
the supply of gifts {socorro de

Dones) to attract the Indians, and the assistance of
Your (the King's) Government

3*'

The Riofrio Report,

missions of Maynas

^ Ibid.,

f.

ff.

7-8.

Riofrio

when he did

was on

the

this bit of

5.
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Amazon among

the Jesuit

missionary moonlighting.

of disinterested

and

just Governors,

and the

Visita (inspection)

and vigilance of

the Reverand Bishops."^

Although these suggestions referred
more
the Franciscans', Riofrio did

Sucumbios missions

in particular.

of Missions in Pasto, or

Such a college would

make

if

three specific

Firstly,

to the Jesuit missions than
to

recommendations about the

he suggested the erection of
a College

not there, Pomasque, which was
outside of Quito.

attract

more vocaHons, and Pasto was much

entrada or "entrance" to the missions
than Quito. Since

Pomasque was only 24

leagues from Pasto, the College could
be located there, but Riofrio
least a hospice

closer to the

felt

that at

should be provided in Pasto where the
missionaries could go

rest or convalesce

from

their illnesses. It could

be an

escala for the

to

missions but

under the jurisdiction of the College of Pomasque,
which the Comissary General

^ Ibid.,

Before making his recommendations above, in
a suggestive
statement perhaps referring to past abuses, Riofrio
warns that "at times, just the
avarice or laziness of a Minister (missionary), or the
f.

14.

bad example of a single

Spaniard

is

enough

to destroy

all

mission) to the drawing board."

that

was

built

and return

it

(implying the

{d veces, solo la avaricia, 6 desidia

de un Ministro, 6

mal exemplo de un simple Espanol hast para destruir todo lo
edificado, y bolverse a
quedar en los principios). Unfortunately, as is common in many
documents, no
el

details are offered.

In a separate
in

document, Riofrio points out that there were a lack of confirmations
the missions of Mainas due to the fact that the Bishop of
Quito had not visited

the mission for

BCE.

many years;

Sig. Quito,

thus, the reason for the last

No. 191, Tira

11, folios 4-8.
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recommendation. See

of the Franciscans favoured
over Pasto
witl. tl.e costs associated

-

His suggestion was an attempt
to deal

with traveling from Quito to
the missions about which

the Franciscans often
complained.

Secondly, in a reference to the
hubbub caused by the failure of the
Spanish
missionaries

that

all

who arrived

in

1743 to go to the missions, Riofrio
recommended

subsequent missionaries from Spain
go directly to

this

new

College of

Missions to be trained, and thus avoid
them taking up offices due to the
altemativa as their predecessors did.
Finally, he urged that

the 44 curacies that the Franciscans

upkeep of the missions and

had

in the diocese of

for the set-up of the College

15%

of the stipends of

Quito be given for the

and hospice,

"in

addition to the alms and subsidies that
at present they are administering. "345
All of these

well: lack of

recommendations

reflected the Franciscans'

funds and personnel; and

a-vis their performance, Riofrio's

own

so, despite his

highly

main concerns

critical

as

position vis-

report echoed the Franciscans' constant

complaint concerning their mission enterprise. The
missions lacked money and
personnel to adequately

friars

fulfill their

mandate. Of course, both Riofrio and the

neglected the fact that the Indians themselves had

^ BCE. Sig.
Pasto so

Quito, No. 191, Tira 11,

ff.

1-2.

much

to

do with the

Pomasque was neariy 100 miles from

proximity to the missions was hardly better than the convents
of
Quito from whence the missionaries had been leaving. Its attraction
was that
was a proper but under-used convent at the time.

^ Ibid.,

its

ff.

2-4.
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relative "successes" or "failures"
of these missions.

different

seemed
enter

to

be able to demand substantial trade
goods

and remain

in a "mission

in order to

still

be induced to

town" bespeaks of agency seldom,

if

ever,

others.

New Funding Initiative, 1744-47
Probably as a result of the

first

fact that the

groups could not be restrained to stay
in a mission and that they

acknowledged by the Franciscans or

The

The mere

difficulties in

years of the 1740s, as discussed

earlier, the

means of raising monetary support.
Procurador of the missions. Brother

funding their missions during the
Franciscans sought alternative

In particular,

from 1744

to 1747, the

Lope de San Antonio, organized and

led a

"mission" that would take him from Pasto overland
to Cartagena and then by
sea and land to Panama, Guayaquil and back
overland to Quito.^ This mission

proved very lucrative
support from the

for the Franciscans

Crown

and

certainly helped defray the lack of

in the early 1740s.

^ By "mission" here am referring to another sort of mission similar to a
I

pUgrimage, not the missions or conversiones of the "infidels."
Rather, a mission of
this sort was an enterprise taken on by a traveling
religious who went from place
to place preaching the gospel to already ChrisHan
people emphasizing penance
for past sins and reforming of lives necessary for
redemption, not unlike
Protestant "revivals"

The

common in the United States in the nineteenth

financial goal of these "missions"

was

religious project like the conversiones de
in this sense of the word, during this

whom we will

often to raise

money

for

century.

some other

The most famous "missionary,"
time was Padre Fernando de Jesus Larrea,
infieles.

discuss shortly. In this instance. Brother

Lope de San Antonio
was leading a "mission" or revival with a particular aim of raising money for
Order's evangelizing efforts or missions in the Putumayo and Caqueta.
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his

Friar

San Antonio's journey was
an ambitious

affair that required
a

substantial initial investment.
Starting ,n early 1743,
the Franciscans had a
statue

of Nuestra Senora ie

Mercy)

in a

las

Gracias

box (c^o„),

w,h

(Our Lady of Graces

expense was soon added that

"gem

for

for a scepter, necklaces,
bracelets, shoes,

altar of the statue cost

would carry "Our Lady" and
reales respectively.

At

Our Lady

of

240 pesos - a handsome
sun, mdeed. To

stones" for the jewelry of the
stahie

accompanying

perhaps.

"very decent clothes,
paintings, lin.ngs, iron
work

and other odds and ends,"
made
this

or,

its

least five

-

The adornments for

and

the

approximately 89 pesos, and the
mule that

decorations added 20 pesos and
13 pesos 2

reams of paper and the printing of
3000

"devotional cards" (estampas) and
2000 "cartas de esdabilud" ("letters
of slavery")
for the faithful {deuotos)

came

to another 136 pesos 2 reales'«

With the addition

of a "covering" (cuhierta) for "Our
Lady" worth 16 pesos 5 reales, the
total cost of

These expenditures added to approximately
30 pesos making the
pesos. See ACC. Sig. 9502, ff. 103, 107.
»'

" ACC. Sig. 9502,

total cost

270

106. Estampas

were small printed reproductions of a
religious figure. In this case, no doubt,
the figure was of Nuestra SeHora de las
Graaas. Cartas de esdabitud were also printed
letters or cards probably containing
f.

some kind

of prayer or devotional exercise. Esclavitud in
this context refers to a
Brotherhood or cofradia in which people would join to
exercise certain acts of
devotion. Apparently the Franciscans had enlisted
the help of one

such cofradia

to help sponsor this mission, at least

its

members helped

devotional cards and cartas de esclavitud.
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in the

making of these

I

the statue and

incredible

its

associated expenses

came to approxi„,a,ely 545

pesos

1 .eal,

an

sum.^

The Procurator traveled with three
mo^s or young unmarried men: two
of
these as bearers of the statue
for the processions in each

would

stop,

and the other as muleteer. n.ey
were

and provided a wardrobe worth

The

San Antonio traveled

runaway slave town. On
carriers,

first to

began on

paid six pesos each

May

17, 1744,

from

"El Castigo" a palenque or

this part of the journey,

muleteers and two other reUgious

that Palenque."-^

initially

in wlnich they

a total of 32 pesos.^

actual journey to Cartagena
officially

Pasto. Procurador

town

he was accompanied by

who went

What exactly is meant by "conquer"

"to conquer the blacks of

in this context

is

unclear,

but his two reUgious c ompanions
apparently stayed behind at "El Casfigo"
while

- ACQ Sig. 9502,

ff.

103, 104, 106

and

107.

To demonstrate the magnitude of this

expenditure for the statue, at the same time
eight axes
steel

(i.e.

good quality

pounds) of

^ Ibid.,

f.

salt cost 11

made of both iron and

axes) cost the Franciscans 24 pesos and
10.5 arrobas (262 5

pesos

1 real.

105. In the separate accounting of the actual

round trip expenses ft-om
served Lope de San Antonio for the

Pasto to Cartagena to Quito, a "mosso" who
whole three year journey was paid 133 pesos 2 reales
for his salary. This was
probably not one of the three "mozos" mentioned above
as they seem to be
referred to as the muleteers and "carrier" in this
accounting. As well,

the three

"labourers" were probably Indians or mestizos while
the better paid mosso
probably a young creole or Spaniard, likely one destined for
religious life
himself,

Ibid.,

who served
f.

as the Procurador' s personal attendant. See

118. El Castigo

was

f.

was

118.

a palenque located on the Patia River near where

disgorges into the Barbacoas lowlands on the Pacific side of the
Andes.
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Lope de San An,oni„
he added a fancy

S,*-™

,/,•

con.inw..d „n ,o Mir„florcs

.1

(.>«„„..

reales.

to

IV.p„y,n,

worlh 27 pesos

1

.5 realc.

will,

and Ihc cost of

anoll.er

N„„,™

ream

o(

an ima^e of the I'alroness.
worth

2,S

hut .he ben..fi.s accr„in,. from
.he n.ission seemed ,o be
paying

off already since

goods

m

Pop.,y.,n

allar clo.h imalclima) for the
Palrone^s of ,he Missions,

paper and of engravins H^'m, no
doub.
pesos

and .hen

on May 28 .he

I'rocurador

was able

.o give 181

pesos wor.h of

missionary l>adre Josc.ph l.arruliela for
his journey to the

n,is,sions of

the Putiimciyo.^"

From

Ancerma

I

.a

['op.,y.'m,

I.opodeS..n Antonio traveled to

Cali, l^uga, Cartago,

Bega (Vega), Santiago de Arma, Kio
Negro, La Tassagera, and then

to Medell.'n.

I

le travelled

through Antioquia

for a while before retur.i.ng
to

Medelh'n and continuing to Cancan, Los
Remedios and the port of San

Bartholome.

fbid.,

-

I

lere

he and his companions hired a canoe and
four rowers

who

Brother l.ope de San Antonio's mission probably
spent some time
in the Popayan area since it was
already a location used by the missionaries
of
the f'utumayo, like Padre liarrutieta, to get
supplies.
f.

115.

M'The account book

lists a

number

of purchases

made

in

Mompos

in

May

1745,

apparently for other accoutreriients for this statue of M.iry
(and the Child jesus).
These included 2(X) pesos for a cross of emeralds {un cruccro
dc csmmildas) and
other adornments mounted in gold, 57 pesos for a gold ro.sary
weighing 19
castellanos; 116 pesos for two necklaces with two suns
of gold (soles dv oro) .ind

two

cro.sscs,

one

br.icelet, .ind

embroidered "dclautar" and

two

pe.irl button.s,

to trim the hats ol the Virgin

feathers .ind for their shoes; and 12 pesos

adorn

this statue.

All this

76 pesos 2 reales for an

added up

1

real for a

and the Child with

"bedspre.id" (ro/r/w) to

to another 461 pesos 3 re.iles bringing the
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were paid 10

reales per

day

(sabanas) of Toiu they then

November of
The

1

for three

months. Stopping a, the "grasslands"

proceeded to Cartagena, arriving
there around

745.354

profitability of the mission

becomes evident when San Antonio

reaches Cartagena. 71.ere, after
a year and a half of traveling,
he spent almost

2000 pesos on mostly metal goods and
adornments destined
the

Putumayo and Caqueta.- From Cartagena,

total

expense of the statue and

for the missions of

the friar shipped himself, his

accessories to an impressive 1006
pesos 4
reales. A "delantar^' probably
refers to a delantal which is a kind
of apron
Mompos or Mompox (Santa Cruz de) was a large and
rich town of the province
of Cartagena on the westside of the
Magdalena river north of
its

Honda and

southeast of Cartagena. Although it is not
listed
Antonio's itinerary account, apparently

in

Brother Lope de San

he stopped there to make these

piH-chases and fundraise. See Antonio
de Alcedo, Diccionario Geografico, Vol.

- ACC.

Sig. 9502,

II,

Santiago de Tolu, according to Alcedo, was
located "6
leagues from the coast and 20 leagues from
Cartagena." It was very hot but
"healthy" {sano) and was rich and fertile in
f.

1

18.

grains and

fruit, especially com and
resm from a tree that was well known for its curing
powers, for which Tolu was
an area of considerable commerce. So much so that
it "had been sacked
different
times by English and French pirates." Diccionario
Geografico, Vol. IV, 92-93.

Ibid.,

1 1 5.

Among

the items purchased

were 200 pounds of steel, over 4
gross of knives, 12000 large needles {agujas capoteras),
almost 1 1 dozen
pen/jackknives (navajas), 9 dozen scissors and almost 5200
fishhooks. The
"adornments" included 7 dozen tin crosses, over 5 dozen stone crosses,
2 gross of
f.

gross less one dozen of medallions (medallas) and crosses, 26
shiny rings
(sortijas de hrillantes) and 1 1 dozen small mirrors
(espegitos). The
bells, 2

exact total

to 1970 pesos

and

came

3.5 reales.

Although somewhat unclear
2000 pesos to Don Bias de

la

in the

account book. Lope de San Antonio also gave
Jerga(?), through the syndic Don Domingo Miranda,
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mosso and his supplies to Panama,
where he bough, more goods for
the mi.ss.ons

worth 235 pesos and 5

Once he

reales.^'*

arrived in Guayaquil, at least by
May, 1746, Friar Lope de San

Antonio's purchases again reflected the
success of h.s miss.on. After
buy.ng the

more mundane but
and Panama, quite
to Quito.

different items

For example, the syndic

Procurador

chasuble

essential trade

-

some

were bought
in

religious vestments

powder

flasks

rice,

two

Cartagena

m Guayaquil and along h.s route
Don Antonio

Guayaquil,

-

for the missions in

an alb and material

as well as a lace-trimmed altar cloth
and

Wine, aguardiente, tobacco,
eight

goods needed

Leon, bought the

for a gold-fringed

two complete wardrobes.

tercerolas (shotguns),

were also acquired. Seemingly

and ^frasquera with

to assist in the transport of

these goods purchased at the bodega
(general store), two horses were acquired
"to

for supplies for the missions.

It

seems, however, that this

money came from

Quito rather than being "made" by the Padre's fundraising
mission.

'^On January

12,

1746 the syndic

medals, 16 gross of earrings

Don

{sarsillos),

Francisco Rosales purchased 2450

more

115 masitos and 38 larger masos (masses^*)

of beads {chaquirasl 2 gross of Castillian rosaries
and a few other items including
four door locks with their keys, three machetes, one axe
and five achuelas de
escopetas. To transport these. Padre Lope and his
personal "servant"
to

from Cartagena cost 410 pesos.

The
reales.

Ibid.,

ff.

116 and

1

18.

alb cost 50 pesos and the material for the chasuble

A

(manto),

"wardrobe"

(pafios menores).

was worth

(vesluario) consisted of a habit (havito),

two hoods or cowls

(capillas),

two

tunics (tunicas)

Two vestuarios were worth 85 pesos.
231

Panama

121 pesos 4

cape or cloak

and underclothing

Ibid.,

f.

1

16.

serve

how they might in the future."33« To refurbish
the well-traveled

"Madonna,"
silver

five varas (yards) of sHver-threaded
trim for a veil

trimming

{caracolsillo

de plata)

were purchased. And

and 25 yards of

finally,

perhaps in

anticipation for future money-raising
missions, a ten-ounce silver platter for
the

asking of alms

was made

for 13 pesos.^s^ In total, 710

pesos 6 reales were spent in

Guayaquil for the missions.

A few more purchases were made between Guayaquil and
Brother Lope de San Antonio

1747. In

Riobamba, 100

arrobas or 2500

which included

transport;

cloth (bayeta) of

many colours,

(enfardelura) of the

same

pounds of glass beads

made his final

and

bayeta

accounting of his

Quito, before

trip

on July

pounds of salt were bought

for 100 pesos,

in Tacunga, 661 yards of loosely-woven

14 yards of linen, blankets (cobijas)

were

(avalorios)

all

bought

for 338 pesos, as

worth 37 pesos 4

reales.^^o

28,

woolen

and wrappings

were nine

During the entire

mission, 5435 pesos and 5.5 reales worth of goods were bought,
most of which

were

for the supply of the Franciscans' missions in the

When added

to the 1695

Putumayo and Caqueta.

pesos and 3 reales Lope de San Antonio had spent

in

^ The entry reads: por dos caballos, que han servido para salir de la Bodega, y servirdn
en

lo

que se

The

ofreciere en adelante.

Ibid.

silver trim for the veil for the statue of

Our Lady

pesos 2 reales and the silver trimming cost 22 pesos 4
Ibid.
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of Thanksgiving cost 26

reales. Ibid.

expenses, the total equaled 7131 pesos
and one half
mission, that

is

real.

The income

of the

the alms of the faithful, totaled
7126 pesos and 1.5 reales.^'

The

Procurador had overspent by less than 5
pesos.

By

all

indications, the fundra.sing mission
of Nuestra Senora de las Gracias

conducted by Friar Manuel Lope de San
Antonio was very successful
missions administered by his fellow
Franciscans. Despite

appears that the goods purchased through
least for

some of the

Smuggling and the
Soon

this

its

means were

for the

success, however,

still

insufficient, at

missionaries.

State of the Missions, 1747-1750

after Procurador

Lope de San Antonio returned

to

Quito with

his

loads of goods acquired during his three-year
journey, part of them was
distributed to

In

some of

October of 1747,

Ibid.,

ff.

in

the missionaries

working

in the

Putumayo and Caqueta.

the "College of Missions" of Pomasque,^^ Friar
Vicente

118-119.

>*'This "College of Missions"

had been converted from the old convent of the
F^ecollets of Pomasque and had been instituted under the title of
the "College of
Missions of the Holy Virgins of Clara and Rosa of Pomasque," on May
31, 1738
while Padre Alacano was provincial. I^idrc Larrea was its first guardian
or

As we shall see, this College of Missions would have an interesting
history moving twice within a decade before finally finding a permanent home
in Popayan as the Colegio dc Misioncs dc Nuestra Senora de las Gracias.
See Luis
superior.

Carlos Mantilla, "Las ultimas expediciones de franciscanos espanoles que
vinieron a Colombia 1 759 y 1784," in Actas del IV Cortgreso Intemacioml sobre
Franciscanos en

le

Nuevo Mundo

(Siglo XVIII),
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(Madrid: Fditorial

DFIMOS,

los

1991),

it

Rafels de

la

Caridad, the Superior de

las Conversiones,

received an impressive

quantity of goods from the Procurador .-^
Interestingly, Father Rafels turned

around and sold 569 pesos 3
{hoti]a)

reales

means of exchange.^ From Quito,

four Franciscans stayed there from

cost

their

November 24

Rafels

to the

maintenance and subsequent transport

and one jug

went

He and

to Pasto.

middle of January, 1748,

to the missions {a la

montam)

them 382 pesos 2 reales.^
Seemingly

at points

along the way, Rafels began making the dishibution

(repartimiento) of the supplies.

who

cloth, hats

of wine "to help with (other) expenses,"
indicating the use of cloth

especially as a

where

worth of various

The

received his socorro "for the

of these

first

town

was

to

Padre Fernando Losa,

of Kaketa" and for his

407 and Alfonso Zawadzky C, C. A.R.,

own

needs on

Viajes misioneros del R.P. Fr. Fernando de

Jesus Larrea Franciscano, 1700-1773, (Cali: Imprenta Bolivariana,
1945), 26-27.

Not

all

the socorro that Padre Rafels received

acquisitions of the Procurador, but

much

of

it

came from

the mission

did including the exact

number

of

masos de chaquiras (153), stone crosses (72), various fishhooks
(5189) and small
mirrors (132). See
Sig. 9309, folio 3.

ACQ

^ It must be remembered

that

soon

Lope de San Antonio left on his
fundraising mission, royal alms payments resumed so that the Franciscans were
able to buy other goods with these funds. It was probably through these funds
or other benefactors that

more valuable

after Brother

some of the

cloth, the sombreros de betun

"hats of vicuna" were obtained and sold for cash.

wine sold here was one of those bought by the Brother
Franciscans
for

it.

ACC.

^ ACC.

made

a tidy profit selling

Sig. 9309,

Sig. 9309,

f.

f.

3;

ACC.

it

for 35 pesos,

Sig. 9502,

3.
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f.

116.

and the
If

far

the jug of

Procurador, then the

having paid only 16 pesos

March 26,

1748.

Next came Padre Xavier Mejia

for the

town

of San Diego; then

Padre Juan Mansilla for the town of San
Salvador de Horta; and then came the
distribution for Padre Francisco

Dominguez and

the

town

of San Juan

Capistrano.3« Each of them received
approximately the same amount and kinds
of goods, as

Sandoval,

weU

as clothing for themselves.^ Brother
Leandro Justo de

who was not listed

as associated with any particular town,
received

only the usual clothes (though no shoes), "six
balls of smoking tobacco" and "a

^ ACC.
others

Sig. 9309,

ff.

foUow him

in

Only the distribution to Father Losa is dated, but the
the "book of suppUes" {libro de soconos) which
make up this

4-7.

document.
For their personal use these priests received, with only
slight variations: a habit
with two cowls, a shirt (coton) and pair of pants (calzones)
of bayeta (loosely-

woven

wool), two pairs of shoes, a jacket-Uke garment (chupa)
and pants of
rayadillo (striped cotton fabric), three pairs of
underwear (menores) and

one hat de
for the mission towns which, of course, included
goods for
the Indians within them, also varied only slightly. These
were: 60 varas (yards)
vicuna.

The supplies

of rayadillo, 50 varas of bayeta, 12 yards of linen, 5 yards of
jerga (course cloth,
sackcloth), 14 sombreros de betun, 1000 needles, 5 dozen knives,
6 big and 6

medium jackknives

{navajas), 16 mirrors,

rosaries, 3 large masos

1

gross (144) of earrings

and 10 small masos of beads, 8

scissors,

(zarcillos),

30

24 big and 48

medium

fishhooks, 30 small bells {cascabeles), 10 tin {estano) crosses, 12 medals
,12
crosses, 60 large and smaU medals, 78 rings, and 6 steels (eslabones) as
part of

and

Three of priests also received wine and hosts to say Mass, tabaco
en polvo (snuff) and tabaco de chupar (smoking tobacco) in various quantities, and
"flint

steel."

pounds of salt. Padre Losa was the only priest who did not receive these
items, however, he was the only one to receive an axe and two machetes. The
87.5

small

number

assess for

its

is

steel

is

interesting but difficult to

One should remember that the Procurador bought
which perhaps had not been made into implements yet. As

meaning,

200 pounds of
well, this

of axes and machetes distributed
if

any.

an example of one "distribution" of socorro

occur at least once,

if

not twice, each year. ACC.
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that

Sig. 9309,

was supposed
ff.

4-7.

to

little

sugar."36«

The

rest of the supplies

remained with the Superior of the

missions. Padre Rafels, "within the Missions"
{dentro de

and

for "distribution

Padre Rafels worked

Missiones) for himself

with the Indians."^^^ Unfortunately, the town
is

not given, though

which would be referred

By

las

it

which

might have been La Concepcion,

to as the "principal

early 1748, therefore, at least four

in

town"

later.37o

and probably

were being serviced by the Franciscans. Sucumbi'os
was

five mission

still

under

towns

their

parochial care and, except for the

town

of "Kaketa,"

had

in his

1739 report. The town of San Diego was

also been

named by Alacano

all

of the towns mentioned

probably San Diego de los Yantaguages, near Sucumbi'os;
San Salvador de Horta

and San Juan Capistrano were

said to be inhabited

by the Emos and Huynos

^ Ibid.,

f.

^ Ibid.

According to some notes written apparently

quite clear from this "distribution" that religious
Brothers were
not considered the equal of priests even in the missions,
despite often labouring
longer and certainly just as hard in them.
8.

It is

after 1753 within this

same

"book of accounts," Brother Joseph Carvo was also among the Franciscans
who
received supplies. This seems quite likely as Carvo was a very active
missionary
and was around at this time. That would make seven missionaries in all working
These same notations indicate that sometime between receiving
these supplies in early 1748 and probably 1753, Father Xavier Mejia "persevered
in the missions.

and died

in the missions."

See

f.

2.

According to the report of 1750, which will be discussed below, the town of La
Concepcion was the "principal town" of the missions. In the same report, it

seems that Sucumbfos (Ezija or San Miguel) was depopulated by 1 750 and was
no longer serving as the escala of the missions. See AHMRE/PQ/R/1.2./Ro 01,
Doc. 26,

ff.

79-SO.
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Indians respectively in 1739. Whether
these groups were
is

impossible to know. Even the town of
"Kaketa"

de Padua, which was sometimes referred

there a decade later

still

may have been San Antonio

to as "San

Antonio de Padua de Gran

Caqueta," principal town of the Caqueta
missions and inhabited by the Mocoa
Indians.3- Unfortunately,

these missions

is

there

of goods distributed to each friar for
his mission, however,

insufficient for at least

came news from

Sefiora

de

la

one of them. As early as July of 1748,

the apparently relatively

new

mission town of Nuestra

Concepcion, probably on the Putumayo, of contraband
trade

cloth (ropa). According to a letter that informed
the

Popayan, Don Antonio de Mola y Villacorta

Governor of the

(or Viiiacorba), a

mountains of Mocoa and Sucumbi'os."^^^ While

refers to

it

it is

in

city of

Portuguese canoe

"loaded with cloth" arrived at the "missions of the Fathers
of Saint Francis

Padre Alacano

in

recorded.

The amount

was apparently

no indication of the number of indigenous
peoples

doubtful that

it

in the

might have

as such in a letter nominating three Franciscans as

possible prelates for the doctrim which received a stipend from the Crown.
See
ACC. Sig. 4387, f. 1.

The

mentioned by Don Antonio de Mola in his own letter to probably
the Audiencia of Quito or Viceroyalty of Santa Fe dated October 12, 1748. De
letter is

Mola expressed

the gravest concern for this smuggling and the apparent lack of

action by Maestre de

Campo Don Carlos Burbano

seemingly had been occurring

against these activities which

in this region in the past.

He urged

that the

incident be investigated and verified and that the culprits be apprehended and
fined 1000 pesos and punished according to the law. See
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ACC.

Sig. 7394, folio

1.

"

made

to

it

to stop in

Mocoa, which

is

in the

Caqueta drainage, the canoe certainly
appeared

on Padre Juan Mansilla and

"his" mission of

San Salvador de Horta on

the Putumayo.

In a vista

from the

Fiscal

(Attorney General) of the Royal Audience of

Quito, written on January 30, 1749, Father Juan
MansUla
participating in the "introduction of

illicitly

is

clearly

condemned

for

traded cloth, that was conveyed via

the towns in which resided those missionaries" to Pasto.^^s
Despite mentioning

"towns" and "missionaries," the fiscal goes on to
resolved "with the firm assertion

that...

the Governor of

Reverand Padres were guilty of nothing, and
only one Religious,

acttviHes

were

was

writing, Mansilla

the result of

MansiUa."374 Apparently Mansilla's illegal

own hand"

to a friend

from

it

was

and

still

in the mission, but the

Crown's attorney

from returning to those

his prohibition

A vista is a legal term meaning part of a sentence, resolution or report in which

are cited the precepts
in

was

that the

which the Governor of Popayan somehow obtained. When

called for his removal

3"

had been

Popayan made

that this disorder

verified through a letter written "in his

(compadre) of Pasto,

the fiscal

named Juan

state that the matter

and norms applicable

ACC.

Sig. 9493, folio

ACC.

Sig. 9493,

f.l.

for the decision. This vista is

found

1.

"...con la firme asercion que

de que en nada estaban culpados dichos

.

.

.hizo el

RR PP y que solo

Religioso llamado fr. Juan Mansilla.
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Govemador de Popayan,

resulto el desorden en

un

"

missions so that he not "return to recormpt
(them) with such a serious excess."^^

But the fiscal saw no reason to punish the other
legos,

six missionaries, including

two

apparentiy in the missions at that time, by depriving
them of the annual

supplies that the

Crown

supplied. However, he did not support the
"extension

and amplitude" of these supplies sought by Padre
Joseph Salvador, and

recommended

the usual socorro for the missions continue
until a report

concerning the missions was obtained.
This report on the state of missions

came

in 1750

by the same Padre Joseph

Fernandez Salvador, Guardian of the College of Missions of San
Diego of
Quito.376

It is

a fascinating

document

picture of the missions of the

movement

for

if

Putumayo and Caqueta just

of the Franciscan missionaries'

to Popayan.

gives a good,

it

home

not totaUy clear

three years before the

convent or College of Missions

Padre Salvador began his report, as some of

his predecessors had,

with a brief recap of the beginning of the missions under the stewardship of the
Franciscans and the pledge of support by the
of their progress.

Crown

Ibid,

1

the periodic reporting

indicated that the support promised by the

included "something for axes, machetes and other trinkets, which

is

the

"...sinque este Religioso pueda bolver a entrar en dichas misiones porque no es

conveniente por

By

He rather slyly

Crown with

la

sospecha de que huelve a reinfictir en tan grave exeso.

750, the College of Missions

San Diego

in

Quito but

it

had moved from Pomasque

would not

stay there long as
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to the

Convent of

we shall see below.

bait with

them

which the

to the

will of the Indians is attracted
to the result of converting

Union of the Christian Religion."3^

This, of course,

was

untrue.

Padre Salvador then went on to Ust the
seven towns under the care of the
Franciscans. (See Table
9)

Having received

his information

from the Ws/fa^r of

the provinces of Sucumbi'os and Mocoa,
Padre Vicente Rafels,

knowledge of the missions, Salvador pointed out

that only four of the

Franciscans serving them at the time of his writing.
to

who had intimate
towns had

To remedy this and

possibly

expand the missions, Salvador had just sent more
missionaries. Rafels had

indicated there were "other innumerable infidels,"
in

more than 40 towns

traveled easily between and on the rivers, including
the Napo,

that

who were

"anxious to have priests to baptize them and instruct them
with preaching in the
sacred laws of Christianity and the Catholic Religion. "^^s
Again, this was a

common

point to

make

in these reports:

many

Indians eagerly waited to be

evangelized despite the Franciscans themselves often admitting that axes,
machetes, cloth, beads, etc were what was needed to "win over their wills."
Sent

Two copies of Father Salvador's
9432, folios 1-6; and the other

AHMRE/PQ/R/I.2./R0

01,

AHMRE/PQ/R/I.2./R0

is

1750 report were found.

One

is

ACC.

Sig.

located in the series of documents

Doc. 26, folios 78-82. The latter copy wUl be dted.

01, Doc. 26,

f.

79.
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back into the missions were Fadre Rafels, Padre
Buenaventura Villapanilla,

Padre Fernando Loza, and Padre Xavier Soto,

all

veterans of the missions.

In addition to the seven mission towns, the
Franciscans

the curacies of "Ezija de los Sucumb.'os," with

still

maintained

two ancxos named Guacue and

Nariguera, and the "Provincia de Mocoa/' for which
they received annual

stipends.^ These two pueblos had declined so
dramatically over the years
taken together they

now

that

held only 68 Indians "between old and young
men," ten

Padres Villapanilla and Soto had first entered the missions in
1725, and
Padre Loza possibly as early as 1743, like Padre Rafels. It seems that
Padre Mejii
was also sent back at this time, though Salvador had already mentioned him
as
attending to the Indians of San Diego el Nuevo. Clearly the Franciscans
Ibid.

came

and out

in

of the missions quite regularly.

Padre Villapanilla

at least

made

it

to the

town

of

Sucumbios by September

3,

where he was acting parish priest {cura inlerino). This information is given
certification he gave verifying that a certain Don Diego Antonio
Zambrano,

1750,
in a

citizen of

Quito and Presidente en

estas

Montanas de Sucumbios y Mocoa," traveled

into the region, entering via the "Old city of

and returning
los

via the

Sucumbios." See

San Miguel

ACC.

Mocoa"

{la

ciudad Biega dc Mocoa)

river at the "city of Nuestra Senora de Excica de

Sig. 8966, folio

1.

^ The names given to these places are somewhat unusual.
los

Sucumbios"

was sometimes

refers to the curacy of
called.

Often

it

Apparently "Ezija de

San Miguel de Sucumbios or

was simply

Ecija, as

it

referred to as Sucumbios. Similarly,

the "Provincia de Mocoa" seems to refer to the town of Mocoa, a "province" being

much larger area. Salvador added that Ezija, during its gold-mining heydey
was referred to as a "city" (ciudad), but of course in 1750 it was a city "in name

a

only."
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of

whom had come from the Napo region.3«^

the

Crown through

These Indians paid

their tribute to

the Lieutenant Governor of Pasto.^-

After listing the mission towns under
their care, Salvador began the

Franciscan "wish

was

requested

list" for

the missions.

better financial support

Crown was not paying

He complained

per year.3« while this

surprisingly, the

from the Crown.

first

thing he

He complained

that the

the 300 pesos per year per religious
which had been

"regulated," for the "most usual

missions!

Not

number

that the

latter

of fourteen" Franciscans in the

Crown's support never exceeded 500 pesos

statement was true, the

first

assertion

was

not.

The

AHMRE/PQ/R/I.2./R0 01, Doc. 26, f. 80. Since he only mentions
"old and
young men" {viejos y mows), that is, tribute payers, there were probably
about
four to six times that number when considering women
and children as well, or
perhaps approximately 280 to 420 Indians amongst them. The
fact that he
mentions Indians "from the populations of the Napo" {de las
poblaciones de Napo),
is more evidence that indigenous groups
moved around quite extensively
throughout the upper Napo, Putumayo and Caqueta regions.
Mission Indians were exempt from paying the tribute to the Crown,
not being
"entrusted" to any particular Spaniard or encomendero. Since Sucumbios
and

^=

Mocoa were old
living there

with their corresponding encomenderos, the Indians
considered encomienda Indians, despite its abolition in

"cities"

were

still

remote regions of the Empire many decades

eariier.

original encomenderos (although the encomienda grant

from father

was paid

to son for

some

directly to the

With the death of the

was

often

handed down

generations, especially in remote areas), the tribute

Crown, through

AHMRE/PQ/R/I.2./R0

01, Doc. 26,

f.

his official in Pasto.

80.

"pero despues de estar regulado este en la

cantidad de 300 pesos por ano a coda uno de dichos Religiosos, llegando este
al

numero de

por ano

less

14, se experimenta,

que

el

todo de esta contribucion no pasa de

"
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las

mas vezes

500 pesos

Crown had never promised 300 pesos per year per missionary,
nor was it usual
to

have fourteen Franciscans

his complaint

in the missions at

by pointing out

any one time. Salvador continued

that the royal officials did not

kind, but rather in cash or in kind, whichever

was more

pay the support

in

"convenient," meaning

"cheaper," for them. This practice contributed to the
"backward state" of the
missions, which

left

the Religious without food, the Indians without
clothes and

a "lack of tools to cultivate the

recommended

^ovnd."^ To remedy this situation,

that the Franciscans

200 pesos for travel allowance

be paid the same as

(viatico)

Salvador

their Jesuit counterparts:

and another 200 pesos

for

food (alimentos)

per year.

Salvador's second request arose from the "most grave

work

to

walk"

{el

gravisimo trabajo de caminar) over the "worst roads" {malisimos caminos)
the 270

leagues from Pasto to the towns of the Mission. The Franciscans had spent

work on opening
Pasto, but

had

a road through the valley of

to quit

remedy the problem

due

to the difficulties

Cayembe, twelve leagues from

and

costs they encountered.

of the Franciscans: the granting of the parish of

Avila to them. Since the road to Avila was passable

Ibid.,

ff.

To help

of transport to the missions, Salvador resurrected an old

and previously denied request

3«*

much

80-81.
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{trancible),

it

could be

connected to nearby Sucumbi'os, which "was

like the capital of the other"

mission towns.

The

and

third

last

made

Franciscans had

request

made by Salvador was

periodically. In an interesting,

if

another that the

not wholly truthful,

supplication, Salvador asked for "one of the most
opportune

means

for the

conservation and increase of the Mission," which was an
escort of soldiers with

its

captain and corporals to guard and

protect (the missionaries) from the Indians
rise

up; because

who

will

always

try to

or nothing

would help the work of the
missionaries, for if they (the Indians) do not have someone
to
subject them, they rise up and retire to the forests after having
little

killed (the missionaries), as they

Salvador

made

clear that the Franciscans

come from

they should

their salary

it

81.

never dared to

Mision

f.

es,

81

rise

bit

up

The previous request

Rodriguez de Acosta

^ Ibid.,

for soldiers before, that

and

that part of

could be taken from the tribute of the few Indians remaining

infidel Indians

f.

had asked

Pasto, the closest city to the missions,

Sucumbi'os. Then he indulged in a

M» Ibid.,

have already done.^'

"Uno dc

of creative history.

in

He

claimed that the

arms against Christian Indians

for the curacy of Avila

at

came from

or their

Friar

Lucas

in 1716.

los

medios mas oportunos para

la

(como muchas vezes se ha representado a VA)

conservacion, y

la escolta

aumenlo de

la

de soldados con su

y cahos para guarda, y custodia de los Indios siempre que intentaren levantarse;
par que de poco, o nada serviria el trahajo de los Misioneros, si por no haver quien los
capitan,

sujetase, ellos se alsasen

como ya

lo

y

han executado.

retirasen a los
"

VA

is

Monies despues de

an abbreviation

Highness.
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averles quitado las vidas,

for Vuestra

AHeza or Your

"

missionaries

when

there

were Spaniards

in

Sucumbi'os and

those Indians were entrusted (encomendado) to
their
course,

was blatantly

false:

Mocoa had been

first

Mocoa and when

conquerors.

This, of

attacked and finally destroyed

several times in the 17^^ century. According to
his reasoning, since the missions

had been

left

"defenceless" {desahrigados\ the Indians "attacked and
kUled

more

than eight Religious in the past year of (blank), leaving
the Indians insolent to
threaten

them

whenever what they ask

(the missionaries)

given them."388 Salvador apparently did not

feel

for their

needs

is

not

compelled to verify the number,

four not eight, of murdered Franciscans, nor the year of their deaths,
1721,
actually leaving this detail blank.

He did make,

however, a

telling

between the Indians' "insolence" towards the missionaries and

connection

their ability to

provide the Indians the things which they desired.
But he was not finished with his fanciful reporting.

He continued

to point

out that due to their "barbarous and fierce condition," the Indians were not
frightened by anything except guns, and "with this advantage, the reduction of

those Barbarians could be attained with less difficulty."

"would not be possible

^7 Ibid.,

Ibid,

f.

to subject the Indians to a

And without

few poor Religious,

guns,

it

who

82.

"pero despues que los vieron desabrigados de esta defensa, los acometieron, y

mataron mas de ocho Religiosos por
amenazarlos siempre que no se

les

el

ano pasado de (blank) quedando insolentados para

contrihuye lo que piden para sus menesteres.
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"

because of their state do not have more weapons
than the fervent voice of
preaching."389 This

was

a misrepresentation of the facts.

weapons; they bought new shotguns
these

were

all

the time. But

insufficient to control the Indians.

firepower, thus the request for soldiers, to be

it

their

The Franciscans had
probably was true that

They simply did not have enough
in a position to dictate to

the

indigenous peoples of the region.
Salvador then ended his report by accurately pointing out that the
Jesuits
of

Maynas and Archidona had an

than 500 pesos

in salary

escort of soldiers

from the royal treasury.

Sacred Order (which) has been the one until

Once

It

now

whose Captain received more

was "only

The Move

to

Popayan and another

The one thing

would

que

their missions for

soldiers.

in his

many years

in this relocation

los Indios se sujetasen a

mas armas que laferborosa vos de su

"que solo

la

more

Visita, 1750-1753

and manuevering involved

seria posible,

estado no tienen

Ibid,

and

supplies,

1750 report, that

to

come, was the

of their College of Missions from the Quito area to Popayan.

soliciting, cajoling,

"no

and

more

Padre Salvador did not mention

affect the Franciscans

movement

Ibid,

that

my

that has lacked this help."^^

again, a major report about the missions, called for

missionaries, better accessibility to the missions

the Mission of

"
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began well

unos pobres Religiosos, que por su

predicacion.

Mision de mi Sagrado orden ha sido

estos auxilios.

The

la

que hasta aqui a carecido de

before

1 750.

The

initiation of this

Franciscans' nemesis,

for

move might even be credited

Don Diego de Riofrio and his

to the

controversial report of 1746,

he had recommended that the College of Missions
possibly be moved

to

Pasto so that the missionaries might be closer to their
missions and their travel

expenses be reduced. Quite quickly,

move, while others lobbied

"won"

for

the College of Missions

The move

to

Popayan,

many Franciscans supported

this

Popayan as the College's new home. Which

city

seems,

it

seemed

to

depend on

in a sense, got its start

Missions of Pomasque was "exchanged"
Recollets of San Diego in Quito,

{se

a

number

when

of factors.

the College of

permuta) for the Convent of the

which occurred near the end of

1747.391

This

disruptive transfer proved controversial amongst the Franciscans of the
College

and the Recollets of San Diego, who were not keen about
from Quito

November

to

Pomasque.

It

seems

that the latter

had some

15, 1750, the Comisario General de Indias, Friar

report written to the Ministro General de

la

their effective

removal

pull in Madrid.

On

Matias de Velasco, in a

Orden Franciscana, did not approve of

This according to the petition presented by the Procurador of the College of
Missions of San Diego of Quito, Friar Ramon de Sequeyra, to the Minister

General of the Franciscan Order, asking for the approval of the decree
the Provincial of Quito, during the Provincial Chapter, on August

made by

14, 1747.

ACC.

Sig. 9207, folios 1-2.

Zawadzky mentions

that the first novices to enter the College of Missions of San

Diego under the Guardianship of Padre Salvador and Padre Larrea did so on

November 4, 1747. The move from Pomasque to San Diego in Quito was
apparently made sometime between August and November, 1747. See Viajes
misioneros, 73.
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IIh'

"vxclurnyy

K.unon de

.,s

prcsonfcd

Sec,iK.yra.^'^2

beinj. s..,>,„>,u.d

CuluUlo or cily

by

^his

llu.

coundl

ol

l,y llu-

l>wnmulor of Ihc ,Hissi„ns

dis..,>,,r(,val

lh.it

,<„n liuropc c.nu. dc-spiu-

r.mciscnn Im.n.rchy

I

Quilo

si^'.nific ..nl

dun^'c

ACC.

Sig. 921

I,

folios

I

2.

I

initialed

Kecollet

I

all

move

initially

on March

by the missionanes.it I'om.iscjue without

raiu iscans of S.in

mind and denied
convent was inferior
his

I

)icy,o.

the move.
to that of

inconvenient," po.ssibly due to

for the missions

I

ie

some lime and

other Colle^'.e of Missi ons

When

15, 1749,

but the

move

K/'H'n^; the.isseiit ol the

they objected to Velasco, he changed

main objections were th.it the Pom.iscjue
San [^ie^',o and th.it getting provisions was "very
Their

its

dist.ince

Irom Ouilo. Ol course,

this all

took

work out

several ye.irs to

since correspondence between luirope and Quito look
actual action took even longer. It seems th.il the missionary friars

occupied the San f^iego convent,

now

San Diego,

from 1747

I'op.iy.'in.

(Juilo, the

an» simplilymj', the process here. Comissary

Velasco actually approved the

was

move

henceforth the Colloye ol Missions wus no lonp,er to
be under the

jurisdiction of the iVoviiuc ol Quito, but rather, like

""^

d

in Q.iito, tlu> |iisl,.,,>

iIk'

,,.,,

I

.ind Uk- ricsidenl of Ur. Auilicnciu ol
Oiiito »3

Velasco, however, did .ipprovc of one

.i^rcvd

f

in riun.ju-,

for .il)oul six years, or

See also ACC.

referred to as the College of Missions of
to 1753,

Sig. 9200, folios 1-22,

when

they

which contains

lin.illy

moved

sever.il letters

to

and

decrees concerning this mailer.

""iThis

is

Tolo de

evident in a report submitted by the

Ag,uil.i

submilled June

working

due

,

lii.shop of

Quito,

Don

Ju.in

Nielo

loiuerning the mis.sions of the I'ulumayo and Caquela

4, 1750.

In

it

he menlioncci, lhal the Franciscans had been

diligently in the.se mi.ssions since 1689,

at llie cost ol

.some

lives,

but

th.il

to the "n.itural fickleness of the Indi.ins, false suggestions

and violence of the

from the missionaries

to dress Ihe nudity

Cientiles, or lor hick ol supplies {socorro)

of the Indians (Naturales) and capture the will of Iheir Caciques and bosses
(nunuloncs) with sci.ssors, knives, needles, gla.ss lu'.ids and other trinkets of their
desire, they

have deserted the towns, and

with churches,

at

y giyvicrm) polilico after being perfectly
Holy Faith." See BCR. Sig. Quito, No 191 Tira 4, pp. 2-3.

bells, pl.izas, sociubiliduil

converted to Our

present there are only six towns
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of Propaganda Fide, under the direct
governance of the Comisario General del
Peru.^^"

This denial by the hierarchy in Madrid
of the "exchange" between

Pomasque and
plans of those

was

the Recollet Convent of San Diego

who supported

well under

way when

a

move of the

would play

nicely into the

College to Popayan. This campaign

the Bishop of Popayan,

Don

Francisco Joseph de

Figueredo y Vitorio, procured the testimony of eight
"high-ranking citizens"
la

{de

primera gerarquia de esta ciudad) in support of Popayan
as the final destination of

the College.

The main point made by

the witnesses

was

that the College of

Missions would not "harm" the other five convents of the

supported by

"rentas. capellanias,

memorias perpetms y pie de

alms-giving which the Franciscans would

ACC.

Sig. 9211, folios 1-2.

city,

seek.^^^

which were

altar"

all

and not by

^ ^^^^^ words, the

Velasco also denied the request that the College of

Missions be granted two cdtedras (professorships) in Theology and Arts, to help
in the "complete training of the missionaries," perhaps feeling they
could get this
"training" in other already extant

ACC.

Sig. 8918, folios 1-6.

facilities.

Rentas can refer to either rents (from property) or

the salaries or stipends paid to religious. Capellania

promised

to a religious in

exchange

for a certain

is

a chaplaincy, or wealth

number

of masses said each

year or the exercise of other pious works. Memoria perpetua and pie de altar, are
other emoluments given to ecclesiastics for functions they perform, like saying a

mass

in the

memory

of a benefactor's kin, in addition to their usual salary.

Two of the witnesses,
Quito

in their

both secular priests and brothers, even took a cheapshot

testimony by purposefully pointing out that

when

they lived there

the convents of the city were supported by limosnas or alms, and not through
rents, chaplaincies, etc. as in

Popayan. They were apparently trying to
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at

Franciscans

would not be unwelcome competitors

for the

"moral economy" of

Popayan.

Interestingly,

Domingo
and many

many

Franciscans, including the Provincial of Quito,
Friar

Vandi'n, Friar Joseph

Campino, Guardian of the College of Missions,

others, such as long-time missionary Friar Xavier

de Soto, actually

favoured the relocation of the College of Missions to the
Convent of San Antonio
in Pasto rather than

Popayan.^*

In a fascinating report

submitted to the Ministro

General in Madrid, these Franciscans of the province of Quito

first

gave a

balanced assessment of the advantages and disadvantages Pasto and Popayan
offered for a

point they

new

College of Missions. The

made was

that both Pasto

first

and perhaps most important

and Popayan were

closer to the missions

than Quito. They then pointed out that Pasto was closer to the "missions of

Sucumbi'os and rivers of the Putumayo," and
they stopped to

changed

was

the principal place

provisions, prepared for travel or waited

solicit

to allow

it

them

to journey to the missions.

demonstrate that Popayan was a richer

city that could easily

its

other convents while Quito, since

alms to support

its

convents,

Missions.

ACC.

it

f.

7.

support the College

already depended on

clearly unable to support the College of

The testimonies were given between September

Sig. 9200,

the weather

Popayan, on the other hand.

of Missions and

was

till

where

9-19, 1750.

Significantly, 19 different Franciscans signed this

supplication and proposal which

was an addendum

to the

more

impartial report

discussing the pros and cons of both Pasto and Popayan they submitted to the

General Minister of the Franciscans in Madrid on October
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24, 1751.

was

closest to the "missions in

"now, again, the missionary

Mocoa and

priests

the famous river of Caqueta/' which

have registered." There were two

easier

roads than the "old road of Pasto," and the "barbarous
Indians had come up on
these roads asking for our missionaries."^^^

The next point

of "suitability" (congruencia) they

made concerning

Popayan or Pasto being superior

to Quito for the College concerned their ability

to supply

religious

and maintain both the

missions and those

was

who

who entered and
their

own

description,

clearly a better location than Pasto in this regard. Its roads

safer, the city

were known

was "provided with

for their

inscrutable

supplies and food," and

it is

other supplies and devout people as

final

Ibid.,

Sig. 9200,

f.

5.

ff.

riquezas)

and

its local

community

is all

grains,

meat and

well.^^^

recommendation of Pasto over Popayan,

argumentation seemed to favour Popayan.

ACC.

and

better

residents (vecinos)

and destroyed," nevertheless, offered cheap

Despite their

Popayan

not as big as Popayan and today, due to the

judgement of Divine Providence,

deteriorated, poor

its

were

"commodities and wealth," {commodidades
y

devotion. Pasto, "although

por

By

lived in the College.

resided in the

their

In their next point, they

argued that

4-5.

"La ciudad de Pasto, aunque no

los inescrutables Juicios

aniquilada su Vecindad.

de

la

es de la extension

Divina Providencia estd en

..."
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el

que

la

de Popayan, y hoy

todo deteriorada, pohre,

y

the Bishopric of

Popayan was immense and the College

only serve "in the reduction of the infidels
but also

The region lacked

Sinners."

a College of Missions

of missions

in the

would not

Penitence of the

and missionaries, and

it

could

not be easily served from Quito whose bishopric
already had plenty of both. The

convents

in

both Pasto and Popayan were

in

not deter the Franciscans. Their reasoning

Mission

in

was

this

did

that instituting a College of

Pasto would lead to the "upkeep and reestablishment"
(conservacion y

restablccimiento) of

had

poor condition; however,

its

convent, which

a chapel. 7'his, in turn,

which "had experienced
lacked a chapel and

was

that hit the city in 1736.

was

"for the

would enable them

most part ruined," although

to better serve the

it

community,

a cooling of devotion." Popayan's Franciscan convent

in

even worse shape due

Moving

the College there

to the devastating earthquake

would

also reinvigorate the

region's faithful.

Why many
Popayan,

Franciscans supported moving the College to Pasto rather than

after considering their

own arguments above,

is

somewhat

perplexing.

Perhaps the main reason was proximity to the Putumayo missions, which
continued to be the main missionary

As

well, for

traveling

Ibid.,

decades

it

was through Pasto

and staying, sometimes

ff.

over those of Mocoa or the Caqueta.

field

that the missionaries

for months,

5-6,
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on

their

way

had been

to the missions.

More

recently,

some Franciscans used Popayan

as a hospice,

making connections and

acquaintances there as well; but Pasto certainly
had a longer association with the
history of the missions.

Despite this longer connection with the Franciscan
missions,
that the relocation of the College

developed with individuals
clergyman,

Don Joseph

missions but

was

of Missions to be

and

in

in

would be influenced more by

who was not only a

also their syndic in Popayan.

to

appears

relationships

Popayan. One in particular was the secular

Beltran de Caicedo

moved

it

Popayan, writing

He pushed

benefactor of the

hard for the College

letters to the Franciscans in

Quito

Europe, especially the Guardian of the College of Missions,
Friar Joseph

Campifio. Although Campii=io seemingly favoured Pasto over
Popayan

when he

signed the report discussed above on October 24, 1751, less than
two months
later

Campifio was writing the General Minister of the Franciscan Order

Europe explaining why he now favoured Popayan over

Don Caicedo had
Popayan over

in

Pasto! In the interim,

written Campirio a long rambling letter extolling the virtues of

Pasto.

The most

salient feature

was

a newly discovered "smooth

road" (camino suave) over which Friar Joseph de San Joachin Barrutieta had just
arrived on

November

12,

"with 18 Indians from various naciones...hom the

missions of Caqueta and Putumayo." Caicedo unrealistically announced that in

December

or January he

and people of that region
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{con gente de este pais)

were

going to "open"
"Priests can

this

mount

He also

towns."^""

contraband was
eliminated

if

road so thai the Indians could travel on

a

donkey

in this city

and dismount

facilitated via the

the College

road to Pasto and that

was placed

in

I\ipayan.

in

Of

good

that the

(mission)

this

would be

course, the fact that he

Popayan,

perhaps the most important reason Caicedo favoured
a

in their

and

stressed that the continuing problem of smuggling
or

already constructing the College building

was

it,

at his

own

expense,

that city over Pasto,

was

was
and he

salesman.""'

«»"Caicedo's letter to Campirio

is

found

in

ACC.

Sig. 9248, folios 1-8.

IJttle is said

about the 18 Indians except that two of them died in separate accidents in
Popayan. This apparently disturbed the rest and they were given goods to put
them more at ease and cheer them up, and they were also provisioned for their

Quite possibly these were caciques from various groups from the
missions. Caicedo also sent a letter at the same time to Procurador Lope de San
Antonio in Europe informing him of the "new road." See ACC. Sig. 9177, folios
trip back.

1-2.

November, 1751, the future College was already "bricked
and whitewashed and is only lacking to build the necessary divisions (rooms)."
Ibid.

"Agrc<i^a

At

this time,

que ya estd

el edificio del

Colegio enladrillado y blanqueudo y que solo falla

const ruir las diviskmes necesarias.

..."

Caicedo also mentioned a few of the active missionaries: Joseph Barrutieta seems
to be an old friend of Caicedo and also favoured the move to Popayan; Friar
Salvador Loza was mentioned as wanting to leave missionary

Lozada was mentioned
Brother Joseph Carbo
one."

A

final

(Franciscans)

for the first time;

was not

point of interest

f

in

fruit
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as

passing four sujetos

the College of Missions in Quito.

Unfortunately, no details are given.

Juan

fact that

would "win much more

Caicedo's mentioning

who were expelled rom

Friar

and Caicedo lamented the

a priest as he
is

life;

Campino,

moving

in his

the College to

subsequent

letter to

Europe, further explained

Popayan would end the smuggling problem, which
he

admitted some missionaries participated in to get supplies.
Since
Franciscans

who

kept the road open to enter their missions,

Popayan, the old "smuggling" road would close on
neglect.402

why

its

if

was the

it

they traveled via

own accord

through

According to Campifio, the Portuguese traders from the Maranon

would not ascend

the Caqueta toward

Popayan because

that river runs through such a variety of barbarous nations,

aggressively cruel, and

now

it is

stretches for so

it

unknown if it empties

into the

many leagues that even

Maranon

or unites with

the celebrated Orinoco, not taking into account the costly, long

journey

it is

from the Putumayo to the Caqueta

for the merchants.^°3

Campiiio's geographical knowledge was limited, and although native peoples
traveled easily between the

apparently

unknown to

two

rivers for centuries,

it

was

true,

though

Campifio, that ascending the Caqueta was

difficult

than the Putumayo because of the

former.

He stressed

that

many

Popayan would be

much more

rapids and waterfalls on the

a better entrada to the missions

because of the shorter and smoother road on which mules and horses could be
used.

He also indicated

This letter

Ibid.

is

in

ACC.

that the Franciscans

Sig. 9242,

Caicedo reiterated

de San Antonio on January
9177,

ff.

foUos

the parish of

1-2.

same argument in a letter he wrote to Friar Lope
1752, who was in Madrid at that time. ACC. Sig.

this
5,

would give up

4-5.
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Sucumbios, since the reason they obtained

was

it

to use the Sucumbi'os Indians to

help them carry goods to their Putumayo missions,
which were

and

their oldest,

If it

Popayan

branch of their missions.

had been up

at the

to

Campino, he would have moved the College

to

beginning of 1752. Caicedo was indeed pushing him to
do just

that in a letter dated January

6, 1752.4"5

Apparently Caicedo believed that

Campifio, as Guardian of the College of Missions in Quito,
that his action

now only one,

would ensure

moved

if

to Popayan,

the approval of the relocation after the

fact.

But

Father Eugenio Ibafiez Cuevas, Commissary General of the Provinces of
Peru,

cautioned

Campino

"intention" to

ACC.

to

have patience and wait.

move the

College to Popayan

Sig. 9242, folios 1-2.

This

is

the

first

He did not think Campifio's

was

a

good

idea,

even with the

indication that with the

move to

Popayan the Franciscans might adjust their efforts away from the Putumayo
toward the Caqueta. There is direct evidence of the use of Sucumbi'os Indians
cargueros or carriers of loads for the missions during the
in the account

ACC.

book of the missions,

Sig. 9249, folios 1-4.

Popayan had the support

ACC Sig. 9502,

In this letter, Caicedo

ff.

first

as

decade of the 1700s

16 and 29.

mentioned that the move

to

of the Governor of

he was concerned about the Jesuits.

Popayan and the Bishop. However,
They had been in Popayan expressing

concern over the matter with the Bishop of Popayan and there was a "rumour"

(Don Juan Nieto Polo del Aguila, the Bishop of Quito) had
informed the King "that the only way to stop the introduction of prohibited cloth
that a Sefior Polo

Maranon is by the Missions being in the care of only the
Jesuits." Although it was a "rumour" there might have been some bad blood
between some Franciscans and the Bishopric of Quito, perhaps ever since Don
(contraband) via the

Polo's predecessor

smuggling seems

had appointed Don

to

Riofrio to "inspect" their missions;

have been a touchy issue
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in the relationship as well.

and

approval of the "Most Reverend Ministro General/'
Council of the Indies from Spain; that

is,

until a decision

came from

the

he needed to wait for the King's

approval.**^

In the

meantime, 1752 was a very busy and revealing year

for the actual

missions under the College's care. Padre Fernando de
Jesus y Larrea had been

commissioned by the Comisario General
out a

visita of the

del Peru,

Padre Ibafiez Cuevas,

to carry

missions of the Putumayo and Caqueta "to inform him

if

any of

the missionary priests that administered the missions had been
involved in any

way

in the trade of cloth that

Putumayo.'"'"^

Due

to Jesus

was introduced through

the

Marahon

river to the

y Larrea's age and poor health, the task was

delegated to none other than Friar Joseph de San Joachi'n Barrutieta.

Not

Barrutieta reinforced the

believed the

to Pasto,

become evident

surprisingly, as will

move

to

Popayan with

in

the next chapter. Padre

his report. For instance, he

"new road" through Popayan would

eliminate the need for the road

which would help stop the smuggling. Although Barrutieta wrote

that

not one missionary from the College of Missions was guilty, and
in regard to the circumstantial

(missionaries)

who lived

evidence that resulted against two

the care of the Padres Observantes of this Province,

*06This letter

BCE.

Sig.

was dated January

Quito, No. 191 Tira

15,

was run under

in the Mission, since that

1752 and

5, folio 1.
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is

in

ACC

I

expelled them

Sig. 9260, folios 1-2.

from the mission

He

praised the generosity of

in

order to end the scandal."™

Don Joseph de Cayzedo

new road which was

building of the

only impeded by the heavy

inspired the relocation of the most remote
the "middle of the road" to

missionaries/"^ The

Barrutieta, the

new

become

this case,

it

was

a

town of

Yunguilla.""' According to

road would also enable the rich gold resources
to be

common

would play

would

facilitate the

f.

As

2.

discovery of precious stones.

a significant role in the administration of the missions

new

11

or 12 jornadas (days

road, supplying the missions

would be

less

would have been empowered to make on
such as expelling the two Franciscans

who had

saw

fit,

been implicated of dealing with contraband.

Unfortunately, the two missionaries are not named, but

two new

in

a visitador Barrutieta

the spot changes as he

(Observants)

re-

"sugar-coating" used to promote the missions; but,

journey) from Popayan via the

Ibid.,

The road

the missions, San Joseph, to

over the next decade. Since the missions were only

*"«

rains.

a "favourable escala for the entering
of the

new town was named

exploited as in olden times and

This "fact"

(Caicedo), for financing the

Franciscans, neither being Padre Juan Mancilla

have been removed already by

it

seems

that these

were

who presumably would

this time.

Ibid.

In a letter

from Don Caicedo

to

Padre Campiiio on March

26, 1752,

he

explained that the Indians of San Joseph, under the council of Friar Joseph

new town in Yunguilla, four days from Almaguer.
reason was because Sucumbi'os was to be re-secularized,

Barrutieta, established a

Apparently part of the
that

is

there

new

be taken over by a secular clergyman. Since there were so few Indians

it

made

little

was now so far from the
See ACC. Sig. 9251, folios 1-4.

sense to remain, especially since

road that went to Popayan and not Pasto.
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it

costly to the delight of both the
missionaries

and the Indians, according

to

Barrutieta.""

Returning to the main reason for his
"inspection," Barrutieta claimed the
road to Pasto was "totally useless" compared
to the advantages and

new

road, and

it

would be

best to prohibit travel on

because of the missions, and not smuggling,

"commerce with

the Portuguese

is

it

since

it

in the first place.

utility of the

was maintained
Moreover,

impossible via the newly discovered road,"

because the cloth was carried out of the Putumayo by
Sibundoy Indians not the
mission Indians,

who were apparently

too

weak

"even though they were well paid to carry on

pounds {media

arroha)."

The Sibundoy

(tan floxos) to carry the loads,

their shoulders

Indians,

still

more than twelve

important inter-regional

trade participants, were under Dominican dodrineros and were
encomendado
Indians.

The encomenderos

of Pasto had already been

traveled the Pasto road to the

Putumayo

that the

change

in

that

if

"carrying anything," they

their encomienda.^^^ Barrutieta also briefly,

mentioned

warned

their Indians

would

lose

and somewhat nonchalantly,

roads would inhibit the "slaving" introduced

BCE.

Sig.

Ibid.

Apparently, the Viceroy of

Quito, No. 191 Tira

5,

f.

2.

New Granada, Don Joseph

prohibited this practice already. Enforcing
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it

was

Pizarro,

clearly another story.

had

in the

"

Putumayo by

the Portuguese which caused
the Indians great

harm.-

his

conclusion, he asserted that "not
just the mission Indians, but
also the

around

infieles

movement

this city of

new road and

came when

of this relocation

were not disappointed as the approval

the King issued the Royal Cedula of
April 17, 1753/15

Commissary General of Peru announced
on September

3,

the

move on June

wrote to Fray Lope de San Antonio,

still

18 and

to

occupy the new

This point

is

Don

xhe
Caicedo,

in Spain, that the

Guardian of the College of Missions, Father Campifio,
was on

Popayan

the

of the College of Missions to Popayan.^^^

The supporters
finally

Popayan/' would benefit from the

many

his

way

to

Colegio de Misiones de Nuestra Senora de las
Gracias.

of interest. Barrutieta stated that "although

it

is

arguable, the

Portuguese gain access to the Mission via the Putumayo river, the Indians
are
bothered by the harm that they do, stealing their children and enslaving

those

that they

death

if

were able

they can."

a la Mission por

to capture, so not only will they not give the Indians aid
but
".

el rio

..por

que aunque sea

daran auxilio, sino

Ibid.,

ff.

2-3.

que

los

de Putumayo, los Indios ostigados de

hicieron hurtandoles los hijos,
les

dahle, el

la

y esclavisando

muerte,

si

Portugueses se introduzgan

los perjuicios,

que

les

a los que pudieron aprehender, no solo no

pueden.

Barrutieta mentioned that there

were "so many various nations

and so many numerous inhabits," in the region that 200 missionaries would not
be sufficient and that each missionary could have under their care four towns
with 500 Indians in each.

ACC.

Sig. 9058, folio

1.
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He added

that the

"new road" would be

finished in

December.™ No doubt

syndic Caicedo was very pleased.

Conclusion

The 32 year
"stability" (re:

period, from 1721 to 1753,

no major uprisings)

was one

of rebirth

for the missions of the

lesser extent, those of the Caqueta.
Reports indicating 21

missions was wishful thinking more than

fluidity characteristic of the

Putumayo

and, to a

towns within these

Mission towns came and went,

reality.

as did the missionaries and their Indian
neophytes.

movement and

and fluctuating

whole

One is struck by

region.

widely over the period, with only a few remaining

the sense of

Town names

relatively

varied

unchanged. Indian

groups, hardly mentioned in most of the documents
covering this period and
highly variable in

movement and

name and

location

and transport were

the missionaries. Shortcomings in

Franciscans' time, energy and

See ACC.

was one

Sig.

Pope approved

given), reinforce this feeling of

uncertainty.

Supplies, personnel

the missions

(if

of the

new

on September

22, 1755.

coveted as the

move

main concerns of

these areas occupied the lion's share of the

documents and the

main reasons given

9200 and ACC.
the

all

consistently the

to

possibility of a better road to

move their

Sig. 9177, folios 5-6.

College of

Zawadzky

indicates that the

College of Missions in Popayan with a papal bull issued

Apparently the Pope's "seal of approval" was the least
to Popayan had been carried out two years before. Viajes

misioneros, 87.
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Missions to Popayan. These concerns, while
fascinating and giving insight
into
the administration of the missions from
a Franciscan perspective,
unfortunately

do not

illuminate our understanding of the
relationships between the

missionaries and Native Americans as

However, there are indications
increasing pressures.

Not the

much

since they are rarely mentioned.

that the Native

least of these

Americans were under some

was

the continuing threat of disease,

as mentioned by the Jesuit Magm'n. Probably
even

more

relevant

were the

opportunities and dangers of trade with and enslavement
by the Portuguese and
their Indian allies.

The contraband

cloth trade

the Franciscans, and one that the Indians were

exactly

how

the region

is

unclear. But

it

no doubt

own

complain that without goods to
in the missions.

these missions

is

serious concern for

affected by, though

hardly seems likely that the indigenous groups of

were somehow pawns or minor players

options and choices of their

them

was another

Whether

to

in these activities,

make. The Franciscans continued to

attract the Indians they

this

without

were unable

would change during

yet to be seen.
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to

keep

the Payanes phase of

CHAPTER

6

FRAY JUAN SERRA DE SANTA GERTRUDIS
AND THE MISSIONS,
The

1753-1767

Early Payanes Years, 1753-1756

By

the end of 1753, the Franciscan
missionaries had

and moved

to

Popayan

-

From

there they

would

set

up

Quito base

left their

their

new convent and

continue their evangelization of the
indigenous peoples of the Putumayo and

Caqueta

As

river valleys.

before, however, this

work would prove

to

be neither

easy nor especially successful as difficulties
continued to hinder their work both

from within and without.

Among

the earliest difficulties the Franciscans
faced in

they had experienced

were

entitled.

to the

change

gomg

to

in

many

The move

to

times before: receiving the annual royal support
they

Popayan ceased

in jurisdictions involved.

The

the

payments from the Crown due

royal officials in Quito

were not

pay missionaries who were now under the jurisdiction of the

Popayan. This issue would not be resolved

until 1756

New Granada, Don Joseph de Solis Folch de Cardona,
to

Popayan was one

pay the annual

November 1753

the Viceroy of

told the officials in

socorro to the Franciscans for the three-year period

until

According to a

when

November

1756.

officials

Quito

from

Although they were supposed

to

honour

from Fray Lope de San Antonio to Fray Joseph de la
Madre de Dios y Campiiio the Franciscans arrived in Popayan on October 1,
1753.

ACC.

letter

Sig. 9418,f.l.
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the debt

1757.

no

later

than December 22, 1756, the

They apparently were waiting

officials

had not paid

by February

it

for a "certification" indicating

how many

missionaries were actually in the missions
during the specified three years.-

Once

this

evidence of missionary activity was
provided, the royal treasury of

Quito paid the Franciscans 3896 pesos 6
reales on June

from then on was the responsibility of the
treasury
"certification" given

by the Franciscans

in

17, 1757.^^9

for both 1755

order to receive their withheld socorro

and 1756, equally divided between

(See Table 10) Five priests and four legos

There were other

Popayan

418

419

420

in 1753.

See ACC.

ACC

had been

Putumayo and

priests

and

in the missions

concerns for the missionaries

who

brothers.^^^

during 1754.

arrived in

Fray Manuel Lope de San Antonio, working in
Madrid on

Sig. 9518,

Sig. 4974,

fiscal

socorro

in Popayan.^^o

indicated that there were eight missionaries
working in the

Caqueta

The

ff.

ff.

14-16.

1-3;

ACC.

Sig. 9518,

ff.

5-6.

Popayan treasury began being responsible for the annual socorro
payments from Nov. 1, 1756, which was the cutoff date for the royal payments
from the Quito treasury. As we can see, the Quito officials waited over seven
Actually, the

months

to satisfy their obligation to the Franciscans.

According to the

from the treasurer

ACC

Sig. 9518,

ff.

14-15.

Popayan acknowledging the
payment of the debt to the Franciscans there were nine Franciscans in the
missions in 1754. While they are not named it is likely that at least eight of them
were the same missionaries of 1755 and 1756. It should be remembered that in
this case a

See ACC.

year

letter

(eg. 1754)

Sig. 9518,

f.

means

in

the "fiscal year" of Nov.l, 1753 to Oct. 31, 1754.

6.
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behalf of the Franciscans, mentioned

1755 to the Guardian of the

new

some

of these in his letter of February
18,

College of Missions, Friar Joseph
Campiho.

While actively lobbying for the transfer
of funding from Quito

to

Popayan,

eventually achieved as indicated above.
Fray Lope de San Antonio also
successfully received permission from
the Council of the Indies to transfer

movable valuable
their

new home

objects {''alajas")

which the College had acquired

Popayan.^^ San Antonio apparently had

in

in

all

the

Quito to

less success in

receiving compensation for the transport
costs the Franciscans incurred

when

bringing the Spanish missionaries to Quito in 1740.423
Related to

which would

this. Friar

rectify the

Spanish missionsaries.

Lope de San Antonio was

also requesting a cedula

problem the Franciscans had with

He was given assurances that,

this last

batch of

in the future, other

Franciscan convents not associated with the missions would
not be allowed to

M/fl/fls" refer to alhajas

which are jewels, gems, or any precious

item, even a

fine piece of furniture. In this context, the "alajas" of the
Franciscans
likely gifts from benefactors such as valuable religious
articles
like

were most

gold or silver

and patens, or even pictures, furniture, etc. The reason that permission
was needed to bring these items to Popayan was mostly likely due to the fact that
gifts and bequests were often made to a certain convent or institution
associated
chalices

with a particular

locale, or

even to an individual religious

who may have died

long before. Whether these items belonged to the actual immovable convent or
building or to the movable "institution," in this case the College of Missions,

seems

to

ACC.
actually

be the issue San Antonio was trying to resolve

Sig. 9418,

went

f.

5.

This

was

in the College's favour.

the group of which only one Spanish Franciscan

into the missions as discussed in Chapter
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5.

use newly arrived missionaries to
circumstances. In other words,

fill

new

their vacant offices

under any

missionaries from Spain had to serve
for ten

years in the missions. After ten years,

if

they chose not to continue their
mission

work, they could either remain in the College
of Missions, return to

their

Province in Spain, or be incorporated into
another Franciscan convent and be
subject to

its superior.''^*

Lope de San Antonio expressed other concerns
Campino.

in his letter to

For instance, he indicated that he feared that
the Jesuits might be

interested in taking over the Franciscan missions
in the
just as they

had done years before

evidence substantiating this

territories.

As

well,

fear,

in the

Napo

Putumayo and Caqueta,

river region. ^^s

offered

no

but the two Orders did compete for mission

he had some concerns that Popayan would prove an

expensive place for the

even worse

Guardian

new

College, but believed that Pasto

would have been an

location. '^^^

Despite the chronic funding issues, the Franciscans continued their

mission
424

ACC.

activities.

Sig. 9418,

By

f.

the time the missionaries had

moved

to

Popayan

in 1753,

it

2,

Ibid.

ACC.

the suitability

Although Fray Lope de San Antonio was worried about
of Popayan, he did not feel guilty about his role in lobbying for the

move

was just doing

Sig. 9418,

since he

he would trust

in

f.

3.

as he

was

told

God's "great mercy."
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by

his superiors.

He

concluded that

seems that some mission towns no longer
existed and others were being
founded. Since the

visita

of 1750, the existing accounts of
the Franciscans indicate

ongoing funding for a small number of
missions. In 1751, Father Juan Losada

and Father Domingo Barrutieta received small
amounts
help their efforts in Santa

Ana de Tabacunti and

respectively.^^7 (See Table 11) Friar

1751 since the 1750

visita

It is

Mamos being

Mamos"

{el

Pueblo de

may have just

indicated the mission

missionary. The "town of the

mysterious.

Losada

el

of socorro or

los

goods

Mamos

arrived at his

town

Pueblo de

los

not mentioned in 1750 despite a town

Mamos)

named

is

more

Santa Cruz de los

reported by Alacano in 1739. Most likely they were different

group of Indians, perhaps on or near the

mid-1 750s,

de

in

was without an attending

towns with the same name, indicating the founding of a new town, with
different

to

this

town

(or possibly a

new

one)

site of

a

the older town.

was sometimes

called Santa

los Encabellados, possibly referring to a different indigenous

group as

By the
Cruz

its

residents.

San Diego was another town which apparently survived for some time.
Possibly founded around 1750,

"the

was

referred to as "San Diego el

Nuevo"

or the

New San Diego" in the visita of that year; it would later be referred to as San

See

de

it

los

ACC.

Sig. 9386,

f.

1,2.

El Pueblo de los

Mamos

possibly refers to Santa Cruz

Mamos as reported by the Alacano Report of 1739.
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Diego de Orito and be under the care
of Father Javier Megia

From
4r

1751-1753,

Megia received annual

socorro

and approximately 232 pesos. (See Table

indicate large expenditures, they

do

12)

for several

shipments valued

at

years.-

75p

4r,

137p

While these numbers do not

indicate continued support for San
Diego de

Orito.

Another town that received similar support

in 1753

was

the mission of San

Joseph de Yunguilla. This town was founded around
1750 by Visitador and
longtime missionary Fray Joseph Joachi'n de San
Joachrn Barrutieta. In 1753,
town, which

later

was

referred to as San Joseph de

Condagua, received

approximately 201 pesos worth of axes, machetes, linen
supplies. Interestingly, San Joseph de

received

some blowguns

(bodoqueras)

{lienso),

and other

Condagua, as well as San Diego de

and poison

this

Orito,

(veneno) indicating the intra-

regional nature of the exchange network. (See Table 13) Unlike most products,

blowguns were not an item

that

would have come from the Andean

areas

Nuevo" was attended by

Fr.

Megia. In later documents,

"San Diego de Orito" continued under the care of

Fr.

Megia,

In 1750, "San

Diego

el

at least until 1757.

Jean Matteson Langdon, in her study "The Siona Medical System: Beliefs and
Behavior" (Ph.D., Tulane 1974), refers to San Diego as "the oldest mission on the
E.

Putumayo"

citing

This might be true

Fray Juan de Santa Gertrudis's Las maravillas de
if

San Diego de

la naturaleza.

by Alacano, was
as San Diego "el Nuevo"

los Yantaguages, as reported

same town; however, the fact that it was referred to
seems to imply that it was a relatively new town and not "the oldest mission on
the Putumayo." This does seem to bear witness to the movement of location of
towns but a continuation of their name. See Langdon's Appendix II, 316.
the
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that

more was needed. For

instance. Brother

Carbo who led the

entrada also paid

30 pesos for the mantencion or board for himself and
twenty peones or labourers.

Even more suggestive

young whitemen

that

is

his

payment

accompanied

for Yunguilla."*3i vvhile the peones

of 120 pesos, a large amount, to
"four

me

to take out (from the forest) the
Indians

were almost

certainly other Christianized

Indians or mestizos from the highlands or other
frontier towns, possibly

Sibundoys, the four whitemen were "Spaniards" (probably
Creoles)
paid

much more

for their

involvement

in the entrada^'^

who were

Quite possibly, they

represented the "force" needed for protection, and, in addition
to the material

inducements, to help "convince" the Indians to leave the forest and
enter the
misssion and, in this case, begin working on a

new

road.

however, should not be overstated. The missionaries and
still

The

"threat of force,"

their assistants

were

badly outnumbered, though they possessed guns, and an exchange of

material goods

Ibid,

still

appears to be the basis of any sort of relationship or labour

"en quatro mosos blancos que

me acompanaron

a sacar la Jente para

Yunguilla...l20p."

"^^^

The term

blancos

denoted "Spanish" and was an ethnic/cultural designation

The terms "white", negro or Indio were social
ones. One would be referred to as "white" if

rather than a purely "racial" term.

categorizations as

much

as racial

one was considered "Spanish"

in social status,

meaning speaking Spanish and

being culturally part of the Spanish colonial world, despite the

fact that

"white" Spaniards, especially in frontier areas, were "racially" mixed
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many

mestizos.

exchange. Regardless, the road-building
projects of missionaries like Fray

would

Barrutieta

create controversy

between himself and other missionaries.

Perhaps the most ambitious project the Franciscans
undertook

few years

Popayan was

in

Putumayo

as

went with

Friar

needed

it

their

entered the

Amazon

River.

two or

mission

in

two

at the

mouth

1753, Brother

large canoes

of the

Carbo

and the goods

found the mission of San Joachi'n. With the

three white men, they "took out 88 souls."^^^ This initial
set

of neophytes consisted of unspecified

During the

new

At the end of

Antonio de Jesus y Paredes

for "la saca de jente" to

assistance of

founding of a

in their first

rest of 1754,

numbers

of Payaguas

almost 700 pesos more were spent

and Macaguajes.

in establishing this

mission which was the furthest from Popayan-''^" (See Table 14)

On
"to

433

make

Carbo's return from San

friends

See ACC.

Joachi'n,

he was ordered by Friar Barrutieta

and take out nations" with

Sig. 9386,

ff.

8, 27.

It is

"axes, machetes, linens, knives.

unclear whether two or three "mosos blancos"

accompanied the missionaries. Folio 8 indicates they paid two "mosos" to
accompany them but does not indicate how much; folio 27 indicates the payment
of 100 pesos for "three young whitemen"(f res mosos blancos) who helped Friar
Paredes during the

Ibid.,

f.

23.

This

first

year.

amount included

16 axes, 12 machetes and 24 chickens

valuing 48 pesos which Friar Paredes bought on
calculation of those
flour,

8 fanegas of

worth a

total of

credit.

goods which Paredes bought on

com and

35 pesos.

food for the missionary.

Not included

credit

in the

were 100 baskets of

bunch {una porcion) of platanos (cooking bananas)
These were not included as they probably represented
a

A fanega could either represent about

weight of 110 pounds.
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1.5

bushels or a

"

hooks, needles and beads."^35 geven days
above San Joachin, Carbo befriended
his first group, the

This

was done by

Yumanas, and brought them out

to the

bank of the Putumayo.

distributing 236 pesos worth of the usual
merchandise and, in

this case, giving their "chief" (principal)
a

shotgun

{escopeta)\

Similarly,

two more

indigenous groups were "befriended" and brought out from
the inland forest
(monte adentro) to the river's edge. These were another group
of Payaguas and

some Ycaguates. Carbo spent
them

146 and 150 pesos respectively in goods to induce

to follow the missionaries.

The

lesser

amounts spent

for these

two groups

probably indicates that there were fewer of them compared to the Yumanas.

seems

that these three

de

Yumanas, San Buenaventura de

los

groups

initially

It

populated the missions named San Pablo
los

Payaguas, and San Miguel de

Ycaguates and received modest amounts of goods, as indicated in the accounts of
1755.43^ (See

Table 15) These three "towns" were probably

all

supposed

to

be

served by Fray Antonio Paredes.

San Joachin remained the focus of Franciscan

Putumayo

for

were spent (on

credit)

goods most often used by missionaries

f.

8.

on

ACC.

relatively large quantities of the

to attract

and keep Indians

in the

"en amistar y sacar las naciones. .en achas machetes lienso cuchillos
.

ansuelos agujas y chaquiras.
436

lower

1755 and 1756, at least as revealed through expenditure analysis.

In 1755, 422 pesos

Ibid.,

activity in the

Sig. 9386,

ff.

8, 29.
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missions - axes, machetes, hooks,
needles and

such as three

vestidos (a

As

cloth.

usual, special items,

kind of garment), were reserved
to curry the favour of

the casiques or leaders of the indigenous
group. (See Table 14) According
to

Paredes, these expenditures were needed
to take the

"with great risk to
discovered

...

my life,

because they are a

a very bold (atrevida) people

new

who

Yumanas out

of the forest

nation which has never been

use

all

kinds of weapons and

speak a different language from other nations."^^
However, the trade goods

used to befriend the Yumanas

were not

sufficient to

at the mission

who were gathered

keep them

and the

rest fled

there.

at

An epidemic

downriver

in fear

San

Joachi'n,

140 by 1755,

{una peste) killed 86 of them

with the

canoes

friar's

sometime before mid-1756. Undaunted, Paredes spent nearly the same
amount
1756 "for the maintenance and clothing of the Indians of the Pase nation

in

because the

Yumana

again to get

new

died from the epidemic, so

it

was necessary

for

me once

Indian infidels for the foundation of San Joaquin of the mouth

(of the Putumayo)."''38

Ibid.,

f.

24.

Ibid.,

f.

25.

man tension y bestuario de los Indios de la nasion
Yumana se murio con peste, me fue presiso sacar

se gustos para la

Pase, por motibo de que la jente

nuebamente Indios

Infieles

para este fundasion de Sn. Joaquin del desemboque.

surprisingly, over 70 pesos of these expenses included

the

Yumana had

taken his other ones.
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making

a

new

"

Not

boat since

1755 also

Putumayo

saw

river,

inhabited by the

the foundation of one

Santa Cruz de los Encabellados,
probably the town

Mamos. This was

Paredes, beginning with only an

Rosales de

la

was spent on

more new mission along

a

more modest

initial

the

initially

project than that of Padre

expense of 183 pesos by Padre Francisco

Santissima Trinidad. (See Table 15) The
following year even less
the Encabellados,

who were probably few in number.

Despite the lack of royal funding during the

Payanes phase, 1753-56, the Franciscans maintained

Putumayo and even began

a

three years of the

first

their

presence in the

few new missions. The survival of these missions,

however, depended on the resumption of the annual

socorro

an infusion of new missionaries. Both of these were on

their

from the Crown and

way by

1757.

New Missionaries
In addition to business concerning the

movement

of the College of

Missions to Popayan, Fray Lope de San Antonio Corte Gamonal
y

on September

19,

left for

Madrid

1750 in order to bring back more Spanish missionaries. After a

long and arduous journey, which included being shipwrecked off the coast of

Cuba, he

finally arrived in

Madrid on August

27, 1751.^39

Despite having lost

Fray Lope de San Antonio gave a vivid description of his journey to Madrid in

Guardian of the College, Padre Joseph Campifio, dated
September 25, 1751. In it he recounted how he spent three and a half months in
Cartagena waiting for a ship in which to sail to Spain. In the fiscal account of his
his letter to the

journey he mentioned that he was sick during his stay in Cartagena and spent 43
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many

of the official papers he

Lope de San Antonio, was
of the Indies

needed

pursue his goals in Madrid, Brother

able to plead his case successfully before
the Council

and was granted the

twenty-six the

to

sixteen remaining missionaries out of
the

Crown had promised

in 1719,

repromised in 1738, and promised

pesos 2 reales for his maintenance, medicines and a doctor. He
finally embarked
on the Spanish frigate misnamed San Antonio y San Feliz on March
7, 1751. The
San Antonio y San Feliz rather "unhappily" ran aground at one o'clock
in the

morning fourteen days

later in the

principal pilot of the ship,

who

cove of Santa

Isabela.

did not listen to the advice of

error caused the loss of the ship, various valuables,

Franciscan

was

The

carrying. Since the

blamed the
others, and whose
friar

and many of the papers the

grounding of the ship occurred

in the

dark of

crew and passengers did not realize they were very close to shore until
the morning, at which time they waded to shore over coral reefs being battered

night, the

by waves due to the storm that assailed them. All that was saved, other than
everyone on board, were some provisions and the 352,000 registered pesos "fuera
de otros muchos" (meaning "in addition to much more" unregistered pesos) the
boat

was

on the beach rationing food, they were
finally rescued by two schooners sent by the Governor of Cuba. Due to poor
weather they could not get all the way to Havana after seven days at sea and so
carrying. After eighteen days

travelled overland

on a very rough road,

finally arriving

on

either April 19 or 21,

Lope de San Antonio left Havana on May 9, 1751, on the frigate San
as part of a five ship convoy heading to Spain from Vera Cruz (Mexico)

1751. Fray
Christobal

which carried

a lot of

money

{con

muchos

intereses);

but not before the royal

Havana had "relieved" him of his troubles and some of his money.
The officials and Governor had rescued the friar, but Lope de San Antonio, as he
put it, had to "rescue" his money from these same officials. Since he had only
officials of

registered his

money

to journey as far as

Havana, he had

to

pay a

five percent

"liberation fee" to the tune of 240 pesos. In his expenditure account he describes
this

expense as the cost to bring the money from the shipwreck beach

to

Havana.

two months on the Atlantic, he finally arrived in the port of Cadiz on July
8, 1751. The friar's letter is found in ACC. Sig. 9236, ff. 1-8; the account of his
expenses is found in ACC. Sig. 9206, ff. 1-6.
After
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again with another royal cedula on December
28, 1751.^° All seemed ready for
the return to Popayan by the end of

May

1752,

when in a

letter to the

benefactor

of the Franciscans in Popayan, presbiter
Joseph Beltran y Caicedo, Brother

de San Antonio wrote that he had sixteen

priests with

Lope

whom he hoped to leave

Spain in September of that year.^^ This, however,
did not come to pass, and

would be four more years before
missionaries destined for the

Once
actually

would leave with only

ten Franciscan

Putumayo and Caqueta accompanying him.^^

again, however, not

make it

this friar

all

the Franciscans

to the missions of the

Putumayo

who left Spain would

or Caqueta. Either in late

December 1756

or January 1757, twelve Franciscans

left

Spain for Cartagena,

New Granada.

Nine of these were

still

studying for the

priesthood, and the remaining

'"'^

He asked

priests,

one was

two were an unprofessed laybrother {hermano

had already been sent in 1740, though only
the missions. The date of this final cedula was found in Las

for sixteen because ten

one of them went

into

ultimas expediciones franciscanas
R.,

it

al

O.F.M. (Bogota: Kelly, 1995),

Nuevo Reino de Granada by Luis Carlos Manttlla

21.

Las ultimas expediciones, 20.

Mantilla can not explain

and then

left

why Lope de San Antonio was delayed

four years

Spain with ten different Franciscans than the original sixteen he had

assembled in 1752. Las ultimas
that the other business

expediciones, 20. This

which he was obliged

to

author can only speculate

pursue delayed him so that the

home

was also
intimately involved in the complex negotiations concerning the movement of the
College of Missions discussed in Chapter Four. This, however, was resolved by
original sixteen eventually returned to their

provinces.

April, 1753, well before he finally left Spain in late 1756.
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The

friar

donado) and Brother

Lope de San Antonio,

the Comisario of the expedition.*^

According to the account of Fray Juan Serra de
Santa Gertrudis, which he wrote
years after returning to his

named

El Cesar

home

which passed the Canary islands

twenty-second day, they were

days of

their

hit

disaster

to

On the

by a heavy storm and headwind. After

make a donation

and brought them

made a vow

to La Virgen de la Popa.

of the value of the foresail

to safely

if

three

finally

They

she saved them from

Cartagena where her chapel was located.

After they arrived they dutifully fulfilled their

Virgen

after eight days.

praying and asking the captain to return to Spain, the
storm

abated, but only after the friars

promised

of Mallorca, the Franciscans sailed
on a frigate

vow and

sang a solemn mass to La

."^"^"^

The exact date

of their departure

is

unknown; however,

a

list

of the embarking

was submitted to the Tribunal de la Real Hacienda y Casa de Contratacion
on Dec. 20, 1756. The nine priests varied in age from 24 to 36 years and were
from various regions of Spain, one being from Mallorca. The priests names were:
Manuel Navarro ("President of this mission"), Antonio Urrea, Joaquin Gil,
religious

Jacinto Alonso, Joseph Losada, Antonio Alfaro, Juan Serra (de Santa Gertrudis),

Cristobal Romero, and Juan Plata.

Antonio Hidalgo (24 years)
years). This information

is

The student among them was Friar Juan
and the hermano donado was Francisco Carabia (20

provided by Mantilla

in Las ultimas expediciones, 21-22.

A hermano donado is a lay person who has joined a religious community but who
has not "professed" (taken

Padre

(priest).

is

vows) as a

religious, either as a Brother {lego) or

probably went as Lope de San Antonio's attendant,

Friar Carabia

rather than a religious

La popa

final

bound

for the missions.

the stem of a ship, so La Virgen de

Virgin of the Stem. Her chapel

still sits

la

Popa might be translated The

at the port of

undoubtedly received many donations from thankful
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Cartagena where she has
seafarers.

Fray Juan Serra

The

friars

remained 38 days

going up the Magdalena
reached

Easter.

Plata.

river.

Mompos (Mompox)
From

there,

it

in

Cartagena and then started inland on
boats

Travelling by boat and mule, they
eventually

where, suffering from the heat, they celebrated

was 16 days

to

Honda, then 32 days by mule

La

train to

Apparently, Padres Serra and Urrea preached a
"mission" that lasted 37

days before leaving La

The

Plata.

last leg of their

Totoro, and then finally to Popayan, where

companions on August

it

journey took them to Timana,

seems they joined

their traveling

14, IZSZ.*^^

After completing an eight-day retreat and receiving their assignments

from Padre Fernando de Jesus y Larrea,
missions beginning on September

de Santa Gertrudis's account
Naturaleza.

It

is

a

six of the

19, 1757."^

Franciscans were sent into the

Over the next ten

years, the

multi-volume work entitled Maravillas de

has been published three times but the edition cited here

published by Biblioteca

V

Centenario

COLCULTURA

is

la

that

(Bogota: 1994), Vols.

3.

The above account is from Maravillas, Vol. 1, 51-53. Another discomfort during
the trip was a "plague" of lice. A certain Marquis who was bound for Lima,
Peru, according to Santa Gertrudis, changed his shirt eight times a day, and each

time he found "over 500
lice

lice."

Eight days before arriving at Cartagena,

suddenly died, and "not one was found

indeed. Maravillas, Vol.

The above

1,

in the entire ship"

-

all

the

marvelous

56.

itinerary of the missionaries

is

based on Maravillas but taken from

Mantilla, Las ultimas expediciones, 25-26.

According to Mantilla, five of the Franciscans - Alfaro, Serra, Urrea, Romero
and Plata - were given their orders from Fray Jesus y Larrea on August 19, 1757.
""^

According to Serra's account,
corroborated by

ACC.

six missionaries left for the missions.

Sig. 9518,

f.

21

which also
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lists six

This

is

Franciscans - the above

Putumayo missions would experience growth,

setbacks and controversies; in

other words, business as usual. The
Spanish missionaries immediately started

having problems with

their fellow Creole Franciscans,

and money remained

a

continuing problem eventually leading to some
"free-lance" fundraising and
missionizing.

The Journey
Friar

to the

Missions

Juan Serra's account, despite

descriptions and stories, contains

much

its

many marvelous and

fanciful

of value for this study. Firstly, he gives

useful narrative of his initial journey into the missions, which
provides an
unofficial" report of the state of the missions in late \751}^'^ Leaving
Popayan,

Serra

and other missionaries traveled

colonial period

had been

eighteenth century

From

due

to gold

was "unhappy and

there they

native neophytes,

rich

first to

went

mined

"which

names and Fray Jacinto Alonso - who

''"^

1,

See Las ultimas expediciones,

This account of Juan Serra's

1,

is

first

^iere

left for their

a

little

town

was

(jjueblecito)

of

who have to

the beginning the

mission assignments on Sept.

27.

journey to the Putumayo

203-270.

^ Maravillas, Vol.

but by the mid-

the priest missionaries as guides

enter or leave the interior. "^^^ (g^g jgi^j^

19, 1757.

in the area

in the early

poor."

to El Pongo,

who serve all

Almaguer, which

203.
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is

in Maravillas, Vol.

Franciscans' mission territory, and the

woollen habits of sayal
tocuyo. This

was

the

new

missionaries changed their coarse

for the lighter, native cotton {lienzo
de la tierra) called

same

cloth that the local populace (indigens

used for clothing and trade and was often bought
at El

Pongo, Fray Juan de

la

Pongo

Creoles)

for the mission peoples.

While

Cruz y Ortega arrived with Indians driving some

oxen and horses (mules?), which they kept
people and material to the

and

interior.

to Santa Rosa, referred to

it

by

in

reserve in order to help transport

then took four days to travel from El

Friar

Juan Serra as "the

first

town." They

rode to Santa Rosa despite the road being very muddy. Fray Juan made
the
mistake of riding a horse instead of an ox, which did much better

mud

in the

deep

than his more "frisky" mount, which did not tolerate getting stuck and

bucked impatiently, throwing the
Santa Rosa

a small chapel."

was "reduced

There was also

These oxen were brought

friar to the

to eight

houses of Indians, and the convent and

a black slave

to Santa

ground on several occasions."^

named

Rosa from

indicated in the Franciscan expense accounts.

Antonio.""^^

Apparently,

Pongo the year before, 1756, as
is noted that 10 young oxherders

El

It

{mosos boyeros) were paid 6 reales each for driving three oxen each (30 in total)

from

El

Pongo

to Santa Rosa. See

Maravillas, Vol.

1,

Sig. 9386,

f.

12.

206.

In 1756, a blacksmith

were brought

ACC.

to Santa

named Joseph and

his wife,

and a young

Rosa to accompany Brother de

mention them. Antonio, the black

were clothed by the Franciscans

slave,

in 1756.

la

man

Cruz. Serra does not

was probably one of two
ACC. Sig. 9386, f. 12.
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(moso)

negros that

Padre Juan Serra and his companions waited

for the Padre Presidente de las

misioms, Father Joseph Joachi'n de San
Joachin Barrutieta, for 47 days to arrive

from the

During

interior.

this delay, they refused to eat

meat eaten by both indigenous and missionaries
Brother de

la

monkey meat

alike in the interior

Cruz hunted each day. Santa Rosa was

a mission

than 200 chickens, a fenced garden and some
calves,

and about 15

fact that

Brother de

sheep.^52

la

^ole as a

Cruz was

Spaniards could provide

it

its

with a

bdrbaros"

including

supply depot

of sorts.

It

had more

some yearling
is

reinforced

by the

attending Franciscan until the newly arrived

priest.

After Padre Barrutieta arrived with

first "indios

cattle,

it

the usual

-which

town

acted as a kind of storage or supply depot for the
missionaries, as

-

which Serra and

his

some Indians from

companions had

missionaries their destinations. Padre Jacinto Alonso

was

the missions, the

seen,

to

he gave the

remain

at Santa

Rosa, but the rest soon continued their journey on foot. For a quarter league the

way was flat but
the

trail

very muddy, the Franciscans sinking up to their knees; but then

became very rugged,

hilly

and wooded, much more

trek to Santa Rosa.*^

Maravillas. Vol.

1,

213-217.

Ibid., 224-225.
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difficult

than the

Four days away from Santa Rosa was
Pueblo Viejo, called such since there

were remnants of

thick old walls,

some made of worked

contained ten or twelve Indian families

who went

alcalde (a

mayor)

who spoke Spanish

town of neophytes or "new Christians"
Pueblo Viejo was located on
bananas, corn and yucca

This town

about half-dressed from the

waist down. The missionaries spent Christmas
of 1757

town had an

stone.

in

Pueblo

Viejo."^^

and, like Santa Rosa,

This

was

a

rather than indios bdrbaros or infidels.

a flat plain that

was very

fertile

and produced

abundance.

in

After five days in Pueblo Viejo, and after collecting eighteen
shoots of a
delicious "tea" plant that had medicinal properties which Fray
Juan Serra

plant in the missions of the Putumayo, he and his

journey."^''

From Pueblo

Viejo, the missionaries

companions continued

and

their native

Padre Serra believed the town to have been very old and very
pointed out that
this

in

would
their

guides

large.

While he

pre-hispanic times the indigenous peoples did not have iron,

does not eliminate the

work being indigenous as the
San Agustin would be a closer example of

possibility of the stone

Incas demonstrated. In this region,

impressive indigenous stone work.

Maravillas. Vol.

4Vi

'

1,

232-233.

According to Fray Juan Serra,

this

herb

{hicrba) called

tea dulled one's appetite, acted as a decongestant (cleared

taken with a certain kind of bees' honey,
latter quality,

Quito

made women

he adds that the Jesuits harvested

lor 0.5 reales for five leaves.

indicates that Fray Juan
correct but the year

was

left

it

Pueblo Viejo on Dec.

1,

missions and sold

it

in

222 and 234. Mantilla

28, 1758.

The day might be

clearly 1757, not 1758. See Las ultimas cxpedickmcs, 28.
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a

pregnant. BecaUvSe of this

in their

See Maravillas, Vol.

when drunk as
phlegm) and when

guayusa

embarked by canoe down the
arrived at "another small

on a

flat

river of the

same name

town named San Jose"

lowland beside a large

river.

On

as the town.^sz

had only

that

in

six families living

the other side of the river were

families of Andaquies, married brothers. These
families

from the Timana and La Plata region

j^^^

were

mestizos,

two

coming

order to be taught and Christianized by

the Franciscan missionaries, according to Fray Juan.

They were "not so brutish

and stupid" as the Indians accompanying the missionaries "because they
went
dressed with pants and also wore a ruana of cotton, but very fine and

embroidered

in blue,

crimson and yellow."^^

"San Jose" was probably what was

Condagua

left

of the

town

or Yunguilla, into which the missionaries

twenty-five indigenous families in

there in 1757,

it

seems

1753.^^'^

had

With only

of San Joseph de

tried to transplant

six mestizo families residing

that the location failed as a mission,

though

it is

not clear

Fray Juan Serra indicates that they took a canoe from Pueblo Viejo, while
Mantilla seems to think they continued on foot (de marcha). The discrepancy

odd

since Mantilla's source for this account of the trip

See Maravillas, Vol.

Maravillas, Vol.

1,

tan brutes y estolidos
calzones,

y

1,

235-236. "Yo cuando vi estos indios andaqmes conoct que no eran

como

los

que nos acompanaban, porque

bordaduras de azul, carmesi y amarillo.

ACC.

the

Andean

Sig. 9386,

f.

Fray Serra's Maravillas.

234; Las ultimas expediciones, 28.

traian tambien su ruana, todo de algoddn, pero

common in

is

is

"

con sus

ellos iban vestidos

muy fino y

con varias

A ruana is a kind of "peasant poncho"

areas of South America.

7.
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what happened
their usual

was

to the Indian families.^

home

territory

It is

very possible that they returned to

once the "road" they were building to La
Concepdon

finished.

The next day, Serra and

the others

Clara de Mocoa, five days by foot.

On

left

"San Jose" to continue on to Santa

the third day, they arrived at a

Yunguilla and nearby was the Condagua River. They finally
arrived
of Santa Clara,

above

named

for the old

town

of

Mocoa whose

ruins

hill

named

at the

town

were two leagues

this one.^^

Here, Juan Serra gives the reader an indication of the inter-regional
trade

network.

He comments

that

forested hills from which

from Mocoa there was a "road" or path through the

came Sibundoy Indians

Sibundoys went

to the mission

which

was

a varnish

extracted

and

to the

after four

Condagua River

and traded

in Pasto.

As

days walking. The

to gather a fruit

well, the

from

indigenous

people prospected for gold along the upper Cascabel River which passed by the

town

of Mocoa.

meat and

460

flour

With the gold they obtained, the Sibundoys brought

from Pasto. The town of Santa Clara de Mocoa was a mere

The Franciscans continued

after the mission failed,

ACC.

Sig. 9386,

tools, cloth,

f.

to contribute to the regional

spending 37 pesos

13.

^' Maravillas, Vol. 1, 237-238,
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for

economy

"merchandise"

there,

even

(Jeneros) in 1756.

shadow

of

its

namesake's former glory of the previous centuries,
containing only

fifteen "citizens" or residents (vecinos)

whom

Portilla to

or

that

trail

governed by

the Franciscans and their native guides

from Mocoa, Serra noted

that the

Caqueta

at

after

when

walking.

He described Caqueta

muddy

to flat forested

conditions one had to

as "the last

town of the

hill

five

towns from

El

Pongo

to

Caqueta

(El

Pongo, Pueblo

San Jose, Santa Clara de Mocoa and Caqueta) were maintained "so that the

Viejo,

priests

and Indians who use

this

road find provisions

backward or forward,"

to

Ab2

same year

Ibid.,

240-241

Mocoa

In

the

and from the

Indian
f.

named

1

missions.'*'"

756, the Franciscans also paid the "people"

in the "Paso de

Mocoa"

.

in particular, for

They

also paid an

Bartolo six pesos for accompanying Brother Carbo. See

ACC

Sig.

13.

Ibid., 242.

people

of

each town to go

in

18 pesos 4 reales for their continued assistance;

keeping a canoe always available

9386,

two days. Two leagues

ultimo pueblo del monte) which also had only fifteen vecinos.*^^

According to Serra, the

of

went down the

mountainous country gave way

lands which he found inconvenient because of the

{el

Jacinto

he opened. "^^

Cascabel River by canoe and arrived

country"

Don

the Franciscans had paid 25 pesos the
year before for "the road

From Mocoa,

deal with

a mestizo called

there.

Ibid., 225.

In 1756,

ACC.

32 pesos 4 reales were spent by the Franciscans to clothe the

Sig. 9386,

"que este

es el fin

f.

13.

de mantener estos cinco pueblos que hay desde

el

Pongo a

Caqueta, para que las Padres e indios que trafican este camino, en cada pueblo hallen
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From Caqueta,

the travelers walked for a day until they
arrived at the

emharcadero or landing stage on the

Putumayo

River.

Padre Barrutieta sent an

Indian from Santa Rosa to Caqueta to advise
the alcalde there to send for canoes

from San Diego de Orito, the
"mayor,"

who

first

mission town on the Putumayo. This same

"understood Spanish," accompanied the missionaries to
the

emharcadero. Arriving in the afternoon at the embarkation
point, they stayed the

night at the tambo located there. Serra noted that at this site
the

was only

yard (vara) deep and ten yards wide.'^^

Va of a

The next day they

left in

canoes with the Indians

who

from San Diego de Orito, leaving behind the native guides

accompanied the missionaries
the

until that point.

Putumayo River which grew

much

Putumayo River

larger river, the

had brought them

who had

The company now

traveled along

quickly, joined by small tributaries and then a

San Juan, making

it

10-12 yards deep and half a league

providencia de viveres para pasar atrds o adelante, que de otra suerte haber de cargar
viveres para todo

el

Ibid., 244-245.

camino fuera

A

fambo

is

molesto."

some

provisions (eg.

Tambos were located

at

was

more
bananas/plantains) would be

a "roadside inn" but in this context

than a small shelter in which
left for travelers.

muy mas

it

little

each jomada's (day's journey) distance

along the entire route the missionaries traveled.
It

was

at the

embarcadero that Serra

village of the

same name

was

told that the

three days above

Putumayo river. According
Putumayo Indians were still

Mocoa

Putumayo Indians

at the

lived in a

headwaters of the

to his informant, the alcalde of Caqueta, the
a nation of

nearby Sibundoy (Dominicans) had

"barbarous Indians"

tried to convert but

whom

whose

the priests of

"foolish practices,

soothsaying and superstitions they had never been able to extirpate."
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wide. Stopping at a beach to

and caught some Imrbudos

eat, their

(catfish).

Indian guides quickly took out their
hooks

The next day, a

"cholo" caught a hagre

(another kind of catfish) weighing 75 pounds
(3 arrohas\ which impressed Serra

by

its size;

that afternoon, they arrived at San Diego."''^'

San Diego de Orito, as indicated above, was
town, probably dating from
River, a tributary of the

a well-established mission

at least 1750, located near the

Putumayo.

In late

mouth

1757 or early 1758,

it

of the Orito

contained about

500 Indians and continued to be administered by Father Xavier Megia
(Javier
Mejia), a creole

from Riobamba. As Serra noted, most of these went about naked

and others were dressed from the waist down only despite over 200 pesos being
spent on clothing them just the year

before.'"'^

They were "Putumayo" Indians

according to Serra. The missionaries' arrival was preceded by the blowing of the
babona, a kind of signal horn that

throughout the Putumayo.

blast indicated his presence.

Ibid., 247-248.

A

If

announced

a missionary

The whole

cholo could

arrivals, a practice

was

village

in

common

the arriving party, a shotgun

came out

to greet the Franciscans

be a mestizo or mixed-blood person, or even an

Indian; however, Serra used the term indiolindia often and seemingly

purposefully so

ACC.

it

Sig. 9386,

seems more

ff.

likely that cholo, in this instance, refers to a mestizo.

13, 22, 29.
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and accompanied them

to the convent

walk due

ill

to his chronic

where Padre Megia, who could barely

health, greeted

them with great joy.^^s

Shortly after arriving, Serra and the
others heard drumming. This

drum, used "when there was some new development

signal

summon

all

the people

The drums were
and drunk

who

are in the forest hunting or

also used during the feasts

heavily. These festivals

(festejos)

in

on the

town

was
days

the custom

in

people

were of course frowned upon by the

arrived at a town.

it

was wild

boar.

Upon

discovering

others continued eating monkey, save

form." Serra noted

having

salt to

preserve

it,

in their net baskets, as

for the first time,

taste.

Padre Serra and the

hands and head, "since
either fresh or

it

had a human

smoked, not

indicating the lack of availability of salt in the region.

at

San Diego

to

accompany Padre Megia. The

continued downriver in canoes and Indian paddlers and guides from San

Maravillas, Vol.

469

good

how the natives ate their meat

Padre Juan Plata remained
rest

its

its

drum

The missionaries stayed four

San Diego, and were tricked into eating monkey

thinking

in order to

where the indigens danced

who brought all manner of food

when anyone

a

river fishing."

missionaries, but they dared not try to stop them.
This time, the

summoned many

was

Ibid., 249-253.

sweet potatoes

1,

248-249,

Some of the food brought by the

{camotes),

smoked monkey,

turkey,

was yucca, plantains,
and dried and smoked fish.

Indians

Their meals were prepared by a female Indian cook.
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Diego. Three days hence they
arrived at Santa Cruz de los

Mamos which was

inhabited by about 500 people,
"some already Christians, but almost

and painted with
Siona, the

at Santa

achate,

both

all

r.aked

men and women." They spoke linga
which was

common language of the missions of the

region.

The attending

priest

Cruz was Padre Francisco Rosales, and
he would be joined by Padre

Antonio Alfaro. According
100 hens, a pigeon

loft

to Serra, the mission

with as

many

camotes), plantains (bananas), fish

charges to mine

it

in

a nice chicken

coop with

doves, and an abundance of roots
(yucca,

and dried monkey, lacking only bread and

wine. However, there were no livestock.
despite there being gold

had

It

surprised Serra, however, that

the region, assuming Padre Rosales
could get his

for him, the mission inhabitants

went about naked. Rosales,

being a veteran missionary, responded to Serra by
pointing out that since the
region

was so

hot, the Indians

were bothered by wearing

clothes,

and that

"it IS

necessary to leave them be (the Indians) or leave the missions."''^^
Although
Serra disagreed with this point of view, and continually
tried to clothe "his"

mission inhabitants, this indicates the inability of missionaries to change
the

Ibid., 259-260.

more

"Aqui es menester o

dejarlos o dejar las conversiones. "

relaxed attitude about clothing the Indians in his mission explains

apparently only received 56 pesos 6 reales worth of goods
9386,

Perhaps his

f.

in 1756.

See

why he

ACC.

Sig.

13.

Achate or achiote

body dye, both

is

for

whose seeds were used by the indigenous people
adornment and for protection agains insects.

a plant
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as a

"

manner of dress of their

native charges - an indication
of the continuing agency

of the indigenous peoples.

After

two days

of travel, forty-two leagues
downstream, the remaining

Franciscans finally arrived at the largest
mission of the Putumayo, Nuestra
Seflora

de

la

Payaguajes

by

Friars

Concepcion.-

It

had two nations

who numbered 900

altogether,

in

it,

the Payaguas

and according

to Serra,

and the

was founded

Juan Mateo and "Jose" Carbo. La Concepcion,
the principal mission

and entrepot of the Putumayo, was run by
the most experienced missionary
the time. Brother Carbo, and contained
several lay assistants.

It

had

at

a mestizo

weaver, a mestizo carpenter, a Black slave,
and a white blacksmith and another
Indian,

all

from outside the mission, and

shotgun." Almost

all

the Indians

wore

all

of

whom "knew how to fire a

clothes, but they also

had

their faces

painted with "achate", and they wore their clothes
only

when

church, "removing them, both

they arrived home.

men and women, when

These two indigenous groups did not speak Siona or
distinct language,

It is

they went to the

linga but rather

which Brother Carbo apparently understood

quite possible that La Concepcion

was

'"^^^

had a

perfectly. Serra

the oldest mission as well.

The

confusion over which mission town was the oldest, San "Jose" or La Concepcion,
is probably due to one or both of them moving locations during
their history but

keeping their name.
"'^

Ibid., 269. ". .pero
.

la iglesia,

y

al llegar a

como hace mucho
su casa se

la

calor, la

ropa fastidia, y solo se la ponen para

quitan todos, hombres y mujeres.

290

ir

a

also adm,rod Iho slate of Ihis mission:
siiRarcane, a pineapple planl.,lion.

head of callle (bolh cows and
accomplishments

in

i,

h.,d .,n orchard, a g,M>d
sized field of

„nd n.any gardens

bulls)

and

a

(d,«„n,s), in addition l„ 50

herd of goats '"

It is

Carbo's

La Concepcion, though not necessarily
his niethods, which

Padre Serra would emulate. This was clearly
.n i.nportant town of
region; a center of exchange

this frontier

and the meeting place of missionaries,
some

lay

Spaniards and indigens.

Padre Antonio Urrea stayed

in

La Concepcion with Brother Carbo, while

Padre Serra continued on with Padre Cristobal
Romero

who was to serve

town of "Amoguaje" which was one day

downstream. "^^ This

(or 21 leagues)

town was apparently founded many years before by Padre
President of the missions, but

Indians "had almost

lost

due

to Barrutieta's

many

the

Barrutieta, the

duties and traveling, the

the previous teaching. ""^^ Romero, however,

was

Ibid., 263-265.

Conceivably, this town

may have been San

Francisco de los Amuajes or later

Amaguajes as indicated in the 1750 report. (See Table 9) However, this town
seems to have been further away from La Concepcion, at least two days
downriver, than the town of the "Amoguaje". Distances in the documents and

in

Serra's Maravillas are extremely unreliable as they are estimations at best, since

distances "downriver"

would vary according

to the

speed

(i.e.

the height) of the

river at the time.

The Franciscan did spend 50 pesos on the "Pueblo de los Amaguajes" in 1756,
which no doubt kept some Indians interested in maintaining their contact with
the missionaries.

ACC.

Sig. 9386,

f.

14.
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assisted

by un

Barrutieta

indio

muy

racional (literally, "a

very rational Indian")

had taken from the missions years
before and brought

the College. Apparently, this

had

according to Serra,

the people of

priest with all

made sure

instilled a

he needed.- Accordingly, the
residents there quickly
a

young white blacksmith named Manuel

language of the native peoples Serra was
interpreter, assistant,

first

Popayan and

"Amoguaje" supplied the attending

banana grove

Leaving Romero, Padre Serra continued
with a canoe
a

to

degree of loyalty in him as he,

house or convent and prepared gardens
and

and

who

Chica,

to evangelize.

companion, and blacksmith

night downstream they slept on a

Amoguaje and where "years before

hill

there

who

for

built a

Padre Romero.

filled

with Indians

understood the

Manuel Chica was

to the Mallorcan friar.

called Tabacunda, close to the

had been

"the Indians fought with the priest and killed

On their
town of

a town." Serra indicates that

him and then

fled to the

Of course, the use of "rational" to indicate a certain degree of
acculturation
and hispanicization is pejorative; however, there is some indication
that this

may have indeed felt a degree of obligation to the missionaries.
In an odd passage, Serra described how Padre Romero
admired the loyalty of his
particular Indian

native assistant and asked

him "why he understood some Spanish and yet still
spoke it very badly. The Indian responded: Father, in Popayan the Priests have
a
nice house, a nice bed, good food. You have come here leaving all that
for our
well-being and to teach us; so we must help you well. I say this to all the people,
because I saw it, and in Popayan I ate well, bread and other good things, and so I
tell them: we work so that the Father (priest) lacks nothing."
Maravillas, Vol. 1,
269.
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Maranon."- Conceivably, he might
be

referring to the

town

of Santa

Ana de

Tabacunti which had existed in
1750 and was ministered by
Padre Juan Losada
in 1751."«

Among

the

newly arrived Spanish missionaries.
Padre Juan Serra de Santa

Gertrudis had the unique "privilege"
of being assigned to establish
a

new town

nine days further downstream on
the Putumayo river amongst the
"most

and haughty of all those

that

had been discovered/'

fierce

at least according to his

account. Serra admitted that fourteen
families of Encabellados had been
''won

over" by Padre Barrutieta previously, and
that they awaited a missionary to

"form a town there and slowly bring together
the whole
these fourteen families

was an

old Christianized

spoke some Spanish. However,
the "founding" of his

indicated

known

as Agustinillo),

478

called Agustinillo,

for the

town

whose principal

who

credit for

as the Franciscan accounts clearly

payments of 150 pesos and 65 pesos

and 1756 respectively

The head of

seems Serra may be taking too much

town of Agustinillo,

in 1755

477

it

man

nation."479

for the usual trade/attractant items

of San Miguel de Ycaguates (also

or leader was, none other than.

Ibid., 270.

This

is

impossible to determine. However, Santa

Ana de Tabacunti seems

have been further upriver, being less than a day from La Concepcion. The
Padre Losada is a mystery. See Table 9 and Table 11.
479

Ibid., 270,
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to

fate of

Agustinillo.«« Tl,ere

first

built

is little

doubt, however, that Padre Serra

permanent missionary and there

up under

is

was

Agustinillo's

nothing to suggest that the town
was not

his tutelage.

By sometime

in 1758, therefore, six of the
ten

Spanish Franciscans had

joined four Creole Franciscans at the six
conversiones vivas or missions which
they

administered on the Putumayo

river.

(See Table 10) Presumably an eleventh

missionary. Father Antonio de Jesus Paredes,
y
the

mouth

of the

Putumayo

by Brother Carbo
that far

in 1756.^'

river

still

laboured

in

San Joachin

and who was brought 700 pesos

in

cash

at

(plata)

Serra does not mention Paredes, but he
did not go

downstream when he

first

traveled adentro.

Fray Juan Serra and the Missions

According to Fray Juan

by Brother Carbo
knives, a shotgun,

Serra,

to begin his missionary

empty - and

480

See ACC.

salt,

work: 3 axes, 5 machetes, 3 dozen

powder and ammunition, 34

com, a jug of com syrup, another of
three full of

he was provided with the following goods

fishhooks, a wicker basket of

turtle butter, a flask

box with 12

flasks

one of vinager, two of aguardiente, one of wine, and the

a priestly

Sig. 9386,

vestment (omamento).

ff.

He was given a dog and

13 and 29. See also Table

-

rest

a bitch.

15.

Carbo mentions paying his paddlers in 1756, for such a long journey (San
Joachi'n to La Concepcion), 100 pesos worth of linen, knives and flour, so that
they would not be "naked and die of hunger." ACC.
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Sig. 9386,

f.

14.

three roosters and a

hen.- Beads he brought

fron, Spain

and carpenter

tools he

acquired in Popayan. These were
hardly a plethora of supplies
to get started and
they certainly were not enough
to

make

his mission the lasting
success

envisioned. While the Encabellados
had already been
items,

it

was Serra's determination

that brought

him

to provide

he

"won over" with some

them with material goods

into direct conflict with his
Creole Franciscan superiors

eventually led to his

official

a goal

and

expulsion from the College, but not
from his

mission.

Friar Serra's clash with his superiors,
especially the Comisario of the

missions. Father Barrutieta, arose from

what he considered was the

criminal way, Barrutieta and his main
assistant. Brother Carbo,

inept,

if

not

managed and

administered the funds of the missions. According
to Serra, they did not
distribute the royal socorro of the missions to
the actual conversores or

missionaries working in the jungles of the

proceed

effectively.

He accused

Putumayo

to allow their

Barrutieta of malfeasance

482

the

Maravillas, Vol.

details, writing as

1,

town
270.

he did

on the

of Caqueta to service the gold mines of the region

It is

in

hard to imagine that Serra remembered

all

these

Mallorca apparently years after the events he

describes and without notes.

comparison

to

and of being more

interested in building a road from Santa Rosa to the landing
area

Putumayo near

work

However,

his

list

seems

fairly

reasonable

in

and quantities of goods given to missionaries to begin a
mission town. See Tables 5.4a and 5.6. Serra was supplied 30 fishhooks for
to the kinds

barbudo, a type of catfish,

and 3

larger

hooks

295

for bagre, a

much

larger catfish.

rather than to saving souls

if

among

the heathens.- Fray
Juan Serra believed that

the mines were developed, as
the colomal officials of the
recently established

Casa de Moneda or Mint of Popayan
and the gamonales or "chiefs" of
Popayan
desired, this

would be disastrous

for the missions as his native
charges

would be

pulled out of the missions to work in
the mines. Rather than opposing
such a

development, Barrutieta, according to

money

to build a road,

all

Serra,

the while claiming

supported

it

would

it

benefit the missions.-^

John Lynch accepts Serra's accusation of
Barrutieta
also

wanted

to invest in this discovery (of gold)

His "own agenda" was to build

had been instrumental

in

a

and earn

new

in bringing the Franciscans to

his proclamation of the

"new road" from

stating, "Barrutieta

and to open a road, overtly to

benefit the missions but in fact to service
the mines

own agenda."-

by using mission

a surplus for his

college in Popayan.

He

Popayan mostly through

the missions to Popayan, as discussed

Chapter 5.^ But a new college building

for the Franciscans

was slow

to

Serra describes his problem with the road and Barrutieta's
intentions i
Maravillas. Vol. 1, 344-45 and 362-364. It is also discussed
by Mantilla, Las ultimas
expediciones, 47; and John Lynch's Fray Juan de Santa Gertrudis
and the Marvels

m

New

of

Granada, (London: University of London, Institute of Latin American
Studies

Research Papers
484

52), 10-11.

Maravillas, Vol.

Lynch,

1,

363; Lynch, 10-11

1,

363.

10.

Maravillas, Vol.
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materialize.

In fact, the original

one

their sindico

built

by

Don

donation of a new building for the
college, the

Caicedo,

was eventually

rejected by the

Franciscans for what would become their
permanent home, the old Convent of

San Benardino.- Caicedo had worked
closely with Padre Campino, the
college's
first

guardian

in

Popayan, and Barrutieta

Popayan. Campino died sometime

""^

The

to bring the Franciscan missionaries
to

in

rejection of Caicedo's donation, a building
that

was

called the

San Camilo, was a rather complicated affair that is
dealt with
documents. It was first rejected by the Franciscan Guardian

in a

Convent of

number

of

of the College in a

letter

dated August

8,

The reasons given were

1758.

its

poor

location, in Achiral

outside of Popayan too far from the parishioners of
Popayan and in an
impassable area during wet weather; its poor condition,
concerning

which they

had been waiting

five years for repairs;

its

size being too small;

and

finally,

without elaborating, questions concerning Caicedo's intentions.
The cabildo of
Popayan supported the Franciscans' desire to remain in the old Observant

Convent of San Bernardino, and the Franciscan hierarchy in Lima supported
their rejection of the Caicedo donation. The Franciscan
Comissary General of the
Indies gave his final approval on May 25, 1759, from Madrid. The
renunciation
of the donation

was not

a simple matter, however, as Caicedo

building but not the land on which
1;

9086,

f.

1;

9089,

f.

1;

9110,

f.

1;

it

9088,

was
ff.

built.

See ACC.

1-6; 9083,

ff.

owned

Sigs. 9090,

1-3; 9084,

f.

1;

the
f.

1;

9047,

and 8962,

f.

it 1-

3.

Father Campino's death
to the
2.

But

is

mentioned

in a letter

Comissary General of the Indies dated June

Zawadzky

from the College
13, 1757.

ACC

in

Popayan

Sig. 8945,

ff.

1-

places the "precious" death of this "old missionary and (man)

of great qualities" in 1756. Viajes misioneros, 103.
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However, there were

significant costs associated
with setting

College of Missions in the old
Convent of San Bernardino.-

would think

that Barrutieta

was

interested in maintaining

good

the Payanes "aristocracy" or
gamomlcs for the college, which
certain

mutual

interest in

working any mines profitably

veracity of Serra's accusations,

on

some

rather far-fetched,

his account. According to Serra,
Barrutieta

of the fence,

was

And

Popayan,

one

relations with

would imply

a

for both parties. But the

depends almost

actually

entirely

working both sides

Fe,

from the new mines of Mocoa and Caqueta
would be minted

there." This, of course, caused great
concern to the officials in the
in

certainly,

he had "promised the senores of the
Royal Mint of Santa

in that

that the gold taken

Mint

up the

who demanded

new

Royal

an explanation from Barrutieta, but whose

only response was that he was merely trying
to win the favour of the Viceroy in
regards to the missions.

In light of a difficult situation for the
College, the

Guardian Padre Vicente de San Antonio and

was

his discretos (counselors) decided

best to replace Barrutieta as Comisario or Superior
of the missions. Their

choice, perhaps abiding by the altermtiva,

In

an interesting,

if

somewhat

was one

of the recently arrived

confusing, account of Friar Lope de San

Antonio's trip from Cartagena to Popayan with the Spanish missionaries,
appears that San Antonio spent about 5000 pesos on various items like

it

mattresses, religious images, sheets, pillows, tablewear, clothing, various tools,
etc. that

ACC

appeared

Sig. 9365,

ff.

to

be destined for the neu^ College of Missions

1-3.
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in

Popayan.

it

Spaniards, Padre Jacinto Alonso
Luengo,

who was stationed

at the first mission,

Santa Rosa."^"

Serra claimed this

make

it

move by

look like Barrutieta

Alonso, as

new

his superiors of the College

was no longer

in

making an inventory of

all

a ruse to

charge of the missions. Padre

Superior of the missions, immediately
began a

existing missions,

was

that each

visita

of the

town had received during

the last "fourteen years," the tenure
of Barrutieta's reign as superior
as stated by
Serra.'"^^

He was

incorrect; Barrutieta

probably only became Comisario

he did not relinquish his
Alonso's

visita.'^'^

This

title

was not Superior

after his

own visita

in the late 1740s,

and

of the missions in 1752; but

of Comisario of the missions either during
or after

was probably because Alonso's

visita

was

the usual

"inspection" the Franciscans carried out, or were
supposed to carry out, every
three years.

Serra asserted that the books of "each"

town indicated

missions received from the royal treasury over the

amounted

to only 4100 pesos out of

Maravillas, Vol.

last

that

what the

"fourteen" years

more than 80,000 pesos

the royal treasury of

154.

2,

Ibid., 155.

492

Barrutieta

is listed

as Comisario of the missions both in Alonso's visita and in

the certification of 1759 dated

and ACC.

Sig. 4740,

f.

2.

November 30

of that year. See

Serra might be referring to the usual

ACC.

Sig. 9387, f.2

powers of a

visitador to institute changes, acting therefore like the Superior or Comisario.
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Popayan supposedly had given

was

to Barru.iela as Superior
of the

missions.- This

also a dubious assertion,
firstly, the inventories
of San Diego, written

July 18, 1758, and that of La
Concepcion,

signed by VisilaJor

Fr.

Jasinto

(sic)

made on March

2,

1759,

on

and duly

Luengo, as well as Padre Antonio
Urrea and

Brother Carbo, listed a large
inventory of goods, unfortunately
without any
indication of the value of most of
the items.'""

Secondly, through the inventories

it

established missions. San Diego
boasted in

is

clear that these

its sacristy,

were two well-

church and convent

various religious articles ranging from
silver chalices and patens,
incense holders

and crosses

to statues, candelabras

and two

large bells.

indicated at the end of the inventory that
there
"cells" (celcias) or

guests) with four

finally,

a

well.

Padre Mejia

"new" convent with four

rooms, a refectory, a church, a kitchen,
a hospice house

rooms

in

one of which was

un ccpo dc priciones or stocks

Maravillas, Vol.

was

As

2, 155.

a

new sugar

mill {frapichc),

(for

and

(of shackles).'''^^

Serra claimed that the

unnamed Royal

treasurer

presented a "certification" to Friar Jacinto Alonso attesting
to the payment of
over 80,000 pesos over the previous fourteen year for the

towns of the Putumayo.

ACC.

Sig. 9427,

ff.

1-6 contains

two documents

indicating inventories of San

Diego and La Concepcion. The actual visifa was found
will be discussed in greater detail below.
49S

ACC

Sig. 9427,

ff.

1-2.
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in

ACC.

9387,

ff.

1-8,

and

TWrdly, La Concepcion's
inventory was even more
extensive. As the
principal

Putumayo mission

it

included articles from

convent, a forge, and a carpenter's
shop

Luengo

listed

twelve

new

axes

among

icarpinteria).

the

many

carpenter's shop and forge,
indicating that these

its

church and

sacristy, a

Visitador Jasinto

Alonso

tools associated with the

were made

right there in the

mission. La Concepcion also
had 23 head of cattle and 12
goats.- While Serra's
calculation of 4100 pesos might be
referring to the perishable
goods (wine,
flour,

and meat)

that constituted the am.ual
socorro

make little sense. He tried
more than

to

make

it

from the crown,

his

salt,

numbers

look like Barrutieta had absconded
with

75,000 pesos over a fourteen-year period,

when

Barrutieta

was not

in

charge for fourteen years and the royal
socorro never came close to averaging

5700 pesos per year for the missions. ''^^

ACC. Sig. 9427, ff. 3-6. Later in the visita (Nov.
29, 1759), Padre Alonso
made an mventory of EI Pongo, the "entrance to the forests"

also

{entrada del monte)

which contained 16 oxen (all named), 11 young steers
"being tamed" for oxen, 4
cows, 1 1 calves, and various riding gear, and a few
tools. The inventory of Sa^ta
Rosa, indicated far fewer religious items than either
San Diego or La Concepcion,
but there were 9 new and 24 used axes, and 9 new and
15 used machetes. The
inventory of "San Antonio de Kaketa" was probably also
made
in late

November,

1759. In

was

number of religious articles in the
"church and sacristy" and a few tools; however, the number
of goods did not
compare with either San Diego or La Concepcion. See ACC. Sig. 9393, ff. 1-2,
7.
it

listed a significant

80,000 pesos divided by 14 years equals 5714 pesos 2 reales per year, an
amount of which the Franciscans would have been very pleased to have
received.
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"II'-'

cl.H„„K.„ls Shed ,,ny

<m.r,,ll f„,uli„,., of llu-

previously,

•lu'

llu-

Spaniards cnicn.l

Viojo.

was

and

in

HWs?

Ihc lolo

in

llu>

nnssions.-

I

More

Uukuu, groves

acvounis indicate

is

in lale

monti.,,,..!

th.,1 in

much

carf^urros,

nuhumulrro or "port" on the

work and wages which were recorded
ol 1758, totalled 1360

Sig. 4'^74,

Interestingly, the

pesos 6

1-3;

If.

reales.

ACC.

ol the

I'l.lL.mayo.

cari^urros:''''

1757,

These expenses appear

Sig. 9518,

II,

work was done by

carrying loads probably

December

in lale

Sibundoys generally

Idiow

addition to these activities, livestock

Sibundoyes wcmv also paid as
to the

..nd Ins

1757 Iron. S.uU., Rosa to I'ncblo

San Diego de Orilo some missioti Indians wore
paid

See ACC.

.„kI ll.c

also record of sinnifi..,nl clearing

also being brought into Santa Rosa
and that

from Santa Rosa

Yos and n,. As

Juno of 1757, . lew n.unlhs boloro
Son.

planting; of

In lad, the

paid fuvncs.

S..rr.,'s .,cc.,s.„i.,n.s

{i.nu isiiins received almost -KKK)
pesos in overdue lundiny Irorn

ironsury in Quilo

i<lcs,mn,lr)

missions

on

li,.h|

On

Iro.n there to

In tot.,!, the

and early

l.n.uary

to be dircvlly

5-6.

c.irried

loads of 3.5 arrobas or 87.5

ponnds and were paid 4 pesos 6 roles. The hulios ilc hi mission were
f>aid
same w.ige (or the same sized load; however, most carrietl lighter loads

the

ol 2

arrobas or 50 pounds .ind

some

carried only

I

5 arrob.i loails ol 37.5 pounds.

Indians were paid 3 pesos each "lo carry the priests
spots" {juinir cut^^iirlos cn los rios, y niulos fnisos).
I'ive

'""See

ACC Sig. 9386,

If.

36, 37.

und.ited listing of payments lor
{hiitiitnvs) lor

bringing loads and

Another page
('ur\>iim)s

slt)ck

in

in the rivers

the accounts, folio 35,

(Sibundoys), ami

Irom Santa Rosa

.mother 84 pesos.

.302

and rough

lhrei>

is .in

cowboys

to Cai|uela

and

totalling

related to the missions; in
fact,

it is

expenditures associated with the

very likely that they were
part of the

initial trip

of the Spanish missionaries,

including Fray Serra, into the
Futumayan missions. Although
these

expenditures might have also benefited
the development of gold
mining

in the

area as well, the state of mining
in the region seemed to
be limited, always more

promising than

Padre Barrutieta misused royal funds,
as Serra certainly believed
and

If

modern

real.

writers

seem

to accept, the existing

an indictment of Barrutieta.
royal socono^

Don Joseph
Popayan.^^

it

seems

Beltran

In fact,

if

there

documentation does not lead

was any inappropriate use

that the Franciscans' longtime
syndic

In a letter to the

of the

and secular

de Caicedo was the one suspected by treasury

to such

priest

officials in

Governor of Popayan, Don Antonio de Alcala

Galiano, the officials of the Royal Treasury of
that city were concerned with the

apparent "criminality with which" Caicedo, as
syndic, was slow
socorro, "lacking religious sincerity in this

honestly.

."^02

.
.

duty

(as syndic)

to

pay the

which he had

to settle

j^^^^ concerns seemed to be related to those of Friar
Juan

Thomas Delgado who, on

behalf of the College in Popayan, complained about

This matter and that of the donation of a convent which was
finally rejected by
the College of Missions with some suspicion directed toward
Caicedo's
intentions,

makes

for rather interesting

musings

of impropriety,

however

difficult to verify.
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This letter

is

found

in

ACC.

Sig. 5714,

ff.
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41-42 and

was dated

April 30, 1759.

the quantity of wine they
received. Apparently, the
wine
Peruleras)

and

came

it

While the royal

in smaller flasks than
to

officials

was from Peru

^vino

what they were accustomed.-

expected malfeasance on Caicedo's
part, the Franciscans

were more concerned with the quantity,
quality and timeliness of their
royal
socorro

which apparently was paid on time

Delgado admitted

some

that

roadwork, but he justified
benefit the missions

for

of the Usmosnas

this

by explaining

by making

it

1757 but was late for 1758.

from the Crown were used
that the

for

improved roads would

easier for the yearly socorro to
reach the

missions and for the Indians to come out
of the missions to get baptized.s^^

The

real issue,

however, seems

to

have been whether the Franciscans were

receiving "their money's worth" in socorro.
Again, the funding of the missions

was

at issue

with royal

officials

pointing their collective fingers at the

Franciscans' syndic, the Franciscans blaming
the royal officials and only

peripherally their syndic for slow payments and
smaller quantities, and Padre
Serra accusing the Superior of the missions for
fraud and misappropriation of the

annual

socorro.

The Franciscans suggested

rather than in kind, as

ACC

Sig. 4974,

ff.

ACC.

Sig. 5714,

f.

it

that the socorro be paid in cash {plata)

had been done. The Viceroy of New Granada concurred

109-110.

54-55.
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with the request and had
supported

it

as early as March

investigation into the prices of
the goods supplied by the
his approval of the

new

arreglo or "regulation" of
prices

1759.» After some

7,

Crown, the King gave

on September

26,

1759.»

This aneglo would be the basis
of the Crown's support for
the next three decades,

and would prove

end the near constant problems the
Franciscans had endured

to

concerning the royal

socorro.

While Serra's picaresque "chronicle"

is

probably overwrought,

does appear that roadwork was done
with funds

more adequately supply new missions such
had some justification

that could

as Serra's.

It

it

certainly

have been used to

seems

that Fray Serra

for his lack of confidence in
Father Barrutieta as the

mission administrator; however, Serra had
his

own

foibles

which may have

clouded his judgment as well. Despite some
problems with Serra's calculations

and
his

his reasoning as to

why

Barrutieta

was supposedly temporarily

relieved of

duty as Superior, there were some administrative
problems concerning the

missions. Mantilla believes Serra's complaint
about

mismanagement of the

funds for the missions, but he thinks Serra's view of

his fellow Creole Franciscans

ACC.

Sig. 4974,

ff.

109-1 10. Violators of the

ff.

1-2;

new

fined 500 pesos.

506

ACC.

Sig. 4740,

ACC.

Sig. 5714,

ff.
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55-59.

"regla" or rule

were

royal

to be

was

tainted

by his

own

prejudice against Creoles in
general

There

is

certainly

plenty of anti-creole sentiment
throughout Serra's Mamvillas.

What

is

certain, is that Fray

Juan Serra did not stick around

very long before he decided to
do something about
certification

(Hidalgo

its

in his

mission

funding himself. The

submitted by the College's syndic,
Don Joseph de Ydalgo Arazena
y

y Aracena),™ indicated

Serra had resided only ten

months

including Father Barrutieta,
credited with a

full

still

during the year ending November

in the missions.

The other eleven

1,

1758,

priests,

Comisario of the missions at that
time, were

year, except Padres Agustin

Manuel Navarro, who served
five legos, only

that

six

de

la

Sant/ssima Trinidad and

months and one month

one did not serve the

full year;

all

respectively.

Out

of

Brother Joseph de San Visente

served four months.™ (See Table
10)
After Serra's

far

507

S()«

more

first

ten

months

in the missions,

he realized that he needed

material support than he initially received,
and he believed that

Las ultimas expediciones, 47.

Doctor

Don Joseph

Beltran de Caicedo acted as "Apostolic Syndic of
the
College of Missions of Our Lady of Grace" since Nov.
1, 1751, even before the

College had

moved

Popayan and was still acting as such on Nov. 29, 1757.
Don Hidalgo y Aracena certainly functioned as syndic in 1758, if not
sooner,
since it is not impossible that he and Caicedo were syndics
(one a "lay" syndic
and the other an "apostolic syndic" by virtue of Caicedo's status as
to

a secular

priest) at the

509

ACC.

same

Sig. 4729,

time. See

ff.

ACC.

Sig. 5714,

1-3.
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ff.

23, 25.

Barrutieta

was going

supposed secular
Serra,

to ruin

interests in

he planned to go

families

story,

for a successful mission

to his

Fe to inform the Viceroy of
Barrutieta's fraud.-

was dissuaded by

the College's Guardian
(Superior)

to see the Viceroy since
Barrutieta

had the Viceroy's ear already.^n while

and might hold some

due

road building and gold mining.
According to

to Santa

This never happened, as he

from attempting

any chance

truth,

and the

influential

this certainly

makes

Payanes

for a

good

one must not forget other possible
and more

verifiable aspects of the situation.

Serra

years in the

was

part of a contingent of Spanish
priests

Putumayan

missions.

Out

who were to

of ten Spanish friars

the 1740s, only one actually served as
a missionary.

who had

The College

serve ten

m

arrived

of Missions

was

not about to be burned twice. Accordingly,
they solicited and received both

Crown and Papal

assurances that subsequent Spanish missionaries
had to indeed

According to Serra, his

two small boxes

first

year's socorro

amounted

two pounds of tobacco,
of com pudding or porridge (mazamorra de
mdz) and 14 varas de
to

tocuyo gordo (thick cotton cloth). Serra scorns at
these items as being only a
fraction of what he should have received from
an allowance (socorro) from the
Crown worth 340 pesos/year. While it is true that these items would
amount to

than 340 pesos, the actual socorro at this time was only really
valued at
260 pesos/priest per year. See Maravillas. Vol. 1, 343, 348; ACC. Sig.
4729, f. 3.
far less

See Lynch, 11; Maravillas, Vol.

The apparent poverty of the missions was
recognized by the Bishop of Popayan and Archbishop elect of Lima, in
a letter he
wrote to the Crown on April 20, 1758. He asked for 200 pesos per missionary

when

they

first

2, 93.

entered the missions, as

and the "necessary vestments
destined to be missionary."

was given

the Jesuits on the Maranon,

for the celebration of

ACC.

Sig. 7560,

307

f.

1.

masses

in the

town he was

fulfill

their

missionary obligations

in the field.- Serra's

request to leave his

mission after serving a mere ten
months rather than ten years, against
both royal

and papal proscriptions and, more
immediately, contrary
Comisario Barrutieta,

Serra

makes

would no doubt be

resisted

the issue of his leaving crucial
to the

conspiracy, this

is

to the orders of

by his Creole superiors.- while

unmasking of some great

merely one explanation which lacks
corroborating evidence.

But leave he did, on a journey where

he travelled the length and breadth of
the colony between Honda
and Fasto preaching, arguing, begging,
trading masses for money,
supplies, tools, hardware and cattle,
and recording his adventures
in a

gem

of picaresque writing.'^'"

Despite Serra's dissatisfaction of his

subsequent temporary
in

exit

initial

mission experience and

from the Putumayo, the

late

1750s marked, perhaps

terms of numbers of missionaries, the high
point of Franciscan activity

mission

field.

As

far as the

documents

reveal, seventeen Franciscans served at

The Crown issued a royal cedula on April 17, 1753 in Buen
and the Pope followed suit with a bull on May 10, 1757.
See
and ACC.

Sig. 9070,

ff.

in this

Retiro to that effect;

ACC

Sig. 9075,

f.

2

1-3 respectively.

Serra indicated that Barrutieta had sent a letter to Brother
Carbo

Concepcion which "ordered him

that

none of the Spanish

in

priests that

La

had

just

entered (the missions) were to be permitted to leave for any reason
except by his
order alone." Maravillas. Vol. 1, 340. This may be true considering the
past

history with Spanish missionaries.
514

Lynch,

11.
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least part of 1758, a

number

that

would not be reached again and
which seemed

to decline rather quickly
thereafter.

The Death

of Padre Resales and the Visita
of 1759

As mentioned
from March

1

to

earlier.

May

Padre Jacinto Alonso Luengo
performed a

16, 1759.

sheds some additional

light

His report

is

visita

an interesting document which

on the functioning of the missions,
independent

of

the useful but rather biased account
of Fray Juan Serra. Despite Serra's

questionable explanation as to

why Alonso was named

visitador, the visita's

timing probably had more to do with the
recent murder (December 1758) of
Francisco Rosales de

Cruz.

la

Santissima Trinidad by the

jYxe circumstances of his death are of

Mamos at the town of Santa

some

interest.

Although Rosales, a veteran missionary, apparently
tolerated the
nakedness of the
the

Mamos'

Serra,

Mamos - much

two-to-three-day "drunken dance parties" so well.
According to

and there

is

no evidence

to the contrary, Rosales

disrupted one of their planned festivals by breaking
masatos of plantains (or bananas),

would have been
515

516

ACC.

- he did not suffer

to the displeasure of Serra

Sig. 4740,

Maravillas, Vol.

com

(maiz)

was killed because he

all their

and chontaduro (palm

a serious offence since these gatherings in

2

1,

260. Chicha is a drink of fermented corn,

309

fruit.

and

fruit)."5i6 -phig

which everyone

f.

beverage of fermented com, bananas or other

"jugs of chicha

and masato

is

also a

drank and danced were not merely
bacchanalian events as described
by
missionaries like Serra, but were rituals
which were imbued with indigenous
spiritual

meaning and

healing.

To wantonly disrupt

a ritual celebration

apparently had serious consequences.

Sometime
determined to
deshonestas)

after the priest's actions, Serra

kill

the Padre."

them made indecent

actions {acciones

then acted with effrontery. The priest then
grabbed a whip and

prepared to lash the

Mamo to punish him.

Rosales pursuing;

when he

axe {de un hachazo

le partid la

Spanish companion

in

of

towards Rosales which offended him and he
loudly scolded the

Mamo, who

found

One

recounted that the "barbarians

San

priest,

Joachi'n with

entered, another

in

Mamo ran into a house with

Mamo split his head in two with an

caheza de por medio).'''

Antonio Alfaro,

to flee

The murder forced Rosales's
downriver where he was

Padre Antonio Paredes on

The Mamos had prepared

town and disembarked

The

canoes

May

to leave the next day,

down

the

Putumayo

1,

1759.518

and they

set fire to the

to avoid the

"vengeance

of their treachery" from the priests of the other towns. After hearing
of the

murder, the capitdn of La Concepdon only two days (42 leagues) downriver went
to advise

Padre Urrea and Brother Carbo of the

^"Ibid., 260-261.

^'^

Las ultimas expediciones, 38.
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incident.

Carbo prepared three

canoes with provisions, darts, arrows,
and shotguns to leave the next morning
"to verify the

which

is

news and

to capture the nation

and punish them with

lashes,

the normal punishment." With
specially chosen Indians from
La

Concepcion, Carbo went upriver and on
the second day came upon twenty-two

Mamo canoes.
ready to

fired a

fight,

Since

it

was

clear to

Carbo

he divided up his three canoes

shotgun blast ("without shot")

left their

empty canoes on

eventually

that they

made

the bank

were armed and were getting

to try to capture the

to frighten them.

and

fled inland.

The Mamos apparently

They

all

to the Marafion, apparently finding their

it

Mamos and

got away.

Some

way to the Jesuit

missions of Gran Para.^'' Carbo continued on to the
smouldering mission,
retrieved Rosales's half-burnt

Mamos' canoes

One

to

body and returned

to

La Concepcion with the

bury him.^^°

of the things that impressed Carbo and Serra

was

the apparent speed

with which the news of the murder reached the capitdn in La
Concepcion.

According to

Serra, the

murder was committed

at 3 p.m.

and the news arrived

La Concepcion, 42 leagues away - normally two days by canoe ^'^

There

is

an intriguing,

if

at 7

p.m. the

ultimately mysterious, entry at the end of the

inventory of La Concepcion which mentions a chalice which was "seized from
the invasion of the Mamos." The date is unclear, but perhaps the Mamos

"invaded" La Concepcion on their

more

likely,

it

way

Amazon River or, and

probably

was recovered from the hastily
described above. ACC. Sig. 9427, f. 3.

retreating

to the

refers to a chalice that

Mamos during the
Maravillas, Vol.

"attack"

1,

262-263.
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in

same night!
Indians,

tells

Interestingly,

who were found

them

all

Carbo believed the news

in every

that happens."

especially to the priests,

The

town, and

travelled via those particular

"whom

devil forbids

them

the devil has deceived

to reveal themselves

and so they operate with great wariness
so not

discovered. Carbo also told Serra that
the Indians said that
sorcerers because they could send a
paper "with

from one town

to another to

to the secretive actions of

some

communicate with each

and

all

to

the priests

be

were

black painted scribbles"

other. ^^i Carbo's references

shamans who "traveled" and received

visions of events

gives witness to the spiritual world with which
the priests were trying to

compete. The

same

fact that

level as their

many

own

Indians viewed the missionaries as possibly
on the

"religious

men"

or

shamans was perhaps another reason

the Franciscans, in addition to the material
benefits they brought, were tolerated
(feared?)

and even welcomed by

acceptance had

limits,

disaster could ensue.

different indigenous groups.

their

and when those were exceeded, as with Padre Rosales,

As

well,

it is

significant that

it

was an indigenous person.

The native view of writing among missionaries has been
by other

However,

fruitfully discussed

scholars. For an interpretation of the native

empowering technology

of Jesuit missionaries in

view of writing as an
North America, see James

Axtell's After Columbus: Essays in the Ethnohistory
of Colonial North America,

(New

York: Oxford University Press, 1988). Carole Blackburn supports Axtell's view
that writing was seen as another form of "witchcraft," in her Harvest
Souls: The
of

Jesuit Missions

and Colonialism

University Press, 2000). Peter

in

North America, (Montreal: McGill-Queen's

Wogan

disagrees with Axtell and Blackburn in his

"Perceptions of European Literacy in Early Contact Situations," Ethnohistory,
41:407-429.
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the capitdn.

who heard

that native peoples'

of Rosales's

murder before the Franciscans - an

communication networks were

still

functioning.

indication

also

It

demonstrates that the missionaries depended
on their charges for information.
Certainly the

relations

also

murder

of Padre Rosales illustrated a
serious

between the missionary and the

Mamos in Santa

breakdown

in

Cruz; however, there

had been a rupture between Padres Rosales
and Alfaro immediately before

the former's murder. Here, again, our only
source

must be used with

care.

Santa Cruz since he

in the missions

was

is

Padre Serra's account, so

it

But according to Serra, Alfaro was put in
charge of
the elder of the two, despite Rosales's greater
experience

and having "won the

will of the Indians." This

did not

sit

well

with Rosales, described by Serra as a "son of the College
and Creole of the
land... and naturally arrogant." Eventually, Rosales

situation

and

left to

Mamos to neither fish nor hunt nor bring

eat for Padre Alfaro while he

was

anything to

gone. After a few days, however, an Indian

from Timbi'o, apparently not a Mamo, relented and with some others

provided some food for Alfaro.^- Clearly there were problems
los

the

see the Superior of the missions, Barrutieta. Apparently

before leaving he told the

woman

became angry with

Mamos, but

this incident also

shows how

the missionaries

people of the mission town for their very substenance.

Las ultimas expediciones, 37.
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in Santa

Cruz de

depended on the

The

visita that

rather cryptic

began

just three

months

document which underscores

the missions. Padre Alonso called
together

March
since

1,

it

1759, in the

was

the

town

after Rosales's

that there

all

death produced a

were problems throughout

the available missionaries

on

of "the Immaculate Conception"
(La Concepcion)

main mission town. Brother Carbo from La
Concepcion, Father

Paredes from San Joachi'n, Father Juan Plata
from "the town of Kaqueta
y

Mocoa," and Father Antonio Urrea attended, and

had any problems

in their

all

were asked,

in effect,

if

they

missions which Alonso should "inspect." Only
Urrea,

one of the recently arrived Spaniards, answered

in the affirmative,

but stated that

he would put "some things that could help the good
establishment of the
missions and well-being of the missionaries.

.

.

in the

form of a

can only guess at what he would have "petitioned," but
Serra

he returned from his

months

first trip

after the visita)

ACC.

tells

us that

when

out of the missions (possibly in mid-1759, a few

he found Urrea sick with fever

by October of 1759, he had

One

petition."523

left

in

La Concepcion, and that

the missions, scandalously joining Serra as a

The town of "Kaqueta y Mocoa" conceivably refers to
(Santa Clara de) Mocoa and (San Antonio de) Caqueta, two of the towns under
Sig. 9387,

f.

1-2.

the Franciscans' jurisdiction on the

way

Putumayo. Since they were only
they were probably administered by

to the

two days apart by river, according to Serra,
one priest. Why Urrea indicated he would write his complaints in a petition is
intrigueing. It seems that he was among "friends" in that the visitador Alonso
and Plata were fellow Spaniards who had just arrived. Brother Carbo and
Paredes,

who were both

mission veterans, were Creoles.
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'deserter" in the eyes of the Creole
missionaries.™ Like Serra, however,
Urrea

would

also return.

On March

7,

1759, Christobal

Romero

of San Francisco de

Amaguages

(Amoguajes) replied to Alonso's question
stating that no "inspection" was

needed

there.

Juan de

la

Padre Xavier Megia also had no
complaints on March

Brother

Cruz from Santa Rosa and Brother Lope
de San Antonio, on May

both responded that no

Padre Barrutieta, on
personally

22.

May

visit all the

was needed,

visita

16.

13,

as did the Comisario of the missions.

Although Alonso wrote

that

he "always wanted

to

other pueblos," he did not; but he
"inspected" San

Francisco de los Amaguajes, San Diego,
Kaqueta and, of course. La

Concepcion.

Interestingly, a

day

after

meeting Padre Megia, Alonso called the

Governors and Captains of the three nations Amaguajes,
Payaguajes and Encabellados who make up the town of

Our Father San

Francisco de los Amaguajes and asked,

through an interpreter

who was

Basilio,

Indian from the

Las ultimas expediciones, 39-40. In a letter written by the
Guardian of the
College in Popayan, Fray Vicente de San Antonio, to the Comissary
General of
Peru, he recounted: "After various sorrows, that have been hidden,
originated by

some hardly

religious disagreements that

most of the Spaniards

who came

from

Spain have had concerning the ministry of the conversions, and of which I have
many complaints... Padre Fray Antonio Urrea had taken the license to apostatize

from the missions." San Antonio believed that both Urrea and Serra should not
go unpunished so as not to spread "such prejudicial contagion" as their
disobedience; nor did San Antonio want Urrea to return.
525

ACC.

Sig. 9387,

ff.

1-2.
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town

of San Diego, in the presence of
Padre Secretary of the

msita Father

Manuel Navarro,

they had any complaints to
give against their Padre Missionary,
and if they were content
with him, or have seen something bad...526

They

all

if

responded that they had no complaints
because he (Padre Romero)

"looked upon them as sons and he taught
them to pray, and that they had not
seen anything bad in (him)."

At the very

certainty.

least

it

What

this tells

us

is

hard to

indicates that this town, one

know with any
day downriver from

La Concepcion, was inhabited by three different
groups and that they seemed to

want

to maintain their relationship

Four days

later,

on March

with Padre Romero and the Franciscans.

12,

Padre Alonso called upon the "Cacique
y

Capilanes" of the four nations Macaguajes, Murcielagos,
Senseguajes, and

Encabellados

who made up

the

town

of Nuestra Sefiora de

la

Pun'ssima

Concepcion. Interestingly, these four naciones are different from
the two groups,
the Payaguas

and Payaguajes, mentioned by Serra

in 1757-58, indicating either a

significant turnover of indigenous peoples or inconsistent

being very possible. Using the same interpreter,

had any complaints

to

Basilio,

name usuage - both

he asked them

which they responded, one assumes

if

they

in unison, "no, before

they were very happy with them (the missionaries) because they clothed them,

and cared

526

Ibid.,

f.

for them; otherwise

(if

they were not happy), as sons of the forest they

4,

316

would have went
answer might
people

still

to

(the forest)."-

it

be, but considering the

enjoyed in the region,

it

Of

course,

one wonders

how sincere this

freedom of movement the indigenous

seems an honest answer - they
appreciated

the access to goods and "care" the
Franciscans provided. This freedom
of

movement seems

evident, as well,

find the principales of that

question on March 23.

town

He had

when Alonso went to San Diego and

present, so he

better luck

where he asked the Governador and

was unable

on April

same town, they answered

the

Alcalde (mayor) of the

complaints. Through another interpreter, an Indio
the

1 in

that they

had

to ask

them the same

town

town

did not

of Kaqueta,

if

they had any

named Juan Bermudez from

none.^^«

The indigenous responses

above are unique as they are rare examples of the points
of view of the mission
Indians being included in the documentation, albeit
recorded by the
missionaries.

Despite the seemingly content indigenous occupants of the
towns

administered by the Franciscans and having "found nothing worthy
of
Ibid, "si tenian alguna

quexa que dar contra sus PP. misioneros, o avian

cosa mala en ellos respondieron: que no, antes estaban
vestian, cuidaban,

Ibid.

this

que

si

no como

Juan Bermudez

town

is

hijos del

listed as

"list

of Caqueta." Interestingly, the Governador

and twenty-three

population of 41

alive,

alguna

por que

ellos

of inhabitants of Indians of

and Alcalde are not

men, there were eight

women

(three

had

living children (one deceased), for a total "Indian"

4 dead. In the

children, for a total of 33,

were

same

living in

census, 6 men, 11

Mocoa. See ACC.
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los

se huvieran ido del...."

one of the ten

identified. In addition to ten Indian

died),

Monte ya

mui contentos con

vist

women and

Sig. 9393,

ff.

16

7-8.

reprimand, nor punishment in these
missionaries," Alonso exhorted
them to
''observe

and keep with the proper consideration"

six "orders."

clearly referred to the disagreements
occurring in the missions

newly arrived Spaniards and the other
that in the

that in

{el

all

missionaries. Alonso

first

order

between the

admonished them

towns where there were two missionaries,
they had

to

be united "so

things public and that are mutually
done, such as to take (out) Indians

sacar lndios\ to

govern them, and other things that can occur
which

the reputation of the Mission, they

one missionary wants
reprove him, and

"if

to

must mutually consult with each

may affect

other."

govern with "the gravest errors," then the other

If

will

necessary inform the Superior, for the remedy."

The second order likewise concerned the reputation
it

The

of the missions in that

prohibited the missionaries from discussing the "things
of the missions" with

secular people, "Indians or Whites," and from allowing
anyone "at the table"

except those

who

"have some recommendation." Seemingly, the scandalous

disobedience of Fray Serra and his open complaints about

how the missions were

being run were of concern to the missionaries for their reputation.

The

third order touched

on an old theme concerning the missions:

smuggling. Alonso mandated that

all

the religious be very vigilant of "whatever

prejudicial trade to the royal treasury" might occur.

Joachin, Concepcion, San Diego

and Kaqueta were

318

The missionaries of San

to

be especially wary, so that

they could "warn whatever secular
person

pay attention
but

it is

to this

somewhat unclear

who

enters or leaves our missions"
to

problem. Clearly, smuggling
continued to be a "problem,"

to the missions. This time

people

who

for

whom. The

fourth also concerned secular
visitors

Alonso told the missionaries

enter the towns with

some drogas

to be watchful of "lay

to sell the Indians."'^^^

They were

not to allow them to trick the Indians or
mistreat them. This proscription

unusual since

slavers.

it

is

unclear

if

these

were dishonest traders or perhaps even

Nevertheless, secular people in the missions
continued to cause

problems

for the friars.

Alonso's

fifth

injunction concerned punishing female Indians.
"If

be necessary to reprimand a female Indian, the missionary
or cacique of her Nation, and

to

remove

last

is

in his

is

to call the

it

might

Governor

presence, and not alone, punish her in order

the motive to mutter from those of bad intentions."

And

finally, the

order was for the well-being of the missionaries. The visitador exhorted
that

for their

own

good, "the missionaries mutually take care to give notice to each

other at least from

month

to

month, concerning

their health

and well-being of

themselves and the townspeople, and that they spiritually counsel each

other.""^^'

Taylor mentions that the Portuguese used the term drogas for resins that were
extracted from the tropical forests. See "The Western Margins...", 215.
530

ACC.

Sig. 9387,

f.

3.
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Despite no "written" complaints

in

Alonso's report of his

visita. his six

"orders" point out that there were
plenty of issues that the
missionaries needed
to address,

"illegal" trading or

smuggling, something the Franciscans
were

guilty of themselves, since they
traded with the Portuguese to supply
their

own

missions,-' continued to be a problem
for which they at least had
to maintain at
least

an outward disdain. Problems related
to secular "visitors" to the missions

ran the

gamut

of their

unwanted

practices (trading or slaving) vis-a-vis
the

mission Indians and the possibility of them
hurting the missions' reputation,

which one might

translate into threatening civil support in
the form of alms from

the people of Popayan or from the Crown.
Within the missions, discipline

amongst the Indians and peace amongst themselves were of
concern
1

in the late

750s.

This

Alonso's

new

was

visita,

a difficult time for the Franciscans,

when

in

August of

and

it

did not improve after

1759, another missionary died.

Spaniards, Padre Juan Plata, apparently succumbed to

Serra indicated that the goat herd at La Concepcion

Amazon

river

from Gran Para de Portugal

(Brazil).

One

some kind

was brought up

of the

of

the

Additionally, he claimed that

bordering on their missions were the Discalced (Barefooted) Fathers of Saint
Teresa on the Maranon (Amazon) "in the lands of Portugal, and every year a

was sent down from our mission and there, through these Priests
(Discalced), was bought equipment (apero) such as powder, ammunition, salt,
large canoe

wine, tools and linens of wool cloth (lana algodon). These were paid for with

what the King gave each Padre missionary
266-267.
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for his

upkeep." Maravillas, Vol.

1,

stomach ailment which Serra blamed on
the

monkey meat he had

to eat.-^

mission work in San Diego

Although Father Plata may have begun

in late 1758,

Caqueta by the time Alonso made

March

of 1759, and apparently

year.^^a

of 1759, therefore, there were only 14
Franciscans that had

served in the missions over the past year.
this time.

Two of these, however,

Padres Rosales and Plata. Padre Urrea had

left

died during

by August, while

appears that Father Augustin Baquero entered by
June. The remaining
priests served a full year; and, of course.

the full year. Four legos

arreglo of

September

his

he was the priest of San Antonio
de

his visita in

died there some time in August of that

By November

"rural meals," especially the

worked

26, 1759,

it

six

Padre Serra was out of his mission for

in the missions,

each for a

full year.534

The new

granted each priest 274 pesos 2 reales worth of

Las ultimas expediciones, 36.

Serra might be mistaken about Padre Plata ever really serving in San Diego
since there was already a priest there. If Plata did begin there, he certainly did

moved on to his own town of Caqueta by
7; ACC. Sig. 9387,
1; ACC. Sig. 4740,
2.

not stay long as he

ACC.

Sig. 9393,

ACC.

f.

f.

The

early 1759. See

f.

were Comisario Barrutieta and Padres
Mexia (Megia), Alfaro, Alonso Luengo, Romero, Paredes and Navarro. The legos
were Brothers Carvo (Carbo), de la Cruz y Ortega, Lope de San Antonio Corte
Gamonal, and Luis de San Antonio.
Sig. 4740,

f.

2.

six priests

321

annual

socorro^

year ending

The Loss

now

paid in cash. The

November

7,

1759,

total socorro for all the
missionaries for the

was 3361 pesos

7 reales

and

2/3 maravedis.-s

of Padre Jacinto Alonso Luengo,
1760

Things did not improve for the missions

Whether the

realities of the missions, as

at the start of a

revealed through his

new

decade.

or the recent

visita,

deaths of Padres Rosales and Plata weighed
heavily upon him. Padre Alonso

was

Popayan by April

in

1760, requesting permission "to not persevere
in the

conversiones vivas of the infidels of the
Kaqueta

the mission

was

certainly difficult, as

principal motives

1.

rivers/'^^^ Life in

Alonso himself indicated

and causes" he gave

The complete

and Putumayo

in the

for leaving the missions.

incapacity

and

little

humanity

that

four

He listed:
is

present

in the

Indians of these missions, not only to receive and
embrace the truths of Our Holy Faith but for rational
natural government.
2.

no defense

to protect

me from

Catechism, and to punish their
3.

them

to

vices.

and disproportionate food to sustain oneself {para la
vida natural); because even though the Catholic Majesty...
has
the

little

allotted 270 pesos for the

ACC.

their ferocity, to subject

Sig. 4740,

f.

1.

The new

arreglo

nourishment of the missionary

which came about due

to the

priest.

funding

disagreement discussed above, accorded each priest 1 bottle of Peruvian wine
worth 36 pesos, 1 arroha of wax at 18 reales per pound totaling 56 pesos 2 reales, 4
loads of flour worth 80 pesos, 15 arrohas of meat at 2 pesos/@ totaling 30 pesos,

and 36

arrobas of salt

worth 72 pesos.

Legos, as always, received the

same except

wine and wax allowance which brought their yearly socorro to 182 pesos.
As before, all the missionaries as a group received an extra 60 arrobas of meat
worth 120 pesos.
for the

536

ACC.

Sig. 9068, f.l
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very clear to you Fathers (the
Guardian and Discretos of the
College) more than three-quarters
(mas de las tres partes) of this is
used for tocuyo or linens, coarse cloth
igergas\ axes, machetes
and for the same Indians, the only way
that has been found (in a
way possible for one poor religious) to maintain
them
It IS

and

keep them

in

dadiva), since

to

Town, because as soon as they lack the
gift {la
they have no other subjection, they
go into the

forest {sc van al monte),

they do not

food

and

is

kill

and so the poor Religious is left (when
him) exposed to perish from want,
because his

what these same Indians give

to him.

the great dangers of the Soul {del
Alma), and extreme
despair because of the loneliness of the
forest {Montana),

4.

lastly,

and

lack of rational conversation.^^^

Besides his poor opinion of the Indians'
potential to either understand

Catholicism or "rational," meaning "Spanish," social
organization, his main

complaints were his inability to control them.
or force them to

of the usual

or

kill

do anything; and without adequate

goods or trade

items, they

would

to protect himself

material support, in the form

just leave the

missionary stranded

him. Although Alonso's "reasons" echo Serra's complaints
of lack of

materiel, they

^

He had no way

ACC.

do not include

Sig. 9068,

f.l.

The

Serra's

first

more nefarious accusations

against the

reason given by Padre Alonso indicated that he

the Indians lacked the ability to receive not only the "truths of the Our Holy
Faith but for la politica natural racional," which could also be translated as
felt

good manners," though I believe the translation above is
more to the point of what the missionaries were interested in accomplishing, that
is a spiritual and temporal transformation in the way of life of the indigenous
"natural reasonable

peoples.
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Creole hierarchy of the College
and missions.- Alonso, in his
letter to the

Guardian, asked for the "quiet of the
cloister" or some "other employ/'
invoking
the "charity" of the Padres (of the
College) "to give (him) a cell" in
the College,

or

"if

they found

more convenient"

to return

him

to his holy province in Spain."'^

The Guardian, Fray Joachi'n Mariano de San
Luis Gonzaga, wasted no
time calling his discretos or advisors together
and they quickly decided the fate of

Padre Alonso. He, according to the royal cedula of
April

unpardonably

was

to Spain," back to his original province,

1

7,

1

which

753,

in

the province of the Immaculate Conception. This
decision

April

9,

the

day

after

Cartagena on April

Alonso wrote

10, since

his petition,

and he was

had

to

be "sent,

Alonso's case

was made on

to leave for

"everything was prepared already," accompanied

by Don Pedro de Ante, and then embark

Serra claimed that during Alonso's

for Spain at the "first opportunity."

visita,

The

he discovered Barrutieta's supposed

fraud with the royal socorro, and since other creole Franciscans from the College
were also implicated, Alonso asked to be given permission to return to Spain

where he was going to expose the creole government of the College. The
Guardian gave him permission but then "violently" took it away and sent him
Cartagena to return to Spain, but not before "secretly" sending a letter to
the Governor of Cartagena to arrest Alonso for being a "rebellious religious (and)
off to

inept for the

honour of an apostolic missionary,"

discredited. Maravillas, Vol.

2,

to

be sent back to Spain

157-158.

Serra also believed that Barrutieta and Carbo purposefully told his Indians

guides to abandone him, making his
difficult,

and

that Barrutieta

was

Caqueta without the benefit of
539

ACC.

Sig. 9068,

f.

first

also to

last rites.

foray out of the missions extremely

blame

for

Padre Rosales dying alone

Las ultimas expediciones, 36.

1
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at

Guardian wrolc

Iclras pulcnles for I>adre

soliciting nid for his

the way.

I

Alonso indicating

his situation

and

journey from the r'ranciscan convents
he might slop

at

along

also petitioned the leading civil
authority in Popayan, the

le

IJcutenant General

Don Auguslin de

not available, to write a

letter for

Honilla Delgado, since the (Governor

Don IVdro de Ante

requesting any help

was

civil

authorities could offer en route. "^^^

Before Padre Alonso was allowed to leave,
however, he had to "swear"
that

he would go directly to his province

present himself to the I-ranciscan

in

Spain as quickly as possible and then

Commissary General

delay. In addition, he "swore and declared" that

petition "to desert the Missions arose from

either of the

community

of the Indies without

none of the motives

any omission, negligence or

Spain, which

the College hierarchy, under Barrutieta.

more innocenl way
depended on

This

I

full

lowever, the oath could

of protecting the College's reputation back in

royal funding, from a missionary

who, while

indicating a lack of material support, did nol blame the College in his petition

"'

ACC.

Sig. 9068,

ff.

2-5.

Letnis palcnlcf^

were important public

usually, but apparently not always, issued

" Ibid.,

f.

2.
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is

vehement condemnation

of the allegedly fraudulent administration of the missions, with the

also be a far

fault

or of individuals or superiors of the College."'""

a intriguing disclaimer, especially given l^idre Serra's

knowledge of

for his

and sealed by

edicts or orders

royally.

and,

in fact,

indicated he

would

stay in the College

if

granted a

cell.

Perhaps

Alonso knew he had to return by royal
decree, and although he was certainly
sent on his

way

quickly and "under guard," there

is still little

evidence to

substantiate Serra's allegations. Unfortunately,
with Padre Alonso's presumed
arrival

home, he

left

the

The Missions during
The

documentary world

of the missions.5«

the 1760s

history of the missions during the

1

760s

was

a period of fluctuation

(with a steady decline, a brief increase and later another
drop in the
missionaries) of missionary activity; the establishment of
a

the continued presence of the "renegade"

Serra de Santa Gertrudis.

is

It

movement

the Caqueta and Putumayo. This number, however,

1760.

Padre Alonso was on his

Padre Serra returned

mission area; and

also a period in the documentation

By mid-1759 there were fourteen missionaries

that year.

briefly

of

and "freelance" missionary. Padre

information concerning indigenous activity and

by the end of

new

number

sometime

in

in

is

where more

available.

the conversiones vivas of

would be reduced by four

way back

to Spain

mid-1759 but then

by April

left

again to

procure more supplies for "his" mission of Agustinillo. By August 1759, Padre
Urrea had also

left

the missions,

and Padre

available "certification" of missionaries

'"^

Plata

was

Las ulHmas cxpcdiciones, 36.
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had died of

for 1762.

illness.

The next

On November 8,

the

Guardian of the College indicated that
eight missionaries had served
the
previous year and were to be paid
137 pesos
real

per

lego.

The President or Superior

Barrutieta; rather the Spanish Padre

Barrutieta was, however,

real per priest

of the missions

and 91 pesos and

the six priests

1

was no longer Padre

Manuel Navarro had assumed

among

still

1

who continued

that role.

to serve in the

missions, as were the Spanish priests
Antonio Alfaro and Antonio Urrea, the
latter

having returned from his unauthorized

Padre Antonio Paredes continued

new

priest

was

listed.

Padre

his

Ramon

from La Concepcion mission.

work, presumably

Xivaja.

Joseph de Jesus y Carvo and Juan (de

exit

la

in

San Joachi'n, and one

The long-time missionary brothers

Cruz

y)

Ortega continued to persevere as

well.5«

who was

Padre Alfaro,
Padre Resales was

Amaguajes

(the

killed,

'i44

ACC.

Sig. 8974,

f.

Mamos when

eventually took up residence in San Francisco de los

town of Amoguaje) upon the departure

Romero sometime in

543

forced to flee Santa Cruz de los

On

1759.^''

February

28, 1760

of Padre Cristobal

he petitioned the Guardian of

1-3,

Las ultimas expediciones, 38. Padre

Romero

lasted only about

two years

missions. Contracting malaria almost immediately, he eventually

of the

Amoguaje

to return to

left

Popayan, and then eventually moved to

the

in the

town

Cali,

where

he joined one of his Spanish compatriots. Padre Joseph (Jose) Losada, who was
one of the ten Spaniards who never entered the Putumayo/Caqueta missions.

Romero

eventually petitioned the College in Popayan to return to Spain to

recover his health in 1763, but

was

still

in Cali in 1765.
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He never did

return to

.

the College for another

companion because

San Diego for confession.
longer any priest

in

He had

to

go up

be sent

(to

It

to

was

difficult for

exist

left,

anymore

seems

in

up

closest

Mamos burnt

to half of

it

Francisco de los Amaguajes, where

some died

fleeing the mission.

Later, a

accompany him

group independence and perhaps
bring different groups into the

wanted

of "coco" (a disease)

few Payaguajes

left

to

kill

same town.

In

August

Padre Alfaro and

which led

to the

to

also since the

inter-

is

not

1761, Padre Urrea wrote

a mulato

clear. '^"'^

leaving Urrea alone with only thirty-four Amaguajes

went on

San

hostility despite the missionaries' efforts to

priests in the town, although the reason

Spain, but rather

could

in

remaining Amaguajes would not merge with them, a vague indication
of

that the Indians

it

axes and machetes."545

that Padre Urrea eventually returned to

some Amaguajes

to travel to

and the next

after the

also requested that "in regard to the
socorro,

him)

him

San Diego because there was no

La Concepcion since Padre Urrea

town, Santa Cruz de los Mamos, did not

down. Alfaro

it

who accompanied

Padre Alfaro then

in early

December

the

left,

1761.

highlands of Quito, where he eventually became

Provincial of Quito, dying in Pujili in 1797. See las ultimas expediciones, 43-45.

APFS

(Archivo de

la

Provincia Franciscana de

la

Santa Fe, Colombia),

Convento Franciscano de Popayan. Cartas de Religiosos 1752
found
'""^

in

a 1812,

f.

21 r-v, as

Las ultimas expediciones, 38.

Ibid., f.29r.

Las ultimas expediciones, 38. Padre Urrea returned to the missions

sometime between

late

1

760 and mid-1 761
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He remained
to

in the missions at least until

November

1762, returning eventually

La Concepcion, where he would soon
disappear, probably drowning

in a

j-jygj. 547

Some of the other towns under
undergoing

difficulties in the early 1760s.

from Santa Rosa on
sickness

the Franciscans' administration were
also

among

May 5,

Padre Barrutieta,

1762, recounted that

when he

the people. In Pueblo Viejo, the next

missions, the Encabellados and Murcielagos had
great affliction), "carrying

Juan de

la

Cruz

to

all

left

in a letter written

arrived there

town along
due

was

the road to the

to un gran desconsuela (a

that they could." Barrutieta nearly sent Brother

Pueblo Viejo, but detained him in Santa Rosa so that he could

help him with the sick people there, with the intention of sending
him to Pueblo
Viejo after the epidemic abated to "repair the

sown

fields

and other things."^

Barrutieta thanked the Guardian, Fray Joachin de San Luis Gonzaga, for the
four

and chocolate, which made

rosaries

their

hardships

informed Gonzaga that he sent Andres Omne,

Here

again, the only source

who

much more bearable. He
is

not identified but was

Padre Serra's Maravillas,

which he recounted
that the official story was that Urrea became mentally imbalanced and fell or
threw himself in the river; however, Serra believed that he was killed by an
is

in

Indian influenced by Brother Carbo. Las ultimas expediciones, 41-42.
548

ACC.

fuerza de
is

The phrase

Sig. 9271,

f.

la peste se

baya a Pueblo Viejo a poner reparo en sembrados, y demas cosas."

1.

unclear whether he

a figurative sense,

is

that Barrutieta uses

referring to

"sown

"de que luego que calme

la
It

fields" {sembrados) in a literal sense or

meaning the "evangelized

329

is

Indians."

somehow connected with
here, not so

the Franciscans, to get

much by us as much

as by

remained an important commodity

Almost three months
again.

He was still

in

(presumably black

who

29, Barrutieta

slaves), since

he "gave" Brother Juan de

work with him

in

Pueblo

ACC.

and "instead of going forward,

He believed

Sig. 9271,

ff.

1-2.

it.

In

impeded whatever progress

ascertain

if

exhibits, or

Barrutieta

"'^

ACC.

es

mucho

la

he
if

is

he

was

possibly referring to

is

guilty, to the

f.

2.

slaves, their

work

taking big steps

aca,

letter

no tanto en

has a rather

refers to his "faults

difficult,

removing

from the road,
It is

from the highlands

some of the misdeeds

Barrutieta mentioned that the slaves

had been covered by

were paid

is

about the

however, to

that Serra claimed

detriment of the missions.

the road which

over 20 pesos.

or were sent

merely being humble, as much religious correspondence

Sig. 9272,

trees

appears that the

a group of soldiers

one part of it, Barrutieta
It is

left

two

que se gasta por

of this mission."

It

in the letter

work)

what was needed was

"porque

intriguingly contrite tone to
that

that

(the

como en tanto pobre que de nosotros pende. " The

nosotros,

Cruz the

la

Viejo.

lack of labourers in Santa Rosa. While he appreciated his

backwards."55o

(for it)."^^^ Salt

wrote the Guardian

did not die in Santa Rosa in the epidemic, either

insufficient

used

in the regional trading system.

with Brother Juan to Pueblo Viejo. Barrutieta complained

was

lot is

Santa Rosa, apparently alone with two
"Negritos"

"muchachitos" (young men) to

Indians

'because a

salt,

whoever depends on us

on July

later,

some

a landslide

and

had

to clear part of

that their labour of

had been done by gente litre would have cost
unclear whether he was referring to wage labourers or peons
like

Sibundoys or the mission Indians. Since mission Indians

for certain types of

term gente litre could

if it

work

like carrying loads,

refer to either.
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it is

conceivable that the

"

"

ipeomdu) because there were "insufficient
means to make the soldier's camp,

every step, with the free people, nor
does the
gives us defray the costs so much."^^^

accomodations

for a yet-to-be

(thing) for the

seems

help (socorro) that the King

that Barrutieta

commissioned group of

had discussed with the hierarchy
most urgent

It

little

at

wanted

soldiers,

to build

about which he

of the College and which was, he

felt,

"the

improvement of these Missions."^" Apparently,

the

missions, at least Santa Rosa and Pueblo Viejo,
were in desperate shape since
Barrutieta ends his letter, "Finally, for

me all

is

sorrow;

I

have nothing but bread

of tears and a deathbed. ""^53

In addition to the dire condition of Santa

decrease of missionaries since the

late 1750s, the

Padre Serra through the College's

own

Rosa and Pueblo Viejo and the
missions also "officially"

decision to "expel"

and the missions. The chapter meeting of

him from

was

that Friar Juan

the College

the counselors or advisors of the

College Guardian submitted a number of resolutions on August
fourth resolution

13, 1762.

de Santa Gertrudis y Zerra, due

libre,

ni

Sig. 9272,
el

2.

"por que no aifuerzas para sacar

corto socorro que el

Ibid., f.l.
la

f.

"...que lo

Rey nos da sufraga para

que mas insta para

alibio

el real

The

to his

"excesses and actions... manifested through letters and legal documents,"

ACC.

lost

was

d cada paso con la gente

tanto."

de estas Misiones. .de que se nos facilite
.

peonada.

Ibid.,

y un

f.

2.

"En fin para mi

todas son pesadumbres, no tengo

lecho de suspiros.
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mas que pan de

lagrimas,

"by no means... to be admitted to the
College, nor to the conversions/'
and that
they (the Guardian and his counselors)
would ask that the Comissary General
of

Peru "expel (him) from the College."Yet, despite his
the College, Padre Serra continued
to

work

"official" ejection

from

in his mission of Agustinillo
well into

the 1760s.

Meanwhile,
Juan de

la

it

seems

that Barrutieta's labours in Santa

Cruz's in Pueblo Viejo were

were working

in a

would be known

new

futile in the

area by late 1763. This

remained

at

new

f^^^^

Santa Rosa, Spanish-speaking young

indigenous groups

ACC.

Sig. 8974,

long run, since both of them
"project" for the Franciscans

as the missions of the Andaquies of the

north of the Putumayo and Caqueta.s^^

f.

who had grown up

Rosa and Brother

Timana valley

to the

remnant of people who had

men and

in the missions,

girls

were

from various

to be

used to form a

1.

The missions of the Andaquies were
royal cedula (royal letter patent) of

first

May 5,

given to the Franciscans in 1759 in a

The Franciscans did little with
this grant, at first, as there was some dispute over which college of missions
would service them, the college in Popayan or the soon to be established one in
Call. Eventually, the Popayan college was given these missions, but little was
done until 1763-64. In fact, the Discretorio (Chapter meeting) of the College of
1759.

Missions of August 1762 also resolved to wait until Brother Carbo's report about
the suitability of the missions of Timana, and so they determined to wait until

meeting to decide anything further concerning them. See AAP.
(Archivo Arzobispal de Popayan) Legajo 621-1758-1774, f. 23; and ACC. Sig.
their next

8974,

f.

1.
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"

new town near La

Ceja, the

to a draft petition written

main town

of the

Andaquies.- The

around July 1764 from possibly the
syndic or the

Guardian of the College

to the

Rosans" would

a piece of land called

Ceja.55^

Their

Andaquies,

settle

on

Archbishop of Popayan, was that these
"ex-Santa

new town would be a

who

idea, according

Yanayacu about

stopping place

{escala) for

a league

from La

the missions of the

apparently gave the Franciscans a cool
reception. The writer of

the draft indicated that "(as the Andaquies
of La Ceja have lived with the
greatest liberty [they even exceed the
maliciousness of the Infidels of their
nation])

when
town

when

I

arrived at (La Ceja)

they were told that

own

observed a great displeasure in the Indians

I

we were going

to

be their missionaries/'^ss The

new

of ladinos (Spanish-speaking, Christianized Indians),
by their example and

by reducing the missionaries' need

ACC.

Sig. 9290, f.l.

The phrase

Santa Rosa, "El Pueblesita

se

to

employ

the

refers to the

Andaquies

movement

for guiding

and

of the people from

compone de muchachos y ninas que he

criado desde

tiemos, y se componen de varias naciones, los que se hallan en la
ocacion presente bien
instruidos y mui ladinos en el Castellano;
y por esta razon mui sugetos a nra
disposision.

Yanayacu was

a piece of land apparently bought

Alegria with the intention of settling

out" to settle there.

ACC.

Sig. 9290,

f.

ACC.
1.

Sig. 9290,

Since this

by Doctor Don Joseph de
some Andaquies there who never "came

f.

2.

document

is

a draft,

it is

unsigned and the

parenthetical phrases above are actually crossed out in the document.

reference to "the Infidels of their

The

own nation," seems to refer to the fact that

many of the Andaquies were actually previously baptized
other groups of Andaquies were not baptized.
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"mestizos" and that

transportation,

would hopefully help win over

the recalcitrant Andaquies,

who

according to the petitioner, were
impeding the work of the missionaries
by their

and

interactions

familiarity with the infidels

who came to populate the area and

be Christianized. The writer makes a
muted request for the "protection of the
Bishop," without which the missions
would not succeed.^^^

evident

later,

the Andaquies

for the Franciscans to

would prove

impose

On his way to La

their

As will become

to be a particularly difficult

"group"

missionary agenda.

Ceja sometime before the petition above in
1763, Brother

Carbo, coming up from the Putumayo region with
"armed Indians and paddlers

from

six different subject nations...

who

"founded" three towns on the Caqueta

already

river.

knew

the way," apparently

In Santa Maria,

which would be

founded more than once over the next decade, he reduced
Payaguajes and
Tamas. Some Macaguajes came together

to

found Santi'ssima Trinidad on the

north bank of the Caqueta; and another group of Macaguajes founded
another

unnamed

Ibid.

or a

"small town" on the Suya river, a tributary of the Caqueta.^ These

It is

unclear

if

this "protection"

more vague request

This information

is

means

his support of providing soldiers

for his overall support of the petition.

included in one of the few

civil

reports concerning the

Franciscan missions found by the author. This one was written by Teniente de

Gobemacion y

Manuel

Oficiales Reales

del Sorrillo Ruiz.

or the Viceroy and

is

It

found

Ineditos sobre la Geografia

y

Tomas Ruiz de Quijano,
was probably addressed

in

Cuervo, Antonio

la Historia

to the

Tomo

de Yanguas and

Governor of Popayan

B. Coleccion de

de Colombia,
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Patricio

Documentos

IV, (Bogota, 1891), 226-

latter

two towns did not

long as they are not mentioned
again

last

in later

documentation.

Carbo eventually arrived
Joseph de

la

at

La Ceja where Brother Juan de

la

Cruz, Friar

Concepcion Vicuna, and Padre Simon Menendez
were waiting

Padre Barrutieta sometime

in late 1764.^^^

Popayan with three "Indian

principales"

Carbo would, however, soon go

and two "de servicio"

(helpers),

sent back with provisions to their respective villages
the others

accompanied him from the Putumayo.

Two of the

for

to

having

who had

"cacique principales'"

were

baptized and confirmed in Popayan with great celebration,
as were two young

men, probably the helpers,

March

in

232. This collection contains

1765.56^

According

many documents

to the report of the royal

that will be cited as "Cuervo,

page" below.

According to two

de

certifications

from November 1763

to

May

1765, Friar Joseph

Concepcion Vicuna entered the missions in November 1764. Padre Simon
Menendez, and Friars Carbo, de la Cruz and Barrutieta were all listed as serving
la

The socorro paid by the Crown for the 18 months amounted
to 1536 pesos 1 real and 2/3 maravedis, according to the arreglo of 1 759. See ACC.
Sig. 5143, ff. 1-5; and Cuervo, 227. See Table 10 for the other Franciscans listed in
the entire 18 months.

the certifications.

Cuervo, 228-230. The caciques were of the Yuri nation: one was 30 years old
named Guayaracare who became Don Joseph Guayaracare, and the other named

Maneyo was 54

was baptized and confirmed Don Manuel
Francisco Maneyo. The younger helpers were Tomas Mame, age 20 years from
the Amaguaje nation; and the other was Santiago Quenaque, a youth of 16 years
from the Payoguaje nation, son of the "captain" of the town of Santa Maria, Don
Pedro Mayeyo. The godfathers of all these men were prominent citizens of
years old and
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officials, all

of these

were "decently lodged,

treated, helped

the Reverend Father Missionaries,"
and they
1765.

left for "their

and provisioned by

lands" on

March

Accompanying them were Brother Carbo, Father
Joseph Gregorio Barcenas

and Brother Joseph

Yglesias.

They then returned

to

group travelled to the Caqueta and eventually
back
Putumayo.5^3 This marked the beginning of a
since the route

now moribund
This

from Almaguer to
after Santa

new

El

new

La
to

Ceja,

and from there the

La Concepcion on the

route for the missionaries,

Pongo, Santa Rosa and Pueblo Viejo was

Rosa and Pueblo Viejo were

virtually

abandoned.

road took some time to become the exclusive route
to their

missions. In 1769, the Guardian of the College wrote
Padre Joseph de

Concepcion

Vicufia,

who had worked

five years in

La Ceja as

enter the old missions of Caqueta and Putumayo."

He asked

through La Ceja was indeed the best

answered

two

15,

way

into the missions.^^^

in the affirmative, indicating that the

trails (sertdas)

and two

rivers for their traffic

escala

y puerto "to

Vicuna

The

la

if

the route

priest

"Andaquies of the Forest have

and reciprocal trade with the

Popayan, including the Lieutenant Governor, the Treasurer of the Royal
Treasury and its accountant, authors of the report, among others.
563

Cuervo, 230-231

564

ACC.

Sig. 9155,

f.

1
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"

Indians of

the

same

my Colony (La

Ceja)."-

One of these rivers was the Pescado

River,

used to bring Brother Carbo up from
La Concepcion, led by

river

Indians from that region, to La Ceja
several years

earlier.

Vicuf^a's response

indicates the continuing important role
in the "traffic and reciprocal
trade" of the

upper Amazonian region played by indigenous
peoples. Vicuna
route through Timana then to La Ceja and
best maintained,

most convenient, and the

down

felt

that the

to the other missions

was

the

easiest to find peones to conduct the

missionaries and their provisions.

As

Santa Rosa by Barrutieta was

used (perhaps only once a year) and suffered

from

neglect,

little

for other routes, the

and the old road from Pasto was

Viceroy, although

Despite

it

it

was

being

the shortest

still

illegal,

still

one established from

rough and prohibited by the

way to the

the old road from the

Putumayo.^^^

Putumayo

to Pasto

was still

being used by none other than that inveterate "troublemaker," Fray
Juan Serra

de Santa Gertrudis. Serra preferred the route through Sibundoy
of that through

ACC.

Almaguer

Sig. 9155,

f.

2.

to

"que

Popayan used by

el

gran

rio

Barrutieta, because

ano de 1765 haviendo penetrado

misiones asta su colonia principal de

la

Concepcion (que estd

Putumayo) reconoci dos sendas y dos Rios que

Montana para su

trafico

y

to Pasto, instead

it

las selvas

cita sobre el

was

shorter

de mas.

margen

del

tienen los Indios Andaquies de la

reciproco comercio con los Indios de dicha

mi Colonia

(Ceja).

Vicuna also mentions, as a third point, that the favoured route had cheap food
and the possibility of gold and amethysts, which the area was well known. He
described La Ceja as containing the "nations of Andaquies, Charaguayes,

Aguanungas, and

others."

ACC.

Sig. 9155,
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f.

2.

and

flatter;

and

in Pasto "everything

was cheaper than

Popayan."^^

in

Consequently, he bought most his mission
supplies from Pasto, through "his"
syndic

Don Ramon de

wax with

la

Barrera,

his native charges. But

which went down

to "Para

College there. In

fact,

raising cacao in his mission

as well.^«

to

collecting

to bring the socorro/'

which probably

Whatever the origin of his supplies, Serra

Popayan

when he asked

solicited the licencia to leave

and

he also took advantage of the yearly
canoe

de Portugal,

came back up with supplies
would have avoided going

by

had been expelled from the

since he

for permission to leave his mission,

he

from the Commissary General of Peru, rather than

the Guardian of the College of Missions.^^

If

one

up perhaps

is

the

to take Serra at his

most successful mission of the

Maravillas, Vol.

It is

unclear

word, which

operated

this yearly

entered the Amazon. Apparently

and then

he single-handedly built

1760s. Successful, that

supply canoe, but

canoe that supplied the San Joachin mission
territory

risky,

is,

in terms

346.

1,

who

is

it

It

was

mouth

might have been the

of the

Putumayo

as

it

would continue on into "Portuguese"

return. Maravillas, Vol.

Maravillas, Vol. 3, 168.

at the

it

3,

167.

the Comisario General

who oversaw

all

the

Colleges of Missions, so Serra merely went over his immediate superior's head.
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of

numbers

of inhabitants

either 1766 or 1767.570

and material accomplishments

According

The system

in

at the

time he

left in

to Serra,

which

town was this: including
there were 1472 people. Adults

left

I

everyone, big and small,

the

baptized and ritually married, 311. Children
baptized, more
than 200. 512 head of cattle. 623 sheep,
300 ^/umfa/^s of cotton,
220 of wool, 3 looms on which was woven tocuyo,
and another
on
which was woven good woolen cloth {jerga de
3
lana), 170
houses which made up the town, a good convent,
and a'large
church.

One

large banana grove,

yuccas, peanuts and

and three large

More than 200

rice.

fields of

com,

and hens, 52
axes, 124 machetes, 6 adzes, 6 cepillos, 3 hand
saws, 4 yoke tethers,
and all the people dressed and well equipped {him
aperada).^^^

This

was indeed an impressive

other missions.

By

when one compares

feat

the end of the 1760s,

one mission town boasted even 300

^ It

is difficult

roosters

two

Agustinillo with the

to three years after Serra

left,

not

inhabitants.

to ascertain the exact dates in

which Padre Serra served

in his

mission since there are only two dates in his entire multi-volume account. Juan
Luis Meji'a Arango, in his prologue to Maravillas, creates a tentative timeline

which

is

January 1756,

when

estimates that Serra

time in 1765

after,

it

is

was

left

start indicating Serra left

actually the following year.

his mission

town

or 1767

would be

accurate. See Maravillas, Vol.

Maravillas, Vol.

See ACC.

months

more probable date

if

after the

Arango

some
town

Serra's assertion

38-39.

3, 169.

Sig. 9054,

ff.

1-4.

This

is

a visita report

out at the end of 1769 and early 1770.

Chapter

rate, Meji'a

of Agustinillo to return to Spain

the
1,

Cadiz in the middle of

At any

as Serra claims, "nine years and seven

was founded." 1766
above

from the

a year off right

It

will

7.
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by

Friar

be discussed

Juan Matud carried

in greater detail in

"

But Serra was not deceived by his
apparent "successes"
completely trusted the Indians of Agustinillo.
the ready, and he never

He would

went anywhere without

did Serra have any illusions as to

a

say mass with a gun at

machete or gun

why the Indians accepted

They do not embrace the

He never

either.

at

Nor

hand.

his presence:

through knowledge of the
truth or the light of natural reason, but
only because that
is what the missionary priest
states and teaches, and because
he interests them through gifts of axes, machetes,
faith

beads,

(flint

and)

steels, etc.

This temporal attraction

is

reconciled

together with the love they have for the priest,
because,
even though brutish, they understand that those tools,
that

they value so much, only the priests give to them.573

Although he wept when he departed, he did not
Agustinillo he

was

However, he did

leaving, "so that the Indians

tell

the

two remaining Spanish

and Manuel Navarro, who had entered
before. In fact,

Amaguajes,

to

he told Alfaro,

go

"would be much

The

first

1,

the inhabitants of

would not
priests.

get

all

worked up."

Padres Antonio Alfaro

the missions with

him almost

ten years

continued to work in San Francisco de los

Agustinillo and ask permission to stay there, as

it

better. "^^^

sentence

Maravillas, Vol.
tienen,

down to

who

tell

is

translated in Lynch, 10; the entire passage

333. "Este temporal atrativo juntamente

Maravillas, Vol. 3, 169, 172.
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found

le reconcilia el

porque aunque hrutos, conocen que aquellos instrumentos, que

aprecian, solo los Padres se los dan.

is

in

amor que

ellos tanto

le

Whether Agustinillo was "much
since he himself

would be out

not the only one to leave

better" or not,

unlikely Alfaro

it is

moved

of the missions by mid-lZeS.^^^
Padre Alfaro

either.

Although Padre Navarro persisted

was

in the

missions, becoming the only Spanish
missionary to remain after his obligatory
ten years service, the total

late 1760s.

From

November

1768,^^^ the

in the

makeup

numbers

of missionaries

a high of fourteen in

decrease in

dropped precipitously by the

November 1765

number

indicated

of the missions of the Caqueta,

to a

low of six in

some rather

drastic changes

Putumayo and Andaquies.

Conclusion

The

arrival of Spanish missionaries in 1757 to serve in
the missions of the

Caqueta and Putumayo should have been

was

a

case.

common

complaint

Rather, of the ten

made by

who

supposed destination. Of

left

a

boon

for

them, as lack of operarios

the Franciscans. This, however,

Spain only six eventually

these, only

two

made

fulfilled their ten

it

was not the

to their

years of service, and

one, working independently from the College of Missions, seemingly created the

On

the certification for the period ending

does not appear on the next

ACC.

Sigs. 5204,

f.

2

and

May

1768, Alfaro

f.

1.

In addition. Mantilla provides

documentation indicating Padre Alfaro's petition to return
Popayan on August 6, 1768. Las ultimas expediciones, 39.
There were 14 missionaries

in

but he

ending Nov. 1768. See

certification for the period

Sig. 9461,

is listed,

Nov. 1765, 12

in

May

to Spain, presented in

1766, 8 in

May

1768, 6

by

November of that same year, and the same six remained there at least until Nov.
1769. ACC. Sig. 5714, f. 1; Sig. 5204, ff. 1-2; Sig. 9461, f. 1; Sig. 5047, f.l. See Table
10.
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most successful mission

in terms of the

merely an accounting of "numbers"
the mission system in the

number

tells

us

of Indians he "reduced." But

little

about the actual functioning of

Putumayo and Caqueta.

The missions were plagued with

a multiplicity of problems

and

challenges. Disease continued to hit
indigenous populations hard, killing

and causing others
at least

to flee their towns.

one dying from

illness

It

also took a toll

on the missionaries with

during the period discussed above. Another

missionary died violently at the hands of the Mamos,
a group with
familiar, but

retaliation.

In fact, his death

intransigent problem the missionaries

"their"

is

indicative of perhaps the

most

faced: lack of control of their charges

still

dependence on the Indians.

The Franciscans could not keep the
a continual supply of

goods

Serra apparently

different

to give to them.

his petition to leave the missions in 1760.

had the most

I

it

himself.

groups in the towns without

Padre Alonso indicated as

much in

suggest that the reason

why Padre

town

was

"successful" mission

because he successfully supplied

collect

whom he was

whom he apparently offended to the point of driving them to the

most extreme

and

many

Through

his

in the 1760s

own peregrinations to

alms and his gathering of cacao and wax, with the help of "his" Indians,

he was able

to bring in

enough material

to attract

and keep

a significant mission

population. The other missions, through the meager funding of the
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Crown and

perhaps due to the mismanagement,

if

not malfeasance, of the Creole
hierarchy of

the missions, were not as well endowed.
But even Padre Serra indicated he

unable to "control" the Indians of Agustinillo,
and he

remained because of the

By

axes, machetes, cloth, etc.

clear that they

which he gave them.

the end of the 1760s, Padres Serra and Alfaro
were presumably on their

way back

to Spain

Spaniards

who

missionaries

and only Padre Navarro remained from the

original six

entered the missions. Both veteran and newer
Creole

who

persevered

now

"evangelized" a

Andaquies of La Ceja and the surrounding

mid

made it

was

to late 1760s, the missions of the

new

area and people - the

region. Beginning in earnest in the

Andaquies prompted a change in the route

used to enter and leave the missions. While some of the missions along
the

Putumayo continued, and some along

the Caqueta

were newly formed, others

disappeared. By the end of the 1760s, which mission towns existed and for

long

still

had as much or more

to

how

do with indigenous decisions than those made

by Franciscans.
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CHAPTER

7

THE LAST YEARS OF THE MISSIONS: TO
The

1790

Visita of 1766

The Spanish Padre Francisco Huertas
spent
1765 to

May

1766, as visitador general of the College
of Missions of

Cali "inspecting" the conversiones
of the

Putumayo and

numerous recommendations concerning
impractical -

was not found,

others which clearly

Caqueta.^^^

these missions -

there are a

expound

his

visita

number

and

of

after

many of them

While his actual

it.

(negros),

May

1766, Huertas expressed

people from the Sibundoy valley

exclusively carrying goods

the

(i.e.

Putumayo from

cargueros) for the friars,

the

visita

views concerning the Franciscans' missions.

concern about the presence of unwanted people in the
missions.

came up

He made

documents written by Huertas and

In three letters to royal officials written in

were "blacks"

Popayan and

which demonstrate many of the challenges
and problems the

missions experienced both before his
report

months, from November

six

Amazon River.

xh^se peoph

who were not

and Portuguese who

Huertas explained that "some

Padre Huertas was named visitador general by the Commissary General of
Peru, Fray Bernardo Leon y Valdez, in response to a royal cedula of
June 26, 1765
signed in Aranjuez, Spain, by the King. See Cuervo, 234 and 237.

One

of these letters

was

Governor of Popayan, while the other two were
possibly written to the Viceroy of New Granada. They are found in Cuervo, 237to the

240.
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blacks,

whose

life

and conduct give the Padres not

a little

worry

and

(turbacion)

the Indians no [good] example,"
had "gained access to those remote
and vast
lands/' possibly being

runaways from the few mines

released by the Governor of Popayan.

To

in the

region or "criminals-

free the missionaries "of such

harmful

influence," Huertas believed that such
people should be cast out, although

would be

difficult to

do so.- Here

is

evidence that the mission area was indeed

a multi-ethnic and multi-racial frontier.
While the potential for mining

always overstated by the

friars in their petitions for royal

may have occurred during

it

funding,

was

some mining

the mid-eighteenth century, using black
slaves rather

than the mission Indians, as Fray Juan Serra
feared. However, Maria Clemencia

Ramirez

is

likely correct

about the limited amount of mining

in the

region at this

time."^

Huertas also objected to the presence of Sibundoy Indians

The towns of
jurisdiction

in

the missions.

the Sibundoy valley were under Dominican ecclesiastical

and located on the eastern slopes of the Andes going toward Pasto

from the missions. Although

it

is

unstated by Huertas,

some Sibundoy, who

Cuervo, 238.

Maria Clemencia Ramirez de Jara gives evidence of a petition to mine in the
Mocoa area by Don Pedro de Valencia in 1740, but goes on to say that (Spanish)
mining was apparently abandoned during the mid-eighteenth century.

s«»

However, "Indians continue(d)
traditional

to exploit gold deposits as part of their

economy." "Processes

in

the Advance...," 266.
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were

still

used as

ca„

Amazonian groups

by the Frnnciscans, probably
continued

as they had

done

eg. the

Chapter Five.- SibL.ndoyes would bring

the missionaries

region.

eg. Pasto)

and the

mission territory).- Friar Juan
Serra also

described this inter-regional trade
network

gold panned by Indians near

with

for centuries, acting as
"specialized

merchants and intermediaries" between
the highlands (Andes:
lowlands (Amazonian region:

to trade

in his

account as mentioned

tools, cloth,

Mocoa.- This

meat and flour

in

to trade for

activity could act as competition
for

who were also suppliers of cloth and

tools for the Indians of the

While the Franciscans often used the Sibimdoy
as

carriers for their

own

"trade/evangelical" venture, they did not
appreciate their "unofficial" presence
in the missions.

This idea comes from Ramirez de Jara's work
Frontcra flimia cnlrc Andes.
Viedemontc y sclva: cl caso del valle de Sibundoy, sighs
XVl-XVIII. (Bogota: Insitututo
Colombiano deCultura Nispanica, 1996).
^'

See Maravillas, Vol.

1,

240.

Indigenous mining of gold in the Almaguer-Mocoa region was
also mentioned
by Padre Jesus y Larrea in a letter sent to the Viceroy of New Granada
•^^

in 1752.

the letter he

was promoting

the road through

Almaguer and Mocoa to the
missions as opposed to the old road from I'asto which was closed due
to
smuggling.
le mentioned that the "Indians of Almaguer and of its
district
I

travelled there in search of gold to pay their tribute."

marina,

Tomo

143,

f.

257, as

found

in

Mary

AGN

(Bogota), Milicias
y
Figueroa Rivera's "Misioneros,

indigenas y caucheros: region del Caqueta-Putumayo (1530-1930)" (Proyecto de
Grado, Universidad Nacional de Colombia, 1986), 63.
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In

An even greater threat to the Franciscan

desire for

hegemony,

religio,US

or

otherwise, over the region were
the Portuguese. Mentioned
periodically

throughout the century's documentation,
complaints about Portuguese
incursions

up

San Joachfn
in direct

in

Putumayo

the

1

754 at the

increased after mid-century. In

mouth

of the

Putumayo where

it

fact,

the founding of

met the Amazon, was

response to the Portuguese presence
there.- The long-time missionary

of San Joachi'n, Father Antonio de
Jesus y Paredes, complained of the
Portuguese
in a long detailed letter to the

Guardian of the College, Fray Joaquin Mariano

Lucio, in July of 1762. Paredes described
soldier harrassed

threatened the

who

how

in

and raped some of the Indian

friar's life

and the

life

October 1761 a Portuguese

women of San Joachin and

of his black helper, Juan Antonio Alboreda,

eventually got the better of the soldier and whipped
him on the "bare

buttocks" (culo limpio) six dozen times. The following
March, the "Portuguese"
Director of

Matura

(the closest Portuguese

town downstream on

the

Amazon),

Antonio Jose Rivero, sent Antonio Guerrero and another Portuguese
up
of "seven oars" {de

siete

in a boat

ramos) to San Joachin and Santa Ana, the mission

town

Paredes had recently founded five days up the Putumayo. They were sent
to
take Indians (sacar gente) and collect cacao, but also to win over allies to
oppose
the Franciscans by leaving guns,

powder and

^ Figueroa Rivera, 37.
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shot with the recently reduced

Yuri and

Yumanas bocablancas"

residents of Santa

month
to

kill

later in

Ana remained

of Santa Ana. According to
Paredes, the

loyal to the Franciscans, but others
did not.

A

San Joachin, the "Yumanas de Bocanegra"
rose up and threatened

Paredes and burn the town. The rebels
were led by the old capitdn

who had been named

Mauricio,

years. (See Table 15)

The

friar

such by Paredes and had been loyal to
him for

was defended by another group

in the

Morcielagos, and apparently a Spaniard on the
lam from Cajamarca,

town, the

who slit

Mauricio's throat. The incident also led to the
flight of the third indigenous

group

in the

uprising

town, the Paze. The remaining Yumanas told Paredes
that the

was motivated by

"give them prizes"

if

who promised to protect them and

they killed Paredes. Almost as an aside, Paredes

mentioned another motive

had been an epidemic of
Indians,

the Portuguese

for the uprising

and

flight of residents.

"cursos de sangre y catarros"^ during

who had just moved

to the

town had

died.

they died "because Paredes had them baptized and
the forest for this town."586 Later in the

catarro"

was

Recently there

which many

Those remaining said that
it

letter, flie friar

was his

fault they

mentioned

had

that the

left:

Paze

"a cough" according to Alchon, Native Society and Disease in

Colonial Ecuador, 134.

Paredes

more

letter is

found

ethnically diverse

in

Zawadzky,

when one

145-153. This frontier

becomes even

considers the fact that the "Portuguese"

Antonio Guerrero was apparenfly the brother of Jose Guerrero who resided
Popayan.
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in

and Yumanas who

fled "sent

town."^«7 These Paze

word

that

by the summer they would return

and Yumana followed

their

own seasonal

to the

agendas.

These events show that Franciscan missions,
especially those furthest

down

the

Putumayo such

frontier region in

as San Joachi'n

and Santa Ana, were part

which the Franciscans and

(or the threat of

complex

their "allies" (those indigenous

groups which they could win over and induce
through trade and violence

of a

it)

to stay in their

towns) interacted

with the Portuguese and those

indigenous groups "allied" with them. Although Paredes
never mentioned

which indigenous groups accompanied the Portuguese
that their "boat of seven oars"

"officials,"

would have been manned by

certain

it is

native paddlers

and

guides. These relationships were fluid and complex, and,
unfortunately, not
readily transparent through the existing documentation.

The

fact that Paredes's

only assistant, the "negrito" Juan Antonio Arboleda and his wife,
Maria Manuela
Marin, were spoken of highly by the

friar indicates that

not

all

"negros" in the

region were a problem for the Franciscans as Padre Huertas had complained

about in his

By

visita report.

1766, the Portuguese

still

posed a dilemma

for the missions.

Visitador

Huertas complained that they "enter the lands of our King from where they take

some

Indians,

and give guns

to those that remain, so that they are

^7 "Los indios huidos de la nacidn Paze

verano se recogerian

al pueblo. ..."

y Yumanas, me mandaron

Zawadzky,
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150.

more

decir que para le

unconquerable."^«« In response to Huertas's

visita^

the Guardian of the College of

Missions, Fray Vicente de San Antonio, echoed
Huertas's concern about the

Portuguese suggesting that a "guard

(escolta) of

white people" be established

San Joachi'n due to the "invasions of the Portuguese"
agitate

them through

their raids

who

at

"insult the Indians

and enslaving them," and those who

and

flee are

then difficult to reduce. The soldiers were also to
protect the missionaries from
these

same
The

Indians.

relationship with the Portuguese, however,

was

also

always negative. They could be useful neighbours. Huertas's
several mandatos (orders) from the Comisario General del Peru.

Padre Fernando de Jesus y Larrea,

visita led to

On June 3,

who was a key figure in the

Colleges of Missions in Popayan and Call, responded to

complex and not

many

1771,

creation of both

of them.

One

mandato was that "no missionary (might) deal with the Portuguese, nor admit
Cuervo, 239.
varios Yndios,

".
.

.se

introducen en las tierras de nuestro Monarca de donde sacan

y dan armas de fuego a

los

que quedan, por cuya causa se hacen mas

inconquistables...."

589

Cuervo, 236. Fray Vicente de San Antonio gave an example to

need

for soldiers to protect the missionaries.

He referred

illustrate the

to a letter

from

friar

Joaquin de San Tadeo Gil which informed the College's hierarchy that he

"needed to wake up several times a night and to walk always armed, so to avoid
losing his life, which the rebellious Indians tried to end, as was their custom."
{"el haberse hallado precisado a velar varios ratos

asi evitar el perder la vida,

de costumbre.

months

later

que sublevados

los

de noche y andar siempre armado, para

Yndios intentaban quitarle, como

lo tienen

may have been insufficient since six
the same Fray San Antonio informed the Crown (Viceroy) of Gil's

")

Father Gil's precautions

death, though he does not mention the circumstances. Cuervo, 241.
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them

to the jurisdiction of their
mission/'

remove them by

force

this as impractical

mosirencos),

make them

who

if

and should use the mission Indians

necessary, "to teach

them

to

a lesson." Larrea recognized

"because one missionary with four
owneriess Indians {Yndios

are very afraid of the Portuguese,

(the Portuguese) leave

through

do not have the power

force, let alone to

to

punish them

severely." In addition, Larrea defended
contact with the Portuguese admitting
that they

had goods such as wine and hosts

nations for the necessities of

not supplied with

all

life is

that they

to say

mass and

that "trade with

never prohibited." Since "the missions
were

needed under the present system," trade with
the

Portuguese could not be avoided. Larrea argued
that there were
friars suitable for the

far too

missions and these were not supported sufficiently. ^^o

The paucity of missionaries was

the reason that Larrea found

many of

Huertas's recommendations for the missions impractical.
For instance,

impossible to send missionaries two-by-two each year

(around Popayan)

two missionaries

move

few

when

there

were

among

it

was

the faithful

insufficient friars to convert the infidels; for

to reside in each mission

town (even one was

infeasible); or to

three missionaries every three years (also too costly). In addition,
the

Larrea's responses to Huertas's visita are found in

above comments were from

ACC.

Sig. 9501,

ff.

1-4.

The

even used the trade with enemies
the English and French in Cartagena for "flour, ham, and other foods," as
justification for the trade

Putumayo

folio 2. Larrea

between the missionaries and Portuguese

missions.
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in the

like

"

visitadofs injunction that

no town be

left

with just a lego or

friar

who could

not

say mass or confess was also deemed
impossible.^''' Larrea even defended

sending

friars

not suited for mission

work

into the missions, something
Huerta

cautioned against. Larrea pointed out that
these
those

who go out

to

do missions among

friars

could at least "accompany

the faithful." This reason

was

sufficient

for a college that lacked friars. "^^^

Larrea remarked that the missions were not increasing
as quickly as
desired not only because of a lack of suitable
missionaries, but also due to a lack
of funding from the King for supplies, for the
wherewithal to open roads, and for
protection of the Franciscans. Friar Vicente de San Antonio
had expressed a
similar view soon after Huertas's

recognized the lack of

men

to

visita, in

1766.

He also

send to the missions, noting that by the end of each

year "the want the missionaries suffer

ACC.

September of

is

extreme.""^^^

San Antonio requested that

were Brothers who had professed a religious
vocation but could not perform most sacraments. They could baptize people

when

Sig. 9501,

ff.

3-4.

Legos

necessary (for example,

available,

which was a rather

when someone was dying and

common

a priest

occurrence in the missions as

was not

many

baptisms were performed "en caso de necesidad") and they could catechize. Both
these functions Larrea thought justified their being able to reside in mission

towns
5«

alone.

ACC.

Sig. 9501,

Cuervo, 236.

".

f.3.

.

.sino al fin del ano, son gravisimas las necesidades

Misioneros.
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que padecen

los

"

the

Crown

habitually

help pay the transport costs of the
supplies to the montanas, "which

consume

the majority of the royal

alms."^''''

Since the missions lacked funding, according
to the

many

of Huertas's points "thoughtless" {poco
considerados) and

serious difficulties

if

implemented. One of these related

"ordering the Indians to bring to them the
cacao," since

due

it

was necessary

missionary "because distracted

and from

make use

seedbed of

idleness,

of these

same Indians

activities did not

goods

certainly

los

in

ACC.

wax and

vices;

and add

to that, the great

for the preservation of the missions

consume much of the day,

was

Larrea.^'^"^

The

there

is

f.

need there

and

is

to

for the relief of

not enough." Since these

was still plenty

of time for

inculcation of a "Spanish" concept of

part of the missionaries' "civilizing" mission, and the selling

en que suele consumirse

Sig. 9501,

products to the

those jobs they refrain from their drunkenness

Andean highlands and from

"que se facilite alguna mas limosna con que costear

mon tanas,

to the missionaries

for the Indians to bring these

of forest products for those goods from the

Ibid,

would cause

'fruits of the forest' like

since that which the King gives

instruction, according to

work

Larrea found

to these activities "the Indians lacked time
to be instructed."

Larrea insisted that

the

friars,

3.

la

mayor parte de

Huerta also called

la

la

conduccion de

the

los efectos a

limosna.

for "uniformity" of dress

among

Franciscan missionaries, something Larrea dismissed as impossible due to
different climates.
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the

Portuguese needed by the missionaries and
desired by the Indians had been
going on for some

time.^^^

Despite Friar Larrea's finding impractical
Huertas's recommendation that
the Vice-Comisario or Guardian of the College
since the journey

money
there

was so long and

make

a visita every three years

the road so rough (and the

Crown gave no

for these "inspections"), the College did
just that in 1770. Quite possibly,

were more

"political" reasons for the timing of this visita,
negating the

"practical" concerns of Larrea. Huerta

Missions

in

was no advocate

of the College of

Popayan. According to Zawadzky, his report "was

notions of the law, of the rule

authority."'^"^

full

{regla of the Franciscans), of charity,

of his pet

and of

his

Apparently, Huertas was not allowed to enter the College of

Missions of Our Lady of Grace

from the College. This

slight

in

Popayan since he lacked written permission

was taken

as a personal affront by Huertas. His

report criticized the College and ended with his recommendation to

move

it

to

Pasto under the jurisdiction of the bishopric of Quito. Needless to say, the

Bishop of Popayan and the hierarchy of the College vigorously responded to
Huertas's

596

visita report.

The Bishop wrote Spain asking

for a

more supportive

Padre Juan Serra's mission Indians collected tropical goods, especially cacao,

and sold

it

for the

goods

that

were so

essential for the "success" of his mission of

Augustinillo.

Zawadzky, note

127, 309.
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visituUor.

and the College wrote the Comisario General de

criticizing Huertas's

work. By the end of 1769, the King had issued
a royal

decree reaffirming the location of the College

Juan Matud arrived

Indias a long exposition

in

in

r>opayan, and Visiiador Padre

1770 from the Franciscan College of Missions of
Ocopa

in

Peru.'^'^"

The

Visita of 1770

By the end of the 1760s the numbers of missionaries and towns
was quite
different

from the beginning of

period ending

6.1)

When

plus Father

November

7,

that decade.

March

L,a

Koque

del

Sacramento Amaya

Matud

left

la

who had

Popayan on December

Plata before arriving at La Ceja.

28, 1770, after "inspecting"

(See Table

six friars

recently joined Father Joseph

La Ceja, the

rivers,

Ibid., 306-310.

Sig. 5047.
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6,

He would

an embarkation point on the Bodoquera River,

ACC.

le^oJ''^''

Ceja of the Andaquies (or just La Ceja, as

missions on the Putumayo and Caqueta

"9

and one

Padre Juan Matud visited the missions he found the same

often called).

town of

certification for the six-month-

1769, listed five priests

Vicuiia in San Francisco Xavier de

was

The

it

1769, passing through the

be back

in

Popayan on

escala of the missions, all five

and passing through Bodoquera,
a tributary of the

Caqueta. The

tenor of Matud's visita

Huertas's

visita

was

far

more favorable but

less

comprehensive than

of 1767.

La Ceja was a unique place for the Franciscans.
or mission

town per

se since

it

was an

was not

It

a conversion viva

old town of the Andaquies

who were

variously described as "Indios y Mestisos" and "old Christians"
by the friars.«»

The region had been "evangelized" much
this fact

earlier in the

seventeenth century, but

did not diminish the problems the missionaries had dealing
with the

Andaquies. For example, Matud mentioned that
Ceja "confessed and received

communion with

had withdrawn from the chapel about
been reprimanded by Padre Vicuiia
obeying the

missionaries-''^^!

a league

all

the adult Andaquies of La

the exception of a very few

and a half away,

for their perverse customs, they live

Concerning

this

"disobedience" of

Andaquies, Matud sent Padre Vicuna to Santa Fe

in

wrote that there was "not one complaint against the two

in

Chapter

3,

having

without

some

order to petition the Viceroy

about "the most effective and suitable solution." Despite

As mentioned

for after

who

this

problem, Matud

religious,"

the Andaquies as a "group" had their

and

that

own history

and should not be thought of as a unified "nacion." At the most basic level, they
were often divided into two large groups: the Andaquies of the mountains
(montafias)

ACC.

and those of the jungle

Sig. 9054, f.L

pocos, que retirados

(selva).

See Friede, 35-43.

"todos los Adultos confiesan y comulgan a excepcion de

como legua y media de

la capilla

por haverlos reprendido

el

P.e sus perversas costumbres, viven sin la obediencia de vida a los Missioneros.
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mui

referido
...

according to four "Indian ladmos"
and two other prmcipales questioned
by the
Governor Alcalde, "the missionaries

fulfilled their obligations

most correctly

iexactissimammey"^ This seems dubious
since within the year there
would be
big problems in La Ceja.

Accompanied by four
from the

interior,

Matud

and sugar,

at times in a

The other Indians
salt

from La Ceja and sixteen Indians

set out for the missions

Andaquies carried Matud
shoulders.

Indios mestisos

and tobacco

on January

Two of the

29, 1770.

hammock supported by

their

head and

carried their food (biscuits, bacon
and salted meat),

for the five missionaries adentro.
In seven

days they

crossed four mountain ridges {Cordilleras^
and the Indian cargueros forded the

Pescado River several times with

their loads;

Matud was

carried across

on the

shoulders of a "robust Mestizo." At the "port"
of Bodoquera twenty-one people
got into one canoe because the other one that had
been prepared
in a flood.""^ In eight

days they arrived

at the "port of

was destroyed

Santa Maria Kaqueta."^'''

Santa Maria serves as a snapshot of the missions of the
region.

founded

in

who

the San Joachin mission fleeing the correrias or "raids" by the

left

1

It

was

first

767 apparently by Fray Simon Menendez with Yuries (or Churies)

^2 Ibid.

The

rivers in this region are susceptible to flash flooding

that can occur over a short period of time.

ACC.

Sig. 9054, f.L
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due

to the

heavy rains

"

Portuguese. According to one account,
the Portuguese had established
the towns
of San Antonio de Maripf, San
Matias and San

Joaqum de Macapan', with

former inhabitants of the Franciscan
mission of San

Joach.'n.

"invaded and deported the indigenous
population as slaves
ousting the Franciscans from the area

-

This account

version of events. The Yuries were
joined by

who were
forming

a three-"nation"

way, however, as

new

^

It

of course, the "Spanish"

found

in

of the Caqueta River.

Don

It

mission since only a few were baptized, and
there
the Church."

Its

infrastructure

Church with room enough

a "large

a letter from

1783, as

Para,"-

some Payaguas and some Tamas,

town on the south side

was only one couple married "by

1,

to Belen del

arrived in early 1770, 202 people were
in Santa Man'a.

clearly a relatively

From

767, they

1

"not inclined to get drunk but (were)
capricious to run away,"^'^

When Matud
was

is,

By

the

was

well on

for three religious"

Francisco Requena to Minister

its

had

Don Jose Calves,

April

Figueroa Rivera, 58-59.

seems possible that two Franciscans died in San Joachi'n in
the mid-1 760s.
Longtime missionary of the town. Father Antonio Paredes, was
martyred,

according to

Gregorio Arcila Robledo, but it certainly was not in 1759 as
he
indicates. Paredes was possibly martyred in June of
1765, perhaps with
Fr.

Brother

Antonio Vernat, as they are both
certification for

listed as serving

May to November,

served San Joachi'n around

only one month in the

1765. Padre Joachi'n

de San Tadeo

Gil also

time and died apparently in the mission in late
1766 or early 1767. The exact causes of these deaths is unknown, but as indicated
this

above, San Joachi'n was a mission
Sig. 5714;

This
252.

is

".
.

ACC.

Sig. 5204,

f.

1;

full

of turmoil. See Arcila Robledo, 342;

and Cuervo, 236 and

241.

taken from the Report of 1773, to be discussed below, found

.poco propensos a embriagarse, pero veleidosos para huirse.
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ACC.

in

Cuervo,

been

built,

despite

initially

its

and

rice,

sugarcane and herb gardens had
been

recent founding, thirty-two
Indians

had died

started.

in the

town. Matud

described the inhabitants as 'Very
peaceful and quiet" (mu/
padficos y

quietosl but

when he returned from

two months

later

visiting the three

towns on the Putumayo

he found that forty-two Tamas, both
big and small, had

town. The reason for their

persuaded a Tama women,

according to the

flight,

Devil, jealous to see the spiritual

friar,

was

and temporal progress of this town,"
had

who then convinced her husband (Adam and Eve

they were "in the Town," and that
the forests, they

their relatives

The

-

would

(still)

have

if

their son."

fact that thirty-two Indians

The couple discussed
{ardid)"

had already died

indicates that the Devil did not have to do

Matud

was because

they had been, "like before, in the interior
of

"such an astute and diabolical ruse

After Santa Maria,

fled the

the "trickery of the

anyone?), that the reason their two-month
old "baptized" son died

of them.

However,

-

and

fleeing with

fled

with forty

in the Santa

Maria

much convincing.^

visited the three

towns on the Putumayo

River:

La Pun'sima Concepcion, Nuestro Padre de San Francisco, and
San Diego (de
Orito).

La Concepcion and San Diego were the oldest Franciscan missions.^ La

Concepcion was a multi-"nation" town made up of Encabellados, Cenceguajes,
606

ACC.

Sig. 9054,

f.

2,

While San Diego was referred as the oldest mission by Matud and
Concepcion may have been. See Chapter 6.
609
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others.

La

Guaques and Macaguages

among them were

"eight (Indians)

fugitives (fugitivosl

came

to

me,

of 239 people.-

and

Matud recounted

a capitdn

and having heard of my

fearful of

punishment, so that

I

who had

it

makes

town came back

little

some months been

arrival, returned;

More

likely,

away from

visitador

was always

"gifts."

Despite the reluctance of these eight Indians to

make La Concepcion

permanent home. La Concepcion was the "best of the
missions," having a
tile-roofed church, "decently

the

they returned to see what

kinds of goods they could avail themselves
since a

accompanied by cargueros bearing

their flight."^"

for recalcitrant behaviour in

sense that these people, after months

to seek forgiveness.

and four of them

might forgive them

While the Franciscans certainly punished
Indians
their eyes,

for

that included

adorned with three

vestments, and "some

alajitas (chalice,

four "cells," and there

was

altars,"

their

large

with respectable

patens, etc.) of silver."

The convent had

a "beautiful orchard with different fruit-bearing
trees

fenced on one side by a adobe wall...."

Matud

indicated that there were no

complaints against the Franciscans, and the Indians "were thankful for the
great
charity

and Apostolic Zeal" of their missionary. Father Bonifacio

del Castillo,

These seem to be the same "nations" that had occupied La Concepcion ten
years previously. The Huaques were another name often given to the
Murcielagos.
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Sig. 9054, f.2.
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who asked permission
infidels to

add

make a new e^trada

"to

into the forests to take out

more

to his mission."6i2

Before going on to San Diego,

Matud stopped

at the

seemingly

new

mission town of San Francisco three
days upriver from La Concepdon,
attended

by

lego

Fray Joseph Ygledas.- While they
were

all

baptized, the 87 people of the

town neither confessed nor received communion.
This was probably due
fact that

Ygledas was not a

priest

to the

and could not administer those sacraments,

though he could speak two or three (indigenous)
languages.
Continuing upriver

less

than three more days, Matud, his sixteen
Indian

paddlers/c«r^M^os and "a black of the missions,"
arrived
oldest serving missionary lived. Father

Manuel Navarro,

at

San Diego where the

the only remaining

Spaniard from the 1757 contingent. Although the town
had survived two

epidemics which killed the majority of
preservation

it

had been necessary

forest (Montana)."

ACC.
^'^

This

Sig. 9054,

It

f.

was not San

now had

its

original inhabitants, "for its

to take out (sacar)

169 people,

all

many infideles from

baptized, 30 married by the

2.

Francisco de

Amoguaje

since this

town was one day

downriver from La Concepdon, not three days upriver.
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the

Church, almost

all

the

women and some of the men confessing, and

five

women

and three men taking communion.^^"

Matud ended

his visita

by returning

to the

Caqueta and inspecting San

Francisco Solano. There he found a very
sick Fray Joseph Ynostrosa
whose
request for permission to leave the

town was denied by Matud who asked
him

wait until he could send a replacement.
This town was also

fairly

new

as

to

its

church and convent were only recently
completed and contained 83 people, 30 of

whom

were "Christians" and the

rest

As mentioned. Padre Matud's

catechumens.

visita

was done partly

for political reasons

because the College of Missions of Popayan needed
"better press"
garner continued support from the

Crown and from

only did Matud not suggest that the College be

and recommendations of

order to

in

the vecinos of Popayan. Not

moved

to Pasto, but the focus

his "inspection" differed significantly

from those of

Padre Huertas. For example, while Huertas had written against
the missionaries
ordering the Indians to collect forest products such as
carefully listed

the

ACC.

less accessible.

Sig. 9054,

cacao,

the potentially harvestable products of the region.

abundance of both white and black wax,

somewhat

614

all

wax and

f.

cacao,

Ibid.
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He noted

and cinnamon which was

"Wild anise" was available (without need

3.

Matud

to plant

it)

and also tobacco; hunting and fishing
were "super-productive"

He wrote

{ahundantisima).

"the industrial fruits that need
to be cultivated are extremely

productive

...

and the

soil is

the most

and the Indians do not

fertile,

lack

any

food...except for flour for bread, for
which yucca flour substitutes,
which they

have

in

abundance." Cotton was also grown in
some towns, and the

"recommended"

the Indians cultivate

excessive cost they have to

buy

more

in

friars

order to save the Franciscans
"the

linen for the Indians,

which consumes

a large

part of the limosna of their sinodo."^^^
Matud's description of the economic
potential of the region did not mention
gold, something usually referred to

often exaggerated

reflect

when informing

what would become

themselves,

when

trying to

the King about the missions. His
remarks

the norm, beginning with the
Franciscans

sell

"colonization" in this frontier region - a
focus on

forest products instead of gold as a

Matud's recommendations
Echoing Padre Larrea's

means

to

make the Crown money.

to the King,

however, were nothing new.

common rejoinder to Huertas's mandatos, Matud

for another "mission of at least 30 religious, 25
priests

six (priests) that are there

like "giving a

now" and

drop of water

and

to a

and

five legos,

called

because the

those that are in the College, together were

dropsy patient." According

that established Colleges of Missions of Propaganda Fide, each

Ibid., f.2.
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to the

papal bull

was to have 33

religious.

supposed

These missions had
to be twelve

fifteen friars:

choristers,

given

The

(two missionaries

"no more than eight

and

in the

six priests

a novice,

with four

last

"seven outlaws

whereas there were

each town), and the College
had only

between

Matud

sick

and healthy, two

also asked that

remark Matud made concerned the

who now

neophyte Indians

terribly,

neighbouring

that the

civil

more money be

government of Popayan.

Governor of Popayan had expelled

lived in the conversiones of Caqueta,

two whites or mestizos, and

fires in the

legos."

in

lego

subsidy of the missionaries "for the
opening of the road."^^

The Franciscans had complained

sin;

priests,

and one

five blacks.

and can lead

seven living in

all

These [outcasts] scandalize the

to the

most serious harm of robberies or

towns."^>'« Interestingly, these "criminals"

been sent upon the recommendation Padre Paredes
made

in 1762.

may have

He wrote the

Guardian of the College:

And

to cut costs, ask the

the charity of God,

send them exiled

two years

all

Governor of Popayan to grant

the imprisoned that are found in the

to these forests so their sentences

for every

one served

in this

Santa Ana... so that those idle crooks,

Ibid.,

f.

us, in
city, to

be deducted

town of San Joaquin and
loafers,

come

to serve us

3.

The phrase "robberies or fires" is an unusual phrase. Perhaps it also
alludes to the abandonment of mission towns by its inhabitants which was often
accompanied by the burning of the town. These "outlaws" may have been the
same that Visitador Huertas complained about in 1766.
«"«

Ibid.
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and guard us so

that not

one Portuguese senor

us. "9

Apparently,

it

was not such

a

good

idea.

Although the outlaws never made

San Joachi'n or Santa Ana, these being abandoned

were

in the conversiones de Kaquetd,

Solano.

even

The problem was

less

in 1767,

Matud mentioned they

it

was

it

was not only "outlaws" who

the Franciscans themselves.

of Alexandre Quinones, 1770-1773

On June 2,

1770, Alexandre Quinones, an

was ordered captured and whipped 50

Andaqui

to 250 times

of

la

Caguan or Neiva,

by Padre Fray Roque del

Sacramento Amaya, resident missionary of San Francisco Xavier de

in

(Andaki's).

About

Timana seemingly from

fifteen

days

after his

la

Ceja de los

punishment, Quinones died

the injuries endured during his capture

and

punishment. His death led to Andaqui (Andaki) leaders petitioning royal
officials in

Santa Fe to remove the Franciscans as curates of their town and to

reassign a secular priest to their parish. The resulting investigations by royal

officials,

the bishopric of

significant light

Letter

on the

Popayan and the Franciscans themselves shed

relationship

from Padre Paredes

Zawadzky,

to

that the missionaries could control these
"criminals"

were causing problems; rather

Andaquies

it

which were Santa Man'a and San Francisco

than their mission Indians. However,

The Death

[will] disrespect

to the

between some Andaquies and the

friars.

Guardian of the College, as found in

152.
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especially Pndre Joseph

de

la

Concepcion Vicuna and

to a lesser extent I'adre

Amaya/'^^'

By

all

accounts, the "crimes" of Quinones
consisted of "publically and

notoriously" committing adultery/polygamy
with a

widow

of La Ceja, Juana

Quiros, and his blatant disrespect of the
authority of the Franciscans.
before Quinones's whipping. Padre
the

town

prison.

He escaped

he once again returned

mayor

(alcalde) of the

by

Amaya had him

arrested and put in stocks in

burning the stocks and

partially

Some time

When

fleeing.

to cohabit with Juana Quiros, the priest
sent the Indian

town, Pedro Vidales, Nicolas Torres, Alexandro
Cordova

(both mestizosy^i and four "Indies" including Ygnacio
Cumpajae, to capture

Quinones. During

he was

his capture

sabre, breaking

it,

captors, Torres,

was

and he

fell

down

over the head with the

hit

a small ravine hurting his

also slightly injured during the scuffle

""The majority of material

for this section

came from

flat

hand.

part of a

One

of the

when he was

a large legajo or file

from

the Archivo Arzobispal de
different

Popayan (AAF^ Legajo 5233) made up of twenty
documents and of 104 folios in length. A few documents were also

found elsewhere as indicated when applicable.
"1

Pedro Vidales was

alcalde at the

time and an Indian "of

does not appear among the Andaquies who

later

the Franciscans removal, perhaps because he

whipping of Quinones. As

was

much

rationality," but

complained and petitioned

for

directly involved in the

become evident below, many Andaquies
resented the presence of mestizos from Timana in La Ceja, especially those given
civil offices

will

by the Franciscans instead of

Indies.
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accidentally hit by Vidales's baton.
Tlnis

who gave Quinones

the

most severe

first

of

some

interest since

it

was Torres

beating.

Once captured, Quinones was

was ordered whipped,

is

led to Padre

Amaya's residence where he

by Corbova and then by Torres

who

used a heavier

"whip."«^ After the punishment, which
depending on the witness, was from 50
to 250 lashes,

later

Quinones was put

and

he was sent with Torres and Cumpajae

Quinones was so injured
its

in stocks

that

left in

to

the

jail

at

La Ceja.

Timana which took two

he could not ride on the mule but was

back and suffered from the alternating blazing sun
and heavy

Timana, Quinones was treated

and

full

into the

of

maggots

for his

days.

lain across

Once

rains.

in

but his leg became so putrified

(gusanos) that several witnesses could barely tolerate
going

house where he was kept due

beating, Alexandro

wounds

Two days

to the stench.

Around two weeks

Quinones died, and then trouble began

after his

in earnest for the

Franciscans.

Depending on who was

investigating

and which witnesses were

interrogated, the details of this case and the evidence gathered concerning the

treatment of the Andaquies

Not

«2

in

general by the Franciscans varied considerably.

surprisingly, the testimony gathered by Padre Joseph de

It is

la

Concepcion

unclear exactly what Torres used to whip Quiiiones but he called

"cahresto" which, in context,

was made

of heavier material than the

Cordova.
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it

a

whip used by

Vicuna, the usual priest of La Ceja,
painted the best picture for the
Franciscans.
In fact. Padre Joseph Vicuna

for soldiers for

when

had been away

Fe petitioning the Viceroy

San Joachi'n (already abandoned). La
Concepcion and La Ceja

the incident occurred.«3 Since previously
Vicuna himself had had

Quinones whipped and exiled from La
it is

in Santa

Ceja,

on pain of 100 lashes

if

he returned,

hardly surprising that the four witnesses he
deposed put the best spin on the

events, especially since three of

them were

directly involved in the beating.624

These witnesses claimed that "on the day he died,"
Quinones was "walking on
his feet"

and "was most of the day

freshness of

a recent

that

«3

sitting in the corridor of the

someone strong and healthy

plague of "spotted fever"

{bueno y sano)."^^^

{tabardillo) in

house with the

They speculated

Timana was

the cause of death or

an untreated //sfo/fl became inflamed and "for being bad-tempered
or

See AAP. Legajo 5233, Doc.

17,

ff.

that

for

Vicuna was petitioning the Viceroy

1-12.

soldiers for the usual reasons of protection for missionaries from the
Indians

for

and

the Portuguese, and to help the missionaries control their charges. An oidor
fiscal
of the Viceregal Audiencia responded by writing on May 28, 1770, that the
matter of building a new road (another of Vicuna's requests), soldiers and new
"colonies" needed

more study and proof of their

authorities to investigate

necessity.

and report on the matter.

Ibid.,

He asked

Doc. 17,

ff.

the

civil

12-18.

These witnesses were Nicolas Torres, Alexandro de Cordova (both whipped
Quifiones), Pedro Vidales (involved in his capture), and Francisco Toledo, a

«4

resident of
Indio,

Timana but had often been

was not

La Ceja. Ignacio Cumpajae, the only

available to give his deposition. These depositions are in

Legajo 5233, Doc.

«5

in

AAP. Legajo

4,

ff.

1-11.

5233, Doc. 4,

f.3.
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AAP.

some other

reason the deceased Quinones
did not reach or neglected to
advise

the curandero to cure it."- Based
on this kind of testimony, on
1770, Padre Vicuna, as ]ues Comisionario,
found that Padre

December

14,

Amaya had done

nothing wrong and informed the College
of Missions as such.«7

The Guardian, Fray Joachi'n de San Luis
Gonzaga y
Bishop concerning the

affair

on April

5,

1771, echoing Vicuna's findings.

Guardian wrote that the whole incident just
confirmed
truculent

and saw

it

Lucio, wrote the

that the

The

Andaquies were

as an opportunity "to lose the priest
or minister

who

controls the excesses of their vices, and
keeps them in subjection, depriving them

of their badly craved

mestizos,

liberty."^'-^«

He blamed them and "some Spaniards or

who also hate the religious,"

the friars, as they

had done

to

for seeking

vengeance and discrediting

Padre Joseph Barrutieta,

mission of the Andaquies but also the College

when

who

left

not only the

they had apparently plotted

Ibid., f.2.

Amaya was also supported by
de Quezada, who wrote on July 3, 1770

"7 Ibid., f.ll.

Christoval

Padre

Amaya was very

upset about the whole

Quinones died of spotted
«8

Although not stated

fever.

affair,

and

the vicar of Timana,
to the College, indicating that

that

he believed that

AAP. Legajo 5233, Doc.

4,

ff.

11-12.

main "excess" of the Andaquies was the
continuation of polygamy among them, for which Quiiiones was also "guilty"
explicitly, the

being married to someone else

in

another town but co-habiting with the widower

Juana Quiros.
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to kill

to

him.-

It

seems

that Padre

Vicuna also

be removed from La Ceja. After

who hated

the Franciscans, he

where the Indians were more

six

felt

threatened, since he requested

years with "such an indomitable
people/'

had had enough and wanted
"docile."«o

grant Vicuiia his wish because he

felt it

certain leaders of the

petitioned

first

go somewhere

Guardian Gonzaga was reluctant

would be

a

bad precedent

missions that might encourage other Indians to
behave

What Gonzaga was

to

referring to, in part,

was

like the

to

for the

Andaquies.

the fact that in

March

1771,

Andaquies had gone over the Franciscans' heads and

the cabildo of Timana, and then the Bishop of

Popayan asking

for

the removal of their Order.^^ Clearly unsatisfied with
Vicufra's "whitewash" of

«9The Guardian's

AAP. Legajo 5233, Doc. 5, ff. 1-2. Padre
Barrutieta did leave the missions, in which he had served over twenty
years, and
the College of Missions, which he had helped set up in Popayan,
around 1767/68.
letter is

He eventually joined

found

in

the Franciscans in Quito from

where he served as Comisario
of the newly assigned "Franciscan" missions of Mainas, which they had
acquired
after the Jesuits were expelled in 1767. The Franciscans, however, were
themselves removed from the Mainas missions in 1774. Barrutieta seems to have
been the only Franciscan associated with the College of Missions in Popayan

who moved

to serve the old

See Compte,

Tomo II,

Mainas missions of the Jesuits. Consequently, the
impact of the expulsion of the Jesuits on the Putumayo/Caqueta/Andaquies
missions seems to have been rather negligible in terms of religious personnel.

630

AAP. Legajo

^1

The core

Don

5233, Doc.

4,

ff.

12-13,

of this group included the Governador

Benito Sabi,

Jacoby,

153-154, 263.

Don

Don Bernardo

Francisco Anturi, Capitdn

Don Sebatian Soto, Don Maricio
Don Marco Barajay, Don Baltazar Bonbagay, Don

Francisco Paquache,
Sabi,

Don

Joseph Bonbagay, and Don Joseph

Sabi.
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the mcident, a group of Andaqui
leaders complained that the friars
mistreated

them, and that

many were fleeing

because they did not want to be whipped.

Proclaiming that they were "Catholic
Christians," they complained about
the

poor

state of their

town and church and threatened

to desert the

town

Franciscans were not removed.^^ This kind
of open opposition to the

why Gonzaga was reluctant to let Vicufia
By May

1771, the

the viceroyalty of

New Granada.

many Andaquies had

was

interests of Indians in

listed several specific cases of

Padre Vicufia and ended with Quihones's death due
claimed that

friars

Protector Fiscal or the

and advocating the

They

the

leave La Ceja.

Andaqui leaders petitioned the

royal official in charge of "protecting"

if

to

Padre Amaya. They

not confessed since Holy

Franciscans were "ready with loaded guns to shoot us."
the hills with their families... exiled from our

abuse by

Week because the

Many had "gone into

Town with fear and

threats," they

contended, and they even implied financial wrongdoing "with the money from
the Royal Treasury," on the part of the

complaint

made by

friars.

Perhaps the most serious

these Andaquies from La Ceja

was the

fact that they resented

the presence of "whites," such as Alexandro Cordova (resident of Almaguer) and

Nicolas Torres ("killers and executioners") and other "residents" of Timana,

which the Franciscans allowed

"2 Ibid.,

Docs

into

La

Ceja. Since

1-3.
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La Ceja was an Andaqui town.

they complained the Franciscans
gave "whites'' the power

were often named the

we are not whites,

so

alcalde or

we order

in

the town, since they

mayor, to which they rejoined, "we
are Naluralc.,
the whites (here);

towns and parishes." They ended

their petition

we don't

interfere in their

by stating that before the

friars

arrived they had no complaints, and
so they requested a secular priest
instead of
a Franciscan. ^^"^

The

Fiscal Protector

responded

spoke Spanish) of La Ceja on June
"verify" the accusations,

and,

"if

it

is

reduction."

to the petition

14, 1771,

"draw up the

from the ladims (hidians

who

by recommending that the Bishop

suitable plans to

remedy" the

situation,

not inconvenient provide a priest (secular) to
take charge of the

The Bishop wasted

little

time,

naming Doctor Don Matheo Mendez,

the secular curate of the parish of Pital to conduct an
investigation into the death

of Quinones and the other complaints the Andaquies
had brought against their

Franciscan missionaries.

Of

the sixteen

men who were deposed

during Mendez's investigation,

only four were Andaquies from La Ceja. Most of the witnesses were residents of

Timana, but some lived
the

in

La Ceja

like

Andaqui eyewitnesses described

^^Mbid., Doc. 6,

ff.

Torres and Cordova. Not surprisingly,

a brutal

1-3.
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whipping of Quinones of

at least

100 lashes.-^ Interestingly, Pedro Vidales,
the

who was the alcalde at the time,

most "apologetic" version of the three eyewitnesses.
He claimed

gives

he was

that

required" to be involved in the capture of
Quifiones and that despite the

man

being lashed more than 100 times and fainting
twice, the lash marks were only

swollen

the only

when

"he" treated them that night with "rust and

open wound was where Nicolas Torres had

with his sword opening the

"fistola"

on

testified

He claimed

that

Quifiones on the leg

his leg.

The other Andaqui witness shed some
Joseph Sabi

hit

salt."

light

on the

local political situation.

concerning the whipping of Antonio Soto's wife for

"disrespectful acts" towards Padre Vicufia. This punishment

was administered

with Alexandre de Cordova and Andres Ruana as

Ruana apparently

assistants,

being Vicufia's chosen governador at the time. Sometime

later,

according to the

testimony of Manuel Toledo, Bernardo Sabi (Joseph's relative probably) was
injured with a pickaxe by Vicuna during a tumult in which

some Andaquies

^ There were actually four Andaqui witnesses: Joseph Sabi, Ignacio Cumpajae,
Marselo Anturi, and Pedro Vidales. The

first

was not an eyewitness of the

Quifiones whipping but testified about other incidents of punishment meted out

by Padre Vicuna. Cumpajae counted 250

lashes, while Vidales said there

more than 100; Anturi did not give a number but testified Quihones was
whipped till he was unconscious and that the first whip used was soaked
blood. There testimonies are in AAP. Legajo 5233, Doc. 12, ff. 1-3.
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were
in

were trying

to

kill

Andres Ruana.- There seemed

Andaquies, some willing to work with and

By

early 1772, the petitioning

to be different factions of

for the Franciscans, others
not.

Andaquies had already won what they were

Mendez's investigation wound up by the end

after.

of October 1771,

and even

before the Fiscal Protector General issued his
recommendations to the Viceregal

Audiencia in

Padre

May

Amaya had

1772, both friars

Amaya and

Vicufia

"entered the jungle," and Padre Vicuna had

other side of the Suaza valley where he continued
his

Yanayaco with a small group of Andaquies.636 The

condemned Padre Amaya

for ordering a "cruel

While understanding that the Andaquies "hate
of Christianity

636

See AAP. Legajo 5233, Doc.

On

February

11,

f.

work

in

Ceja.

moved to the

San Antonio de

Fiscal Protector General

and tyrannical punishment."
to subject themselves to the

and good government," he asserted

overcome through "gentle means"

635

were out of La

that their behaviour

{suaves medios).

He believed

20 and Doc.

ff.

12,

the

had

Laws
to

be

punishment

1-2.

Guardian Gonzaga wrote the Bishop of Popayan
informing him of Amaya's and Vicuna's whereabouts. He took the opportunity
18, 1772,

to give a history of the

Ceja mentioning

how

problems the Franciscans had with the Andaquies of La
the natives had been "indomitable" from the beginning.

They had plotted to kill Padre Barrutieta and his long-time missionary
companion Brother Juan Ortega de la Cruz, who eventually went to the College
of Missions of Call. Padre Simon de San Joseph y Menendez then took over and
later

and

asked to be sent "a

later, to

la

montana." Padre Vicuna succeeded Padre

avoid an uprising, also

5233, Doc. 14,

left to

f.l.
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Menendez
work in Yanayaco. See AAP. Legajo

"likely"

brought about Quinones death,
but that Padre Vicuna was not
an

accomplice to

it

since he

was

replace the Franciscans, but

Amaya),

if

A

in

if

Santa

Fe.

He recommended

none was found,

he was not so harsh

in his

that Vicuna could continue
(not

treatment of the Andaquies.^37

roya\ fiscal or attorney in Santa
Fe wrote on

read the Bishop's (Mendez's) report,
the "truth

concerning the Quinones

(Amaya) did not

affair,

but that

act with the leniency

it

solicit the

was not

12 that after he had

clearly

was "indisputable

official

found"

that the Priest

fitting his ecclesiastical rule

admitted that even though

demanded some punishment, (Amaya) had

punishment through the

the attorney's

May

and gentleness

and ministry, nor did Padre Vicuna." The
"the perversity of the Indian

that a secular priest

recommendation

closest royal judges."

And

to

so this view led to

that a judge be assigned to the diocese in
order to

deal with these kinds of situations in the future.^^

By October
Santa Fe and he

1772, the Bishop of

named Don Jorge Mendez

reminded the Viceroy
the

same

f.

by

that

a decree of

15,

ff.

June

1-2.

3.
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to act

on the rulings

as the secular priest for La Ceja.

15, 1771,

Mendez was

"sinodo" as the Franciscans, since the Andaquies

"7AAP. Legajo5233, Doc.
Ibid.,

Popayan was ready

He

to be paid

would not be

in

able to

support him because La Ceja was
"a place removed from

Mendez took up
quickly ran into

him

his sinodo

his post as "cura coadjutor"
of

some

familiar problems.

demanding from him,

The

as they

all

commerce."- Don

La Ceja on January
royal officials

17, 1773.^-

were slow

had from the Franciscans,

to

He

pay

a report

of the mission of La Ceja before
the funds could be "released"
by the royal
treasury.

Even

Mendez asked

this,

to

however, was

By the end of 1776 or

insufficient.

be relieved of his post due to a lack of
means

La Ceja. The Governor and the Bishop of
Popayan realized

in

that

"due to the lack of income

no secular

{congrua),

to take this mission (doctrina)/'

and so they agreed

early 1777,

support himself

to

March

in

1777,

priest (ecclesidstico) will

that

La Ceja be returned

want
to the

administration of the Franciscans.^''^

"9 Ibid.,

^'^

Doc. 18,

Doc.

Ibid.,

Doc. 23,

f.2.

f.

2.

19, f.l.

The Bishop authorized Mendez

Why he was named

to the post

on

"assistant priest" {cura coadjutor)

Oct. 26, 1772.

is

not

clear.

It

might stem from the fact that the Franciscans were quite concerned
about losing
La Ceja as the escala for the missions. It may be that they officially
maintained

jurisdiction over the
priest.

may have continued
mentioned he now resided on

Doc. 23,

ff.

1-4.

town now

that the ministry of the

Padre Vicuna

Ceja, but as

Ibid.,

town but

Within

this

to a secular

to be considered the "priest" of

La

the other side of the Suaza Valley.

group of

mentioned that "the Indian leader {Yndio

fell

letters is

capatas)

one by a fiscal which also

who

asked, for his

own ends,

remove those priests (the Franciscans) is already dead." It is unclear which
Andaqui leader is being referred to, but possibly it is Don Francisco Anturi,
governador of La Ceja

when he and

Vicuna's and Amaya's removal.

who

the

other Andaquies petitioned the Viceroy for

No

mention

also signed the complaint.
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is

made

of the fate of the others

to

The Report of 1773

It

appears that the "Quinones

ambiguous
Caqueta

on the Franciscans

effect

rivers.

For the

six

with the "loss" of La Ceja had an

affair"

in their ministry

along the Putumayo and

months preceding November

four priests and one lego serving in the
missions.^^ In

1772, there

7,

fact,

were only

by September of the

following year a report written by the Franciscans
counted a total of 861 Indians
in

seven towns, a decrease of over 200 from 1770;
however,

this

number did not

include La Ceja.^« The towns listed were San Diego
de Orito, Nuestro Serafico

Padre San Francisco, San Antonio, La Concepdon,
Augustinillo, Santa Maria,

and San Francisco Solano. Out

of these,

exception of Augustinillo, whose

all

existed in

name

name had not been heard

in 1770,

with the

since Padre Juan

Serraleftitinl767. (See Table 17)

The report indicated
River.

San Diego de Orito, located

ACC.
de

la

that five of the mission

Sig. 5288,

Concepcion

f.

6.

at the

mouth

towns were on the Putumayo

of the Orito River,

These included Bonifacio del

Vicufia,

which was

Castillo as Superior, Joseph

Simon Menendez, and Roque Amaya. The

lego

was

Brother Joseph Yglesias.

While
Ceja,

this

which

did indicate an overall decrease, this number did not include La

if

included would have kept the

total

number about

the

same or

The signatories of this report were Padres Bonifacio
Simon Menendez, Roque Amaya and Manuel Antonio Suarez. The

slightly greater than 1770.
Castillo,

Report

is

found

in

Cuervo, 248-279 and will be referred to as "1773 Report."
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"

now "mixed"

with the Putumayo since

its

course had shifted, was composed
of

Oas, Zenzeguajes, Encabellados, "and
lamentable vestiges of other nations."

Most of the

151 residents

was "roomy"

paja)

{capaz)

decently "adorned."^'^^

was

were
and

Two

Christians. Its convent or straw
house (casa de
its

church ("of the same construction")
was

days downriver, on the south side of the
Putumayo

N.S.P. (Nuestro Serafico Padre) San Francisco

some

Encabellados, and the "sad

relics of

which contained Amaguajes,

other nations destroyed between

themselves, or annihilated through the mortal accident
of colds. "''^s San
Francisco had a spacious convent and church, but the
"only sacred vestment
(had)

...

it

was not decent anymore."

The

third

north side of the

town was "San Antonio" about two hours downstream on
river.

Apparently

a

new town, San Antonio had

Indians" (Yndios mansos), from the Encabellado nation.

and some "contracted marriage according
large church from "its old kitchen."

constructed sixteen years before

^ The word

83 "tame

Many were

to ecclesiastical rite."

the

Christians,

They had

built a

The kitchen had apparently been

when

used was "alhajada" which

the

town was known as Santa Cruz de

really refers to

los

whether the chapel had

the appropriate liturgical paraphenalia such as a chalice, patens, and religious

vestments.

1773 Report, Cuervo, 250. "de

tristes reliquias

6 aniquiladas de su mortal accidente del romadizo.
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de otras naciones destruidas entre

si,

Mamos.

It

was abandoned

after the

"Mamos"

killed I'adre Itosales

and

fled

downriver, whereupon the MacaRuaies
from La Concepcion apparently
"destroyed

...

most of them," according

however, the reports from

that period,

to the 1773 report. This
contradicts,

which indicated the

downriver.'* Regardless, the town was newly
occupied

common

indigenous practice of reoccupying old

Mamos had

escaped

in 1773, denionstrating a

sites.

The next town was La Concepcion "on an extended

dry highland, n on

flat,

the north side of the

Futumayo one day downriver from San Antonio and

day from the mouth

of the San Miguel River.

not changed

much

The composition

The main groups continued

in three years.

nations of "Encabellados, Zenzeguajes,

I

Indians. La

its

white-washed

tile-roof church,

The town had

at

one time

to be the largest

number

See Chapter

a

all,

there

made up

of

were 298

best-built mission with a

new

large convent.'"*''

of Indians (about 900

to Fray luan Serra, See Table 16), but the "rivalry"

Ibid.

and

numerous images and

a great

be

"left-overs" {dcspojos) of

missionaries had congregated." In

Concepcion continued

to

town had

luaque or Murcielaga (transplanted

from the Caqueta), of some Macaguajes and some
diverse Nations that

of this

half a

in

1757 according

between the Huaque and the

5.

The convent was built in 1771 and was 6 %
and 36 zv;ms long. 1773 Report, Cuervo, 251.
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lumis (yards) high, 13 vimit^

wide

Macaguaje, and the desire of the
Zenzeguajes to

kill

the lor^g-time missionary

Brother Carbo, led to an "uprising"
which resulted in these Indians
"almost

mutually destroying themselves."

And the

(has) led the majority of the 136 Indians

"repeated epidemics of dysentery

who have died

in the past six years to

etemity."648

Four days downriver from La Concepdon was
the town "of the
Agustinillos"

name

missionary for

after its first cacique.

many

According to the report,

years (probably since Fray Juan Serra

left),

it

lacked a

and therefore

its

"neophytes, like the gentiles contracted their marriages
secretly." Located on the

south side of the Putumayo River,

Christians.^"''

it

contained 113 Encabellados, some being

This report contained the

last

mention of

this

town by

the

Franciscans.

Four days over

flat

lands

{tierra liana)

Padre Bonifacio Castillo reported, one arrived

more than
Caqueta

thirty

River.

from La Concepcion, according to
at the

Mecaya

River, a

deep

river

yards wide. Paddling downstream a day one entered the

One more day by boat upstream

led to the only

town on

the

Caqueta, Santa Maria. This town had been originally founded in 1767 with

Ibid,

Ibid.
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Payaguajes and Tamas; and in 1770
they numbered 202. By
October

however, the over 200 Tamas
Man'a,...repaid the

who

May of 1773,
some

Santa Maria

Christians,"

who assisted him." They left,

fickleness... just as the

was

a large

alhajillas "for its

Payaguajes before

"re-established" with 43 catecumens,

from the Yuri or Chun

nation. These natives

transplanted voluntarily from their forests"
near the

Man'a boasted

in Santa

hardwork of the missionary by leaving
him abandoned with

demonstrating their "ingratitude and

including

1772,

"supported themselves for some
time

only the company of a young
Amaguaje

them." In

6,

Putumayo

were

River. Santa

convent and church, with the necessary
vestments and

adornment and

to administer the holy sacraments"

provided by

the previous missionary from his subsidy
from the Crown.^^

Upriver from Santa Man'a, the Oteguasa or the
Suya River

known by

(as

the Native Americans of the region) entered
the Caqueta.

it

was

A few

bends upstream from the mouth of the Oteguasa was the
seventh and

last

mission town, San Francisco Solano. This town had recently
(December 1772)

been moved from

its first

location

on the southern side of the Caqueta River two

days upstream from the Oteguasa mouth. Between Huaque and Quiyoya,
they

numbered

72,

some Christians and fewer catecumens.

discomfort" was Padre Roque del Sacramento Amaya,

1773 Report, Cuervo, 252.
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Serving them in "notable

who had left La Ceja after

the Quinones affair.

added some

Amaya had managed

alhajillas to

to build a spacious church

and had

those that his predecessor had sent
from the College to

celebrate mass.^^^

Perhaps the most significant

was

the fluid

fact

and fluctuating nature of

about the mission towns reported in
1773

their native inhabitants.

The main towns

of San Diego and La Concepcion contained
the largest populations, but these

were

a real mixture of

Francisco

was

groups and "remnants" of

a similar

amalgam

of peoples.

others.

The town

of San

Of the two more homogeneous

towns, both inhabited by different groups of
Encabellados, San Antonio was

new, and the "town of the Augustinillos" apparently consisted
of the people of
the previous

town

However, the

location of the

Concepcion.

short history,

had

of Augustinillo served

by Fray Juan Serra

town had moved

six

in the 1760s.

days closer to La

indicated above, Santa Maria had a turbulent and unstable

moving

also recently

locations

and changing

inhabitants.

San Francisco Solano

moved.

Ibid., 253.

Fray Juan Serra indicated that Augustinillo was ten days downriver from La

Concepcion while the 1773 report put the "town of the Augustinillos" four days
downriver. See Table

16.
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Disease continued to be a problem
for the Native Americans of
the region.

Many towns contained

"vestiges" of nations, victims of
epidemics.

the towns of Caqueta and Mocoa,
according to the report

due

to the lack of missionaries

and

The

some years

"infections (contagiones) from

loss of

before,

was

which died the

majority of their inhabitants."^^^

"Inter-tribal" hostilities also played a role in
the

groups

in

Macaguajes

cannibals, according to the report, and

their children to sell

guerras)

of

some

and out of the mission towns. The Huaques or
Morcielagas,

instance, killed or displaced the

The report

cloth."^'5'»

movement

them

to the

at Santa Maria.

would

towns of the

attack the

for

They were

Quiyoyo nation

"to steal

misiones de Santa Fe for tools

also mentioned the "continued warfare"

(

and

continuadas

between the "barbarian" nations along the Putumayo below the San Juan

River to the Marahon (Amazon) River. These conflicts occurred between the

numerous nations

in

order "to collect jewels (as the boys that are captured

between enemy nations are commonly

653

called in the

Seona language)

to

descend

1773 Report, Cuervo, 256.

This

is

a puzzling statement since

the report

is

referring.

It

seems

it is

unclear to what "misiones de Santa Fe"

that the writer

is

referring to a type of rescate in

which native children were "rescued" or "traded for" in order to free them from
being consumed by the Huaques. While it is impossible to verify the veracity of
accusations of cannibalism,

it

certainly

was not uncommon

indigenous groups to raid other groups

for different

for captives to trade for

missionaries or with the Portuguese. 1773 Report, Cuervo, 260.
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goods with

Putumayo)

(the

them

to sell

to the

Portuguese and from

whom

guns, shot and powder...."- The
Churies (or Yuries) were

numerous group along

the

Putumayo and while they

they receive even

among

most

actively sought relations

with the Franciscans they, nevertheless,
were intimately involved
trade system. They "never ceased to

the

make hammocks,

in the regional

to cultivate flours (like all

the neighboring nations), and to cook their
mortal and efficient poison, and to
steal

this

boys to maintain

human

numerous

their

kidnapping trade with the Portuguese."656 Despite

trade with the Portuguese, the "barbarous nations "
were so

that those lost captives

were

"little

missed" by the missionaries. The

Portuguese were also known to ascend the Putumayo to "extract"
these people
themselves, for their

own

"colonies" downstream.

"^51773 Report,

Cuervo, 262. The report also mentioned the hostilities between the
residents of San Diego de Orito under the ministry of Padre Javier Meji'a and the

Sunxi nation,

who were almost

massacred and "retired terrorized to the

headwaters of the Mecaya River."
6-^0

Ibid., 263.

1773 Report, Cuervo, 266. The passage reads

" ...heneficiar harinas..."

could be translated as "to cultivate flours" or "to
"flours" are likely flour

657

;i773 Report,

extranaremos

la

made from yucca

sell (at

which

a discount) flours".

The

or manioc root.

Cuervo, 262. "...hallaremos tan numerosas Naciones, quepoco

mucha gente que nos han

que se componen algunas de

ellas) ni la

que entre

sus continuadas guerras, por recoger joy as

muchachos que cautivan entre

la

extraido dichos Portugueses d sus Colonias (de

(asi

los

mismos bdrbaros

se

consume con

llaman comunmente en idioma Ceon

Naciones enemigas) para bajar a venderlos a

Portugueses de quienes recibian hasta arcabuses, municiones y polvora.
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..."

los

los

The report of 1 773 ends with

some of

the

more missionaries

since

towns were without them. The Franciscans
feared these towns

would soon be

numbers

the usual request for

lost

if

new

missionaries did not arrive.

The remaining

large

of indigenous peoples warranted continuing
evangelization.

The

material resources of the region were also of
increasing interest to the
Franciscans. This report included descriptions of a long

list

of the different

animals, birds, foods, medicines, and forest products
which were either used by
the indigenous peoples or

which had commercial

potential, according to the

Franciscans. These products, which ranged from cinnamon
(which

Europeans were beginning

to exploit

when

some

they were not distracted with

"treasure hunting" or gold) to resins, fragrances and medicines (including one

which the Portuguese

collected to treat syphilis),

justification to continue the missionaries'

In addition to

recommended

more

"operarios,"

were seen as part of the

work.

an escort of soldiers and

a

as a consequence of the "Quinones affair") were also seen as

necessary for the missions. They would help control the Indians

them

in the

defect of

all

judge (as

(i.e.,

to

keep

mission towns), whose "inconstancy and fickleness (the general

the Indians)

is

the cause of their flights (even though they give

385

good

demonstrations of perseverance and

Portuguese with their

own

stability)/'

and would also contain the

boundaries.

The Mission Towns, 1774-1783
In the ten-year period after the 1773
Report, the Franciscans shifted their

ministry

away from

the

Putumayo River toward

the Caqueta River and the

mission of the Andaquies. La Concepcion, which had
been their most developed

and populous mission, gave way
focal point of the

proceeded

to the increasing importance of

Andaquies mission and the

to their other

escala

La Ceja, the

from which the Franciscans

towns which by 1 784 were

in the

upper Caqueta. An

analysis of the population history of these towns indicates this shift in

missionary focus and also the continuing

Of

the five

instability

towns on the Putumayo

and

fluidity of these towns.

river listed in the 1773 Report,

Augustinillo had already disappeared by the time the Franciscan sent in their

census

lists to

the

Crown

in

order to receive their sinodo the following year.^^'

1773 Report, Cuervo, 267-279.

^9

Sending

made by

in a list of all the inhabitants of

the

Crown

in

guaranteed stipend or
priest

each town

was now

the requirement

order for the royal treasury to pay the Franciscans their
sinodo. This

and 182 pesos per

amount now included 274 pesos

lego annually,

2 reales per

30 pesos per year per religious for the

transport costs of the socorro (the usual supplies and goods of the missions) and
bujerias (literally "trinkets") "to ingratiate the Indians" {para acariciar los Indios),

and the usual 60 pesos per year in salted meat for all the missionaries. The 30
pesos/year for transport and goods was added on April 29, 1771 by "superior
order" of the Viceroy of New Granada. ACC. Sig. 5371, f. 13.
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By

town

1776, the

during 1775,

its

inhabitants.^

of San Francisco of the

Amaguajes was abandoned. Sometime

missionary. Padre Joseph Ynostroza,
had

left

the

town

did not appear again on subsequent
censuses. (See Table 19)

It

Apparently, Ynostroza had completed his ten
years of service and

left

missions for good. Since there were only three
other priests and three

working

was

of 94

in the field at that time, there

lost to the Franciscans.

It is

not

was no one

known

if

the

to take his place

the

legos

and the town

Amaguajes moved.

This trend of abandonment continued with the
loss of the old mission

town

of San Diego.

Putumayo
it

in late

When

Padre Juan de

los Dolores

y Azos entered the

1775 or early 1776, San Diego was his

first

assignment.

He

left

almost immediately, however, as well as the 111 inhabitants, and
the town

vanished from the documents.^' Where the Encabellados and the Senseguajes,

who had

inhabited San Diego for years, went,

Azos was a companion
in the

new town

See ACC.

f.

unknown.

Azos would serve

la

Cruz Ortega,

Hacha

the missions for

In 1777,

River), a

many years.

3.

Sigs. 5371, 5401,
is

is

of San Juan Baptista on the Pescado River (or La

5401,

1783, but this

anywhere,

of long-time missionary. Brother Juan de

tributary of the Caqueta. While

^ ACC. Sig.

if

A town called

and 5475.

clearly a different

town

San Diego reappears

at a different location.
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in

he did not stay long

in

San Juan Baptista

either,

apparently heading to the Choco

probably on an alms-collecting journey.^^

San Juan Baptista would not

founded

in 1776, in 1778,

it

last

was known

long as a mission "town." Probably
as San Joseph del Puerto, as

the port on the Pescado River, but did
not exist into 1780s. The

Andaquies within
this

it

ranged from 82

to 99,

with 88 during

time Padre Azos had returned and Brother
Juan de

la

it

served as

number

its last

of

year of 1779. By

Cruz Ortega was

ordered by his superiors to La Concepcion on the
Putumayo.^^ (See Table 19)

The decline of La Concepcion,

in

terms of

its

population during this

period, from 323 inhabitants in 1776 to just 74
inhabitants in 1783, also bears

witness to the decline of the Putumayo as a mission area for
the Franciscans.
This town had been the supply depot and main mission town
of the

friars for

decades. With a multi-ethnic population of at least four different
"nations" -

Encabellados, Morcielagos or Huaques, Senseguajes and Macaguajes - La

Concepcion began

its

decline in 1780. This corresponds with the lowest point of

missionary activity with regard to the number of missionaries
their

subsequent funding by the Crown. The period from

November

«2

1781

AAP. Legajo

was

the

514, no.

most poorly funded period

6,

1778.

^ ACC. Sig. 5670.
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in the field

May

and

1779 to

since 1773, the beginning of

the period under examination.

dropped precipitously during

and remained

Not
this

same

period, from 912 in 1779 to 645 in 1780

in the 600 range for the next

The only mission towns
were La

surprisingly, the total mission
population

Ceja, Santa

few

to maintain their populations

Maria and San Antonio de

accessible of the mission towns,

mentioned, was unique since

it

years. (See Table 19

and so

it

was not

a

was

los

from 1779

theirs, in the

the easiest to supply and, as

town

that dealt with converting the

In

had them removed due

some ways, Santa

from the Putumayo
suffered

its

own

left

temporarily

when the Andaquies

to the Quifiones affair, but later returned.

Maria's history from 1774 to 1783 reflected the

to the Caqueta.

who had been transplanted

from the Putumayo,

population from 124 to

The explanation

left,

when

the Yuri people,

helping reduce

of their leaving

of October (1774) they

went

...in

the

after

having received that which was wanted (which

supplies)

and which frequently
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is

what

all

its

by Santa Maria's

veteran missionary. Brother Joseph Antonio de los Dolores Ygledas,

month

shift

Located on the Caqueta River, Santa Maria

population troubles from 1774 to 1775

80.

were Andaquies

sense that they were had been living there well

before the Franciscans arrived. They

successfully

to 1783

Mamos. La Ceja was the most

"infidel" Indians of the bosque or jungle (forest). Its
inhabitants

and the town was

and 20)

is telling:

to their Forests,

of

is

the

them are doing.

and there

The goods

no way

is

quite

still

were

fact that the Yuri

likely

it.^

that the missionaries brought annually,
through the

continuing funding, were

The

remedy

to

essential to

originally

Crown's

keep the native groups in the towns.

from the Putumayo and not the Caqueta

accounted for their exodus. The funding from 1774 to
1776, however, was

good and continuing supplies would have helped

Friar Yglecias "sacar del

monte" or take out of the woods 52 Coreguajes and 11 Aguanongas
to build up
Santa Maria's population to 141 in \776.^^ As a

Santa Maria's population

result,

remained quite steady, even through the funding decline of 1779

The longevity

of a

town may

also

to 1781.

have depended on the indigenous

groups relationship with a particular missionary. Further, the

toleration or

acceptance of the missionary by the Indians was related to the whether the

was

a priest or a lego or brother. Both Santa

Mamos were served by brothers.

Maria and San Antonio de

friar

los

Santa Maria's priest, Simon Menendez,

left in

1773 leaving Brother Iglecias as the only permanent Franciscan in the town until

Fray Joseph Arango, a

for

priest, arrived in 1781.

San Francisco Solano

ACC.

Sig. 5475,

nofueron en

el

f.

5.

in 1782,

but

was

'75, ni

en

este,

el

Padron

por que

el

y

es lo

^ ACC. Sig.

que frequentemente estan todos haziendo,

5475,

ff.

unknown reasons

5-6.
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del

lo

by the

ano de 1774, que mande

mismo ano de

octubre sefueron a sus Basques, despues de haver recivido
socorro)

left for

replaced, at least temporarily,

"La nacion Yuri que en

ano pasado de

Arango

'74 por el

que deseaba (que

sin poder

uno

mes de

es el

solo remediarlo.

President of the missions, Francisco
Javier de San Joachin
y Cordova. Brother
Iglecias also left

The year

with Arango

in 1782,

depriving the town of his usual presence.

before, the longtime leader of the
Payaguajes, Pedro

perhaps depriving the town of a strong

Mayoyoque,

died,

loyalist of the Franciscans.

Already by July 1782, Santa Maria's population
had declined from 153
111. Iglecias

had maintained

to

a relatively stable population in Santa Maria
from

1776 to 1781. (See Tables 19 and 20) Perhaps due to the

fact that Iglecias

was

a

brother and not a priest, the level of religious indoctrination
was less onerous to
the indigenes of the

town

baptism. In

fact,

was always

significant,

since

he could not administer sacraments beyond

the proportion of "gentiles" or non-Christians in Santa Maria

perhaps bearing witness to a more relaxed program of

evangelization and, in part, to an increased willingness to remain. By 1781, these

groups included Payaguajes, Tamas, Coreguajes, Guytotos (Guiyoyos), and a few

Aguanungas and
unreported,

Yuries. Regardless of the possible reasons,

when Padre Arango

July 1783, and the

returned to Santa Man'a he

town was abandoned by

the Franciscans.

which went

was

Ironically, ten

years of Brother Iglecias's missionary work was lost soon after he

^ See ACC. Sigs. 5835 and 5856.
ACC.

Sig. 5867.
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killed there in

left "his"

town.

San Antonio de los

Mamos was another town that apparently

"stable" existence as far as population

work

of a

living in

it

the late

in

until

he

left in

1

750s,

1

was

782.

residents varied as they

the persistent

was Brother Esteban de San Joseph. Permanently

San Antonio from 1773,

Putumayo
decade

In this case

lego.

was concerned through

led a fairly

this missionary,

who began working

in the

able to maintain this town's population for
a

(See Tables

were subject

1

9 and 20) Like other towns, the actual

to disease

and

flight

by some,

to

be

replaced by the "sacando" or "taking out" of the forests of
others. For example,

on June

29, 1777, Brother

San Joseph reported that during the past year, 23 of San

Antonio's inhabitants had died while

11

had been born, leaving

difference in total population, a drop from 105 to

in

population

in his ten-year

93.^'«

left

no census of the town submitted

San Antonio

in

February of 1782, there was

in late

early 1783, he submitted the last padrou or "resident

Thomas

1782 (after November) or

list" for

San Antonio. The

individual residents remained almost unchanged from the 1781

However, the way the names were

Padre Carrejo

ACC.

the largest drop

for the rest of that year. After Father

Joseph de Jesus Man'a Carrejo arrived sometime

census.

was

tenure in San Antonio.

After Brother San Joseph

number and

This

a 12-person

listed the inhabitants

Sig. 5540,

ff.

listed

had changed

significantly.

with Spanish surnames, the

3-4,
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first

time this

had been done. Brother San Joseph
had always

listed the residents

"indigenous" names as their surnames/While
meaningless,

it is

this

with their

change may be

suggestive of a greater insistence on
orthodoxy or at least a

greater outward attempt to inculcate
"Spanishness" in the town. Although
there
is

no indication

that the

Mamos

inhabitants of San Antonio were not
baptized by

Brother San Joseph, the change from indigenous
to Spanish names could also

mark an increased

level of Christian indoctrination
as the

Spanish names

may

indicate sponsorship (godparentage) by Spaniards
in the region. Regardless of
their

meaning, 1783 marked the

last

year these names were listed as residents of

San Antonio. Like Santa Maria, with the
disappear from the

The

loss of

list

arrival of a priest,

San Antonio would

of mission towns of the Franciscans.

San Antonio and La Concepcion as Franciscan towns sometime

between the end of 1783 and 1785 marked the near abandonment of the

Putumayo

river drainage

by the

friars after

an almost continual presence since

the 1690s. San Diego reappeared on the census

was made
or

its

in 1785.

tributaries

In the

lists in

under the administration of the

Sig. 5867,

its last

padrones of 1786, there were no towns on the

friars of Saint Francis.

Concepcion, San Diego, and even San Antonio de

<^See ACQ.

1783, but

f.7.
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los

Mamos

census

Putumayo
La

probably continued

to exist as indigenous
towns, but the Franciscans
focused their efforts
elsewhere/'7°

Decadence: 1783 - 1785

By

1785,

it

was

clear to both the Franciscans

and

civil

authorities that the

Franciscan amissions of the
Putumayo, Caqueta and the
Andaquies were in a state
of decline.

The resident

lists

for

different towns. (See Table
20)

1

785 counted a paltry 237 Indians
in three

Although La Ceja was not counted,
which would

have added approximately another
300 inhabitants, the
inhabitants of San Diego, the last
time they

lists

did include the 90

would be counted. But town

censuses were not the only indication
of the poor shape of the missions.
In
royal commissioner

Don

Sebastian Joseph Lopez Ruiz

Joseph de Galvez, Governor of the Council
of the

1

782,

was ordered by Don

Indies, to

make an

inspection of

the jungles of the mission territory
for the potential harvesting of
wild cinnamon.

His report would paint a bleak picture of
the missions, echoed by the

Another indication of the abandonment of the
Putumayo region by the
Franciscans of Popayan was the journey of a
Yuri leader (Mariano

Comaydevena)

to

Quito requesting

missionary for him and his people in order
to counteract the offers of the Portuguese
and resist their extraction of people

from the Putumayo.

He arrived

a

Quito near the end of 1783, was baptized on
May 31, 1784, and sent back to the Putumayo with gifts (cloth and
tools) worth
150 pesos and a "captaincy" (recognition of his leadership by
in

the Quitenos).

was

He

promised that two Redemptorist missionaries would be sent
to
evangelize his people and help them resist the Portuguese. In
fact, two
Mercedarians were sent. See AHBCE, Sig. Audiencia de Quito, no.
242, #21,
also

Cartas del Presidente Villalengua sohre diversos asuntos. Carta
471, 1-13; #26, Cartas
del Presidente Villalengua, Carta 500, 28.
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Frnnciscnns'

own

rcporl m.,de by

|},c

<

om/w,,,

Peru, Juan Anlonio del Kosnrio
Ckilierrez in

Kui/.'s report

ol

Ihe ColleH. „l Missi„ns of

I784.'"'i

does not give many details about the

perhaps because there was not much

to say.

I

ranciscan missions,

Nevertheless his observations

provide a rare "civilian" view of the missions.
I,eaving Santa
1782, he arrived at

l.a

Ceja, the "l>ort to enter the Missions of

I

e on October 22,

my

destination."

He commented:
Those lowlands are inhabited, although very

dispersely, by

diverse Nations of barbarous Indians, and a few
unsuitable
catecumens, because not withst.inding that they live in
lowns

some

with

society, they are

all

customs and never keep good
While

his general

this

<>7'

in

faith.

not condemnatory of their efforts. In

I,

to "its

fact, his

never well-considered

precipices instead of roads, with

was found

129-139 (Quito:

Zawad/ky's

perverse

of their complaints over the years. For instance, his trip to

(fragosiUaii), its

Ruiz's report

(85):

many

is

"most rugged" region was arduous due

denseness

in Religion, of

assessment above does not leave a good impression of the

Franciscans' work, his report

report confirms

suspect

in the Bolctin dc la

all

kinds of dangers.

Academia Nacionul dc

l

lisforia,

a IVensa Calolica, I9.S5). (kjlierre/.'s 1784 report

Viajes, 161-164.

They

will

is

36

found

be referred to as "Ruiz. Report" and

"1784 Report" respectively.

Ruiz Report,

129.

"Atjucllas iH'gas cslun habiladas,

aunquc con mucha

dispersion,

por diversus Nacioncs dc Indios bdrbaros, y ulgunos pocos impropiamente caiecumcnos,
porque sin embargo dc que viven en las Pueblos con alguna sociedad, son todos
sospcchosos en Religion, de pervcrsas cosiumbres y jamas guardan bucna fe."
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hazardous navigations, as much

for the fatal circumstances
of

some

rivers, as for

the insults that with frequency are
experienced from the Indians there."^^^

No

"average person" traveled into the area,
according to Ruiz, except himself and

who

the missionaries,

their lives.

did so at great cost of sweat, their health
and sometimes

In fact, Ruiz reported that

soon

after

he

left

the lowlands of the

Caqueta, he heard of the killing of Father Arango
by the Indians of Santa
Man'a/^74 Despite the dangers, Ruiz noted
that there

accompany

the Franciscans

and help control the

were no

soldiers to

Indians.

Ruiz himself was as fearful of the indigenous people,
as they were of him

and

all

was leading
take

One

strangers.

a

group of armed

them out of

situations

native of San Francisco Solano told the others that Ruiz
soldiers

who were going

to capture

them

all

and

the mountains to pay tribute to the King. These kinds of

were defused by the dispersing of small

gifts (brujerias)

and the

interpretive skills of Brother Iglecias. Interestingly, Ruiz also noted that these

"interior" Indians could be quieted

^

by dealing with them affably and "gratifying

Ruiz Report, 129-130.

According to a
Jorge

later report

Thomas de Ermida,

danger as Arango

in 1784,

by the Commissioned Judge

Brother

Ramon de

la

(Juez comissionado)

Concepcion Ortiz was

in the

Don
same

but just as one Indian was about to lance him, another

defended him. The location was not given. Another "similar disaster" was
avoided by Brother Matias Aguilar when he

ACC.

Sig. 9324, f.2.
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fled the

unnamed town he

attended.

them

at the

same time with various

trinkets,"

because they "did not use nor

appreciate money." Not so with the
"Christian and civilized" Andaquies
of La

Ceja region. They "obtained
trusted

del

it

(money) with great

^^-^ never

inclination."675

any of the Indians of the missions, expressing
the view

that those "sacado

Monte/' ("taken from the wilds") could never
be "rationalized," and that

"rarely did those Missionaries succeed to

and nature of those

make (them) men: such

is

the character

Indians."^^^

Ruiz was so fearful of the "barbarous" nations along the
lower reaches of
the Caqueta that he did not continue his journey because
he

was

told that

it

too dangerous without soldiers due to the fierce Agustinillos and
Huitotos.

did not need

the Caqueta

much

that

He

convincing and limited his journey to the upper reaches of

and Putumayo. Not including La

Franciscans; however,

visited

was

it is

Ceja, he listed eight

questionable that he visited

all

of these.

towns of the

He certainly

San Joseph del Pescado, the "port" town four days by foot from La Ceja

had

failed to

make

Even Ruiz described

it

the census

lists

submitted by the Franciscans since 1779.

as "very small" (cortisimo), with

its

residents living in huts

of straw, dispersed and distant, along the La Fragua, Bodoquera and La

rivers, rarely

gathering on the Pescado.

Ruiz Report,

"And so they

132.

Ibid., 133.
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Hacha

continually lack spiritual

food because they refuse to leave the
place where they have
fields of

their

in

their plantations,

com, yucca and other comestibles." Each
group apparently wanted

own

missionary, according to Ruiz's report, but
they

one location since "they are not

of

one

would not congregate

faction/'^^y

The next town Ruiz described was another
"non-mission" town,
sense that

it

did not have a missionary serving

consisted of nine huts (rancherias), and

were without

it.

The "town of the Pallaguages"

among them

a missionary because they

had often

previous missionaries. ^^s R^^j^ eventually

in the

lived a

fled

and

made his way

few Tamas. They
tried to kill their

to the

towns

that the

Franciscans were administering: San Francisco Solano and Santa Maria
on the

Oteguaza and the Mecaya Rivers respectively (both

and La Concepcion, San Antonio de
and San Diego,
last four

census

around
not,

all

of the

Putumayo

los

Mamos, San

tributaries of the Caqueta)

Francisco de

drainage. Ruiz said very

Amaguages

little

about these

towns and since San Francisco de Amaguages had not made

lists

since 1775,

this time,

Ruiz

and the

may

friars

were leaving the Putumayo

onto the

good

not have actually visited them. Whether he did or

would not have changed

his overall impression or

concerning the future of the region.

Ruiz Report,

for

it

138.

Ibid.
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recommendations

He believed

that the region

was

rich in

cinnamon and many other

products. Bees wax, cacao, tobacco,
cotton, balsams, resins, and
natural goods that might be profitably
exploited.

He described

food supply provided by the great numbers
of animals,

even made mention of that ancient
all

those mountains."

To

fishes,

tropical

gums were all
the abundant

and

turtles.

He

attraction, gold, attesting to its
presence "in

deter the Portuguese,

who were the only people who

annually entered the lower Caqueta and lower
Putumayo "returning loaded

with

all

the

fruit...

that

is

produced

in those

unending

rivers

and mountains,"679

Ruiz recommended sending soldiers into the region.
They would provide the
Franciscans with protection from the "barbarous Indians,"
and a portion of the
tropical products extracted could

greed for

all

kinds of trinkets,

be used to gratify these same Indians "whose

tools,

knives and cloth

is

the

magnet which

will

subdue them."^

Ruiz returned to Santa Fe
year the Franciscans

made

written to the Viceroy of

Ruiz's observations. In

Ruiz Report,

their

at the

end of September 1783, and the following

own assessment of the missions in a

New Granada that,

fact, its

in

some ways, repeated some of

author. Padre Gutierrez,

133.

^ Ibid., 135.
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report

had

either read his

report or talked to Ruiz in Santa
re. '-"i GutierrP^
Fe
^ Q.r.-.r.;-.
a
^^utierrez, a
Spaniard

Franciscan

in

Popayan

u u .
who
had become a
.

had actually just returned from
the

in 1771,

final

expedition to bring missionaries from
Spain to the Colleges of Missions
of both

Popayan and Cali.- Reluctant
College

that

it

in

Popayan had

send someone

to

initially

undertake another costly expedition,
the

baulked

at the Franciscan hierarchy's
request

to collect the thirty missionaries

Granada the Crown would pay. According
Payanes (Popayan)

friars'

whose passage

to Luis Carlos Mantilla,

to

New

however, the

coolness toward getting more Spanish
missionaries

was

because they did not think "foreign" missionaries
were needed when they could
provide their own.^^ But

in 1779, the

College

in

Popayan did send Padre

Gutierrez as Comisario of the expedition to recruit thirty
missionaries from Spain.

Gutierrez mentioned that

Don

to his cntrada to the missions,

Sebastian Lopez Ruiz

and implied

communication with him. 1784 Report,

Zawadzky,

that

was in Santa Fe, referred
he had some kind of contact or

163.

Viajes Misioneros,

expediciones franciscams al

N. 151, 316. Luis Carlos Mantilla, las ultimas
Nuevo Reino de Granada (Episodios de criollismo

conventual o de rivalidad hispano-aiolla), (Bogota: Kelly, 1995), 48. According to
Mantilla, this last contingent of Spaniards had not been requested by the College
of Missions - not surprising

due to the less that spectacular results from the first
two groups - but were imposed by the hierarchy of the Franciscans in Spain, the
General Commissary of the Indies. By this time there was a College of Missions
in both Cali and Popayan.
Mantilla, Las ultimas expediciones, 50-51.

The

last

expedition had cost the

Payanes College 7000 pesos and only one Spaniard had remained

They estimated

that

it

cost 500 pesos to bring over from Spain

that totaled 15000 pesos for the

proposed contingent of

400

one

at the College.
friar,

a figure

thirty missionaries.

After almost five years in Spain,
Gutierrez

twenty-two Spaniards. Eleven were destined

Popayan.^ They arrived

in

of September of that year

was

Popayan

at the

for Cali

end of

Padre Gutierrez had served as a missionary
he was sent there as

make up

to

May

for

1784. Gutierrez's report

is

no evidence indicating
by

1784, he

visitador canonica in 1775

Apparently, the King would pay 2000 pesos of

and Popayan

and the other eleven

in the field

have had ample interaction with the missionaries

in Cali

to return with

written with the imminent entrance of
these

Spaniards into the missions in mind. While there

in the College since

was ready

who had

this

that

had resided

and would

served in the

amount, leaving the Colleges

the 13000-peso shortfall. Despite Mantilla's

claim that the Payanes friars did not want foreign friars since they
could provide
their own, this author has not seen any documents indicating
this view from the
Franciscans in Popayan, although

become muted by
«4

is

true the call for

more missionaries had

this time.

The eleven destined

Barrutia,

it

for

Popayan were

ten priests:

Antonio de San Pedro, Andres de

la

Geronimo Matanza, Vicente

Concepcion, Francisco Icasbalzeta,

Fermi'n Ibahez, Santiago Echevarn'a, Pedro Alcantara, Joseph Bem'tez; and one

Manuel Hermosilla. Mantilla, Las ultimas expediciones, 52.
While Gutierrez was in Spain, the King had actually promulgated a royal decree
{real cedula) which divided the mission region of the Caqueta, Putumayo, and the
Andaquies between the Colleges of Missions of Cali and Popayan. Cali was to
receive the towns of the Caqueta, Santa Man'a and San Francisco Solano.
lego:

Needless to say, the

friars of

Popayan objected vehemently,

especially since they

Putumayo. An example of one of the impractical
decisions of a monarch an ocean away, the division was never implemented, and
the Cali college was granted the Cunacuna missions of Panama, a region the

were pulling out

friars of

Santa Fe had abandoned. See

Tomo 25,
Caja 23,

of the

ff.

ff.

46-47;

1-50;

AGN,

ACC.

AGN,

Fondo: Reales Cedulas y Ordenes,
Fondo: Archivo Bernardo J. Caycedo Misiones, Tomo

Sig. 8238,

ff.

1-14;

and

1780-1789.
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AAP Legajo 573, Nos.

16, 17,

and

1,

22,

missions.

He clearly cared

in his assessment of

for the missionary

work

of the College and

was frank

it.

Padre Gutierrez plainly admitted the
"decadent state of the missions of
the infidels of Andaquies, Caqueta and
College."

activity

and

means

the

will

He was writing
zeal with

Putumayo put

to explain "the cause of this decadence,
despite the

which the College has incessantly

that can be taken to reestablish

ensue from them

manifested

in the

in the care of this

to the souls

few, "no

and

more than

tried to

promote them;

and increase them; and the

to the state." Their

eight,"

towns

that

profits that

decadent state was

had been founded over

the past thirty years since the College had been established in
Popayan. These,

he admitted, would not

last

long due to the "fickleness of the Indians, which

is

notorious, as well as the tendency they have to flee to their native woods,
and the
lack of any temporal help for the missionary to

He

lamented that even

them

for

after taking the Indians out of the forests

many years, and just when

civilization, they are left alone,

fruitful, lost." If the

missionary

left

and teaching

the missionaries believed "they had a

populous town, imbued with the principles of

some

impede them and contain them."

religion

and disposed

to accept

abandoned, and the work that they judged

the Indians alone, or tried to take

away

the

"plurality of wives" they have, they quickly disappeared, leaving the friar "in
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total helplessness"

there are

many

and "great want,"

if

they did not torch the town, "of
which

exampies/'^'^^

Gutierrez defended the dedication of the
College toward

its

work by

truthfully pointing out that they continued
to remit missionaries despite the

apparent fruitlessness of their work. (See Table
18) As further proof, he
indicated, as

many had done

before him, that the

received from the Crown, their sinodo or socorro,
to clothe principally the

women who go about

money

the missionaries

was used

for "linens

and

hayetas

completely naked, |and| for axes,

machetes, and other tools so that the Indians cultivate the land."
The
missionaries had no other

means

of subsistence except through the cultivations

of the Indians and whatever the "hunting and fishing of the

them

to maintain themselves."

same

infidels grant

Reaching back into the annals of the missions,

Gutierrez ended his defense of the Franciscans' work and zeal by citing the
sacrifice of their

recorded the

The
expounded

"5

very lives "that can be seen

many

in the

that died burned, pierced

documents

in

which are

by darts or of want."^^

rest of Gutierrez's report or, in effect, petition to the Viceroy,

his

view of

how

the missions could be saved and increased and

1784 Report, 160.

«»M784 Report,

161.
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why

the

Crown should support one

that the

of his

two plans of reform. These were
the same

Governor of Popayan had advanced:

region or "to form

many

either to send soldiers into
the

colonies using people from the
provinces of Timana and

Neiva, due to their proximity to the
missions." Gutierrez favored the
second
plan.

Although

soldiers,

for

decades the Franciscans had asked

and Gutierrez knew they had been used

the Orinoco, Maracaibo and in

without inconveniences."

some

Many

of

New

soldiers

Nor was
"surmountable"

if

weapons

to

colonists

(made up

Spain/' the use of soldiers

and

is

to edify (the Indians)."""^

scheme without problems, but

these

defend themselves "in case of invasion." According

"many poor

were

not generally

would be

each family was given some land, tools to cultivate

of the

was "not

their salaries

conduct of soldiers

to catechize

the colonization

"in the missions of the llanos of

were required and

costly; as well, "in regard to morality, the

spoken of as the most suitable

for the protection of

families of these

it,

and

to Gutierrez, the

two provinces") would

enter "the interior" with the Franciscans "and serve them, not just as protectors,

but as helpers to civilize the Indians with their dealings and trade." The greatest

problem with the two plans, however, was

^n784

Report, 161-162.
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that the Franciscans

had neither the

means

to

supply the

do not want

soldiers,

Firstly,

benefits" (utiUdades temporales) of
either

they

would "impede

missions and take the abundant

and disrespect

many

to the

it

in the past.

common in
of Popayan,

diestros)

which the Franciscans had
in

1773 and which Padre

also believed that gold mining

But

it is

the area, nor had

clear

it

by

his

had

remarks that

been for some time.

Don Marcelino Mosquera, planned

a future in the region,

this activity

He mentioned

And he argued

"underworked" slave gangs from

1784 Report, 162.
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that

the

was not
that a resident

to send his black miners {negros

with the missionaries to learn which rivers contained gold

their

Amaya

which the exploitation of "white wax" alone would

zone, but had not done so yet.

send

enter these

them through extortion of the Indians

Governor of Popayan

tropical products, of

had

who

scheme were

recently protested from San Diego. Gutierrez, like
Ruiz, mentioned the

pay handsomely. He
as

fruits of

the Portuguese

for the religious," a practice

complained about

had more

families, in case they

to voluntarily enter'' the region.^^

The "temporal
numerous.

nor the authority "to compel

in the

mission

many wealthy Payanes

Choco

to the region,

could

but they

did not dare because they feared
the hostility of the Indians.
This fear would
disappear with colonies he suggested.^^^

Gutierrez ended his report by stating
that the remote land of the
missions

could become useful for the state instead
of being a continual expense.
Although
the missionaries did not repudiate
their work, despite the missions'
poor state

and the

possibility of

threat to their lives

it

dying violently or from want, they could
refuse because the

was "repugnant

difficult for the superiors of the

to natural law."

College to send their

and the newly arrived Spanish Franciscans could
the missions

if

lives.^^ In a

few

heeded

friars into the missions;

refuse, "with reason," to enter

they were not provided with the needed protection
of their
years, Gutierrez

his requests. But the

would

would be wishing

Crown

stationed in the missions for the

Franciscans

The dangers involved made

that the

Crown had

not

did and soldiers would be permanently

first

time in 1786. Within four years, the

abandon the missions.

practically

Spaniards, Soldiers and the End of the Missions, 1785-1790

Even without
soon

after arriving in

689

1784 Report, 163.

690

1784 Report, 164.

soldiers,

Spanish

Popayan

at the

friars

end of
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began entering the mission

May

1784, perhaps even

field

by the end

of that year.- (See Table
18)

However, just as had occurred
with the two

previous groups of Spar^sh Franciscans,
their incorporation into
the College or
the missions

was not

a

smooth one. As before, only a portion

actually served in the missions.

had arrived
year

in

missions

1785.^^2

when he

Only

late 1785,

Popayan had entered; two or

they served at

if

By

five

all.

of the Spaniards

seven or eight of the eleven

three of these

who

would be out within

a

Padre Manuel Lanza, the original
President of the

entered, died within his

first

year, probably

around June

Spaniards served for a significant amount
of time. (See Table

18)

Padres Vizente Barrutia and Josef Benitez began
and ended
missionary careers

far less quietly

their

than the others. Barrutia and Benitez, along

with Father Pedro Alcantara, caused problems for the
College that led
Barrutia's

temporary imprisonment. According

complained about

how

at least to

to Mantilla, these Franciscans

the missions were being run, accused the President of the

missions of "bad government" and objected to the presence of secular
people in

Mantilla, Las ultimas expediciones, 56;

had entered and so had received
«92

ACC.

Sig. 5920, f.lO.

ACC.

Sig.

5920 indicates that four priests

half of their sinodo in advance.

The Spanish missionaries

that did serve in the missions

were Padre Lanza (briefly before his death). Padre Geronimo Matanza (he
became the new President of the missions). Padre Francisco Ycabalzeta, Padre
Santiago Echevarria, and Brother Manuel de Hermosilla. Padres Vizente
Barrutia

and Josef Benitez probably entered very
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briefly,

if

at

all.

the missions,

"who

entered only to seduce the Indians with
their

illicit

trade."

This created a "lack of interior peace" in
the missions.^''^ ^hji^ ^^^^^

been some truth to these accusations,

their

Rosario, the Guardian of the College, with

served

in

the missions before they

complaints were rejected by Padre

some

reason. These priests

had abandoned

President of the missions at that time

^^^^

had barely

them.^^^ Moreover, the

was Padre Geronimo Matanza, one

of their

fellow Spaniards, a fact that diminishes the
creole/peninsular rivalry that
Mantilla stresses as accounting for problems at the
College.^^^

Among

the

offenses, outside of disobedience that these three
Spaniards perpetrated,

was a

contentious election at the College in 1785.^^^

69.1

Mantilla, Las ultimas expediciones, 58,

694

Having entered either in late 1785 or early 1786, they had already abandoned
them before the end of April 1786. While it seems all three priests had at least

briefly entered the mission, there is

entrance. See

ACC.

Sig. 9274,

ff.

no

certification verifying Alcantara's

1-4.

Mantilla, Las ultimas expediciones, 56-58. Mantilla states that

Spanish troublemakers "did not
correct.

Barrutia

(experience) the missions."

and Benitez were supposed

after the "certification" of

appeared on any other

certification since they

December

certifications.

missions for six months or

seems

know

less,

two

22, 1785.
If

to enter the missions

However,

their

of the three

He might
sometime

names never

one or both of them had been

in the

they would not have appeared on the next

had already been paid

for six

months

in

advance.

It

certain that Father Pedro Alcantara never entered the missions. See

Sig. 5920,

ff.

be

ACC.

12-13.

Mantilla quite rightly points out that the documentation does not allow the

Spaniards' side of the controversy to be completely explored.
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It

seems they

IVspile Iho

cind 1786

S.W

SC.UUI..IS

,lH.

...

C cliche

. signifiou,! .nlinx

w.,s

ino-e.,,se i„

p.iicl l(,r

(heir

simuhs

...ul

u.ulinj; .uu\ n,issic,n.,ries

f

mission towns,

In

lollowing ye.u s.iw

shorl lived

Senorj de

de

llie

l..s

178^

Ihc S.Mni.uds, 1785

.

r.nkv inlo

W.lh every „ew iT.ncise.u, .nore
roycl
,ocorrn. (Sec Tiibk. 2

..Mowed

S.u, Mij>,,u>l

O.u i.is del

Coneepcion del

l.i

seme ol

)

1

Tlu.

.sij.,nific .,nt

(cr the e,s|.,l>|,slnne..( ol

new

Ihe.n lo serve Ihe And.u.nies .uul the
indij>,enot.s j>ronps of

.11 ol

IIk. C\u,nel.', dr..in.,j>e

Nueslr.i Senor.,

l>y

missionnrios, both Spanish .uul

theCu,tu.|.', .uul A,ul.,.,ui.s .nissions.

money

cuusod

(owns

de Pnieunli was lou.uled, the

ol S.in

Joseph de

C^.gu.ui esl.,bli.slu.d.

C)Uy,u../,..

windi ..ppe.ued,

los C .uielos .uul

In 1787,

.uul,

w..s Nueslra

i(

,|nu-kly,

..s

dis.»pp(Mred. (See Tables 19 .uid 20)

The increase

st.pporlinj',

ol llie

number

ol mission.iries .uul Iheroy.il luiuls

Ihem was snpplemenled by Ihe

the missions.

In

May

ol 1786,

lirsi

ever csco/Zm ol soldiers gr.uiled lo

Iwenly lour soldiers were .issembleil

nnder Ihe

comm.md

sonu'how

tried lo ilivide Ihe C^)llej',e ilurinj; Ihe elec lion ol Ihe

of

\\)c

(\)m\<^ithr de los tiutiinilcs,

Don

perh.tps supporlinj; one ol the newly arrivetl Sp.uiiards
nllmialivu.

I

lowever, T.ulre

(

inlierre/,

reeruiteil IheSp.uiish tnission.iries

it)

.)

I'op.iy.ui lor altnosi lilteen years, w.is elec

them.

I

insisted
p.iiil

le

leil,

pl.ue, but

(

lu.inli.in in 1785,

in keepiti)',

who

Neiva

Thorn. IS

Jorj',e

Sp.uii.wcl himself .uul Ihe

tlu> lirsi

in

h.id

.uul lu» ele.irly h.ul

with Ihe

one who

been

no

h.ul

in

p.itit>nee lor

w.uited lo punish Ihem lor their disobedience, but the Real AuiUcncia

Ih.il

Iheir compl.iinis h.ul lo

Iheir sinodos.

be considered since

M.uitill.i, l.us iiHitiias rxfinliciom's, 58.

it

w.is

IheCVown

that

Hermida. They would wait there
job

was

to "learn

for

two mor,ths

for their materiel. Part of
their

about the conduct of the Blacks, mulattos
or whoever

else lived

in those regions."^^^

At
soldiers.

list"

first

most of the Franciscans seemed

The Viceroy had ordered

to appreciate the presence of the

that as part of the yearly report or
"resident

the friars submitted to receive their
socorro. they were to inform the
royal

officials if their three

assigned soldiers per town had been present
and had

fulfilled their obligations. In 1787, the
first

towns

that

year of such reporting, four of the five

mentioned soldiers indicated that they had indeed been
present and

carried out their duties. Spanish missionary Padre

Santa Barbara de

June 1787

Bodoquera even added that

to force the return of

hideaways
soldiers

la

six soldiers

Logically,

it

in

had "helped" him

some Indians who had gone back

in the forest in January.

would make

Geronimo de Matanza

would seem

in

to their

that the presence of

the task of controlling the mission residents easier.

However, problems were already

starting,

even

in 1787. Creole priest

Miguel

Alcantara and Spanish brother Manuel de Hermosilla of the town of San Miguel

de Puicuinti complained that

ACC.

Sig. 7875,

ff.

5-26.

their three soldiers

The

initial

reales for their military supplies

salary of the soldiers

and the

had not served continuously.

cost of the troop of soldiers

and 2253 pesos 6

Corregidor.

The

reales for the

two-months

salary of the soldiers

per month and the cost of their gun, powder, shot and a machete.
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was 215 pesos 6
was

10 pesos

lw„ bein, abscn,
nalhcr

Ok- lin.eor .hcir a,,o„,

.„

i„ service of ,he missi,,,.
no,- of ,Ih.

.,,,,1

,hey

,h,.,

done

no,l,in,„

KinK.-. TlK-se con.nl.unls would

incronsc over lime.

Hy the 1789
Conception de

two

I

reports, c»Hy

l.u.mea, friar

llu.

missionary of ,ho newly founded
(own of

Marcos

del Hspinlu Sanlo Calderon,
cerlified that

soldiers "had persevered conslanlly
,n Ihe personal assistance
of this town,

and had completed
towns

town

failhlnlly

and laudably

listed either o.ie soldier, no.ie at

for only a short period of

of La Concepcion de

I

luamea

all,

their obligation."

or soldiers

The other

who were

present

six

in

the

time.- The next year, the two new
.missionaries

0,1

the C

performance of the one new soldier

aguan

that

Kiver,

were

satisfied with the

accompanied them. But the other

missionaries were not, as their soldiers were often
not performing, their duties

even worse, cncour.iging the Indians

signs ol real trouble

l-arly

June

l.a

2,

ol the

1790,

to defy the missionaries.

the missio.is liegan with

by Spanish missionary Santiago

College explaining

the .soldiers

in

were

how

in his

Sig. 6006,

ff.

1-14,

ACC.

Sig. 7105,

ff.

1

l-chevarria.

mission town

inciting the Indians to rebel.

ACC

or,

22.
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ol

1

.1

le

letter

written on

wrote the Ciuardi. 11^

San jo.seph de

los C\nielos

In April, three Indians,

who had

just returned

that they

from La Ceja having gone

would "not do anything

to get a soldier, explained
to

in the

Town

without being paid

Echevarna

first/'

despite

the fact that the priest had
"divided half h.s smodo for them,
providing them with
clothes

and

necessities."

and the other things they need, even
depriving himself of

tools

On May

21,

"Montarazes" (wild, untamed) Indians
arrived

at

Los

Canelos, having fled a year and a half
before, with an order from the
corrcgidor
that the residents of the

that the corrcgidor

town should

would then

get

kill

them

Echevarna or

flee into the

a secular priest. This

woods and

message had been

apparently sent to the other mission towns as
well. Echevarna, fearful for his
life,

escaped

in a

canoe and made his

way

Oteguaza River from which he wrote the

On June

16, Creole

missionary

Gutierrez from San Geronimo de
of our missions."

the

new

first

He mentioned

Conegidor,

ACC.

f.

letter.^™

Tomas Carrejo wrote

the ex-Guardian Padre

Bodoquerita informing him of the

The Governor

Don Hermida, who was

Sig. 9388,

San Antonio de Padua on the

"fatal state

the experience of Padre Echevarna and blamed

Corregidor Diego Martinez.

Franciscans. Echevarna

700

la

to

had requested

far

of Neiva had replaced the

more favorable

in the

a replacement soldier for

1

412

eyes of the

one

that

had

left

Bodoquerito, bu, after two months
he

was still without

one, and so he had been

unable lo say mass for lack of help/"'

Padre Gutierrez wrote from La
Ceja soon thereafter
missionary Padre Juan Azos,

added important

now

residing in the College in
Popayan. Gutierrez

details to the unfolding conflicts
in the missions.

the Governor of Neiva,

Vazquez Gutierrez

corregidor, for the troubles in the
missions.

Hermida "helped us much... but
thieves,

and drunks... they took

for a

their

own

Rivera,

few lashings

that

who

He stated

his conegimcnfo

proven anything formally against him

known good

to "retired"

He blamed

appointed the

that Corrcgidor

that

new

Don

he gave to the unruly,

from him without having

makes him unworthy of

his well-

conduct." Far from helping the Franciscans
maintain order and

authority, the

new

corrcgidor replaced the Indian governors
obedient to

the Franciscans in La Ceja with "two unruly ones,
the old

man Paguache and

Antonio Anturi." He complained

from outside La Ceja

was

sold with impunity and that the soldiers "do not reprimand
any Indian,

even when they are told by the

701

that aguardiente alcohol

ACC

Sig. 9389,

f.

priests that he has not attended

1

413

mass or

lives in a

bad state/'» Gutierrez was
afraid that ,he „,issions
were
their

demise would be blamed on the

By August
that date the

and two

3,

1

790, the collapse of the missions

According

and .hat

friars.

Andaquies of Bodoquerita

soldiers.

in dire strai.s

had begun

fled the mission, leaving

to the enquiry carried
out

On

in earnest.

Padre Carrejo

by Corregtdor Diego

Martinez, Carrejo terrorized the
inhabitants, threatened to whip
them and

burned

down

eight houses of those

who

eventually led the fiscal of Santa Fe to
that another missionary replace

But by

November

to replace Carrejo; they

good

reason.

destroyed by

On
its

were

October

Sig. 9390,

in

ff. 1 -2.

que no ha cumplido con
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ACC.

and demand

to rebuild the town.^oa

all in

23,

La Ceja, scared for their very lives and for

Nuestra Senora de

las

town on

the

".

Gracias del Caguan

f.

River, La

was

Concepcion de

del Espiritu Santo Calderon

..nose reprehende a ningun India aunque

la Yglesia,

le

digan

los

6 que vive en mal estado." Gutierrez's letter to

23, 1790.

Sig. 9399, ff 1-21.

Sig. 9396,

Caguan

November, Padre Marcos

Azos was written on June
'"'ACC.

the removal of Carrejo

inhabitants, causing the flight of Padre Francisco
Pugnet.^"^ This

Haumea, and indeed,

ACC.

call for

of that year, there were no Franciscans
ready or willing

rebellion threatened the other

-

him

disobeyed him. This investigation

1.
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PP.

was violently

by the "Indians

killed

of the

Caguan River."- gan Josef de los

Canelos had already been abandoned,
and Bodoquerita was also
deserted.

Only San Francisco Solano, San Miguel
de Puicunti and San Antonio
de
,

Padua remained, the

first

two on

the Caqueta

and the

last

on the Oteguaza

River.

Spanish Brother Manuel Hermosilla had
apparently been poisoned in San

Miguel de Puicunti
Matanza.

earlier in 1790

He abandoned

the

and was replaced by Padre Geronimo
de

town when

Padre Pugnet in San Francisco Solano.

Huaques

of San Antonio de

Padua

a plan for his

It

Huaques abandoned

to kill their missionary.

effectively

abandoned by the

Two clergy had been

town

little

1790, the missions of the

Putumayo had been deserted by

were

Padre Miguel de

by

little

and he

left

Andaquies and Caqueta

and

College of Missions of Popayan.

five others

had gathered

in

La Ceja

expressing their reluctance to return unless there were given assurances of

Sig. 6297,

ff.

1-16.

ACC.

Sig. 9396,

ff.

1-3.

as

the Franciscans for a few years already)

friars of the

recenfly killed,

ACC.

to

the town.^°^

By the end of November
(the

murder became known

seems that there were no plans by the

Alcantara; however, they had been fleeing the
the last

la

415

controlling the Indians.- Tl.e
soldiers that the Franciscans
to help

them do just

that

had been a

had often requested

disaster for their missionary

work

in only

four short years. Rather than increasing
their never great authority
over the
different indigenous

more

groups of the region, the soldiers helped

The

five Franciscans in

La Ceja

who

wrote to

their

Joaquin de Santa Maria Duenas, were Padres Miguel de
la

an even

fluid frontier region.

Ibid.

de

to create

la

Guardian, Fray Josef
Alcantara,

Geronimo

Matanza, Santiago de Echevarn'a, Francisco Pugnet, and Brother Lorenzo

Gironza.
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CHAPTER

8

CONCLUSION
Beginning

Quito

until 1753

in earnest in 1693, the friars
of Saint Francis

journeyed from

and then from Popayan over Andean
mountains

piedmont and upper Amazonian

forests of the

into the

Putumayo and Caqueta

river

systems. For a century they endeavoured
to proselytize the various
indigenous

peoples of that region - mostly western
Tukanoan speakers but others as well.

These groups had already experienced

by devastating

societal dislocations

diseases, enslavement or encomienda
labour

with a gold-mining frontier that had shifted

Choco) by the time the Franciscans began
Already

in transition

and changes caused

and abuses associated

to the Pacific side of the

their

Andes

(the

work.

from more complex

societies,

archaeological studies, the indigens of the region
were far

according to recent

more interested

in the

metal tools and other goods the missionaries had to
offer them than their

message of conversion. Pre-Columbian

intra-

and

inter-regional trade

networks

and associations between Native American groups of the Andes, montana
and

the

lowlands, while certainly affected by European intrusion and
participation,

continued to exist and the Franciscans entered these as participants, not
dominators. In

especially

when

fact, their

finding

it

position on this upper

difficult to

Amazon

frontier

supply trade goods to
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was tenuous,

their neophytes,

and

It

al„u,s,...„„Mo.u,nKl„U72lwlK.n.u,.M,.,.,,
I...,

missioiKu

cM.,l>l,.slu.l llu.,

nnssioM lowns Ihey spouMuvJ .lien
slru,,!,.!

nunn

ivoples

in (lu.n

s<,nrcv ol lu.uls)

move

l(,

lunchn^.. ,Mol>UMns

..|

Popayan whid,

UM.venl and au usat.ous

s.)ldiers h,r proleelion

whu h

finetnated.

and

ai

a

lm>uj.|.l

on

The

lou.ul

w.ll. Ih.

(

diHicul. ,o keep

rown

ol n,isM,aua^.,emenl

U>

add

a level

[u>in^;

c,l

eosls ol const rueliu^;

The

(riars also lac

inhnndahon aud

(Ih.ir

nature

ked

nc-w

tlu>

use of

loree l,eyond

lh.,|

Th<> results of their elforls varied
with

shortlived and having transient populali.>ns
wh.le

lor several <lcvades, althou^'.h their
resident

lluid

i(

The

ol the

missions had nuu h to

di»

groups often

with Ind.au a^/'iu y

town's relative "success" could depend on an individual
missionary's

lions

and

initiative rather than the

With the move

to I'opayan

mission system as a whole.

.md the development of

mission Irontier throujih the Antlai|ui town
slowly shifted their activities

region.

assouated

added

llu.

they dared impose themselves

lew l(,wns existed

...ul llu-y

presence.

various li.nes caused supply
dillia.lli.s, as did lluMr

aud

many "mission towns"
a

,„„

iivs.

H"l Iho iT.uu isc.w.s rvlurnccl
..nd re

''•«»iv<"

„r

This transition

tlu> friars

away from

was complete

were granted an

I'sivltii

l)y

ol l-a

a

Ceja alter

new road
r/'/>,

inli)

the

the I'ranciscans

the I'utumayo to the uppt>r Cat|ueta

the

mid

l/HO.s,

ahoul the .same lime

of soUliers to protect them

•1IH

in their

work

of

that

conversion. In 1790, shortly after
the establishment of an
Indios,

and

a corregidor

erupted

in the

soldiers

and two

who commanded

the soldiers, violence once
again

assistants.

the Caqueta and Andaquies,
while not ceasing

were permanently disabled by the events
of

post-mortem,

correpmie.,o ie

missions resulting in the death of
at least two Franciscans, two

The Franciscan missions of
entirely,

official

in

1790, never to recover.

The

the form of reports and examinations
of witnesses carried out by

the friars, does, nevertheless, shed
considerable light on the structure and

functioning of the missions

in the years,

occurrences of that year. As

in

if

not decades, preceding the calamitous

most of this study, we are limited by

documentation produced by the Franciscan Order

itself,

which

reflects a biased

view. With this in mind, however, an examination
of the Franciscans' story
still

is

instructive.

The most illuminating document explaining what happened
and why
long report written by Fray Fermin Ibanez, one of the
Spanish missionaries
arrived in 1784 and had served in the missions but

during

m07^^

His report

is

was not

IS
i

a

who

present in them

part history of the Franciscans' efforts, part

Padre Ibanez had entered the mission territory, serving at the escala of La Ceja,
from late 1785 or early 1786 to at least late 1787, probably even later. Sometime
before

May

1789 he had returned to Popayan, from where he was again sent to
La Ceja to try to help with and investigate the situation in December 1790. See

ACC.

Sigs. 5962, 6006, 7105,

and 6297. His report
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to the Real Audiencia of

Santa Fe

jusHfication

and
this

and vindication of them, and
part blaming

certain civilians of

study

is

Neiva for what transpired.
What

tl,e civil

is

authorities

of greatest interest for

the picture Ibanez paints
concerning "trade" in the region
that

included the missions. Trade
a

of

is

mentioned

key aspect of Franciscan, Spaniard

in several parts of the
report

(secular/civilian)

and

it is

and indigenous

relationships.

At the beginning of his

and

informe. Ibanez listed the

after the arrival of the 24
soldiers in 1786.

Putumayo had been

"left"

towns

He admitted

that existed before

that the three

on the

and were the most "decadent." They
were "almost

impossible to repair due to the great
distance of their locations, and for
the
dealings

(trato) that

seduced and made insubordinate those
(mission) Indians

with those of Pasto."- Although he
does not mention
to

be a reference to the continuing

Putumayo and

Pasto.

"illegal" trade that

Some of the Guaques

of La

la

was

Concepcion (1787) and

later (1789)

explicitly, this

appears

occurred between the

Concepdon moved with

Franciscans to the Oteguaza River to help
found the

de

it

new town of Nuestra

were found on the town

list

the

Senora

of San

m response to a request from the Audiencia for such a report made on March

was written on April 30, 1791 in Santa Fe as Ibanez was clearly on
a
"mission" of "damage control" with regards to the College's
relationship with
14, 1791. It

the Viceregal government.
709

ACC.

Sig. 9391,

f.

It is

found

in

ACC.
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Sig. 9391,

ff.

1-10.

Antonio de Padua (de Oteguaza).Senora de

las Gracias del

populated by

stated that in La

new

in

the former

and Huaques

Caguan "was collected through

and inconveniences

all

towns. El Caguan (or
Nuestra

Caguan) and La Concepcion
de Haumea were newly

Tan,as

infieles,

TT,e other

in the latter.

Ibanez

the efforts of indescribable

the rest of the Tl,ama
Nation

who had remained

Tlne fact that at that time
(1786-1787) they "enjoyed" the
help of soldiers

have played a role

in

the type of "efforts" they
could

Native Americans into these towns,
but
soldiers' presence

was seen

it

is

employ

work

(there)."

may

to bring these

clear that in the long run
the

as inefficacious.

While describing the work of the
Franciscans since
arrived in Popayan, Ibanez
recounted

how

1

753,

when

they had

they had worked diligently

among

various nations and that

after (the

towns) were well established, when
the missionaries
thought they would begin to collect the
fruit of the Divine

the inhabitants deserted

them due

characteristic of the Indians,

who

to their fickleness,

Word,
which is so'

after they are supplied of all

that appears necessary to them, they
looked for a pretext to

These

may

be the same towns with different names; they
were certainly both
on the Oteguaza River. Four, possibly five, men
appear on the 1780 padron of La
Concepcion (Putumayo) and then on the 1787 padron of
Nuestra Seiiora de la

Concepcion de Oteguaza (Caqueta). By 1789, while several
names from this new
town appear on the padron of San Antonio de Padua, the
Macaguajes (who may
or may not have transferred from La Concepcion on
the Putumayo) had fled and
25 out of the 78 inhabitants of San Antonio were "new" infieles. See
ACC Sigs
6006, 7105.
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abandone and desert their Towns,
despite the pleas and persuasion
of the missionary, and this is
good to escape from, because the
most
common
is

down
And

so,

to plot the

the houses, to

death of the missionary, or

make

it

although there were eight towns

Ibanez, by

November

impossible, by

at the

all

at least

burn

means, to return.'"

beginning of 1790, according

to

there remained only three - San
Antonio (de Padua), (San

Miguel de) Puicunti, and San Francisco
Solano - beside the
other towns - "Bodoquerita, Canelos,
Caguan and

escala of

La Ceja. The

Ahumea (Haumea)" - had

been destroyed and abandoned/'^

Despite these disasters, Ibanez was careful
to point out that

six of the eight

towns had churches, with only Haumea and
Bodoquerita lacking them. He
noted, however, that this

and

was due

to the fact that there

that the residents first "establish

and maintain themselves."

subsist

and make

In fact, "the

their

were so few inhabitants

gardens so that they can

method which

ail

the

missionaries observed (was) while the Indians established
their fields the
missionaries are reduced to live very uncomfortably, with misery
and scarcity, in

some hut

ACC.

moved

(rancho)."

Sig. 9391,

f.

One

2.

of the missionaries

Ibanez

made

reference to

many

few

Ibanez refers to La Concepcion de

Haumea

as the

name is unknown and it appears in
(Huamea, Haumea, and Ahumea) in the documents, will
I

town

of

who had

years.

Since the origin of this

as the

in

of the towns that had

or were abandoned since 1753 and to the several missionaries

lost their lives, especially in the past

Ibid.

had even spent "two seasons"

Haumea.
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town

of

"Ahumea."

various forms

continue to refer to

it

some

small Indian huts" with his
"poor bed" barely a yard from
the

"fire."

After the Indians had established
their gardens, the missionary
worked

"equall/' with them to build the
churches.-3 While Ibaf^ez
that the Franciscans

were carrying out

towns, the manner in which

had taken care of
control

their

this

their

was done,

was

trying to prove

duty by building churches
that

own subsistence needs,

is,

is

in the

after the native inhabitants

certainly admitting a lack of

by the missionaries over the neophytes.

Father Ibafiez then recounted that the
missionaries were not allowed to
leave the missions (they had to be in the
missions to receive their sinodo or socorro

from the Crown), and
the

symptoms

that

soldiers

to the climate

and "sickness" (he

clearly describes

of malaria) of the region, the missionaries
suffered greatly.

quickly pointed out that

few

due

remained

it

was due

in the

He

to the unhealthy nature of the area that so

missions for an entire

year.^^^

ibanez also described

the regimen of the missions in each town, indicating that
the missionaries were

indeed instructing their charges
pointed out that those

in the

way

who were Christians, had

religious instruction in Spanish, but that

713

714

of the Catholic faith. Interestingly, he

Ibid.,

f.

Ibid.

He then went on

on

feast

respond during their

days the missionary gave moral

3.

to describe

many

different missionaries

in the missions for years at a time, usually either

when

to

absolutely necessary.
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who had stayed

dying there or leaving only

instruction (sermons) in their

own language

evidence that the missionaries were

still

"or through an interpreter."
This

not being trained in native
languages

before they entered to serve in the
missions.- This

inadequacy of the

friars

is

was an important

and, according to Zawadzky,
played a significant role in

the failure of these missions.^^^

It

certainly did not help them.

Ibanez was clearly working up to one
of the main purposes of his
report,
that of defending the Franciscans
against criticism leveled against

Spanish

officials, especially

the

the Franciscans of falsifying the

them

new

Corregidor,

number

Don Diego

of towns

Martinez.

He accused

and missionaries working

since his visita of 1790 indicated far
fewer of

^•Mbid.,

them by

them than the 1788 report

in

of

f.4.

Zawadzky

correctly points out that there

no proof that the Franciscans
"excelled in ethnology and linguistics," or that they
produced any grammars or
dictionaries of the languages they encountered in the
missions. The Spanish
friars had no previous language training, evidenced
by how quickly some
entered the missions upon arrival, and this lack of preparation could
not have

made

their task

missionary.

is

an easy one, although they were often paired with a veteran

Zawadzky continues

that the missionaries' difficulty with

communicating with the Indians played a role in the friars' doubting the natives'
"rationality," and their using corporal punishment, and in eventually leading
the
Indians to relationships with secular traders ("smugglers") which would often
result in the burning of the towns and even the murdering of the missionaries.

See Zawadzky, 165-167.
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the Franciscans which had a total
of 822 Indians in the various
towns.- Ibanez

did not deny that there had been a
huge decrease in numbers due to the
difficulties of

1790 he had already described. The corregidor
did not find the

towns of 1788 because by 1790, they "already
did not

exist" as a result of the

events of that year.

In fact, the Franciscans placed the

civilians

either

from Neiva, Martinez

worked

were trying

most interested

this

and the

soldiers

they believed

were just negligent

from Neiva, from which the

move in on

who

escolta

the Franciscans' turf.

on the

in their

were largely

And what

they were

trading with the Indians of the missions and the

Ceja.

Felipe Gutierrez

perhaps "smuggler"

ACC.

to

was

in

Andaquies of La

Don

in particular,

for these events squarely

for the interests of these people or

duties. Basically, civilians

recruited,

blame

Sig. 9391,

f.4.

author did not

was one

in the region,

This

find.

of these "enemies."

He was a trader or

and he had complained "that the missionaries

number

is

of interest since

it is

the 1788 padrones that

This meant that in total there had been an increase of 36

indigenous people counted

in the various

unreasonable difference.

seems

It

towns since the previous

that Corregidor Martinez did not

year, not an

have access to

the 1789 padrones which already indicated a drop to 642 inhabitants of the towns

under Franciscan jurisdiciton. See ACC.

Sig. 7105.
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impeded him from commurUcation
this accusation

going so

far as to

give Civilization (to the
Indians),

ar,d trade

with the Indians."™
n,afiez denied

say that "the missionaries
do not and can not
it

precisely

depends on the

communication and commerce of
some people, with
until the missionaries
learned of the "fatal

(Gutierrez)

had inspired against the

trade,

others..."

He stated

and most perverse influences

friars,"

that

that

he

they had allowed him to
enter the

missions

with consent and approval,
...even after the escolta was
established. And if he had
contained within

reasonable limits of
trade and communication the
advancement of his interests and that
equally the Indians stay supplied
with what they need never
would he have encountered, nor anyone
else, any repugnance from
the missionaries.

These

"fatal

and most perverse influences" allude

Franciscans leveled against

Don

Gutierrez,

Don

to the accusations the

Francisco Vasquez and Luis de

Ribera for the "disturbance that those
three caused in the mission" accusations

Zawadzky

refers to the civilians with

''contrabandistas"

whom

the Franciscans

had trouble as
or smugglers, but he does not mention
any names and he might

be referring to the long history of prohibited
trade along the Putumayo through
Pasto. This "trade" has been discussed in
this shidy, and was one that
the

Franciscans themselves had been involved.
However, by the mid-1 780s, the
friars had abandoned the Putumayo and
there is no mention of "contraband
trade" per se in the documents via the upper
Caqueta through La Ceja.
Nevertheless, as discussed below, Don Gutierrez is
exiled

interferring in the missions

Zawadzky,
719

ACC.

due

to his trading relations with the Indians.

167.

Sig. 9391,

f.

from the area

4.
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for

as serious as paying a

Tama

to

kill

town of Haumea.- Regardless of
plot, the three

house

to

in the

their culpability in this
unfulfilled alleged

did apparently continue to
pursue their interests in the mission

territory of the Franciscans.

his

Padre Pugnet and Brother
Gironza

Vasquez apparently was trying

Caguan, Gutierrez "had entered
once or twice

to

open

in to the

a road

from

montana to

trade with the Indians," and
Ribera, "as dealer of the state
liquor store iestanco de
Aguardiente), he has established
this liquor in the

and

is

town of La Ceja since

1790,

...

often in that town."72i

The events of 1790 had lasting ramifications
for the Franciscans and
presence, or more precisely, their
absence from the

their

missions. Part of the

aftermath was a concerted effort of the
Franciscans to defend their performance
in their missions and to accuse
the three civilians named above
who they argued
were trying to remove them from the area in
order to take over the trade and
control" of the Indians of the region.
The accusations

of conspiring to remove
the Franciscans through murder, albeit
by the hand of the mission Indians, in this
case the Tamas of Haumea, are most
evident in an interrogatorio or examination
of various witnesses concerning the
actions of the three civilians and their

involvement

in the events of 1790.

The Franciscans questioned four witnesses,
all residents of Timana, not Neiva,
on October 16 and 17, 1793. They, not
surprisingly defended the conduct of the
missionaries, and swore that Don
Francsico Vasquez had been fined 200 pesos and
Don Felipe Gutierrez and Luis
de Rivera had been exiled from the jurisdiction of the
missions for
the

disturbances they had caused there. These punishments
had been made by the
Viceroy Don Francisco Gil y Lemus. His successor.
Viceroy Don Josef de
Espeleta, however,

had relieved them of their punishments but gave them a
"serious warning, that they were not to cause new
anxieties, not even involve
themselves in the

affairs of the missions."

However,

this

they did not heed,

according to the witnesses. The interrogation of these witnesses
8880,

721

ff.

ACC.

1-15.

Sig. 8880,

f.

6-7.
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is

in

ACC

Sie

This, of course,

since La Ceja

remember

was

that

was

of great concern to the

really their last stronghold.

La Ceja was not the

friars,

It is

tierra abajo

especially after 1790,

important, however, to

or "montana" (forests) where
the

majority of their Franciscan missions
had been located. La Ceja

was an Andaki

(Andaqui) town over which the Franciscans
had doctrina rights and supposed
control.

was

As previously

The "trade"

limited.

the friars' escala

and

discussed, their real control over this

and

it

in the

was

carriers (similar to the

facilitated

by the Andaquies who acted

Sibundoys

Padre Ibanez,

or the Andakfs

missions was connected to La Ceja, since

for the

Putumayan

exchange of goods with indigens of the lowland

In fact.

town

forests,

The

however, was

different.

work, gave a

fascinating description of the "trade" of the
mission territory and
really out of the control of either the
missionaries or civilians.

was

as paid guides

missions).

in his defense of the Franciscans'

it

how

it

was

His descriptions of

the exchange of goods and services are inextricably
linked to the idea of

"submission" or control the

friars

so desperately sought. "In as

(the Indians) love or are subordinated to the Franciscans,
or

they are insubordinate with them, and

hate," Ibafiez

had

if

they look

if

much

as

if

on the contrary,

upon them with aversion and

this to say:

That while the missionary has that
machete, the knife, the

flint

and

428

to give

steel,

they

them - the

axe, the

the beads, the bells, the

mirror, the scissors, the linen, the
vest - there is nothing more
loveable for the Indian than the
religious, then all is submission

and courtesy

(obsequio)

and

it

seems

that they only think,

and put

their attention in guessing his
(the friar's) thoughts; but as
soon
as the thmgs that are needed by
the missionary with which to
gratify them run out, then the
submission, the respect, the courtesy
all ends also; and all is
desplesencia,
all

annoyance (enfado),
dissatisfaction (desagrado\ and even
contempt (desprecio);
once, nothing else

is

heard

at

in their

frequent conversations and
meetings that to complain against the Padre
that they work too

much and he

gives them nothing, that he

and the Padre

is

bad-tempered

(Bravo),

crazy (maluco), Padre maluco which is
the
to explain oneself, but thanks be
to God!
(is)

common way
this, we go together

that in

with the others, the soldier, the civilian,
the
white, the black; while he has something
to give them he will be

good and they
something

(the Indians) will serve

to give them, because the

him but only while he has

moment

things run out, or the

moment he

has nothing with which to reward them
(gratificar), at
once the helpfulness (bondad) comes to an end, and
he is to them
the

man most burdensome

(malo) that there

who

is in

(gravoso),

harmful

(perjudicial)

the world. In their estimation he

this description, for

he immediately

indicated that the Indians of the missions treated the Corregidor
the

houses

called the latter "crazy" (maluco)

when he would

for

Corregidor

and had complained

which

722

ACC.

to work." Corregidor Martinez

(of the forest),"

Sig. 9391,

f.

that they built

to the Indians," not

visita

and since they "are the only ones

5.
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even

had brought axes and machetes

with him "to trade them for wax," but during the time of his

had come out

same way.

return and that they gave food to the soldiers and the

had given "nothing, neither small nor big

"tools with

a tyrant,

only produces their oppression and dejection
{abatimiento)7^^

Ibanez was speaking generally by the end of

They had

is

and bad

"no

infidels

that get the

wax.

and not those of the (mission) Towns
as was believed (by Martinez)/'
he "could
not carry out his barter (truequer
and returned to La Ceja with his
axes and

machetes7^3 This

won for the

Wax was the most
corregidor's

Corregidor the unenviable epithet
"maluco."

coveted tropical trade good at this
time. The

misunderstanding of

how this trade functioned

of the regional trade network at that
time.

an illuminating passage

illustrates the nature

Once again Ibanez's

report gives us

in his description of the trade:

At

certain times of the year, they (the
non-mission Indians) are in
the habit to leave their infidelness
(infedelidad) and come up to the
towns of the interior of the mission (and never
ever do they

go up

to

La

Ceja),

some

of the reduced (subdued/mission) Indians
take
their cakes of white wax to see if they can
trade them for axes,

machetes or knives: Since

towns there are no others than the
missionary or its Indians, if the missionary does not
trade them and
supply them with tools (which is the only thing which
they value)
the infidels contrive and take that which the Indians
of the town
have, and immediately they return (to the forests) leaving
the wax.
This happened

in the

more than once

to the Padres Joseph Joaquin

Arango and Miguel Alcantara and to Brother Mafias and to others
out of which result the poor missionary has to supply again their

Town

out of neccessity because

them and provide
bring

it

miseria).

tools,

if

the missionary does not supply

they neither have the means to work nor to

about because of

their

misfortune and poverty

For this then, and principally to

{infelicidad

attract, to gratify

and

y

to

subdue (reducir) the Infidels who come out, who remain in the
Town, which rarely happens with one or another, the tool is given
to

them and the wax

value nothing

else.

is

received from them, that once supplied they

This (the wax)

where, through the syndic,

723

its

Ibid,
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is

value

sent to the College of
is

exchanged

for tools

Popayan
and

other ornaments (alhajas) of
the church for the Town of
the
missionary who sent it, not because
that product pertains to
that
Town, since it is not the Indians of the
towns, nor even less the
Andaqu.es, who get the wax as I have
informed, but the infidels
(non-mission Indians)/24
It is

probable

that, in

order to respond to accusations
of abuse and tyranny of the

Franciscans over their mission inhabitants,
Ibanez

was downplaying

Indians' role in collecting tropical
products, something that

common enough
But earlier

was

the mission

certainly

during the preceding decades along
the Putumayo missions.

in the report,

Ibanez had indicated that

helped the Indians to trade or

sell their

wax

in

it

was

the missionaries

La Ceja, so that "these Indians are

not to be swindled or cheated {enganados
6 perjudicados)."'^^ The trade for

was

at least

village of

one

tropical

good

wax

that linked the lowland jungles with
the montana

La Ceja and the Andean

city of

Popayan, an inter-regional trade

network which neither the Franciscans nor the
controlled, though they

who

wanted

to

civilians of the region directly

and by 1790 competed

for

it.

indigenous peoples of the region were not hapless participants,

But the

far

from

In fact, Ibafiez discussed the lack of influence the
missionaries

it.

had over

the different indigenous groups of the region. The Indians of
the region were

724

725

Ibid.,

f.

8.

Ibid.,

f.

5.

The

text

is

somewhat

obscure;

it is

unclear

if

he

is

talking about

those Indians associated with the missions or non-mission Indians,
indicated never go up to La Ceja.
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who

later

he

viewed as almost beyond
"conversion" and, by
i.pHcation,
to Ibanez,

it

was not

Man

at all,"

is

supernatural

and he pointed

work

it

does not depend on

Only some

Choco and

adults,

and of those who had grown
up since childhood

Towns," knew the "Christian
Doctrine."

the only one of the nations
the others

best efforts. Rather,

to the difficulties of
missionaries in the

"principally of the Andaquies,

all

friars'

fron. the order of
Grace;

the Llanos in converting
the "infidels" there as
well.

in the

According

the Franciscans' fault
that they continued
in their

drunkenness, sensuality, and
cannibalisn. despite the
"conversion

control.

In fact, the

Andaquies were

who have some kind

one does not notice

of Civilization

a disposition or desire
to

In

embrace

the Cathohc rehgion, nor
aversion or repugnance, only
a kind of
indifference or laziness, that
after many years of the
missionaries
preachmg and talking to them that it
is necessary that they
be
baptized in order to save them...
that some wanted to be baptized
everyday and others, even though
on the verge of death, could the
missionary, after infinite grief of
the Spirit through supplicating
exhortations, hardly be able to
attain for them the Holy Sacrifice
of

Baptism726

Nor did Ibanez have any simple answers as
missions.

It

was

confidence and

726

727

ACC
Ibid.,

f.

how to continue with

the

which he proceeded "with perplexity,

fear."727

Sig. 9391,

f.

a subject about

to

5,

7.
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lacl<

of

He suggested

that the soldiers

might be useful

if

they were present to

protect the missionaries, but they
often were not, since they
Corre,idor, Martinez, or left the
missions

due

to

want or

worked

sickness.

for the

Removing

the

Indians into nearby towns or near
La Ceja was another idea, but
this would
require

more

soldiers since the Franciscans

were not "conquistadors." He

also

entertained the idea that Padre Rosario
Gutierrez had suggested in his 1784

Report: colonization. Sending out
colonists, however, seemed
impractical to

Ibanez at that time. The area was too
remote "where

or nothing can

little

progress, neither for oneself nor for the
State. "^28

And

so

it

was

that after

Putumayo and Caqueta

one hundred years of trying

to bring the

region under the control of the Spanish

their missions, the Franciscans

peoples had changed during

had

utterly failed.

this time,

upper

Crown through

But certainly the region and

its

and indeed they had. Unfortunately,

while the available documentation does not allow for as
clear of an

understanding of these changes as one would wish,

many

can be discerned.

In terms of demographics, the indigenous populations

were under

certain

pressures throughout the eighteenth century, especially from the effects of
diseases. Native populations continued to be severely affected

728

Ibid.,

f.

7-8.
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by sicknesses.

thn, n,

,™es

killed

do.ens

a. . tinnc

and could cnuse ,he„,

The various "Indian counts" ,.ade
by

,o leave the missions.

the Franciscans throughout
the century

reveal a decrease in the
nun.bor wi.h.n the n^issions.
bu, those

numbers must be

viewed with care as they represent
only those Indians with.n
the "mission
towns" and therefore do not
necessarily

reflec. general

population figures of the

larger region. ^2''

The missionaries
enslaved on

many

proselytize.

Ibanez

to

also complained about the
Portuguese

captured and

occasions the Indians that the
Franciscans hoped to

commented

in his

be a problem lor them since the

more

who

difficult for the

report of

friars

1

790 that the I>ortuguese ceased

abandoned

the Puttmnayo, and

Portuguese to ascend the Caqueta due
to

its

many

it

was

cataracts.

This navigational difficulty not only
limited "slaving" by the Portuguese,
but
also opportunities for the Franciscans
to trade with them.^^^'

were

certainly another of the groups, with
their

own

Indian

The Portuguese
allies,

involved

in

the regional trade system.

For example the 1712 "census" for the Putumayo
missions was 1578 people;' by
1739 the "Alacano Report" (a notoriously inaccurate
report

gave an approximate
regions.

From 1770

total of

4023 inhabitants both

in

on many counts)

the Caqueta

and Putumayo

numbers varied from a high of 1069 (1770) to the
low that included La Ceja of 482 in 1790 which only counted
those remaining
mission towns of the Caqueta. See Tables 1, 5, 19 and 20.
730
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to 1790 the

8.
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.

Since nvnil.ibic popL.K.lion figures
are dillicuil

denu>graphic Irends Ihroughonl (he
century,

it is

Ic,

assess (or gcMUM.,1

does not seem unreasonable

think that the indigenous population
ol the upper l>utunu,yo
and Caquela

decreasing slowly and perhaps reached
Ik^llier

groups

its

Napo/I>utiimayo region

Franciscans.^- Mul the Western

who were accompanied
Franciscans of

llu«

that

was

nadir during that century, hene

argues that there was a constant
den,ographic
in the

to

was under

tall

an.ong

the Jesuits

all

.nd.gcnous

and

Tukanoans she studies were mostly under
Jesuits

by soldiers and whose missions were larger

tha.i the

I'ulumayo. Maria Kami'rcv, de Jara's work
on the Sibundoy,

important mediators between the upper I'utumayan
area and the Andes,
indicates that they reached their lowest population
by 1691 and started a very

slow but steady climb throughout the

18'"

century.^^' Since

between the Sibundoy and the upper Amazon was

communication

co.itinuous,

it

possibly

experienced a similar epidemiological history.

Bellier also recognizes the difficulty of as.sessing the

demographics of the
Western Tukanoan speakers of the Napo and I'utumayo during the 18"' century.
She gives the number of 300 to 3000 as those Western Tukanoans under both the
Franciscans along the I'utnmayo and the Jesuits of the Napo. She blames the
constant decline on epidemics, living conditions imposed by the religious, and
internecine wars between groups lor traditional reasons and to feed the slave
market. See Bellier, 27.

^"See Ramirez de

rwnlmi

Graph No. 2 and Table No. 2. These
indicate that the inhabitants of the Sibundoy Valley (the Ingas and Kamsa) went
from a low of 375 (combined population) in 1691 and increased slowly to 756 by
1767.

Jara,

Her next date

is

1857

I'luidti.

when

their

population was 1537.
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The census

figures

from the mid-19- century indicate
the poblaciones

(towns) of the region were small,
but that the "independent indigenas"
of the

upper and lower Putumayo and Caqueta
were
San Diego contained only 7

racionales

and 85

still

quite numerous.

"civilized indigenas"

Concepcion of the same corregimento of
Putumayo had only 36
Indians.--

numbers

for

forests.

the great

number

But they also stated

different "nations"

IS'*^

"civilized

in the

century the missionaries

of "infidels" yet to be "taken out" of
the

in their reports that their

towns were

a

mix of

and "remnants" or "vestiges" of others. There
seems

doubt that indigenous groups were experiencing
demographic
played a role

and La

"independent Indian" groups numbered

hundreds, even thousands/^^ Throughout the

commented about

The town of

in their willingness to enter the

towns

set

stresses

little

which

up under Franciscan

aegis.

See the Informes de
Vol.

4,

los corregidores del territorio del

Caqueta as found in Cuervo,

The only other recognizable name of a town (poblacidn) in the
of Caqueta, which included the entire 18* century mission region,

490-501

.

territory

including the Sibundoy,

Mocoa and Aguarico

which had 32
numbers were from December 1849.
corregimiento of Solano

racionales

areas,

was Solano

and 222

in the

indijenas civilizados.

These

For example, 312 Tamas, 360 Coreguajes, 8400 Guaques, 630 Andaquies,
600 Yuries, 4500 Agustinillos, 800 Macaguajes and 2600 Cofanes are listed,
Ibid.

among

several other indigenous groups of the "territory of Caqueta," for a total

of 19 different "tribes" {trihus) and 59,662 individuals. These numbers are from

September 1851.
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The towns themselves,
potential for cultural change

of course, are of great
interest.

was most

in the

was there that

it

was very difficult

to

many

indigenous peoples did remain
within days. They had their

without soldiers, had

little

in

own

of

their

them "Franciscan mission towns."
Some

towns

for years,

while others came and

left

reasons to stay or to leave, and the
Franciscans,

at their disposal to force

missionaries did have "loyal" Indian
"allies"

who

them

to stay.

The

could help "attract" usually

other linguistically related groups to the
missions, but compulsion

main

keep

towns. Their varying locations
beg the question as to the

applicability of even calling

friars'

the

present. But the Franciscans'
constant

complaint throughout the century
was that

neophytes

It

was not

the

strategy.

Rather,

it

was

their access to the

goods

that the native peoples of the

region coveted, especially metal tools, which
kept Indians in the missions.

Towns like San Diego and La Concepcion on
longevity, the former perhaps

permanent

location.

shorter periods

moving

Putumayo were

fixed.

of considerable

once, the latter apparently enjoying a

However, most of the "mission towns"

and were not as

special feature that

the

existed for

much

San Diego and La Concepcion had one

most other missions lacked:

a forge. This

was

crucial for

these towns' "successes" in keeping native inhabitants. These goods
also kept

the missionaries as participants in the regional trade network which had various
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participants: the Portuguese,
the Jesuits, other civilians
(especially

by the end of

the 18* century) and, of
course, various indigenous
groups.

Since the main source of
reliable income for the
Franciscans

Crown,

no wonder they were so concerned
with receiving

it is

regularly and in increasing
amounts. Certainly, the

Popayan and

the building of a

new convent

their mission enterprise, but
the royal

the missions.

When

some

1760s, the missions either failed,

were sought.

alms continued to be a

when

in

socono

of the College to

crucial source for

they were not

missionaries, like Fray Juan Serra
in the

became "decadent," or other sources

In the latter half of the 18">
century this other source

increasingly tropical goods, especially
cacao and wax.

Fray Juan

their

the

there affected the fiscal
situation of

these were not forthcoming or

distributed fairly according to

movement

was

keeping a substantial population

in his

of revenue

was

The apparent "success" of

town of Augustinillo seems

directly related to his ability to get "his"
mission residents to collect cacao

wax which he would

sell in

Pasto for tools, cloth, and livestock. Once he

and

left

"his" town, the livestock disappeared, but the
Augu.stinillos did not.

By

the

1

780s, the long trip through La Ceja

continuing the Putumayan missions too

and the upper Caqueta made

difficult for the friars of

focus had shifted to the Andaqui town of La Ceja, which

438

Popayan. Their

was unique compared

to Ihcir

main mission (owns of the upper
Caquela.

tlK7 were granted their cscolla
of soldiers
protect

them and enable

cilniost total co.Urol

corrc^,uior.

I

who wore supposed

to

merely

first

lermida, helped them with the
Indians by using corporal

the Franciscans

Spanish" presence

786,

nonic that as soon as

lheni to better "control"
their neophytes, they
lost

punishment, the "new" concghhr had

jurisdiction over the

1

.s

of their whole region of operation.
Whereas the

Tomas de

liy 1790,

in

Il

his

own

agenda.

no longer enjoyed exclusive recognized

upper Caqueta

in the region.

frontier.

They had

No

longer were they the "official

significant civilian competitors lor

nicking frontier relationships with Native
Americans, relations which were

based on interactions largely informed by exchanges:
"trading" food
(cultivation), the

metal

making

of churches and houses, listening to

and

The government had taken

tools, beads,

cloth.

a

la

noctrina, etc. for

renewed

interest in

an area that they had largely neglected lor over a century
when gold had ceased
being profitably exploited, and the Choco beckoned. There
were clearly hopes
that the establishment of the cscolla

his

new

corrc^imicnio

tropical products

would

lead to

which accompanied the new

conr^^idor

and

economic benefits through the exploitation of

and even be acct)mpanied eventually by

a concerted

colonization scheme. Sadly for the Crt)wn, these "hopes" were to go largely

unlullilled as well.

The upper Caqueta and upper Putumayo would remain a
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"

sparsely populated frontier region

and

interact with the

who

few

dared to enter

Sixty years later, in 1849,

Prcfcctura of Caqueta,

government
need

in

wrote

Bogota, he

for "colonists"

gratify the indigenas

and

where indigenous groups continued

when

their lands.

Hipolito Gutierrez, an

state," but that

it

made several

for the

who are

was not

suggestions.

government

reduced to the

of the

to

Two among them were the

"decree

some funds

civil life.-^^s

Another

in a

to clothe

official,

and

Miguel

"miserable

the fault of the corregidores (or state
officials) and that

more missionaries were needed and had
their

official

to the "Secretary of State"
of the national

Toro, complained that the "missions of
the Caqueta" were

J.

to live

to

be paid not 300 but 400 pesos since

pay was not increased "nobody would subject
themselves

to

come

if

to this

vast region without bringing with himself the
probability of dying of hunger."736

Toro was convinced
all

the territory,

that "within a short time

and many

tribes

reduced

one

to the

will see religion

implanted

union of the Church."

in

He was

an eyewitness of the "honest desire that those barbarians have...
to participate

in

the advantages that the (Catholic) religion presents to them, and
that they are not

Gutierrez's report
vestir

736

y

is

in

Cuervo, Vol.

gratificar a las indigenas

See Cuervo, Vol.

4,

4,

468-471.

que se reduzcan d

476-477.
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la

"Dccretar
vida

civil.

algum

cantidad para

ignorant that there

the

737

is

a

Supreme being,

dogma, they can not

...bu, lacking those

progress/'^s^

Ibid., 477.
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who

instruct

them

in

Table

1:

Cisneros Report!

Cisneros Report, February,
1711

Name

of

Town

Name

Nuestra Senora de Chiquinquira
de los
Encabellados

of Cacique/

Governador

Don Joseph Mamo

San Buenaventura

San Bernardino de

Unnamed
Unnamed

los

Penes

anexo to San Bernardino

Don Santiago Yegua
Don Manuel Guavg umnP
Don Melchor Pucas
Don Pablo Piacomo
Don Silbestre de los

anexo to San B ernardino

San Joseph de

los

Pucas

San Francisco de los Piacomos
San Diego de Ogapa

Canelos

San Miguel de

la

Coca

Don Leona rdo Cespedes
Total:

Cisneros Report, November, 1712

Name of Town

Name

Santa Maria de los Encabellados

San Buenaventura de
Ocoguajes
San Joseph de

los

Don Joseph Mamo

Ameguajes y

los Orolloneses

Nuestra Senora de los Oyohaies
San Pedro Alcantara (anexo)
los

los

70

286
105
106

77

Piacomos

Don Pedro Piacomo
Don Francisco Senseguaje
Don Silvestre de Sespedes

San Diego del Palmar

San Joseph de

300

209

Don Cristobal Orollone
Don Pedro Yayo?
Don Mathias Guaittube?
Don Melchor Puca

San Bernardino de los Senos Seos
y
San Cristobal de los Xeguas

San Francisco de

of Cacique

Aguesees? (anexo)

123
130
36

(sic)

San Pedro de Alcantara de

la

Coca

136
Total:

442
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Table

2:

Value of Hems Purchased

Items

1705

1706

for Franciscan
Missions,

1707

Purchased

1708

1709

1705-1722

1710-11

1714

Axes
Machet es
Knives
Navajas
Fish

Hooks

44p 4r

Flints/Steels
|

19p

1.5r

3p 6r

Scissors

Other Tools^ l2p

% of Costs

14.7

This category includes various tools and
the refurbishing/fixing of
implements. The source for this table is ACC. Sig.
9502.
'

2

This

amount includes

machetes) and

3

This

amount

the cost of 60 unspecified tools (probably
axes and
refurbishing an unspecified number of tools.

is

an estimation based on 479 pounds of iron

443

for 2.5r/pound,

Items

1715

1716-17

1718

1719-20

1721

137p6r

70p4r^

65p

OLL> Li

Purchased
1

Axes

65p

Machetes
1

58p

3p 4r

^_2p

Knives

410p

4p

Navajas

4p 4r

7p 4r

Hooks

Fish

6p 4r

Flints/Steels

1

14p

Scissors

4£
4p

Other Tools^

44p

25p

7r

6r
6p
1

1722

jp zr

19p
12n

4r5

3r

Iron

48p 5r

12p 5r

550p

3p

5d 4r

p

39p

Steel

18p
Rosaries

1

Crosses
1

Beads

56p

Rings

9p

Bells/Mirrors

54p

1

Horns

2p 2r

1

Pins

8p 6r

Needles

12p

Shirts

/12p

/lp4r

3p 6r

82p 4r

51 p 4r

98p

44p

39.0

9.3

12.6

5.8

2.1

437p3

434p6

479p5

616p7

289p6

175p6

26.5

19.4

24.7

31.0

38.2

42.8

Sashes

% of Costs
Cloth

% of Costs

This entry

41.4

was

for the

making of

"herramientas" ,

most

likely axes

and

machetes.

5

This

is

an approximation

for 200 flints at 0.5 reales per

flint.

This category includes various tools and the
refurbishing/fixing of
implements.
^
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Table

3:

QuantiHes of Items Purchased for
Frandscan Missions, 1705 - 1721

Items

1705

1706

1707

1708

1709

1710-11

1714,

135

53

OU

92

44

41

Purchased

Axes
Machetes

80

22

32

56

_87

^5

Knives

24

26

55

Navajas

Hooks

218
12

178

Flints/Steels

263

1577

/30

168

672

192

4/42

/12

/42

Scissors
1

Other Tools

4

60«

Iron (lbs.)
Steel (lbs.)

Rosaries

150

5

1

156

445

200

479

35

116

_50

_25

~47

"22

"60

1

_30

_60

_24

7

23

168

936

Crosses

Beads (maso)

10

^5

~7
10

2.5

Rings/Earrings
Bells/Mirrors

Pins (sheets)

^

4

96

12

15

2000

Shirts

40

43

Sashes

21

4

this

~6

40

Needles

number might be 167
table is ACC. Sig. 9502.

This

70

720

Horns

7

1

100

106

6000

36

rather than 157, the text

is

unclear.

The source

60 tools does not include an unspecified number of tools that were

refurbished.

445

for

Table

3:

Quantities of Items Purchased for
Franciscan Missions, 1705-1721

continued

1

Items

1

Purchased

1715

1716-17

42

68

Machetes

38

19

PCnives

1248

Axes

1718

1719-20

1721

1

7

210

1

8

Navajas

60

Hooks

96

Flints/Steels

276

72

240

/32

Scissors

7

Other Tools

n

Iron (lbs.)

700

4

9

11

1100

1

11

100

Steel (lbs.)

16

Rosaries

Crosses

Beads (maso)

8

Rings/Earrings

/216

Bells/Mirrors

1296

Horns

54

Pins (sheets)

20

Needles

4000

Shirts

/96

12

/12

64

Sashes

^ It is

unclear

how many axes,

from 70p 4r that was spent
^°

Again,

it is

not specified

in

machetes and other tools would have been made

making

"tools".

how many axes and machetes were made for 65

pesos.

" This entry

is

three boxes of spoons.
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4:

Values of Goods Purchased for the
Missions, 1722-

Items

1722

1723

1724

1725

1726

Purchased

1727

6p2r

Crosses
Chaquiras

loup

(Beads)

4?r

46p

lop

1728

1730

-29

-31

6p

56pi2

Rings
Bells

/Mirrors

Medallions
Pins

op

Agujas

99p

12p

36p

(Needles)

30p

24p

or
Sarcillos

(Earrings)
Shirts

lOp 4.5r

Sashes

9p

% of Total

0

Cloth

175p

43.8

1.5r

0

0

22.1

23.2

10.3

7.6

359p

393p

388p

304p

387p

798p

293p

6r

2r?

2r?

3r?

% of Total

1.5r?

1.5r

Ir?

Ir

100

56.2

100

100

77.9

76.8

89.7

92.4

Totals:

175p

638p

393p

388p

389p

504p

890p

6r

31 7p

6r?

2r?

3r?

75r?

1.5r

Ir?

Ir

^2

This

is

masses

an approximate value based on 14 "masos" of beads given as alms

said.

The source

for this table

is

ACC.

447

Sig. 9502.

for

p

Table

4:

p

Values of Goods Purchased
for the Mi ssions,
1722-1747 continued

Items

1732

i'uichdsed

1733

1734

-34

.3?

;

1736

1739

1741

1744

1746

-38

-40

-43

-45

-47

Rosaries

37£7r?

Crosses

lOp

Chaquiras

24 p

32p

16p

(Beads)

lp5r
235

52^

8£
18p

30p

6?r

3?r

66p

258p

953p

2r?

Kings

6r?

21^

Bells

6£?
54p

/Mirrors

14

2£

29£^

18p

72p

(H)

Medc]|li()ns

I6p

30p

30p

7r

p

12p

36p

60p

(Needles)

8p

5p

?r

Pins

Agujas

39p

7r?

3.5r

47p

43p3.5,

24 p

80p

469 p

6r?
Sarcillos

lOp

(Earrings)

2p

8p

4r?
7r

64p

I04p
7r

Shirts
28p2r'''

38p

Sashes

% of Total

5.9

Cloth

571

9£h5r

0

5.8

173p

1097p
6.5r?

p

3r

% of Total

94.1

Totals:

607p

amount

{cruzes)

is

I

100
73 p
3r

This

94.2
I

I

1165
6.5r?

54.1

26.3

40.2

29.1

43.2

21.2

105p

758p

335p

320

630p

1.5r

7091 p

?r

.5r?"'

5.5r'7

6r?

Ir?

73.7

59.8

70.9

56.8

78.8

229p

1029

560p

453p

3.5r

7r?

2r?

3.5r?

45.9

half of 20 pesos that I've arbitrarily
split

and earrings

6.5r

109

9000p

6r?

3.5r?

between crosses

{"zarcillos")

This includes 22p worth of small
mirrors

{espejitos)

and 32p worth of

bells

(cascaheles).

15

This

This

amount included

5 shirts, 5 hats and

amount includes 88p

some

bayeta,lienso, tocuyo

5r? indicated as part of the "avio" of
Padre

and Brother Pasqual de Garrido.
This

amount

and

also includes an unspecified

indeterminate value.

448

number

jerga.

Proano

of pots and pans of

Table

Mission Towns in the Caaueta ri77t?ti
according ,o the 1739
Alacano Report

Name

5:

of

Town

los

Caqueta

river
/

/

Group

Mocoas

83

Yap^imnnno-.c

76

Mandur river / Mandures
Headwaters of Damaxagua
Andaquies or Choroae s

Nuestra Senora de los Ang eles
Santa Clara de los Xavos
los

Indian

Fragua river

Andaquies

San Bernardino de

...

"^'^"^S*

Location

San Antonio de Padu a
Arcangel San Miguel
San Rafael de los Mandures
San Luis de

j

R./

Chufia_river/Chufi'es

Xayo

Caguanes

river

/

Xavos

Caguan X Caqueta

Total for Caqueta missions,
1725-26

80

rivers'^ / Ca'

lanes

towns)

(7

San Pedro de Alcantara de

los

Amoages

Putumayo X San Miguel X
Guamoes
rivers / Amoages

Nuestra Senora de los Dolores de

Putumayo

los

river

Mazeros

Santiago de los Ocomecas

San Juan Bautista de

los

/

Mazeros

Location unknown'^

Cunsas

Location

Encabellados

/

97

Ocomecas

unknown / Cunsas

unknown / Ocoguages
Location unknown / Huynos
Location unknown / uvos
Location unknown / Emos
Location unknown / Censeguages
Location unknown / Curiguges
Location unknown / Mamos
Location

Santa Rosa de Viterbo de los Oy os
San Salvador de Orta de los Emos
Santa Colecta de los Censeguages

San Buenaventura de los Curiguges
Santa Cruz de los Mamos
San Joseph de Aguese
San Diego de los Yantaguages

San Miguel de Sucumbfos

Near Sucumbfos / Group unknown
Near Sucumbfos / Yantaguages
San Miguel

(Ecija)

river

/

Sucumbfos?, others

Total for
(14

Putumayo missions, 1738
towns)

(21

towns)

1^

X

300

GRAND TOTAL:

approx.

mission was located where the two rivers met.
The exact location is unknown; however, this and the rest
were probably

Putumayo

river

150

272
>600

97
223
116

89

94
103
56

2883

signifies the

located on the

>500

Encabellados

San Antonio de los Ocoguages
San Juan Capistrano de los Huynos

18

186

itself.
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Table

6:

Quantities of

Items

1722

Goods Purchased

1723

1724

1725

Purchased

for Missions, 1722-1747

1726

1727

1728-

1730-

This includes the "fixing" (composicion) of an
escopeta or gun, and the purchas
of another gun. The source for this table
is ACC.
Sig. 9502.

2'

"Ammo",

municion.

22

It

short for "ammunition" used as the translation
of munision or
is unclear exactly what this meant.

This includes 20 machetes and one "tim and rim"
{contera y

hrocal) of another.

This category includes those entries which indicate either
piedras de escopeta
(flints) or eslahones (steels).
23

450

Table

6:

Quan.iHes of Goods Purchased

Items

1732

Purchased

Lead

17333"*

for Missions, 1722-1747

continued

1734-

1736-

1739-

1741-

1744-

1746-

35

38

40

43

4>?

A-7

Totals

(lbs.)

Ammo^^
49.13
(lbs.)

Axes

49

Machetes

93

70

Knives

144

72

144

Navajas

Hooks
12

Scissors

12

3

114

144

144

606

30

2072

145

204

130

18

534

1982

5189

2000

Flint/Steels^'

?

9339
72/15

Other

Tool?-

Iron
Steel

2*

13

50

200

200

285

86.5

50

50

65

108

246

12

23
1511?

800

1211.5?

This includes the repair of two guns and the purchase of another.

"Ammo",
municion.

It

short for "ammunition" used as the translation of munision or
is unclear exactly what this meant.

This category includes those entries which indicate either piedras de escopeta
(flints) or eslahones (steels).

26

451

:

Table

7:

Values of Goods Purchased for
the Missions, 1722-1747

ItCMllS

1723

1724

1725

1726

1727

Purchciscd

19n

Lead

lyp

1

50p

Sn

95p

34p

8p

On 5r
Subtotals:

1730-

29

31

1732

memem
p-'

35p

Powder

1728-

IQn

oZp

-3Up^»

37p

24p

2r

6r

3p

Izp4

15d

Z.1

42p

5r

Ir

4p

6p 6r

2p4r

68 p

61p

1

Ir

Axes

^/p

Machetes

5d

2r

Knives

4p?

21

3d

Flints/Steels

]n3r'?

p

ZDp

Op

D

Op

p
DOp

DZp

4p 4r

4p

*F

Navajas

Hooks

Ir

1

84p

3r

60 p

~42^

Op

Scissors

p 4r

2p 2r

lp4r

48 p

1

76p4

46p 7

50p

404p

164p

276p

Ir

4r

1

zp^r

2p 2r

4p 4r

Other Tools
Iron

163p

178p

3fSn

Ir

Steel

8p5r
r

Subtotals:

TOTALS

17p

190p

23p

3r?

?

4r?

93p

213p

205p

5r

?r

This includes

42p

466p

206p

344p

4r?

4r

Ir

5r

31

60p

p 2

79p
4r

60p

140p
7r

peso for the "fixing" {composicion) of an escopeta or gun, and
the purchase of another gun worth 20 pesos. The source
for this table is ACC
1

Sig. 9502.

This

some
2'

is

the price of one gun, the other

gun was paid

for with a saddle?

and

religious material (eg. corporals, etc.)

"Ammo",

municion.

It

short for "ammunition" used as the translation of munision or
is unclear exactly what this meant.

^ This amount

is

for 6 flints, the 12 "steels"

saying of masses.
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were part of an aim given

for the

Table

7:

Values of Goods Purchased for the
Missions, 1722-1747 continued

Items

1733

1734

1736

1739

1741

Purchased

1744

1746

-34

-35

-38

-40

-43

-45

-47

92p 6r

16p

24p

VJtil

\mmm

1.3

fx

4Up

•

Powder

Hp

12p

8p

Load

5p7.5

3p7.5

2p 5r

Ammo^2
Subtotals:

36p

~56p
7.5r

1p4.5

12p 5r

104p

7.5r

370d 6r
274p 6r

42d 6r

2p

25d7 5
~\6p

24p
r

0.5r

Axes
KM

9p 6r

Totals:

71

4p

1.5r

147p

2p

201 p4r

4r

1

Machetes

144p

Knives

TTp

Navajas

2P

Hooks

2P

31

p

ISp

6p

206p 2r

72p

147p6r

lip

695p

38p6r

27p 4r

9p

139p6r

96p1r

76p6r

193p 7r
1

Fhnts/Steels

8p
Scissors

4p

6p 4r

20p 6r

Other Tools

18p

7r

75p 2r

2p?r

5p3r?
Iron
Steel

Subtotals:

TOTALS

36p

96p

lOOp

142p4r

62p5

37p4

37p4

190p

229p

268p

518p

1072p

28p

4589p

7r

4r

4r

5r

?r

4r

3r

247p

245p

281 p

622p

1088p

52p

6.5r

3.5r

Ir

5.5r

?r

4r

863p 5r

800p

1142p2

Includes the cost of fixing two guns {para componer 2 escopetas)

32

"Ammo",

niuriicion.

short for "ammunition" used as the translation of munision or

It is

unclear exactly what this meant.
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Table

VEAR

33

This

8:

Salt Expenditures,
1723-1735

Arrobns

M

. lbs.

Tot.il

Pounds

Total

Pn

Ave. Price

the price based on the price per arroba, the actual total
price in the
account book was 39p 4 reales.
is
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Tabl e

Mission Towns of the Putumayo, 1750'^

9:

Name on own

I'riost/Hiotlu'
I

San Diego

cl

Nucvo

Tadre Xavier Mejia

No. of Indians
lamilies/Iotal'

San Miguel or

Putumayo

La Concepd6n

Padre Joseph de Jesus
Maria

Tabacunti

None

San Juan de
Capistrano
San Francisco dc

ocation

28-30 families

river

196-240

3 days by river

Previously 100

downstream from

Now 35- 40

Less than

More than 30 /

1

day from Tabacunti,
downriver?
1

Dominguez

families (7-800)

San Diego abov e

day tnym
La Concepci 6n

Padre Francisco

/

210-240
Recently about 50

(some

left) /

Less than 350

Amuajes

Padre Leandro de
Sandoval

Town

day from San
Juan de Capistrano

None

More than 40 /
280-320 or more

Very close

40 families/

los

of the

1/2

Murcielagos, very

los

to S.F.

de

Amuajes

recent

Town

of the

None

3 days from that of

Sense^uajes

Totals: 7

E/ija

de

Towns

los

Sucumbios (San
Miguel de
Sucumbios)
Anexo Gancuc^
Anexo Nariguera

Mwoa

/

Murcielagos

280-320

Up to 30 /
Up to 210-240
Approx. 223 - 225

4 Priests

Along Putumayo

Interim pastor. Padre

families

/

River

Approx. 1561 - 1800
Indians

San Miguel river

Not given

Near

E/.ija

Not given

Near E zija

Not given

Caquet^ region

Not given

Buenaventura
Villapanilla^s

Same as above
Same as above
None named, a
curacy under the
Franciscans

Total:

68 Tribute paying

Indians

/

Approx. 280-420

GRAND TOTAL:

Approx.

1840-2220 Indians

^ Source:

ACC Sig. 9432, folios 1-6; AHMRE/PQ/IV1.2./Ro 01,

82.

^ACC

Sig. 8966, folio

1.
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Doc. 26, folios 78-

Table

10:

Name

of Franciscan

Frandscaris working i„
Puh.mayo/Caqueta missions, 1755-1769-

Years

Joseph Joachin de
San Joachin Barrutieta
1.

I

Megia (Mejia)
Antonio de Jesus
y

3.

-7166-

Name

Priest

Superior

67

Javier

2.

1740s

f^^^/Br.

Paredes

of

Town
Comisario of the

/

missions, -1752-62?

174? -SQ

Priest

1753-6/65

Priest

San Diego de Orito
San Joachin, 3 anexos?

(leaves?)

4.

Francisco Rosales de

175(4)?-

Priest

la

Santissima Trinidad

Santa Cruz de los

12/58

(killed)

los

Mamos / de

Encabellados (founded

1755?)

Joseph de Jesus
y

5.

|

1739 -176637

Brother

Carbo

Macaguajes) (principal)

Luiz de San Vizente

6.

Nuestra Senora de la
Concepcion (de los

175 -10/57?

Brothei

Santa Cruz de los

Mamos /

Caqueta
7.

Juan de

la

Cruz y

175?

Ortega

Brother

Santa Rosa

175-10/57?

Brother

Caqueta

1751-54

Priest

El

67

Joseph de San
Antonio

8.

9.

-?/66-

Domingo

Barrutieta

Pueblo de los

Mamos

(Santa Cruz?)
10.

Juan Losada

1751-?

Priest

Santa

(1752-53)
11.

Antonio Urrea

9/57-8/59,?

(shortlived)
Priest

La Concepcion; San Francisco
de las Amaguajes (drowned)

Priest

Agustinillo (San Miguel de

62
12.

Juan Serra de Santa

9/57-8/58,

Gertrudis

Ana de Tabacunti

-6-12/59,

Icaguates); expelled

60/61-?/66?

College,

from

Eventually returned to
Mallorca.
13.

Antonio Alfaro

9/57-68
(to

Sources:

ACQ

ACC.

Sig. 4729,

Sig. 5714,

ff.

37

ACC.

Francisco de los

Sig. 9386,

ff.

1-37;

ACC.

Sig.

Mamos/San
Amoguajes

9518

f 21-

1-3; Sig. 9387, f.l; Sig. 4740, f.2; Sig.
5117, f.l; Sig. 5143, ff 'l-6-

1-2; Sig. 5204,

expediciones. 28-45;

Santa Cruz de los

Spain?)

Sig. 5718, f.l7;

ff.

Priest

ff.

1-4; Sig. 9461, ff.1-2; Sig. 5047,

f.

1;

Las ultimas

Cuervo, 226-313.

Carbo's tenure in the missions are given in Zawadzky's

456

Viajes Misioneros, 136.

Name of Francisca n
14.

1

5.

Jacinto Alonso

Cristobal

Romero

Years
9/57-4/60

9/57-59

Santa Rosa (returned to
Spain)
Priest

Pueblo de

due
9/57-8/59

Priest

los

Amoguaje

(left

to illness)

Caqueta (died there from
sickness)

17.

Manuel Navarro

9/58-11/69

Priest

San Diego de Orito (Superior
of the missions,

Joseph de San

18.

6/58-?

1

762?-)

Brother

Antonio
19.

Luis de San

?-

59

Brother

?-

58?

Brother

Antonio
20.

Estevan de San

Joseph
21

Lope de San

?10/58-59

Brother

?1 0/61 -66?

Priest

Antonio
22.

Ramon

23.

Simon Menendez

?/63-ll/69

Priest

24.

Juan de Jesus

?/63-ll/64

Donado

25.

Joseph de

11/64-11/69

Priest

La Ceja, Andaquies missions

3/65-11/65

Priest

La Ceja, Andaquies missions

1/65- ?/66-

Priest

Xivaja

la

La Ceja, Andaquies missions

Concepcion Vicu na
26.

Gregorio Barcenas

27. Joachi'n

Tadeo

de San

Gil

67 (died)

28.

Joseph Yglecias

3/65-11/69

Brother

La Ceja, Andaquies missions

29.

Francisco Xavier de

1/65- ?/66-

Donado

With Padre Gil

Brother

Possibly

Jesus
30.

67

Antonio Vernat

10/64- 6/65

left

with Padre

Paredes
31. Francisco

Huertas

11/65- ?/66

Priest

32. Bonifacio del

?/66-67

Priest

Castillo

11/69

33.

Joseph Ynestroza

?/66-67

Priest

11/69
34.

Miguel Santofino

?/66-67

Donado

5/68
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Visitador of the Missions

Table

11:

Sources:

Items Purchased for Missions,
175P«

ACC.

Beads could be

Sig. 9386,

f.

1-3; Sig. 9512,

f.

4.

listed as either chaquiras or abalorias.

458

Table

12:

Items Purchased for San Diego
de Orito, 1751-53'w

YEAR

1751

Items

1752

Quantity

Purchased

Source:

Megia

ACC.

Quantity

Value

Quantity

Value

p/r

Sig. 9386,

ff. 7,

17-19.

Missionary for

this

town: Padre Xavier

(Javier Mejia).

Beads could be
^2

Value

1753

listed as either chaquiras or abalorias.

This value and that for

salt

below included

459

freight costs.

Table

13:

Items Purchased for
Missions, 1753«

San Joseph

\ arious

Diego

de Yunguillo

Missions:

Items

Quantity

Purchased

/Condagua
^alue

Quantity

\'a]ue

Quantity

38p

-7

p/r

Axes

90

67p 4r

-15

17p

4r

Machetes

90

67p 4r

-15

4r

38p

7

17p

4r

Knives

180

52p4r

Hooks, large

100

25i

Flint/Steels45

100

4r

BlowRuns
Linen

(varas, v.)

jerga^

I

(v.)

600

237p

300

186

4P
~58p

12£
214

67p

187p
4r

Bay eta (baize)

(v.)

Beads (masos)

\

Hats (sombreros)
Shirts (camisetas)

Tobacco (smoke)

I

|

lo

40p

48

82p

100
100

50

25i

12

18j

37

lOp

lbs.

4r

Tobacco

(snuff)

|

6

13p4r

28p

lbs.

4r

Sugar

Up

(arrobas)

lOp

7p

4r
biscocho (biscuits)

Iron

3p4r
lobars

7p4r

Bastimentos^'
80j

Total Values:

43

44

Source:

ACC.

962p

Sig. 9386,

ff.

232p

~201p

6-8, 21.

This includes the cost of making the
100 eslabones listed below.

This category includes those entries which
indicate either piedras de escopet
(flints) or eslabones (steels).
^

46

^7

Jerga is a coarse cloth.

Bastimentos refers to supplies (of provisions),

460

,

Table

14:

Items Purchased for
mission San Joachin, 1753-56«

YEAR:

1753

Items

\aiuc

Purchased

n

1754

1755

Qu.

\ alue

Qu.

84p

30

1756

1757

X al«e

Qu.

X alue

Qu.

X al

37p

20

30p

30

75p

20

38p4r

16

29p

36

4p 4r

/

Axes

46

4r

Machetes

32

58p

30

37p

lOp

4r

Knives

240

30p

Navajas

Hooks,

lp4r
(all

1000

6p

1000

6p

1000

8p 4r

1000

3p

2000

6p

30/16

5p

sizes)

Needles
(agujas)

480

75p

1000

3p

100

5£

Flint/Steels^^

96

24

7r

72

6j

60

llp2r

60

812

210p

bayeta (baize)

80

50p

Beads (masos)

10

15p

Hats/caps
Shirts/vestidos

Mirrors

24

1160

500

8p 6r

126p

@/lbs.

2/25

7p 6r

4/24

12p6r

/3

lOp

2/1

5p/5p

20/

31p6r

48

12£

150

3£

6£
2/50

6£

2/50

6£

5/125

lOp

8/200

16p

3/75

Chickens

9p

24

lOp

Guns

3

48j

Gun powder,

12

15p

10

15p

ff.

8,

2/50
2r

llp4r

lbs.

Sig. 9386,

96p

25p

5p

^ Source: ACC.

300

15/40

2/50

Salt @/lbs.

5p 4r

8p 4r

Medallions

Sugar

42

8E

5/125

lOp

16

24p

23-27

This category includes either piedras de escopeta
both.
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(flints)

or eslabones (steels) or

\EAR:

1753

1754

1755

1756

pZL.,
Ammo,

Q"-

1757

Value

Q„.

lbs.

Canoes/boats
Tools/Nails

Harpoons
lron/StLX?l,
lbs.

jcncros

Totals

Icncros" are generos which refer to goods,
merchandise, commodities; often
being cloth.

^

This expenditure included two large
canoes and

implements/goods

{apcrol,demcros) to get

its

associated

88 Indians to leave the interior to enter

the mission,

and the pay for two young men {mosos) who
accompanied the
Franciscans on the journey to set up San
Joachin.
52

This

sum

is

made up

knives, hooks, needles

of the unspecified quantities of axes, machetes,
linen,

and beads given

to the indigenous

groups of Yumanas,
Payaguas, and Ycaguates divided up into the respective
totals: 236p, 146p and
130p. These amounts possibly should be included in the itemized
values above.

^ This

total includes

lOOp

for three

whitemen {mosos

missonaries that year.

462

hlancos)

who helped

the

Table

Name

15:

of

Value of Goods distributed in
Missions,

Town

Value of

1755^^

Missionary

Cacique/

Goods"

Principal

San Joachi'n

(422p)5^'

Fr.

San Pablo de los Yumanas

lOOp

No permanent

Antonio de Jesus
Pa redes
Mauricio

missionar

70^

No permanent
missionary

San Miguel de Ycaguates

No permanent

150p

Agustinillo

missionary

San Francisco de los

No

120p

Amaguajes

missiona'-^''^

Nuestra Seinora de

21 Op

la

Brother Joseph de

Concepcion de
Macaguajes

Jesus Carbo

Santa Cruz de los

183p 57

Fr.

Encabellados (founded)

San

permanent

D iego de Orito

Francisco de

la

Santissima Trinidad

105

Total

938p +
(422p)
= 1360p

ACC.

Sig. 9386,

September
55

f.

29.

These distributions were made from

10 -

27, 1755.

These goods were described as beads,

"effect OS

May

clothes,

and

tools, collectively called

de mision ".

^ This amount is calculated from other folios, folio 29 merely says San
Joachin
was given what was indicated by Fr. Paredes's receipt.
These included axes, machetes, beads, needles, clothes, tools, mirrors,
medallions, blowguns and poison, knives and also salt and other things
57

maintenance of the missionary.
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for the

Table

HI

16:

Towns and Missions per Fr. Juan

Serra's Account, 1757-585«

Pongo

Santa Rosa

brother Juan de

Cruz y Ortega

la

S houses =

4 days from

-56-64

Almaguer

Padre Jacinto

Alonso (new)
I\jcbl() Vicjo

in

San }os6 (San

10-

-70-96

Rosa.

D ami lies =

3 days by river^

-42-48

from Pueblo

1

Joseph de

4 days from Santa

Condaj^ua)
Santa Clara de
1

Mocoa

5 vccinos

(residents)''^

(San Antonio
1

5 vccinos

de) Caquet^

5

'

Viejo.

days from San

Josd.

2 days by river

from Mocoa

Sun Diego de

P.

Xavier Megia

Orito

P.

Juan Plata

Putumayo

500

On

the

River

(new)

by

-

Putumayo
3 days (2

river)

from

Caquet^

^
•'^

Source: Maravillas dc

Not

listed

below

is

^'^

Vol.

1,

203-270.

Padre Jose Barruticta, President of the Missions.

Each house or family

and

la naluralcza,

is

estimated to be from 7-8 individuals including adults

children.

Padre Serra claims that downriver distances were 21 leagues per day, while

upriver distance were 7 leagues per day. All the distances here are
downriver
distances.

^2

This town

was

possibly inhabited mostly by non-indigenous people or

mestizos. 15 vccinos probably referred to only
there

may have been

105-120 people.
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men

so that with their families

Name of
Town or

Missionary''^

Ciroup
r

Mission
San la Cruz dc
los

Native

Mamas

I^

Francisco

Rosalcs

Mamos

Populations^
1

A.

o n n\ V

Location

\

500

3 days by rivor

(spoko
I

P.

Antonio

Allciro

BrolhcM- josoph

dc

do josus y Carbo
P. Antonio

Conccpcion

San Diogo.

SionaV*''

(now)

Nnciilra Sciiora
la

roni

Payaguas

900

2 days downrivor

I'ayaguajes

from Santa Cru/.

(not Siona)

Urrca (new)

Amoguajc (San

P.

Francisco dc)

Romoro (now)

Agustinillo

l^ jiian

Cristobal

AmouiKiios
1

Sorra do

(San Miguel dc

Santa Gorlrudis

Ycagualcs)

(now)

6 missions
5

6.1

64

towns

Not

listed

luuabollados

below

is

14 families

9 days downrivor

= -98-1 17

from

Am()j;iM)t^

Missions:

2 Brothers

-2()()()

Padre Jose Barrutieta, President of the Missions.

Each house or family

and

Irom Concopcion

8 Priests

/

clownnvor

tiay

is

estimated to be from 7-8 individuals including adults

children.

Siona was the general ''mission" language of the region,
the missionaries.
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it

was

called lin^a

by

Table

Mission Towms/Locations
of the Puhimavo
.
^
"^'"ayo, r..
Caqueta,
and
Andaquies missions,
17:

-

1770-1790-

Name

Town

of

Years

Indigenous

Approximate

Groups
1
.

San Francisco

Xavier de
(Zeja)

-

la

1764-1773;

Ceja

Andaquies

778?-l 790s'^7

1

Location

Upper reaches of
the Magdalena

(Christianos)

escala of the

Valley

missions
2.

Santa Barbara de

Bodoquera

Transient pop.;

786-87 (brief

1

(Desembarkment

Bodoquera River,
7 days overland

Andaquies

existence with

point to reach

from La Ceja

attending

Caqueta River, not
mission town)
3.

1767-

Santa Maria

a

missionary)

1

767-1 772;

1773-1782

Payaguas, Tamas,
Yuries

8 days by canoe

(transplanted)

on Caqueta River

from Bodoquera,

from San Joachin
(briefly),

Coreguajes
4.

La Purisima

Concepcion
{Nuestra Senora de

la

Concepcion)

1770-

2 days

Encabellados,

Cenceguajes,

and 2 by land
from Santa Maria

Guaques,

on the Putumayo

by

river

Macaguajes

66

67

Sources:

ACC.

Sig 9054,

ff.

1-4

.

La Ceja was an old town of the Andaquies,

was not founded by the
Franciscans. The dates here indicate those
under which La Ceja was
administered by the Franciscans. As such. La
Ceja was not generally referred
as a mission town, but rather as

which

its escala,

its

for a

Caqueta and Putumayo.

town on the Putumayo

possible but unlikely that the location remained
the
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to

stopover and hospice from

to enter the missions of the infideles in
the

^ The name La Concepcion was used
is

or

it

same

all

since 1695,

the time.

it

Name

of

Town

Indigenous

Groups
5.Nuestro Padre de

?-1775

Location

Unknown; 1773-

San Francisco

Approximate
3 days upriver

Amaguajes, some

from La

Encabellados,

Concepcion on

"vestiges" of

the

Putumayo

others
6.

San Diego (de

?-

Orito)

1785 (only

1773-Oas,

Zenzeguajes by

Less than three

Zenzeguajes,

this time)

Encabellados, and

days upriver
from San

other "vestiges" of
nations

San Francisco

7.

Huaques; a few
Macaguajes by

Solano

Francisco on the

Putumayo

On

the Caqueta

River

1786

San Antonio de

8.

Indios

los

17727- 1783/84

Mamos

I

On

Mamos

Putumayo

the

River, probably

below San
San Juan Baptista

9.

del Rio

Francisco

1776-1779

Pescado or La

Pescado

Hacha

River,

tributary of
10.

San Miguel de

Puicunti
1 1

.

San Joseph de

los

Caqueta
1785-1790

(at

Payaguajes,

On

least)

Tamas, Cor eguajes

1786

Andaquies

the Caqueta

Oteguaza River,

Canelos

tributary of

Caqueta
1

2.

las

Nuestra Senora de

1786-1787

Tamas

Caguan

Gracias del Caguan

River,

tributary of

Caqueta
13.

N.S.dela

1787

Concepcion de

Guaques,

Oteguaza River

Macaguages

Oteguaza
14.

San Antonio de

1789

Padua (Oteguaza)
15.

La Concepcion de

all

Macaguages
1789

Huaques or
Camunigua

1789

Andaquies

Haumea
16. Bodoquerita

Guaques;
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the
fled

Caguan River

Table

Name

Franciscans working in
Putumayo/Caquela missions, 1769-1792

18:

of
Priest/

Iranciscdii
1

9/58-11/69

Priest

Navarro

Joseph de

|

?/63-73

Priest

11/64-02/1779

Priest

(died)

Joseph Antonio
|

los

La Ceja, missions of the
Andaquies; 1767- Santa Maria
La Ceja and San Antonio de

Yanayaco

Vicuna
de

San Diego de Orito (Superior
of

de Caqueta, 1773
la

Concepcion

4.

Town

the missions, 1762?-1769)

Sim6n de San
Joseph Men^ndez
2.

3.

of

Brother

Manuel

.

Name

3/65 - 7/85?

Brothci

Dolores e

Ygledas

(or Yntijina)

La Ceja (1765-69?); 1770Nuestro Padre de San
Francisco; 1773 - Santa Maria;

1782-S.F. Solano
Bonifacio de

5.

?/66-67 - 09/79

San Agiistin

Priest

(leaves)

La Purisima Concepdon de

Putumayo

Castillo

Joseph

6.

?/66-67 -11/697-1775

Priest

San Frandsco Solano; San
Frandsco

1770-? (1784?)

Priest

La Ceja;

Ynostroza

Roque del

7.

Sacramento

?

(1784) -

San Diego

Amaya
Manuel

8.

1773-1775

Antonio de

San Diego de Orito

la

Santfsima

Trinidad Suarez
9.

Juan de

la

Cruz

Brother

y Ortega

La Ceja?; 1778

-

San Joseph del

Puerto (del Rio Pescado); 1779 -

La Concepdon
10.

Esteban de

1773 - 2?/ 1782

Brother

San Antonio de

Priest

San Diego de Orito; San

los

Mamos

San Joseph
11.

Juan de los

ll?/75-at

Dolores y Azos

12.

least

1787

Choco alms
collecting?); 1790 -in

del Rio Pescado (Rio Hacha);

the College in

Pescado; 1780 - La Ceja; 1787-

Popayan

N.S. de las Gracias del

(1778 in

Ignadodelas

ll?/75

13.

1779 -San Joseph del Rio

Brother

|

Gracias

Romero

Antonio de

la

Batista

77/77

-

?

Priest

Cruz
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San Frandsco Solano

Caguan

Priest/

Name

of

Town

Brother
14,

Francisco

Javier

11/80-3/83 (out)

Priest

La Concepcion; Presidente,
1782 -Santa Maria;

11/80-7/83 (killed)

Priest

1781 -Santa Maria; 1782-S.F
Solano; July, 1 783 - killed in

de San

Joachin y

Cordova
15.

Joseph Joachin

de

la

Dios
16.

Madre de

A ran go

Santa Maria

Joseph Joachin

5/81 -11/83?; 1789/90

La Ceja;

de Santa Maria y
Duenas
1

7.

Tomas Joseph

de Jesus

Priest

Mana

Ramon de

la

789/90 -V/sT^fl?

783 - San Antonio de los

Mamos; 17897 - Bodoquerito;
1790 -La Ceja

Carrejo
18.

1

1

l?/83- 71784

Brother

3?/83-?1784

Brother

17/83-?

Brother

Concepcion Ortiz
19. Josef

de Jesiis

Maria y Navas
20.

Matias de

Jesus Maria y
Josef Aguilar
21.

San Diego; 1786 - S.R Solano;
1 787 - N.S. de la
Concepcion de

Oteeuaza

Alejandro

?/83-84 - 7/87; 2/89

Antonio de Jesus

Brother

1/1790; 7/90-

1

789 - Bodoquerita;

1

790 -

S.F.

Solano

Jauregui
22.

Manuel Maria

?/83-84 ?enters

Brother

710/84

Priest

San Miguel de Puicunti; 1789
San Antonio de Padua

24.

710/84-7/27/89;

Priest

1784 Spanish missionary;

la

73/1790-

de San Pedro de
Alcantara
23.

Miguel de

la

Asupcion y
Alcantara

Geronimo de
Matanza

President (actual), Santa

Barbara de

la

Bodoquera

(Andaquies); 73/1790 - San

Miguel de Puicunti
25.

Manuel de

Hermosilla

26.

Manuel Lanza

710/84-9/85; 1786/87

Brother

-7/1790 (poisoned)

1784 Spanish missionary; (1787)

San Miguel de Puicunti

10/85 -7 (died before

Priest

entering7)

1784 Spanish missionary
President (Difunto)
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-

Name

of

^ ears

Priest/

Jjanciscan

Brothejv

27. Francisco

?10/85 - 8/1790

Ycabalzeta y
Zelaya

8/24/90)

28. Santiago

10/85

sick,

(left

Priest

goes to College,

-

Priest

Echevarria

29.

Name

of

Town

.

1784 Spanish missionary;
Solano

S.F.

1784 Spanish missionary; San
Joseph de los Canelos; 8/1790 -

San Miguel de Puicunti

Vizente

12/85-5/86?-?

Priest

Barrutia

1784 Spanish missionary,
not have actually entered

may

missions
30. Josef Bcnitez

12/85-5/86?

-

?

Priest

1784 Spanish Missionary,
not have actually entered

may

missions
31.

Fermin Ibanez

12/85-5/86

- ?;

asked

to

Priest

1784 Spanish Missionary, La
Ceja

Priest

Guardian of College (visital
1787 Ceja; 2/1789 - 10/89

return in 1790
32.

Juan Antonio

del Rosario

12/85-5/86-1788?;

U

2/1789 -10/89

Gutierrez

33.

Mariano de

la

Misericordia

12/85-5/86-9/3/86

Priest

(died)

Gutierrez
34.

Marcos de San
Joseph Texada

12/85-5/86-

35. Francisco

12/85-5/86 -?/89

Pugnet

sick);

de

36. Josef

la

returns

-

(left

?/90

Priest

La Ceja, 1789 -President

Priest

1787 -N.S. de

-

Gradas del

las

Caguan; 1790 - La Concepdon
de Haumea (Caguan River)

12/85-5/86-8/87

Brother

Purificadon

Santa Barbara de

la

Bodoquera

(Andaquies)

Pugnet
37.

Pedro de

los

Dolores

12/85-5/86 -1788?;

Brother

2/1789 -10/89

38. Lx)renzo

de

Companion

of the

Guardian

(both trips)

2/89-1/1790; ?/90

Brother

Concepcion

9/1790 - La

Haumea

Concepdon de

(Rio Caguan)

Gironza
39.

Marcos del

Espiritii

1788? -1790? (kiUed)

Priest

Santo

1789

-

La Concepdon de

Haumea (new town)

Calderon
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Table

1.

19:

Padrones or Numbers of Residents
in Mission Towns, 1770.1780«

San Francisco

Xavier de
la.

la

28970

?

141

Ceja

198

246

San Antomo de

20

22

San Isidro de

la

Ceia
(38)

(partido)
2.
3.

297

(29)71

Yntijina (Yanayacu)
lb.

292

?

Santa Maria de Caqueta

La Purisima

Concepcion de Putumavo
J^
4. Nuestro Padre de San

202

43

239

298

87

169

ou

1/11

141

162

163

155

159

261

317

323

316

322

322

102

101

101

Q4

enu

151

124

118

111
111

70

55

?

1

Francisco (Amaguajes)
5.

San Diego (de Orito

till

end

1776)
r

6.

San Francisco Solano

7.

San Antonio de los

83

72

59

?

83

97

1 1

113

end

58
^

55

lUD

95

Mamos
8.

Augustinillo

San Juan Baptista del
Rio Pescado (Rio Hacha)

9.

Total;

1069

Sources:

ACC.

Sig 9054,

ff.

1-4;

861

ACC.

907

722

87

82

99

88

88^2

end

840

945

984

912

645

Sigs. 5401, 5475, 5670, 5540, 5424,

5371

5790, 5835.

^°

La Ceja was an unusual mission town as many of

its

inhabitants were

identified as mestizos and/or Indios.

7^

San Antonio de

San Isidro de

la

Intijina or

Yanayacu

is

listed as a "partido" of

Ceja starting in 1779. La Ceja's total

number

La Ceja, as

is

of inhabitants

includes the totals in parentheses of these two partidos.

''2

This

number was

San Juan Baptista.

town of "Patriarca Senor San Joseph del Puerto" not
However, they were both on the Pescado River.
for the
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Table

20:

Padr^es

Number,

or

'>anieof Toi^n

of Residents in Mi
Mission Towns,
1781-179(F3

81

82

83

106

100

/

I.San francisco

Xa\ier de

la San

]a

85

86

87

Ceia

Lsidro

de

la

Ceja

(partido)

Mana de Ca

2-

Santa

3.

La Purisima Concepcion

I

4>

de Putumavo
4.

San Diego fde Orito

till

^

84

1776;

90

new^

San Francisco Solano

5.

6 San Antonjo de los

Mam os

96

7 San Miguel de Puicunti

Santa Barbara de

8.

la

Bodoquera (Andaquies)
9.

Bodocfuerita (Andaquies

San Joseph de
Canelos
10.

11.

IZ

los

Nuestra Sefiora de

Gracias del
N.S- de

)

las

Ca^an
la

Concepcion de

Oteguaza
13.
4.

San .Antonio de Padua
La CCTKepdon de

Haumea ^Caguan
Total

Sources

River)

668

ACC

595

659

Sigs. 5S55, 5S56, 5867, 5920,
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59^2

T--

.

7105

88

89

Table

Royal Support of the
Missions, 1773-1790

21:

Venr

Number

of

Royni Funding (Amounls
die
Kii'b months Nov. to
M.i\', or
M.ivtoNo\',)

Religious

Pesos
1

77/1

5 priests, 3 brothers

1775

more being

3 priests, 4 brothers

1777

4 priests, 4 brothers

1/78

1 '~T'^r\
1

779

7r

Ir

1865p6r

1081

p4r 29m

(to

1977p5r

May)

2021p7r 29m

priests, 4

brothers (to Nov.)

940p 3r

4 priests, 4 brothers

Approx. 980p

(to

2310p

988p6r 22m rs

3 priests, 4 brothers

May); 2

IV!,8p

1155p0.5 r(17m)

932p

^

(to

per year (approx.)

sent^*

1776

1

[

funding

(p) le.iles (r) mni-dvedisi

v/v pesos

4 priest, 3 brothers, 2

l<o)al

May); 2

priest, 4

1702p

722p2r 18m

brothers (to Nov.)

1780

1781

1

priest, 3

brothers

530p

3 priests, 3 brothers

May); 4

(to

priests, 3

r

(to

May)

864p 3r

(to

Nov.)

697p 2r

(to

May)

834p 3r

(to

Nov.)

1

1394p4r
1531p5r

brothers (to Nov.)

1782

4 priests, 3 brothers

May); 5

(to

1472p4r 31.5m
880p 4r

priests, 5

2353p 31.5m

brothers (to Nov)

1783

4 priests, 5 brothers

vozp

\iu

1090p 7r 22 l/3m

iviciy^,

z priests, 4

r>r

o Z/3m

2073p 4r 29m

brothers (to Nov.)

1784

No data
|

1785

2 priests, 3 brothers
(to

May); 5

1

682p 2r

3035p 3r 32m

941p2r 32m
1411p7r

priests, 4

brothers (to Nov.); 7
priests, 2 brothers
(to enter,

7^

Beginning

December)

in 1771,

|

missionaries

paid half of their annual sinodo
initial

supply

in

who were about

advance

costs.
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to enter the missions

to defray the transportation

were

and

Royal Funding (Amounts
for 6

months

May

to No\-.)

Pesos

No\-. to

(p) reales (r)

are

May, or

Royal funding
per year (approx.)

maravedii

(m)
1786

3 priests, 2 brothers
(to

May); 8

priests, 4

849p 3r
1

2648p 6r

799p 3r

brothers (to Nov.)

1787

9 priests, 3 brothers
(to

1603p

6.5r

3207p 5r

Nov. )

1788

No data

1789

1

priest, 2 brothers

(Feb.); 5 priests,

1

364p

Ir

1299p

2.5r

brother (to Nov.); 6

969p

priests (Dec); 2

410p 2r

priests,
{visita,

1

brother

3346p

7.5r

(approximate regular sinodo for
six

304p 2r

months

to

May seems to be

Dec); 2

missing)

priests (July to Jan.,

1790)

1790

6 priests, 2 brothers
(to

May); 8

priests, 2

1099p 3.5r
1594p 6r 29

brothers (to Nov.)

474

2694p

l/4m

2.5r

29m

Figure

1:

New Granada

Source: Calero, Chiefdoms Under
Siege,

9.

475

Figure

2:

Location of

Source: Bellier,

some Indigenous Groups

Gma etnogrdfica de la Alta Amazonia,
476

in the IT"'

15,

Century

Figure

3:

Locarion of

some Indigenous Groups

Source: Bellier, Guia etnogrdfica de

la

in the 18- Century

Alta Amazonia, 21.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY
Archival Sources

^^"^^^

cltbia^^"'''"''
This archive contains

^»

p-p^y-.

much concerning

the history of the diocese of
Popayan but
relatively few, although very useful,
documents concerning these missions.

Archivo Central del Cauca (ACQ, Centro
Investigaciones Jose Maria Arboleda
Llorente, Archivo Historico; Fondo
Colonia: Misiones, Popayan,
Colombia
The colonial holdings in the ACC are impressive
and wide-ranging. The
majority of the documents used for this
study reside there.
'

Archivo General de

Nacion (AGN), Fondos Caciques e Indios,
Milicias y
Marmas, Historia Eclesiastica, Miscelanea, Santa
Fe de Bogota, Colombia.
la

This archive contained

some

useful

documents

particularly for the late

eighteenth century regarding the Franciscan
missions. They were found in
various fondos.

Archivo Historico de Pasto (AHP), Fundacion Para
la Investigacion Cientifica
y
el Desarrollo Cultural de Nariiio,
Fondo: Cabildo Pasto, Pasto, Colombia.

was disappointing concerning the subject matter under
consideration. The archive holds relatively few colonial
documents.
This archive

Archivo Historico del Banco Central del Ecuador (AHBCE),
Archivo de Indias Sevilla, Indice Documental, Signatura: Audiencia
de Quito, Quito Ecuador.

The microfilm holdings
obtained

are very useful for

much documentation from

many

colonial subjects as they

have

the Archivo de Indias in Seville.

Archivo Historico del Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores (AHMRE), Fondo
Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores, Seccion Reservada, Subseries:
Archives
Espaholes, Archives Nacionales y del Vatican©, Varies sebre Limites, Misienes
Especiales, and Religiesos, Quito, Ecuador.

For a relatively small archive,
external relations

and

its

colonial holdings for

frontier questions are useful
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any subject

and easy

relating to

accessible.

Archive Provincial del
Convento de San Frandsm rAPrQp^

^

Ecuador

A very large national archive with
legajos

were found

here.

impressive holdings
foldings. A fo„
few v,
but, important
•

CoUecHons and Published Documents
Alacano

Bartolome de, "Informe del Padre
Provincial de San Francisco
de
Quito, sobre las m.siones de su
Religion" in Revista de la
Universidaci del Zca
Popayan: Unicauca, 1947-48, 121-153.

,ue

t

Fr.

ene sureks^on enlre

ZJ?

FH
Editorial
J.M.Cajica

las infieles

de

las provincias del

"
Jr., S. A.,

PuZZ
Puebla
™a, SoMexico.

Gran Ca,uela,

y
1960, 83-111.

del

;«/orm. de/ Padre Provincial de San
Francisco de Quito sobre

y

d.;

Gr«„ R,o de Macas.

i^iero, ^^TtfJ"^
looo), 38-5

'

in Historiadores

^""'"'^

y Cronistas de las Misiones
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